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That didn't take long. Not even a week has passed, and the president elect's team is
already warning Trump critics to be "careful" about the way they criticize Trump
(http://www.cnn.com/2016/11/13/politics/kellyanne-conway-harry-reid-lawsuit
/index.html).

[Senate Minority Leader Harry Reid] on Friday had said that "the
election of Donald Trump has emboldened the forces of hate and
bigotry in America" and that "white nationalists, Vladimir Putin and ISIS
are celebrating Donald Trump's victory, while innocent, law-abiding
Americans are wracked with fear." [...]

Then, she added: "He should be very careful about characterizing
somebody in a legal sense. He thinks -- he thinks he's just being some
kind of political pundit there, but I would say be very careful about the
way you characterize it."

Donald Trump's minions seem to be confused about this, so let's fill them in on
something they're going to need to know going forward: The President of the United
States has the least legal protection against criticism or libel of anyone in the country.
As the ultimate public figure, courts are obliged to grant public citizens wide leeway.
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This is why, for example, elected public officials, private citizens, and the Fox News
channel have been repeatedly able to peddle 100% false information about Barack
Obama for a decade with absolutely no repercussions.

To demonstrate how this works, I could, for example, say something like
"President Donald Trump is a small-penised sex-obsessed pervert who stands accused
of raping a 13 year old girl and who, given his temperament, has in all likelihood
sexually abused at least one of his own children. He is mentally unstable and among
the dumbest individuals ever to hold any public office anywhere, is quite probably
colluding with Russia to undermine American interests, and spends his evenings
aggressively masturbating to National Geographic footage of burrowing meerkats. His
sole aim in acquiring the presidency is to convert the Lincoln Bedroom into a Rape
Room, and he will sell an American nuclear weapon to ISIS for fifteen dollars and
change if he thinks he'd make two dollars worth of profit on it."

Welcome to the big leagues, President Summer Squash. You're going to have quite the
adventure from here on in.
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Reid's office was eager to respond (http://www.reid.senate.gov/press_releases
/2016-11-13-reid-spokesman-trumps-threats-should-concern-
all-americans#.WCi9hDvQh-o).

“It only took five days for President-elect Trump to try to silence his
critics with the threat of legal action. This should shock and concern all
Americans. [...]

Since Trump was elected, acts of hate against Muslims, Jews, women
and people of color have spiked dramatically. The KKK is planning a
parade to celebrate Trump’s victory because the KKK sees Trump as
their champion. Today, a headline in one newspaper reads, ‘Popular
neo-Nazi site urges readers to troll liberals into suicide,’ while another
reads, ‘Post-election spate of hate crimes worse than 9-11.’

“But instead of rising to the responsibility of his office, Trump is hiding
behind his Twitter account and sending his staff on TV to threaten his
critics.

“If this is going to be a time of healing, Trump must take action
immediately to stop the acts of hate and threats of violence that are
being committed in his name across the country. Trump owes the
nation leadership, not petty attempts to silence his critics.”

Donald Trump continues to ignore the acts of hate sweeping the country in his name.
We can presume at this point that it is because he wishes those acts to continue.
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(/user/Crimson Quillfeather)
Crimson Quillfeather (/user/Crimson Quillfeather)

Nov 13 · 11:40:55 AM (/comments/1598359/64383110#comment_64383110)

Recommended 261 times

Today I am delighted again, that i am a member of DK.  Because I can rec this diary.  :)

(/user/FishOutofWater)

[new]
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FishOutofWater (/user/FishOutofWater) Crimson Quillfeather

Nov 13 · 12:10:57 PM (/comments/1598359/64383631#comment_64383631)

Recommended 151 times

What would really delight me would be if the electoral college would flunk Trump out of
the job of President. If the electoral college was ever good for anything it is to keep this
dangerous, incompetent, sociopath from becoming president.



(/user/VirginiaJeff)

[new]


VirginiaJeff (/user/VirginiaJeff) FishOutofWater

Nov 13 · 12:20:34 PM (/comments/1598359/64383813#comment_64383813)

Recommended 120 times

I was thinking something similar: never again can anyone reasonably argue that
the Electoral College provides a safety valve for blocking an evil person from
becoming president.



(/user/Captain Frogbert)

[new]


Captain Frogbert (/user/Captain Frogb VirginiaJeff

Nov 13 · 12:27:26 PM (/comments/1598359/64383937#comment_64383937)

Recommended 103 times

The electoral college was never intended to prevent an elected official
from becoming president. It was intended to allow the several states to
 complete an election in a reasonable amount of time in a time when it
took a week or more to travel from Boston to New York, and more than
a month to travel from Boston to South Carolina overland.

This is why it is utterly outmoded in this day and age and should be
abolished. And you bet that, had two republicans in 20 years lost the
presidency because of the electoral college, it would have been
abolished long ago.

... 

(/user/derleider)

[new]


derleider (/user/derleider) Captain Frogbert

Nov 13 · 12:31:52 PM (/comments/1598359/64384009#comment_64384009)

Recommended 11 times

Elections were spread through the year and there were four
months between the last elections and the inauguration.

It was put on place because states didn't start out with direct
election of the president. Some states let their legislators pick
the electors into the 1800s.

Given that, you need a way to convert those votes into votes
for president.



(/user/wasatch)

[new]


wasatch (/user/wasatch) derleider

Nov 13 · 02:20:55 PM (/comments/1598359

/64385779#comment_64385779)

Recommended 6 times

some Rs would like to return to having state
legislators determine the electors and through them
the presidency. Because they have so many of them
now.



(/user/derleider)

[new]


derleider (/user/derl wasatch

Nov 14 · 08:26:12 AM (/comments/1598359

/64397464#comment_64397464)

... 
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Recommended 2 times

Some states did this in 1800, but it seems
the it backfired — taking the vote away from
the people pissed them off.

(/user/Seattnai)

[new]


Seattnai (/user/Seatt derleider

Nov 15 · 01:02:12 PM (/comments/1598359

/64423321#comment_64423321)

Recommended 9 times

Obviously, we don’t really have the vote right
now. We need to do away with the electoral
college and have straight up popular voting.

... 

(/user/Carpentermarty)

[new]


Carpentermarty (/us Seattnai

Nov 15 · 02:44:59 PM (/comments/1598359

/64425310#comment_64425310)

Recommended 7 times

I have always believed that whomever ran
and got the most votes should win any
election from mayors  on

... 

(/user/NoToGoP)

[new]


NoToGoP (/user/NoT Carpentermarty

Nov 15 · 08:22:51 PM (/comments/1598359

/64430265#comment_64430265)

Recommended 5 times

The literal definition of a “democracy” is that
the winner of the majority of votes WINS the
election. Period! No wonder the vote in
America  (the biggest democracy in the
world???), is anemic. The electoral college is
an outdated method that disenfranchises
more than half of the 50 states.

... 

(/user/PsychoSavannah)

[new]


PsychoSavannah (/user/PsychoS Captain Frogbert

Nov 13 · 12:34:35 PM (/comments/1598359/64384056#comment_64384056)

Recommended 17 times

Not quite.  It is in place to make sure tiny little Rhode Island,
and mostly uninhabited states like Nebraska and Iowa, all
have a say in our presidential elections, and not just giant
states like California and Texas.

... 

(/user/bassinduo)

[new]


bassinduo (/user/bassinduo) PsychoSavannah

Nov 13 · 12:41:53 PM (/comments/1598359

/64384177#comment_64384177)

Yes, but this is no longer needed.  We live in an era of
“one person, one vote” and no ones vote, no matter
how rural should count as more than one, which is
essentially what the electoral college does.  It was a
sop to the south in particular when it was written into
the constitution.
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Recommended 75 times

Today, about 80% of Americans reside in the urban
centers.  What is happening, and will continue to
happen is that the minority will be ruling over the
majority.  This cannot be allowed to stand.

Abolishing the electoral college would make the
candidates have to visit all the states, and to actually
try to sway voters everywhere.  This is a good thing.
 National Popular vote all the way.

(/user/Cecile)

[new]


Cecile (/user/Cecile) bassinduo

Nov 13 · 01:19:52 PM (/comments/1598359

/64384752#comment_64384752)

Recommended 14 times

Actually, those who argue in favor of the EC
is that candidates would  spend most of their
time and money only in the few
most populous states. 



(/user/RNmakingsense)

[new]


RNmakingsense (/us Cecile

Nov 13 · 01:32:54 PM (/comments/1598359

/64384918#comment_64384918)

Recommended 5 times

why shouldn’t they. “no one” lives in those
other places. 

... 

(/user/bmhadoken)

[new]


bmhadoken (/user/b RNmakingsense

Nov 14 · 10:23:58 AM (/comments/1598359

/64399993#comment_64399993)

Recommended 2 times

Because the people who do live in those
underpopulated rural states like Montana
are no less entitled to have their political
voice heard than the people in Austin or
NYC.

... 

(/user/Jill49)

[new]


Jill49 (/user/Jill49) bmhadoken

Nov 15 · 10:12:35 AM (/comments/1598359

/64419758#comment_64419758)

Recommended 16 times

But not more entitled. One person one vote
should prevail.



(/user/Tazman1)

[new]


Tazman1 (/user/Taz bmhadoken

Nov 15 · 06:02:46 PM (/comments/1598359

/64428452#comment_64428452)

Recommended 1 time

If the EC was abolished, everyone WOULD
get one vote!  Just like it was intended!
 Unfortunately, I believe that it was skewed
from the very beginning so that certain
people could be elected even if they didn’t
get the most votes!  How is that fair?

... 
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(/user/Dragonfly56)

[new]


Dragonfly56 (/user/D bmhadoken

Nov 15 · 07:26:48 PM (/comments/1598359

/64429544#comment_64429544)

Recommended 6 times

Being  from Montana I don’t think my voice is
heard any louder because of the electoral
 college.  In fact, because of the electoral
college, my vote meant absolutely squat.

... 

(/user/catilinus)

[new]


catilinus (/user/catili Dragonfly56

Nov 15 · 11:18:14 PM (/comments/1598359

/64431390#comment_64431390)

Recommended 0 times

Your vote, & your voice, means something
here. Thanks for joining.

Hello, new user at Daily Kos! Our site
guidelines and unique community
moderation system are explained in
the Rules of the Road
(http://www.dailykos.com/rules-of-the-road).

If you have other questions about how to
participate you can learn more at the the
Knowledge Base
(http://helpdesk.dailykos.com/kb) and the
Site Resource Diaries
(http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/01
/08/1177381/-New-Diarists-More-Resources-
for-All?detail=hide). Diaries tagged Open
Thread (http://www.dailykos.com
/search?status=&species=&
search_type=search_tags&
text_expand=contains&
text_type=tag_compare&text=open+thread&
time_type=time_last_story&
time_begin=Start+Date&
time_end=End+Date&
count_min=%28min%29&
count_max=%28max%29&submit=Search)are
also great places to ask any questions.

~~ from the DK Partners & Mentors Team
(http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/03
/22/1196175/-Announcing-Partners-
Mentors?detail=hide).

... 

(/user/Liberally Democratic )

[new]


Liberally Democratic RNmakingsense

Nov 15 · 09:39:56 AM (/comments/1598359

/64418948#comment_64418948)

Recommended 20 times

Holy cow! Those “no one lives in those
other places” have somehow delivered
enough votes to help bump trump into the
presidency of our country.

But yes, we need one person, one vote. The
Electoral College has totally flunked so far on
this round.  Hillary is up ahead by around
400,000 in popular votes, with many more
paper votes left to count as far as I can tell.
Don’t seem to find much coverage on this. 

... 
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(/user/anjaspapa)[new]


anjaspapa (/user/anj Liberally Democratic

Nov 15 · 02:51:37 PM (/comments/1598359

/64425424#comment_64425424)

Recommended 5 times

Last I checked, it was up over 600,00
— Clinton over Trump - and still growing. Not
that, in this system, it makes any difference.

... 

(/user/PeedeeWyre)

[new]


PeedeeWyre (/user/P anjaspapa

Nov 15 · 11:27:23 PM (/comments/1598359

/64431433#comment_64431433)

Recommended 3 times

It was 1,200,000 on Lawrence O'Donnell
tonight, with a lot of votes yet to count in CA
and WA, among others.

... 

(/user/fair daddy)

[new]


fair daddy (/user/fair RNmakingsense

Nov 15 · 06:44:42 PM (/comments/1598359

/64429019#comment_64429019)

Recommended 4 times

Hey,I live here.Wyoming to be exact.While it
is true that there are few of us,in this state
and the one’s around us,we grow
your grain,we raise your cattle,we raise
honest and responsible children to be good
citizens.I was born and schooled in
Ohio,spent 40 years rural and urban
Florida.And I can tell you,when you need
some help,when something has gone totally
haywire,I have never had a finer set of
neighbors,friends and co-workers willing to
help and yes they are mostly staunch
republicans.But,politically,they march the
march.Once the mantra of hate against
Obama,the Clinton’s,and any kind of
progressive agenda is proposed,they go
lockstep arm in arm,damn the damage.I fear
for the future of our nation.I fear for the
prospects of my children,and their children.

...

(/user/zekekrahlin)

[new]


zekekrahlin (/user/ze fair daddy

Nov 20 · 03:54:03 PM (/comments/1598359

/64500488#comment_64500488)

Recommended 0 times

What about any gay neighbors...would they
just be as helpful, or would they be the ones
to burn down their farm or home?

Oh, you don't /have/ any gay neighbors.
Hmm.

... 

(/user/HooInFla)

[new]


HooInFla (/user/HooI Cecile

Nov 13 · 01:48:49 PM (/comments/1598359

/64385181#comment_64385181)

If all votes counted equally national
campaigns would focus their efforts where
they got the maximum return on their
investment. Back page print add in the Tulsa
Weekly Shopper may well have more reach

... 
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Recommended 15 times

and impact dollar for dollar than 6pm 30
second spot on NY1.

Not to mention a candidate has to actually
talk and LISTEN to voters from all 50 states,
not just this cycle's predetermined
"battlegrounds".

That's what Trump did. He went everywhere
and got in front of a lot more voters than
HRC and if Woody Allen was right that half of
life is showing up ..... he kept showing up in
all sorts of places.

(/user/k9kiki)

[new]


k9kiki (/user/k9kiki) HooInFla

Nov 13 · 01:59:16 PM (/comments/1598359

/64385381#comment_64385381)

Recommended 22 times

Not to mention a candidate
has to actually talk and
LISTEN to voters from all 50
states

Do you really think Trump listened to voters?
 He had big rallies, but he sure didn’t visit
coffee shops — or even shake outreached
hands at his rallies.



(/user/AddieBee)

[new]


AddieBee (/user/Add k9kiki

Nov 13 · 07:30:58 PM (/comments/1598359

/64391210#comment_64391210)

Recommended 9 times

Doesn’t matter. He offered them what they
wanted to hear. Magical thinking and a
return to the "good old days.” They were so
desperate for that kind of language, they set
aside any other concerns they had about
him. And look where we are now.

... 

(/user/SheilaSB)

[new]


SheilaSB (/user/Sheil AddieBee

Nov 16 · 05:03:48 AM (/comments/1598359

/64432411#comment_64432411)

Recommended 0 times

You are so correct, AddieBee. Hitler told the
German people the same “fairy tale,” and we
all know the rest of the story. It is worse than
a shame that so many people,  in any
era, would buy into these ideas and ignore
the vile language and behavior of such
a man.

... 

(/user/Jill49)

[new]


Jill49 (/user/Jill49) k9kiki

Nov 15 · 10:14:42 AM (/comments/1598359
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/64419811#comment_64419811)

Recommended 4 times

He doesn't like to shake hands or let people
touch him.

(/user/Seattnai)

[new]


Seattnai (/user/Seatt Jill49

Nov 15 · 01:04:46 PM (/comments/1598359

/64423365#comment_64423365)

Recommended 6 times

Trump’s hands are too small to take out in
public.

... 

(/user/Elizjteacher)

[new]


Elizjteacher (/user/El k9kiki

Nov 20 · 07:52:36 PM (/comments/1598359

/64503032#comment_64503032)

Recommended 0 times

He only wants to listen to himself. In fact, he
is having a country-wide Victory Tour so he
can be worshipped by the "Basket" at the
rallies that turned him on during the
campaign.

... 

(/user/deebastatet)

[new]


deebastatet (/user/d HooInFla

Nov 14 · 07:26:36 AM (/comments/1598359

/64396300#comment_64396300)

Recommended 4 times

Trump was given a great deal of free press.
Talk shows allowed him to phone in to give
his views. Many of the shows were not of the
investigative reporting type.

... 

(/user/RCD25)

[new]


RCD25 (/user/RCD25) deebastatet

Nov 15 · 09:30:10 AM (/comments/1598359

/64418732#comment_64418732)

Recommended 15 times

Investigating reporting? Had to laugh. Now
there’s a piece of nostalgia. All news today is
“for profit”. Thank’s again Reagan.



(/user/Citogal)

[new]


Citogal (/user/Citogal) deebastatet

Nov 15 · 01:11:22 PM (/comments/1598359

/64423492#comment_64423492)

Recommended 4 times

Which allowed him to reach more voters with
more of his messages.  Broadcast is a
game-changer for elections.



(/user/Brieisme)

[new]


Brieisme (/user/Briei deebastatet

Nov 15 · 07:13:47 PM (/comments/1598359

/64429386#comment_64429386)

... 
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Recommended 3 times

Re: “Many of the shows were not of the
investigative reporting type."

Not sure if there are really any of those left.

(/user/SheilaSB)

[new]


SheilaSB (/user/Sheil deebastatet

Nov 16 · 05:06:37 AM (/comments/1598359

/64432436#comment_64432436)

Recommended 0 times

The free press time given to Trump
dominated the airwaves so much that the
public had virtually no opportunity to learn
anything about the other candidates during
the nomination process. The “equal time” law
should be enforced in such instances in the
future so that this fiasco will not happen
again.

... 

(/user/Kathleen Warner)

[new]


Kathleen Warner (/u HooInFla

Nov 14 · 07:38:11 AM (/comments/1598359

/64396542#comment_64396542)

Recommended 2 times

The problem is that just over half of eligible
voters voted. Comey's last minute, very
transparent collusion worked, which is why
the FBI's own rules forbid them from doing
what he did within 60 days of an election so
as not to influence an election, but influence
it he did. Eight days days before the election
announcing he “might” have emails that
“might” be related to Clinton and he “might”
have to"reopen the investigation" then two
days before the election “The emails aren't
related to Clinton and the investigation won't
be reopened.” That threw people that were
not voting for Trump into a panic and they
either voted third party, or didn't vote at all.
You can bet that every Trump supporter
voted and he still didn't win the popular vote,
just picked up enough smaller states to win
the electoral College, which Trump stated in
2012 should be done away with. Trump only
got 25.5% of the popular vote. Not an
overwhelming mandate is it? He should send
Comey a nice big present. 

... 

(/user/paradise50)

[new]


paradise50 (/user/pa Kathleen Warner

Nov 14 · 09:19:10 AM (/comments/1598359

/64398573#comment_64398573)

And yet Trump is President

... 
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Recommended 1 time

Hello, new user at Daily Kos!
Our site guidelines and
unique community
moderation system are
explained in the Rules of the
Road
(http://www.dailykos.com
/rules-of-the-road).

If you have other questions
about how to participate you
can learn more at the the
Knowledge Base
(http://helpdesk.dailykos.co
m/kb) and the Site Resource
Diaries
(http://www.dailykos.com
/story/2013/01/08/1177381
/-New-Diarists-
More-Resources-
for-All?detail=hide). Diaries
tagged Open Thread
(http://www.dailykos.com
/search?status=&species=&
search_type=search_tags&
text_expand=contains&
text_type=tag_compare&
text=open+thread&
time_type=time_last_story&
time_begin=Start+Date&
time_end=End+Date&
count_min=%28min%29&
count_max=%28max%29&
submit=Search)are also great
places to ask any questions.

~~ from the DK Partners &
Mentors Team
(http://www.dailykos.com
/story/2013/03/22/1196175
/-Announcing-Partners-
Mentors?detail=hide).

(/user/XaurreauX)

[new]


XaurreauX (/user/Xa Kathleen Warner

Nov 14 · 12:31:53 PM (/comments/1598359

/64402928#comment_64402928)

Recommended 5 times

I understand that 10 million Democrats
didn’t vote. To them I say, “Lie down,
bitches!”

... 

(/user/Jill49)

[new]


Jill49 (/user/Jill49) XaurreauX

Nov 15 · 10:17:07 AM (/comments/1598359

/64419866#comment_64419866)

Recommended 3 times

DK Riles of the Road, please don't let this
person troll.



(/user/Citogal)

[new]


Citogal (/user/Citogal) XaurreauX

Nov 15 · 01:13:10 PM (/comments/1598359
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/64423523#comment_64423523)

Recommended 6 times

23% of registered voters didn’t vote.  Each
big party candidate got the exact same
percentage of votes, roughly 18%, one got
more actual votes.  Yes, people who didn’t
vote don’t get to bitch.

(/user/BJM)

[new]


BJM (/user/BJM) Kathleen Warner

Nov 15 · 01:25:16 PM (/comments/1598359

/64423737#comment_64423737)

Recommended 5 times

I personally believe he paid Comey to do
what he did.



(/user/GW67)

[new]


GW67 (/user/GW67) BJM

Nov 15 · 09:11:36 PM (/comments/1598359

/64430677#comment_64430677)

Recommended 3 times

Or PROMISED to pay him.  Trump doesn’t
pay others for doing their work, I don’t see
him paying Comey, either.  



(/user/ResqDogz)

[new]


ResqDogz (/user/Res Kathleen Warner

Nov 15 · 01:32:35 PM (/comments/1598359

/64423889#comment_64423889)

Recommended 2 times

Spot on, Kathleen!

... 

(/user/fair daddy)

[new]


fair daddy (/user/fair Kathleen Warner

Nov 15 · 07:24:43 PM (/comments/1598359

/64429518#comment_64429518)

Recommended 2 times

Maybe they can grab each others pussy and
have a big tongue smooch.

...

(/user/DemWhore)

[new]


DemWhore (/user/D HooInFla

Nov 14 · 10:06:08 AM (/comments/1598359

/64399576#comment_64399576)

Recommended 4 times

He went wherever he could get big idolizing
crowds. That’s how he gets off. 

That and spewing hate was the only reason
he showed up and he didn’t listen to anyone
who didn’t already agree with his ugly
bullshit.

... 

(/user/BJM)

[new]


BJM (/user/BJM) DemWhore

Nov 15 · 01:27:31 PM (/comments/1598359
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/64423785#comment_64423785)

Recommended 6 times

Exactly.  He is mentally ill, in the true sense,
not as a derogatory comment, and having a
son myself who is mentally ill, when he feels
that his thinking is discounted, he loses it,
and so will Trump when some public figure
questions his intelligence.  That is a trait that
a sitting president cannot afford to have. 
Our country will pay the price.

(/user/AutumnEhrenkranz)

[new]


AutumnEhrenkranz ( HooInFla

Nov 15 · 01:44:35 PM (/comments/1598359

/64424136#comment_64424136)

Recommended 4 times

They already concentrate on the states with
the most delegates, so what’s the difference?
 One person, one vote.

... 

(/user/BoasMC)

[new]


BoasMC (/user/Boas Cecile

Nov 13 · 03:41:42 PM (/comments/1598359

/64387263#comment_64387263)

Recommended 4 times

In making that argument they’re ignoring the
fact that as it stands now, candidates spend
most of their time and money in a few states
that represent a small minority of the
country.

... 

(/user/Caligrammy)

[new]


Caligrammy (/user/C BoasMC

Nov 15 · 06:32:47 PM (/comments/1598359

/64428889#comment_64428889)

Recommended 1 time

Yes, in CA we never see any candidates!

... 

(/user/PeedeeWyre)

[new]


PeedeeWyre (/user/P Caligrammy

Nov 15 · 11:43:56 PM (/comments/1598359

/64431510#comment_64431510)

Recommended 1 time

I don't see them when they're in San Fran
because I can't pay $1,000 for a wine and
cheese /cocktail reception, nor $25,000 for
dinner in the non-VIP area... but I'm glad that
someone can and does. Bernie got $20 early
on, then Hillary got a few hundred from me.
I'm fine with that.

... 

(/user/meccaanon)

[new]


meccaanon (/user/m Cecile

Nov 13 · 04:38:23 PM (/comments/1598359

/64388225#comment_64388225)

Presidential elections in the US have come
down to who can game the EC better. The
popular vote is irrelevant. 

... 
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Recommended 2 times

(/user/Pule4Puna)

[new]


Pule4Puna (/user/Pul Cecile

Nov 13 · 09:55:36 PM (/comments/1598359

/64392909#comment_64392909)

Recommended 7 times

Yeah, It’s all a racket, consider the Iowa
Caucus. I suspect holding the caucus is a
boon to the Iowa economy.

Seriously, my vote in Hawaii should count
just as much as someone in Des Moines or
Cedar Falls, Iowa. The majority rules. 

... 

(/user/FarWestGirl)

[new]


FarWestGirl (/user/F Cecile

Nov 14 · 12:31:10 PM (/comments/1598359

/64402906#comment_64402906)

Recommended 0 times

Which they already do.

... 

(/user/fmjr)

[new]


fmjr (/user/fmjr) Cecile

Nov 15 · 12:11:06 PM (/comments/1598359

/64422382#comment_64422382)

Recommended 2 times

Wasn’t this kind of true in this election,
anyway?  I think that Florida, Pennsylvania,
Ohio, and North Carolina had at least
one-half of all Presidential campaign
appearances in the last three months.  I don’t
remember any candidate giving lots of
speeches in states like Nebraska, Alabama,
Rhode Island, Alaska, Vermont, Wyoming,
and New Mexico.

On the other hand, in that period, I think that
tiny New Hampshire had more appearances
than Texas or California.

Under the current system, it is ALL about
which states are the most evenly split
(“purple”) and little else. 



(/user/Greg Mead)

[new]


Greg Mead (/user/Gr Cecile

Nov 15 · 02:14:30 PM (/comments/1598359

/64424708#comment_64424708)

Recommended 1 time

We have instant communication in this day
and age.  It’s not like anyone isn’t going to be
able to find out what a candidate thinks if
they don’t visit their state.  People may
ARGUE that “candidates would  spend most
of their time and money only in the few
most populous states”,  but it’s not like radio,
the internet, newspapers, and cable TV don’t
exist in, say, Idaho.  We ALL have access to
the information we need.

... 

[new]
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(/user/mrswhipple) mrswhipple (/user/ Greg Mead

Nov 16 · 05:05:46 AM (/comments/1598359

/64432430#comment_64432430)

Recommended 0 times

Except the information most people get is
loaded with RWNJ crap and the other side
gets short shrift. Maybe the dems do need to
nominate an award winning comedienne. Or
maybe one of the guys, if we must.

... 

(/user/londo10)

[new]


londo10 (/user/lond Greg Mead

Nov 16 · 06:55:58 AM (/comments/1598359

/64433717#comment_64433717)

Recommended 0 times

But due to media consolidation and the
abolition of the Fairness Doctrine (thanks,
Ronnie — NOT!!!), much of what appears in
those outlets is filtered through a very red
lens that lets very little blue through.

... 

(/user/anjaspapa)

[new]


anjaspapa (/user/anj Cecile

Nov 15 · 02:46:12 PM (/comments/1598359

/64425324#comment_64425324)

Recommended 3 times

That’s what they do, now. A straight-up
popular vote would eliminate 1) the
time/money bias toward the big states and 2)
the Electoral College bias toward the small,
sparsely-populated states, because it would
not be state-alignment-oriented.

... 

(/user/thelazydog)

[new]


thelazydog (/user/th Cecile

Nov 16 · 04:44:40 AM (/comments/1598359

/64432280#comment_64432280)

Recommended 1 time

The majority should still get to determine the
outcome.  It isn´t  our fault that some states
don´t have many people living in them.

... 

(/user/Hannibal)

[new]


Hannibal (/user/Hannibal) PsychoSavannah

Nov 13 · 12:49:49 PM (/comments/1598359

/64384303#comment_64384303)

Recommended 35 times

While it does give the smaller states a bigger voice, it
gives the individual voters in larger states a far
smaller voice. My vote here in California counts for
less than someone in Nebraska’s does, for example.



(/user/wind off the lake)

[new]


wind off the lake (/u Hannibal

Nov 13 · 03:58:59 PM (/comments/1598359

/64387534#comment_64387534)

130,000,000 or so total vote. The difference
between any one vote and any other one
vote, no matter which state is miniscule. So,

... 
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Recommended 3 times

let’s spend all our resources arguing over
process rahter than organizing to protect any
real interest, why don’t we? If in 90 days, our
dead eyed, granny starver House Speaker
has medicare voucher legislation on the
table, won’t we have an issue to rally around?

(/user/PlantCrone)

[new]


PlantCrone (/user/Pl wind off the lake

Nov 13 · 10:11:46 PM (/comments/1598359

/64393052#comment_64393052)

Recommended 26 times

As a frightened-of-Ryan grannie I'm really
pi$$ed about this whole voucher idea.

I raised 4 kids working full time with no help
from my ex husband who drove a new truck
every 2 years while I packed his kids into a
well used 'K car'.

Mandatory child support wasn't a law in the
1970s. So hubby just moved cross country
and now wonders why his children have no
respect for him.

So here I am at 74.

With no savings because I invested in the
stock of the company I worked for while the
CEO was selling his stock. The 5 years he
spent in jail didn't give any of we retirees
back 30 years of 'saving for our retirement'.

Now I have Social Security and a small
pension.

And he wants to give me a voucher. Medicare
works people. Privatizing Social Security and
Medicare will have seniors eating their dogs
food. Unable to afford medication.

I worked hard since I was 16 years old. My
dad broke his back when I was a senior in
high school-that would be 1959. I went to
school days and worked in a restaurant for
80 cents an hour + tips at night until 2am to
support my mom dad and siblings for 18
months.

I've never been a lazy person but after 20
years of a physically demanding job Im now
disabled from OTJ injuries.

No one ever gave me a small loan of a
million dollars to start a business like Trump
had.

Trump and his minions have no idea what
real work is like.

And they don't give a damn about your
grannie or grandpas ability to have food or
medicine or a place to live .

And I'm very frightened.

Old lady in Oregon

... 

(/user/paradise50)

[new]


paradise50 (/user/pa PlantCrone

Nov 14 · 09:01:13 AM (/comments/1598359

/64398138#comment_64398138)

The point is, and always has been, to get rid
of all entitlements. The GOP doesn’t care.

... 
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Recommended 1 time

Hello, new user at Daily Kos!
Our site guidelines and
unique community
moderation system are
explained in the Rules of the
Road
(http://www.dailykos.com
/rules-of-the-road).

If you have other questions
about how to participate you
can learn more at the the
Knowledge Base
(http://helpdesk.dailykos.co
m/kb) and the Site Resource
Diaries
(http://www.dailykos.com
/story/2013/01/08/1177381
/-New-Diarists-
More-Resources-
for-All?detail=hide). Diaries
tagged Open Thread
(http://www.dailykos.com
/search?status=&species=&
search_type=search_tags&
text_expand=contains&
text_type=tag_compare&
text=open+thread&
time_type=time_last_story&
time_begin=Start+Date&
time_end=End+Date&
count_min=%28min%29&
count_max=%28max%29&
submit=Search)are also great
places to ask any questions.

~~ from the DK Partners &
Mentors Team
(http://www.dailykos.com
/story/2013/03/22/1196175
/-Announcing-Partners-
Mentors?detail=hide).

(/user/nhf7170)

[new]


nhf7170 (/user/nhf7 paradise50

Nov 14 · 12:35:05 PM (/comments/1598359

/64403010#comment_64403010)

Recommended 26 times

We need to stop calling then entitlements an
refer to them as what they really are,
EARNED benefits.

... 

(/user/DragonRider63)

[new]


DragonRider63 (/use nhf7170

Nov 15 · 10:47:01 AM (/comments/1598359

/64420543#comment_64420543)

Recommended 7 times

Amen to that!!!, true story.

... 

(/user/ResqDogz)

[new]


ResqDogz (/user/Res nhf7170

Nov 15 · 01:34:37 PM (/comments/1598359

... 
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/64423928#comment_64423928)

Recommended 1 time

ABSOLUTELY! 

(/user/jmatty)

[new]


jmatty (/user/jmatty) paradise50

Nov 15 · 10:08:22 AM (/comments/1598359

/64419645#comment_64419645)

Recommended 15 times

That is the first thing that is wrong!  Calling
Social Security and/or Medicare an
entitlement!! A fowl word indeed.  I don’t
know how they are getting away with it at
all!!  Social Security was invented because
society was tired of seniors starving to death
in the streets!  Almost a forced savings
account for poor people, they would save by
God or else.  Even if they could not afford it! 
So, save we did.  55 years so far for me.  Still
working at 70.  And, I’ve been paying for
Medicare since they first they took that out
of my hard earned pay too.  Neither of the
programs are an entitlement at all.  I’ve paid
my share in to be able to collect it back as a
Senior. We must ban together to get Paul
Ryan out of our elders earned paychecks!!!



(/user/PeedeeWyre)

[new]


PeedeeWyre (/user/P jmatty

Nov 15 · 12:35:04 PM (/comments/1598359

/64422814#comment_64422814)

Recommended 4 times

'Entitlement' is the (correct) word: we paid
into SS and MC and therefore are 'entitled' to
those benefits. But the word has been
misunderstood and therefore is misused
pejoratively.

... 

(/user/Jill49)

[new]


Jill49 (/user/Jill49) PlantCrone

Nov 15 · 10:26:01 AM (/comments/1598359

/64420062#comment_64420062)

Recommended 11 times

There is no voucher large enough to
purchase annual senior health care. There
are no health insurance companies that sell
health insurance to people 65 and over. Nor
do they want to be in that market. Advantage
medicare plans are NOT private individual
health insurance. So again if we did receive a
dog bone voucher, there is no insurance to
buy. You are correct, we have to be very
vigilant. I spent 30 years as an insurance
company compliance officer and I know what
I'm talking about.



(/user/Jules0845)

[new]


Jules0845 (/user/Jule PlantCrone

Nov 15 · 10:33:53 AM (/comments/1598359

/64420245#comment_64420245)

PlantCrone, I'm with you. No savings, almost
everything tanked with the Great Recession. I

... 
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Recommended 12 times

won't be able to retire until my mid-70's, if
then. I am scared, and I am angry that a man
who used so-called safety net benefits while
growing up would take them away from
seniors and the disabled.

(/user/mrswhipple)

[new]


mrswhipple (/user/ Jules0845

Nov 16 · 05:09:40 AM (/comments/1598359

/64432459#comment_64432459)

Recommended 0 times

Which man would that be? Donnie is the son
of an apparent slumlord, who took his gun
with him when collecting his rents. Daddy
had plenty of money, which Donnie got when
daddy died, and he also inherited the
Mafioso attitude. Being a mean SOB works in
that family….anyone know why his older bro
died? 

... 

(/user/londo10)

[new]


londo10 (/user/lond mrswhipple

Nov 16 · 07:10:47 AM (/comments/1598359

/64433910#comment_64433910)

Recommended 0 times

Paul Ryan.  It’s well known that his family
survived on welfare and SSI or SS Disability
benefits when he was a child, and he’s
worked on various schemes to try to abolish
those very programs for many years as a
Congress-critter.

... 

(/user/tonycohenster)

[new]


tonycohenster (/user londo10

Nov 20 · 07:39:31 PM (/comments/1598359

/64502907#comment_64502907)

Recommended 0 times

Sounds about right.

... 

(/user/londo10)

[new]


londo10 (/user/lond Jules0845

Nov 16 · 07:08:14 AM (/comments/1598359

/64433877#comment_64433877)

Recommended 1 time

As has already been noted, the GOP simply
doesn’t care, since it won’t effect them
directly.  They fought against the creation of
Social Security in the 30’s, and Medicare in
the 60’s, solely because it took money that
they believed should be available to be
fleeced from those citizens by unscrupulous
businessmen (and they also fought against
consumer protection laws, which is why our
protections are so weak and have been
made weaker still by the neo-cons on the
SCOTUS).  That is not being conservative, it is
being mean.

... 

[new]
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(/user/deadmetaphor777) deadmetaphor777 (/ PlantCrone

Nov 15 · 10:52:03 AM (/comments/1598359

/64420663#comment_64420663)

Recommended 11 times

Your life sounds like mine. SS and pension
gives me $16,000 annually to live on. I was an
educator for 41 years, but lost most of my
retirement $ to poor investments by the
retirement system!! Without Medicare, I most
likely would not be alive due to a serious
illness from which I recovered because of
proper medication and hospital care!!! I'm
very frightened for myself and my fellow
seniors.

... 

(/user/Vermont Girl)

[new]


Vermont Girl (/user/ PlantCrone

Nov 15 · 11:39:43 AM (/comments/1598359

/64421776#comment_64421776)

Recommended 0 times

as I understand it, any new medicare system
will not apply to those 55+

... 

(/user/joanmaurer)

[new]


joanmaurer (/user/jo PlantCrone

Nov 15 · 12:04:03 PM (/comments/1598359

/64422250#comment_64422250)

Recommended 4 times

Your fear is real and justified, as is your
anger. Hope it helped to vent. Social Security
and Medicare have been referred to as a
political third rail for a reason; I anticipate
that Ryan will learn the truth of that soon.
Ryan has been falsely credited with
intelligence and a policy expertise he does
not actually possess.

... 

(/user/saltcitybabe)

[new]


saltcitybabe (/user/s PlantCrone

Nov 15 · 12:42:01 PM (/comments/1598359

/64422944#comment_64422944)

Recommended 5 times

I am exactly your age.  We are being treated
as if we lived past our expiration dates.   The
Republican Party is the Death Panel they
railed on Obama Care about.  In all that time,
they never came up with another idea.  What
makes any of us think they have any ideas in
behalf of the citizens?

... 
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(/user/londo10)

[new]


londo10 (/user/lond saltcitybabe

Nov 16 · 07:17:07 AM (/comments/1598359

/64434009#comment_64434009)

Recommended 0 times

The GOP ‘Better Idea’ is to return to what we
had in 2010 before ACA was enacted (rapidly
rising costs, rising premiums, pre-existing
conditions as disqualifying factors, etc.). 
They have no ideas that don’t enrich their
donors or themselves at the expense of the
majority.

... 

(/user/AutumnEhrenkranz)

[new]


AutumnEhrenkranz ( PlantCrone

Nov 15 · 01:51:29 PM (/comments/1598359

/64424255#comment_64424255)

Recommended 2 times

I’m worried for my mother and myself.

... 

(/user/Christinexoe)

[new]


Christinexoe (/user/C PlantCrone

Nov 20 · 07:47:36 PM (/comments/1598359

/64502996#comment_64502996)

Recommended 0 times

Medicare and Social Security is safe for you
and for me too. If Paul has his way  it is not
 going to be safe for anyone 55 and under.  

The big lie is that Medicare is going broke.  it
is not. Neither is Social Security.  

 I don't think he is going to get away with his
plans.  Those who are  55 and under right
now are not going to be too pleased.

www.latimes.com/...
(http://www.latimes.com/business/hiltzik
/la-fi-hiltzik-medicare-ryan-20161114-
story.html)

... 

(/user/Wordwizard361)

[new]


Wordwizard361 (/us wind off the lake

Nov 14 · 06:51:26 AM (/comments/1598359

/64395788#comment_64395788)

Recommended 6 times

No. If the EC is “representing” us, California is
woefully underrepresented compared with
smaller states.

Example: Wyoming — 3 electors for 585,000
= 1 elector for every 195,000.

California — 55 electors for 39,000,000 plus =
1 elector for every 709,090.

... 

(/user/JoelWexler)

[new]


JoelWexler (/user/Jo Wordwizard361

Nov 15 · 11:43:35 AM (/comments/1598359

/64421846#comment_64421846)

The senate’s an even worse ratio 1:292k in
WY, 1:19.5M in CA. The WY vote is 67 times

... 
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Recommended 3 times

more valuable!

(/user/anjaspapa)

[new]


anjaspapa (/user/anj JoelWexler

Nov 15 · 03:11:47 PM (/comments/1598359

/64425770#comment_64425770)

Recommended 0 times

The EC doesn’t apply to Senate voting.
Senate voting is as close to open voting
as we have. No districts. What it is, though, is
the “sop” to small states, that they have as
many Senators as the large states.

... 

(/user/calimary)

[new]


calimary (/user/cali Hannibal

Nov 14 · 05:52:12 PM (/comments/1598359

/64409417#comment_64409417)

Recommended 4 times

Agreed! Our vote in California pretty much
already doesn’t count. We’re at the end of
the line during the primaries. All too often
the decision’s already been made by the time
they get around to us.  :(

... 

(/user/Domdalom)

[new]


Domdalom (/user/Do calimary

Nov 15 · 11:12:42 AM (/comments/1598359

/64421148#comment_64421148)

Recommended 2 times

California First!

Say YES!! to independence.

www.yescalifornia.org
(http://www.yescalifornia.org/)

... 

(/user/emperorsnewclothes)

[new]


emperorsnewclothes Hannibal

Nov 15 · 09:44:03 AM (/comments/1598359

/64419039#comment_64419039)

What you say is true but the fact is that there
is no way to make voting totally “fair”.
 Smaller states would have less influence, but
shouldn’t that be the way?  States like Ca and
NY would determine a large percentage of
the votes but if we are going with “majority
rules”, that seems better than the crazy way
the pols try to game the EC. Another point to
consider would be “red” votes in a “blue”
state, or vis versa. For example, in CA, red
voters are outnumbered so perhaps they
don't vote or don't vote for President since
the EC votes are almost always going blue.
But if we counted only popular votes, then
the minority of red votes in CA would still be
counted towards the total of red votes from
all the other states. So if the middle of the
country wants to vote red and the coast want
to go blue, then the candidates have to
appeal to the country with their message. If
it’s just the popular vote, then no matter
where you live, your ONE VOTE is actually
counted. Sign the petiton to get rid of the

... 
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Recommended 11 times

Electoral College. 

(/user/Brasc)

[new]


Brasc (/user/Brasc) emperorsnewclothes

Nov 15 · 10:15:09 AM (/comments/1598359

/64419824#comment_64419824)

Recommended 9 times

That’s the thing that many in the GOP like to
point out and is one thing that makes a little
sense: we are one country, the United States
of America. We shouldn’t be focusing on this
state getting this, or that state getting that.
We’re one country with one population that’s
based on the idea that all people are created
equal. One person, one vote. Even the United
Kingdom, during their Brexit vote, reported
votes by regions but the final count was a
popular vote. The same Brexit that Trump
and his supporters love to play up. We
shouldn’t be letting a system that was
created in the 18th Century to appease slave
states hold us back in the 21st Century era of
modern telecommunications.



(/user/Chrislove)

[new]


Chrislove (/user/Chri Brasc

Nov 15 · 11:28:17 AM (/comments/1598359

/64421498#comment_64421498)

Recommended 0 times

Agreed, Brasc—it’s an outdated system.
Welcome to DKos.

Hello, new user at Daily Kos! Our site
guidelines and unique community
moderation system are explained in
the Rules of the Road.
(http://www.dailykos.com/story/2016/08
/15/1560484/-The-new,-updated,-
and-improved-Daily-Kos-Rules-of-the-Road)

If you have any questions about how to
participate you can learn more at
the Knowledge Base
(http://helpdesk.dailykos.com/kb) and
the Site Resource Diaries
(http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/01
/08/1177381/-New-Diarists-More-Resources-
for-All?detail=hide). Diaries tagged Open
Thread  (http://www.dailykos.com
/search?status=&species=&
search_type=search_tags&
text_expand=contains&
text_type=tag_compare&text=open+thread&
time_type=time_last_story&
time_begin=Start+Date&
time_end=End+Date&
count_min=%28min%29&
count_max=%28max%29&submit=Search)are
also great places to ask any questions.

~~ from the DK Partners & Mentors Team
(http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/03
/22/1196175/-Announcing-Partners-
Mentors?detail=hide)

... 

(/user/jmatty)

[new]
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Nov 15 · 12:02:04 PM (/comments/1598359

/64422210#comment_64422210)

Recommended 2 times

EC will never be overturned with the GOP
having won two presidencies with it.  Not as
long as they are the majority in every thing
Washington.  I understand it was invented
partially to prevent a tyrant like Trump from
taking over the USA.  Now it put him in
charge.

(/user/londo10)

[new]


londo10 (/user/lond jmatty

Nov 16 · 07:25:19 AM (/comments/1598359

/64434144#comment_64434144)

Recommended 0 times

While it is very unlikely, it is possible that the
electors will see Trump for the danger he is
and elect Hillary instead.  That being said, I’m
not holding my breath until December 19th
to see what they do, and I can hear the
screams and predict the thrust of the
lawsuits Trump would file if that happened.

... 

(/user/saltcitybabe)

[new]


saltcitybabe (/user/s emperorsnewclothes

Nov 15 · 12:43:25 PM (/comments/1598359

/64422971#comment_64422971)

Recommended 0 times

I like it

... 

(/user/demgem)

[new]


demgem (/user/demgem) PsychoSavannah

Nov 13 · 01:01:41 PM (/comments/1598359

/64384476#comment_64384476)

Recommended 9 times

But we’re electing a president of ALL the states so the
size of the state shouldn’t matter in a popular vote. 
There are enough of those smaller populated states
to offset the larger ones anyway.



(/user/mimi9)

[new]


mimi9 (/user/mimi9) PsychoSavannah

Nov 13 · 01:13:58 PM (/comments/1598359

/64384657#comment_64384657)

Recommended 13 times

Probably not. It seems to have been there to protect
the slave states:

www.vox.com/... (http://www.vox.com/policy-
and-politics/2016/11/12/13598316/donald-trump-
electoral-college-slavery-akhil-reed-amar)



(/user/PsychoSavannah)

[new]


PsychoSavannah (/us mimi9

Nov 13 · 02:36:40 PM (/comments/1598359

/64386070#comment_64386070)

Yes, yes, that is how it started. 

... 
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Recommended 3 times

(/user/weetabix2)

[new]


weetabix2 (/user/weetabi PsychoSavannah

Nov 13 · 02:07:44 PM (/comments/1598359

/64385538#comment_64385538)

Recommended 3 times

I take exception to that. 2 million in Nebraska is not
“mostly uninhabited.”

... 

(/user/PsychoSavannah)

[new]


PsychoSavannah (/us weetabix2

Nov 13 · 02:37:10 PM (/comments/1598359

/64386080#comment_64386080)

Recommended 4 times

For the land size of the state?  Yes, it is.

... 

(/user/JMcDonald)

[new]


JMcDonald (/user/JM weetabix2

Nov 13 · 03:14:15 PM (/comments/1598359

/64386765#comment_64386765)

Recommended 6 times

That’s smaller than many cities in the U.S.,
and smaller than the county I live in.

So, outside of the 50 square miles or so
needed to house that population, who’s left
in the other 77.000 square miles?

... 

(/user/JoelWexler)

[new]


JoelWexler (/user/Jo JMcDonald

Nov 15 · 11:47:42 AM (/comments/1598359

/64421924#comment_64421924)

Recommended 2 times

“who’s left in the other 77.000 square
miles?”   Cows. But maybe it's politically
incorrect to call them cows.

... 

(/user/chocolate cliffs)

[new]


chocolate cliffs (/use weetabix2

Nov 13 · 04:27:52 PM (/comments/1598359

/64388029#comment_64388029)

Recommended 3 times

Long Island, New York  alone has 7.8 million
in 1401 square miles compared to 77,400
square miles in NE.  

1.5 mill in Suffolk county alone.  It all
depends upon one’s reference point.

... 
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(/user/Wordwizard361)

[new]


Wordwizard361 (/us weetabix2

Nov 14 · 06:52:09 AM (/comments/1598359

/64395803#comment_64395803)

Recommended 1 time

Compared to California and New York it is.

... 

(/user/QueenMiMi)

[new]


QueenMiMi (/user/Queen PsychoSavannah

Nov 13 · 02:20:24 PM (/comments/1598359

/64385768#comment_64385768)

Recommended 9 times

We are in the 21st century . Electoral College is no
longer needed in this millennium for any state big or
small.News travels fast.All direct votes should count
for electing a president w/o electoral college making
decision for We The People!

... 

(/user/zootscoot)

[new]


zootscoot (/user/zootscoot) PsychoSavannah

Nov 13 · 02:49:30 PM (/comments/1598359

/64386292#comment_64386292)

Recommended 13 times

The electoral college is a concession to the slave
holding states. They had a large population of
“non-citizens” who couldn’t vote but nevertheless
were counted as 3/5 of a person. The electoral college
reflects their representation in Congress using this
formula.



(/user/DakkonA)

[new]


DakkonA (/user/DakkonA) PsychoSavannah

Nov 13 · 03:33:48 PM (/comments/1598359

/64387110#comment_64387110)

Recommended 2 times

There are multiple aspects to the EC which serve
different needs. It’s not just one or the other.



(/user/Coyote50)

[new]


Coyote50 (/user/Coyote50) PsychoSavannah

Nov 15 · 09:52:00 AM (/comments/1598359

/64419228#comment_64419228)

Recommended 3 times

So people in “little” states get to not only have a
disproportionate say in how our country is run
through the totally lopsided Senate, but in the
electoral college as well.  California has 39 million
people and 55 votes, Wyoming has 587,000 people
and 3 votes.  A true proportion would give California
199 votes.  Frankly, that’s pretty far from being
democratic.



(/user/londo10)

[new]


londo10 (/user/londo10) PsychoSavannah

Nov 16 · 06:39:49 AM (/comments/1598359

/64433494#comment_64433494)
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Recommended 0 times

That is not true.  It was noted above that the reason
for the electoral college was to assist in the election of
the President.  It was realized that it would be
impossible for the candidates to travel to all of the 13
original states (let alone some of the first new states
to be added) within a reasonable time, so it was
impossible for the voters to get an idea of who the
candidates even were.  The electoral college was
devised as a method to allow men (in those days it
would have been all men) to be chosen who would get
to know the candidates, and then they would vote for
the one to be President.

The practice has changed slightly since (a popular
vote is now held where previously it was not), but it
was only marginally intended to ‘equalize’ the power
of the states, if at all, and that idea has grown in
popularity but not in accuracy since.

(/user/4CasandChlo)

[new]


4CasandChlo (/user/4CasandChlo) Captain Frogbert

Nov 13 · 12:37:58 PM (/comments/1598359/64384115#comment_64384115)

Recommended 37 times

And you bet that, had two republicans in 20
years lost the presidency because of the
electoral college, it would have been abolished
long ago

But, you can bet that will never, ever, happen. Repubs gain
their strength by A) Gerrymandering without any sense of
shame, none, B) Making voting as hard as possible to
vote without any sense of shame, and C) Utilizing the “small
state” advantage to its maximum without any sense of shame.

They gain from having Idaho and Wyoming’s 4 senators cancel
out California and Washington’s — let’s not even get into the
House gerrymandering, and it’s also the small state advantage
the electoral college grants that allows Dems to win the
popular vote 2x in the last 3 presidents’ elections and yet lose
the election.

Suck that one down a moment. By “one man/one vote”
democracy, we’d have had Gore, (likely Gore 2.0), Obama 8
years and then Hillary. Avoiding the 8 years of war, torture,
enviro damage of Bush, and avoiding whatever the fuck
happens while Trump is president.

Fuck. (sorry). I so want to break away in the state/province of
“Pacifica” — Vancouver BC to San Diego.



(/user/imhumanru)

[new]


imhumanru (/user/imhum 4CasandChlo

Nov 13 · 12:56:03 PM (/comments/1598359

/64384389#comment_64384389)

We will never solve this problem without a
constitutional amendmnent. And we will never get a
constitutional amendment because of this problem.

There are only three solutions that I can see. One I
keep trying to get traction on is splitting up regions of
the country. I’d love to see an independent Western
United States. That is getting much play.

A second, corollary to the first, would be to let the
Republicans succeed in gutting the federal
government, thereby sending almost all federal
programs, like Medicare and Social Security, to
the states to tax and administer. Yes, there are shitty
states like Kansas, but there are also visionary states,

... 
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Recommended 4 times

and you can choose to live in one or the other. This is
a backdoor option to the first proposal.

Finally, this isn’t a problem of rural backwoods folks
that have been doing this for generations. It is also in
big part due to right-wing conservative populations
who migrated first from the cities to the suburbs, and
then to more rural locations. If we want to succeed,
we have to move and occupy these locales ourselves.

(/user/Alden)

[new]


Alden (/user/Alden) imhumanru

Nov 13 · 03:01:38 PM (/comments/1598359

/64386514#comment_64386514)

Recommended 7 times

I believe we WILL solve the problem well
before any amendment by using the
interstate electoral voting compact. As soon
as 270 electors' worth of states sign on, the
rest of the states are irrelevant. THIS is viral
democracy in action.

The total is now around what? 160, 170?



(/user/imhumanru)

[new]


imhumanru (/user/i Alden

Nov 14 · 01:39:12 PM (/comments/1598359

/64404470#comment_64404470)

Recommended 0 times

I hope you are right. That is  a looong way
from 270. I’ll believe it when I see it. But even
then, we are only solving one problem with
one office. We will still have the problem with
the House.

... 

(/user/londo10)

[new]


londo10 (/user/lond Alden

Nov 16 · 07:41:14 AM (/comments/1598359

/64434385#comment_64434385)

Recommended 0 times

If that ever gets close to happening, the GOP
will pass a law that voids it at the Federal
level (citing it as being an unconstitutional
power grab, or some such nonsense), and
the Trump-packed SCOTUS will uphold the
Federal void when challenged.  While a nice
idea, an end-run like that around a portion of
the Constitution will never fly.

... 

(/user/AllenMcw)

[new]


AllenMcw (/user/Alle londo10

Nov 16 · 04:21:43 PM (/comments/1598359

/64443987#comment_64443987)

The Constitution specifically says that how
the EC partitions their electors are up to the
STATES. So the FEDS CANNOT undo it
without amending the US Constitution.

And the SC cannot rule against something
which is already part of the US Constitution.

... 
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Recommended 0 times

(/user/BoasMC)

[new]


BoasMC (/user/Boas imhumanru

Nov 13 · 03:46:00 PM (/comments/1598359

/64387328#comment_64387328)

Recommended 9 times

Actually, we can solve it without a
constitutional amendment. Check out
nationalpopularvote.com
(http://nationalpopularvote.com) for a
solution that states are already making
progress toward. To quote the top of its front
page:

The National Popular Vote
bill would guarantee the
Presidency to the candidate
who receives the most
popular votes nationwide
(i.e., all 50 states and the
District of Columbia).  It has
been enacted into law in 11
states with 165 electoral
votes
(http://www.nationalpopular
vote.com/status), and will
take effect when enacted by
states with 105 more
electoral votes. The bill has
passed one chamber in 12
additional states with 96
electoral votes
(http://www.nationalpopular
vote.com/34-legislative-
chambers-23-states-
have-now-passed-national-
popular-vote-bill).   Most
recently, the bill was passed
by a bipartisan 40–16 vote in
the Republican-controlled
Arizona House, 28–18 in
Republican-controlled
Oklahoma Senate, 57–4 in
Republican-controlled New
York Senate, and 37–21 in
Democratic-controlled
Oregon House.

... 

(/user/londo10)

[new]


londo10 (/user/lond BoasMC

Nov 16 · 07:44:37 AM (/comments/1598359

/64434452#comment_64434452)

Recommended 0 times

See my comment above to Alden, please. 

... 

(/user/pallett)

[new]


pallett (/user/pallett) imhumanru

Nov 15 · 10:07:36 AM (/comments/1598359

/64419627#comment_64419627)

Thing is, and this has always bothered me,
you can't actually live in whichever state you
choose. I say from personal experience,
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Recommended 5 times

especially some smaller states like NH.
Sometimes you have to go to where the jobs
are. I moved to OH because it was the only
place that gave me an offer (recession
recovery era). So you can be forced to accept
all these changes in government policy that
you neither want nor believe in just to make
sure you keep a roof over your head and
food on the table. And then, depending on
where you live, you're vote doesn't even
matter in the long run, because it'll be
"trumped" by votes from the other party.
Obviously, since I'm in Ohio this wasn't
necessarily the case. I felt like my vote could
make a difference. But if I lived in Texas (the
cities have a lot of jobs), my vote would be
pointless. A popular vote would ensure that
my voice matters, especially in a presidential
election where it arguably counts most.

(/user/pallett)

[new]


pallett (/user/pallett) pallett

Nov 15 · 10:09:24 AM (/comments/1598359

/64419681#comment_64419681)

Recommended 0 times

*your, not you're. Missed it before posting.



(/user/anjaspapa)

[new]


anjaspapa (/user/anj pallett

Nov 15 · 03:22:08 PM (/comments/1598359

/64425915#comment_64425915)

Recommended 1 time

Exactly. I moved to where I am, now, because
that’s where the job was after almost two
years of unemployment (which was, literally,
going to run out about 3 months after I got
the job). Because I had use the halfway
decent retirement I had to save my house,
etc. in the state I moved from, I had
essentially nothing but SS when I retired
here. Because of that, it would be VERY
difficult, to impossible, to move to a more
“progressive” state.

... 

(/user/Domdalom)

[new]


Domdalom (/user/Do imhumanru

Nov 15 · 11:12:48 AM (/comments/1598359

/64421151#comment_64421151)

Recommended 0 times

Yes! to California independence!

www.yescalifornia.org
(http://www.yescalifornia.org/)

... 

(/user/JKitty)

[new]


JKitty (/user/JKitty) imhumanru

Nov 15 · 11:38:13 AM (/comments/1598359

/64421736#comment_64421736)

Moving isn’t a solution for everyone. I have
one income — mine. Not a lot in savings
because I don’t make much money to begin
with. My shitty pension & SS, if I ever get to
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Recommended 2 times

collect it, will be less than half of what I make
now. I can’t afford to move to another state,
especially if I have to find a new job (turning
60 in six months).

(/user/joanmaurer)

[new]


joanmaurer (/user/jo imhumanru

Nov 15 · 12:10:31 PM (/comments/1598359

/64422368#comment_64422368)

Recommended 1 time

Some people really cannot choose the state
they live in. Part of the effect of our "new
economy" and income inequality has been
that our workforce is not a mobile as in days
past.

... 

(/user/londo10)

[new]


londo10 (/user/lond joanmaurer

Nov 16 · 08:25:52 AM (/comments/1598359

/64435262#comment_64435262)

Recommended 0 times

The workforce has never been particularly
mobile in my experience, but current
conditions do make it harder to ‘vote with
your feet’ as the libertarians claim would be
so easy to do and go somewhere more
beneficial to you.  It took me 10 years of
temping to finally land a permanent job
when I moved to the Chicago area.

... 

(/user/sperifera)

[new]


sperifera (/user/sperifera) 4CasandChlo

Nov 13 · 01:08:15 PM (/comments/1598359

/64384578#comment_64384578)

Recommended 3 times

You only get the original Vancouver.  The lower BC
mainland doesn't need to break away from the rest of
Canada.  You might want it, but you can't have it...



(/user/Observerinvancouver)

[new]


Observerinvancouver sperifera

Nov 13 · 01:55:52 PM (/comments/1598359

/64385316#comment_64385316)

Recommended 1 time

Original Vancouver?  What the heck do you
mean by that?  

Also, agree there’s no way would I ever go
along with splitting off from the rest of the
province or country.  

... 

(/user/sperifera)

[new]


sperifera (/user/sper Observerinvancouver

Nov 13 · 03:45:09 PM (/comments/1598359

/64387318#comment_64387318)

Vancouver, WA was founded in 1824.
 The good Vancouver wasn't settled until
1862, which makes the other Vancouver the
original one, sad to say.

... 
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Recommended 4 times

(/user/Observerinvancouver)

[new]


Observerinvancouver sperifera

Nov 13 · 04:53:07 PM (/comments/1598359

/64388480#comment_64388480)

Recommended 0 times

OK.  I didn’t know that.  Thanks.  

... 

(/user/AutumnEhrenkranz)

[new]


AutumnEhrenkranz ( sperifera

Nov 15 · 02:13:57 PM (/comments/1598359

/64424700#comment_64424700)

Recommended 0 times

Hey, the original Vancouver is perfectly fine,
other than it’s country, at the moment.

... 

(/user/Wonder Why)

[new]


Wonder Why (/user/ sperifera

Nov 13 · 01:59:47 PM (/comments/1598359

/64385393#comment_64385393)

Recommended 1 time

:-)  but of course not.  The northern border
with Canada was decided a long time ago.
 There was a name for it.  But yes. We will
take Vancouver Island.

... 

(/user/preBoomer)

[new]


preBoomer (/user/pr Wonder Why

Nov 13 · 02:20:22 PM (/comments/1598359

/64385767#comment_64385767)

Recommended 2 times

I don’t think the Canadians would be willing
to swap Point Roberts for Vancouver Island,
not even if the San Juan
(https://www.nps.gov/sajh/learn
/historyculture/the-pig-war.htm)Archipelago
(https://www.nps.gov/sajh/learn
/historyculture/the-pig-war.htm) were
thrown in.  (That part was settled by Kaiser
Wilhelm I.)

... 

(/user/bartcopfan)

[new]


bartcopfan (/user/ba Wonder Why

Nov 14 · 01:25:37 PM (/comments/1598359

/64404166#comment_64404166)

Recommended 1 time

At long last, I can finally, relevantly quote the
(once) famous rallying cry, “54-40 or Fight
(http://www.ushistory.org/us/29b.asp)!”

The northern border with
Canada was decided a long
time ago. 

... 
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(/user/4CasandChlo)

[new]


4CasandChlo (/user/ sperifera

Nov 13 · 04:06:19 PM (/comments/1598359

/64387655#comment_64387655)

Recommended 2 times

Never considered it. Wanted to be the 11th
province, or an independent nation up to
Everette and best friends with Canada.

I’m dual citizen, lived in Edmonton, Toronto
for 12 years after birth, and lived in the US
for the last 33. I would have NO problem
becoming a big province. Or, if they wouldn’t
have us (but I think they would), we could be
the nation of “Pacifica” and be best buddies.

To the person below who said who would
help when the big one hits and we’re all
Americans, that’s true, and I’d allow open
migration and possible state “choice ins”
(“South Ontario” down through NYC and NJ?
“New England Province for MA, Vermont, NH
and RI?

No, it would never happen, but damn, there
is a huge divide in this country and parts of it
truly do have more in common with
Vancouver/Victoria BC and
Toronto/Montreal/Nova Scotia than we do
with Dallas.

... 

(/user/DarkPhoenix)

[new]


DarkPhoenix (/user/ sperifera

Nov 13 · 07:48:05 PM (/comments/1598359

/64391486#comment_64391486)

Recommended 0 times

Americans tried to take parts of this area
after the War of 1812.  Oddly, it ended with
an area on the border being declared part of
both countries at the same time (yeah, WTF
is the question).  I believe it dissolved over
time, but I know there was a time when that
spot was required to be held by a joint
commission of the US Army and the British
(later Canadian) Army.

... 

(/user/RNmakingsense)

[new]


RNmakingsense (/user/RN 4CasandChlo

Nov 13 · 01:36:28 PM (/comments/1598359

/64384967#comment_64384967)

Recommended 3 times

I see almost no hope of the DEMS taking back the
hosue or senate for years to come, maybe a
generation. they can win the presidency, but not the
house or senate. the only way is if there is a true wave
election (and economical collapse — maybe in
Trump’s first or second two years) where 49% of the
national eligible to vote doesn’t stay home. 

... 

(/user/anjaspapa)

[new]


anjaspapa (/user/anj RNmakingsense

Nov 15 · 03:32:04 PM (/comments/1598359

/64426071#comment_64426071)

You DO realize, don;t you, that the Senate is
elected far differently than the House? That
gerrymandering does NOT apply to the
Senate vote? It’s about as close to an  “open
vote” that we have. So, what happens to the
House vote matters not whit for the Senate.

... 
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Recommended 0 times

We have as good a chance of winning back
the Senate as we do to win the Presidency.

(/user/Coyote50)

[new]


Coyote50 (/user/Coy RNmakingsense

Nov 15 · 05:38:27 PM (/comments/1598359

/64428099#comment_64428099)

Recommended 1 time

This is what worries me.  We need to start
preparing for the mid-terms right now.  We
need to get people licenses and ID’s and set
up rides for voting everywhere they are
needed.  We lost for a zillion sickening
reasons, but voter suppression was definitely
part of it.  And will continue to be until we
DO something practical about it.  Lawsuits
are great — they help.  But we also need to
physically get people to the  polls. 

... 

(/user/mrswhipple)

[new]


mrswhipple (/user/ Coyote50

Nov 16 · 05:38:16 AM (/comments/1598359

/64432733#comment_64432733)

Recommended 0 times

And hope they don’t let you use your gas to
get themselves to the polls to  vote for more
of this disaster. (Called the
Trumpster Maneuver).

... 

(/user/mrswhipple)

[new]


mrswhipple (/user/ RNmakingsense

Nov 16 · 05:47:10 AM (/comments/1598359

/64432799#comment_64432799)

Recommended 0 times

Could be the collapse comes as much from a
war as from economic  forces. I’m waiting to
see how it plays out when they re-institute
the draft to fight another un-necessary
right-wing war.  I think we’ve pretty much
used up the National  Guard.

Will the Trumpster crowd be first to enlist
themselves and to send their sons and
daughters to the hell of war? Or will they sit
back and egg on the left to contribute their
children to the death machine? What a panic
I expect.

If Donnie actually lives through this debacle
and doesn’t stroke out from one of his
subjects defying his royalness …...if he does
get through 4 years, he’ll just declare himself
president for the next four, then, if he’s still
with us, then it will  be president for
life…….See how it works? One step at a time
and we watch a dictatorship form. I hope he
doesn’t speed up the process, or I’ll still be
here to see it……

... 

(/user/HooInFla)

[new]


HooInFla (/user/HooInFla) 4CasandChlo

Nov 13 · 01:52:28 PM (/comments/1598359

/64385248#comment_64385248)
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Recommended 1 time

But then who would save your liberal utopia when
"the big one" hits?

We are all Americans - especially the ones we disagree
with.

(/user/mrswhipple)

[new]


mrswhipple (/user/ HooInFla

Nov 16 · 05:36:35 AM (/comments/1598359

/64432713#comment_64432713)

Recommended 1 time

Where does this “liberal utopia” garbage
come from? So many people toss around
propagandistic words that they never inspect
for rot. I am not even in the same country as
the people who trash my ideals.

And I just wish we were all Americans
together, but some of us live in another
America entirely.

People who spout RW propaganda as if it
were mother’s milk will fall over the edge
with the rest of us when the Pied Piper gets
us to the cliffside. The landing is going to be
a disaster(think Uganda) and people who
actually think and read have known this was
coming, thanks to the overabundance of
RW/fascist tv and radio. (Hateful Limbaugh
from the Atlantic to the Pacific. Fox. etc.)

I feel for the sad sack sheeple who drink
from the fountain of RW anti-American slush.
These folks are in for a shocking awakening.
Going to be hard for all of us, since so many
innocent people have been impoverished by
the RW recalcitrance of the elected politicos.
Now they own the whole game, from state
legislatures, governorships, to House,
Senate, and White House.  Got to be a mean
streak that made  them refuse to co-operate
with the elected president to do good for all
Americans.

Let’s see how long it takes for the Florida
contingent to realize they have been led up
the primrose path and there’s a rape at the
end of it. The whole nation is being raped
and we’ll see how long it takes for the results
to hit home.  You vote for a  single party govt
and an ungovernable leader, then in the end,
don’t be surprised at  getting what you
deserve. 

... 

(/user/QueenMiMi)

[new]


QueenMiMi (/user/Queen 4CasandChlo

Nov 13 · 02:24:46 PM (/comments/1598359

/64385862#comment_64385862)

Recommended 3 times

Here here! My sentiments exactly! But HRC
conceded.She should have hung in there till Dec,like
Al Gore did,and eat her words on conceding.She was
way to gracious

... 

(/user/paradise50)

[new]


paradise50 (/user/pa QueenMiMi

Nov 13 · 06:09:13 PM (/comments/1598359

... 
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/64389944#comment_64389944)

Recommended 0 times

Hello, new user at Daily Kos!
Our site guidelines and
unique community
moderation system are
explained in the Rules of the
Road
(http://www.dailykos.com
/rules-of-the-road).

If you have other questions
about how to participate you
can learn more at the the
Knowledge Base
(http://helpdesk.dailykos.co
m/kb) and the Site Resource
Diaries
(http://www.dailykos.com
/story/2013/01/08/1177381
/-New-Diarists-
More-Resources-
for-All?detail=hide). Diaries
tagged Open Thread
(http://www.dailykos.com
/search?status=&species=&
search_type=search_tags&
text_expand=contains&
text_type=tag_compare&
text=open+thread&
time_type=time_last_story&
time_begin=Start+Date&
time_end=End+Date&
count_min=%28min%29&
count_max=%28max%29&
submit=Search)are also great
places to ask any questions.

~~ from the DK Partners &
Mentors Team
(http://www.dailykos.com
/story/2013/03/22/1196175
/-Announcing-Partners-
Mentors?detail=hide).

(/user/ResqDogz)

[new]


ResqDogz (/user/ResqDogz) 4CasandChlo

Nov 15 · 01:37:27 PM (/comments/1598359

/64423997#comment_64423997)

Recommended 0 times

Just build yourself a wall between Pacifica and the rest
of the deplorables (but leave a chink in it, for me to
squeeze through, please?)!



(/user/KBS666)

[new]


KBS666 (/user/KBS666) Captain Frogbert

Nov 13 · 12:53:10 PM (/comments/1598359/64384339#comment_64384339)

Recommended 22 times

You need to read the Federalist Papers. It most definitely was
meant to be a control against what the Founders thought of as
the stupidity of the “unwashed masses.” In this case they are
right and the EC should do its job.



[new]
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(/user/BP in WA) BP in WA (/user/BP in WA) KBS666

Nov 13 · 01:07:21 PM (/comments/1598359

/64384564#comment_64384564)

Recommended 1 time

Yes x 10000000000



(/user/mimi9)

[new]


mimi9 (/user/mimi9) Captain Frogbert

Nov 13 · 01:01:47 PM (/comments/1598359/64384478#comment_64384478)

Recommended 19 times

It was really put in to appease the Southern states.  Slavery you
see.

However there is also this:

“Alexander Hamilton was explicit: this
mechanism was designed to ensure that “the
office of president will never fall to the lot of
any man who is not in an eminent degree
endowed with the requisite qualifications.””

www.huffingtonpost.com/... (http://www.huffingtonpost.com
/douglas-anthony-cooper/the-electoral-college-
was_b_12897066.html)



(/user/ResqDogz)

[new]


ResqDogz (/user/ResqDogz) mimi9

Nov 15 · 01:38:57 PM (/comments/1598359

/64424024#comment_64424024)

Recommended 1 time

Ergo, today’s electoral college HAS the mandate to
deny Trump the position — and damn well should! I’m
certain we could raise the fund necessary to pay their
fine, were they to find the courage to act
appropriately?!



(/user/mimi9)

[new]


mimi9 (/user/mimi9) Captain Frogbert

Nov 13 · 01:10:48 PM (/comments/1598359/64384613#comment_64384613)

Recommended 1 time

According to Fareed what’s his name today, Nixon actually did
want to get rid of it but the Senate wouldn’t allow it.



(/user/Wonder Why)

[new]


Wonder Why (/user/Wond mimi9

Nov 13 · 02:02:05 PM (/comments/1598359

/64385437#comment_64385437)

Recommended 4 times

Zakaria  and of Course the Senate would want to keep
it.  sigh.. They are supposed to be the gate keepers.
 Trouble is, Now days this august house has
deteriorated badly. 

... 

(/user/ckeller0525)

[new]


ckeller0525 (/user/ckeller0525) Captain Frogbert

Nov 13 · 01:20:38 PM (/comments/1598359/64384764#comment_64384764)
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Recommended 1 time

So true, but instead they will do everything to prevent change
to our election process.

(/user/Mau Mau)

[new]


Mau Mau (/user/Mau Mau) Captain Frogbert

Nov 13 · 01:22:02 PM (/comments/1598359/64384786#comment_64384786)

Recommended 7 times

So much has changed since 1787, that is a book in itself. You
have to understand that the Framers were just as fearful of the
tyranny of a monarch as they were fearful of the tyranny a
majority would impose on a minority. They knew full well how
quickly that first experiment in democracy, Athens,
degenerated into the end result: The “judicial” suicide of
Socrates. I think it was intended to do what it has done, but
that is no consolation now. As I said, the Framers couldn’t have
conceived of what we’ve become.



(/user/justagurlinseattle)

[new]


justagurlinseattle (/user/justagu Captain Frogbert

Nov 13 · 04:58:11 PM (/comments/1598359/64388582#comment_64388582)

That is simply NOT TRUE. 

Q: Why does the U.S. have an Electoral College?
(http://www.factcheck.org/2008/02/the-reason-for-the-
electoral-college/)

... 
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Recommended 2 times

James Madison worried about what he
called “factions,” which he defined as
groups of citizens who have a common
interest in some proposal that would either
violate the rights of other citizens or would
harm the nation as a whole. Madison’s fear
– which Alexis de Tocqueville later dubbed
(http://xroads.virginia.edu/~hyper/detoc
/1_ch15.htm) “the tyranny of the majority” –
was that a faction could grow to encompass
more than 50 percent of the population, at
which point it could
(https://www.congress.gov/resources
/display/content
/The+Federalist+Papers#TheFederalistPaper
s-10) “sacrifice to its ruling passion or
interest both the public good and the rights
of other citizens.” Madison has a solution
for tyranny of the majority: “A republic, by
which I mean a government in which the
scheme of representation takes place,
opens a different prospect, and promises
the cure for which we are seeking.”

As Alexander Hamilton writes
(https://www.congress.gov/resources/display
/content
/The+Federalist+Papers#TheFederalistPapers-6
8) in “The Federalist Papers,” the
Constitution is designed to ensure “that the
office of President will never fall to the lot
of any man who is not in an eminent degree
endowed with the requisite qualifications.”
The point of the Electoral College is to
preserve “the sense of the people,” while at
the same time ensuring that a president is
chosen “by men most capable of analyzing
the qualities adapted to the station, and
acting under circumstances favorable to
deliberation, and to a judicious combination
of all the reasons and inducements which
were proper to govern their choice.”

(/user/Tamar Mag Raine)

[new]


Tamar Mag Raine (/user/T justagurlinseattle

Nov 14 · 01:27:37 AM (/comments/1598359

/64393954#comment_64393954)

Recommended 1 time

I keep seeing little red dots next to people’s avatars.
what are they for?

... 

(/user/gnbhull)

[new]


gnbhull (/user/gnbh Tamar Mag Raine

Nov 14 · 06:28:08 AM (/comments/1598359

/64395486#comment_64395486)

Recommended 4 times

Notice how they go away when you scroll
past them? They mark new comments, so if
you leave the diary and come back you can
easily find the new comments.

... 

(/user/TParrish)

[new]
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Nov 13 · 09:15:54 PM (/comments/1598359/64392549#comment_64392549)

Recommended 0 times

You migh This (http://www.factcheck.org/2008/02/the-reason-
for-the-electoral-college/) to be an interesting read.

(/user/John Sawyer)

[new]


John Sawyer (/user/John Sawyer) Captain Frogbert

Nov 14 · 12:58:01 AM (/comments/1598359/64393861#comment_64393861)

Recommended 3 times

VirginiaJeff is correct: the founders’ original intent for the
Electoral College was for a group of educated, reasonable,
nonpartisan people to choose the president, after considering
both what the nation wants, and what it needs. It was intended
to be a deliberative body, not a rubber stamp.   It was intended
to avoid the problems inherent in party politics.  The problem
is, from the very beginning, while the ink on the Constitution
was still drying, political parties began to form, and the manner
of selecting electors in each state, and the requirements placed
by each state on their electors, was up to each state, and states
began vying for power, so they tinkered with until it
degenerated into what it is today, a form of gerrymandering
that doesn't reflect the will of the majority of the country.



(/user/deebastatet)

[new]


deebastatet (/user/deebastatet) Captain Frogbert

Nov 14 · 07:21:53 AM (/comments/1598359/64396229#comment_64396229)

Recommended 0 times

I so agree with you, especially the last sentence.



(/user/stevemb)

[new]


stevemb (/user/stevemb) Captain Frogbert

Nov 14 · 09:28:51 AM (/comments/1598359/64398773#comment_64398773)

The electoral college was never intended to
prevent an elected official from becoming
president.

Actually, that was indeed one of the contemplated
contingencies:
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Recommended 0 times

It was desirable that the sense of the people
should operate in the choice of the person to
whom so important a trust was to be confided.
This end will be answered by committing the
right of making it, not to any preestablished
body, but to men chosen by the people for the
special purpose, and at the particular
conjuncture.

It was equally desirable, that the immediate
election should be made by men most capable
of analyzing the qualities adapted to the
station, and acting under circumstances
favorable to deliberation, and to a judicious
combination of all the reasons and
inducements which were proper to govern
their choice. A small number of persons,
selected by their fellow-citizens from the
general mass, will be most likely to possess the
information and discernment requisite to such
complicated investigations.

—The Federalist Papers #68, “Pulbius”
(Alexander Hamilton)

(/user/weepforthefuture)

[new]


weepforthefuture (/user/weepf Captain Frogbert

Nov 14 · 09:58:17 AM (/comments/1598359/64399382#comment_64399382)

Recommended 0 times

The EC served both functions, unfortunately.  The FF hated real
democracy and took many steps in drafting the Constitution to
make sure only the "right” democratic means and measures
were implemented.

The only real difference between American government before
and after the Revolutionary War was that we replaced a
hereditary monarch with one “elected” from and by the
landholding plutocracy

... 

(/user/Michael39301)

[new]


Michael39301 (/user/Michael393 Captain Frogbert

Nov 15 · 09:40:38 AM (/comments/1598359/64418968#comment_64418968)

Recommended 1 time

Excellent point about those two elections.  The Republicans
would never have had it happen twice because they would
have had ISIS or some other group bomb the White House and
destroy most of the country if it had happened to them just
ONE time. 

... 

(/user/AUSMBOOMER)

[new]


AUSMBOOMER (/user/AUSMBOO Captain Frogbert

Nov 15 · 09:55:51 AM (/comments/1598359/64419317#comment_64419317)

Actually, it was the 12th Amendment that came to pass and
which we still adhere to today; not the original Framer’s of the
Electoral system. The real reason that caused the Amendment
was slavery.  James Madison opposed what we now call “the
popular vote” due to it being not good for the South where the
North would outnumber the South and hence, the Negroes (as
called at the time) could not vote due to slavery.  It is of course
much more detailed than this and there is a long history.  I
agree with Captain Frogbert that it is outmoded and needs to
be abolished!!!  This is the perfect time to do so!  I also agree
that had Republicans LOST races due to the Electoral system, it
would be long gone!  

... 
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Recommended 2 times

(/user/Cassandra2015)

[new]


Cassandra2015 (/user/Cassandra Captain Frogbert

Nov 15 · 09:59:13 AM (/comments/1598359/64419399#comment_64419399)

Recommended 0 times

Good comments that Kos does not let one comment on!

... 

(/user/charliedog1)

[new]


charliedog1 (/user/charliedog1) Captain Frogbert

Nov 15 · 10:00:53 AM (/comments/1598359/64419451#comment_64419451)

Recommended 0 times

I absolutely agree with you and we need to deal with this issue
now-once and for all.  As it stands one vote one person is non
existent.   As it stands why bother. 



(/user/bamman3322)

[new]


bamman3322 (/user/bamman33 Captain Frogbert

Nov 15 · 10:08:18 AM (/comments/1598359/64419643#comment_64419643)

Recommended 0 times

with the changes in population the electoral college and the
house numbers should change, as this was how the amounts
came to be but hasn’t changed their numbers to represent the
populous.  rep know this and redistrict state offices in their
favor instead of by census.  unless the college numbers are
fixed the disenfranchising will exist.

... 

(/user/Riconui)

[new]


Riconui (/user/Riconui) Captain Frogbert

Nov 15 · 10:29:09 AM (/comments/1598359/64420132#comment_64420132)

Recommended 0 times

Worth noting…. the EC was designed to give extra weight to the
Southern states in presidential outcomes. The Southern states
population you will recall, were nearly half black, but they were
slaves and had no franchise…. they could not vote
because they were 3/5s of a person for the purposes of
apportionment, they were nonetheless, counted. See how
racism has been an institutionalized idea from the beginnings
of this nation. White privilege is not about all the stuff white
people are gifted by the culture….. it’s about all the indignities
that are NOT visited on white people that are routine for blacks
and those “others” that can’t pass as white.    The founders
knew the nature of their sin, but chose economic expediency.



(/user/GrannyG)

[new]


GrannyG (/user/GrannyG) Captain Frogbert

Nov 15 · 10:35:50 AM (/comments/1598359/64420294#comment_64420294)

Recommended 1 time

Capt. Frogbert-exactly!!!! Couldn't recommend as the site
wouldn't allow it,(?) not sure why, but I completely agree with
your assessment. We cannot give up! Was that a threat from
their campaign? One surely  wonders how they can say
whatever they want but if someone says back…!!! 



(/user/Ebionim)

[new]
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Nov 15 · 12:07:18 PM (/comments/1598359/64422317#comment_64422317)

Recommended 0 times

No. The Electoral College was established to give every voter in
the old South an extra 3/5 vote for every slave owned there, to
protect the slave-owning states against the higher number of
voters in the North. It’s outmoded as Hell...but may serve
one constructive purpose before it goes the way of the dodo...

(/user/Wayne Johnson)

[new]


Wayne Johnson (/user/Wayne Jo Captain Frogbert

Nov 15 · 12:18:49 PM (/comments/1598359/64422504#comment_64422504)

Recommended 1 time

yeah it’s alot like the second amendment with it’s concerns
about maintaining a militia….makes me want to put on my
tricorn hat and fight a russian jet with my flintlock…...can ya say
‘outdated’? sure, i knew ya could

... 

(/user/Wintergreen4President)

[new]


Wintergreen4President (/user/W Captain Frogbert

Nov 15 · 03:08:35 PM (/comments/1598359/64425725#comment_64425725)

Recommended 1 time

The EC was intended for intelligent men to select the most
qualified candidate.  It’s been perverted since the 1700’s, an
undemocratic institution and needs to be eliminated forever.

... 

(/user/katmom )

[new]


katmom (/user/katmom ) Captain Frogbert

Nov 15 · 08:54:24 PM (/comments/1598359/64430549#comment_64430549)

Recommended 2 times

It also benefit the south especially my state of Virginia because
the number of electors each state got was based on
population. Slaves counted as 3/5 of a person and therefore
increased the population in southern states which in turn
increased their electoral votes. For that reason I believe the
electoral college is antiquated and needs to be scrapped. The
candidate who receives the majority of the popular vote should
win.



(/user/elimanning)

[new]


elimanning (/user/elimanning) Captain Frogbert

Nov 16 · 11:59:40 AM (/comments/1598359/64439827#comment_64439827)

Recommended 0 times

yes also it was supposedly designed to give fairer
respresentation to sparaely populated states. personally, I
agree withyou, it is outdated and needs to be abolished. the
Founders also did not trust people to elect president directly as
they tried not to be like England, but that was 1776 with 13
states. It serves no purpose in 2016 with 50 states



(/user/BP in WA)

[new]


BP in WA (/user/BP in WA) VirginiaJeff

Nov 13 · 12:40:30 PM (/comments/1598359/64384155#comment_64384155)

Recommended 3 times

Unless we use it!  Might be those framers of the Constitution were on to
something



[new]
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(/user/mimi9) mimi9 (/user/mimi9) BP in WA

Nov 13 · 01:03:46 PM (/comments/1598359/64384505#comment_64384505)

Recommended 3 times

Here’s how the voting works, for those that are interested:

history.house.gov/... (http://history.house.gov/Institution
/Electoral-College/Electoral-College/)



(/user/BP in WA)

[new]


BP in WA (/user/BP in WA) mimi9

Nov 13 · 01:49:50 PM (/comments/1598359

/64385198#comment_64385198)

Recommended 4 times

Thank you. I think if everyone took a quick peek at
that instruction,  the conversation could turn more
productive here



(/user/Audri)

[new]


Audri (/user/Audri) VirginiaJeff

Nov 14 · 07:00:49 AM (/comments/1598359/64395926#comment_64395926)

Recommended 0 times

Partisan gerrymandering is more of a problem than the electoral
college.



(/user/VirginiaJeff)

[new]


VirginiaJeff (/user/VirginiaJeff) Audri

Nov 14 · 07:14:58 AM (/comments/1598359/64396132#comment_64396132)

Recommended 2 times

I want to agree with you, but two lost presidential elections
— with disastrous consequences under Bush, and likely worse
ones under Trump — indicate the electoral college issue is at
least as bad.



(/user/ArmyBratVeteran)

[new]


ArmyBratVeteran (/user/A VirginiaJeff

Nov 15 · 09:44:05 AM (/comments/1598359

/64419040#comment_64419040)

Recommended 4 times

Gerrymandering destroys Congress, the EC is specific
to Presidential elections. You don't need to choose,
both are problematic!

... 

(/user/Cassandra2015)

[new]


Cassandra2015 (/user/Cass VirginiaJeff

Nov 15 · 10:00:21 AM (/comments/1598359

/64419434#comment_64419434)

Recommended 2 times

Yes!

... 

(/user/auntie47)

[new]


auntie47 (/user/auntie47) VirginiaJeff

Nov 14 · 11:18:19 AM (/comments/1598359/64401309#comment_64401309)

Recommended 0 times

It will never happen. 
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(/user/ExpatGirl)

[new]


ExpatGirl (/user/ExpatGirl) FishOutofWater

Nov 13 · 12:23:34 PM (/comments/1598359/64383863#comment_64383863)

Recommended 24 times

If they don’t, this country is going to burn. If they do, this country is going to
burn. I would rather have someone responsible at the helm when it happens.



(/user/derleider)

[new]


derleider (/user/derleider) ExpatGirl

Nov 13 · 12:34:03 PM (/comments/1598359/64384048#comment_64384048)

Recommended 15 times

Nope. President Clinton would have no legitimacy and 2018 would be a
huge backlash in a year that will already be tough.

Work to get the national popular vote act passed. WORK to get dens
elecred where they are up in the next two years. And remind people
that America gave more votes to Dems at all levels.



(/user/ExpatGirl)

[new]


ExpatGirl (/user/ExpatGirl) derleider

Nov 13 · 12:38:19 PM (/comments/1598359/64384122#comment_64384122)

Recommended 27 times

I stand by what I said. No matter what happens, this country is
going to burn. 

When Trump gets in, however, our police (definitely) and
military (maybe) will be used against us. Trump likes what
happened at Tiananmen Square. The man he plans to put in
charge of Homeland Security has already announced that he
will “quell” protests.



(/user/charliedog1)

[new]


charliedog1 (/user/charlie ExpatGirl

Nov 15 · 10:02:41 AM (/comments/1598359

/64419506#comment_64419506)

Recommended 1 time

Welcome to Nazi Germany folks-and all you women
out there who may require an abortion for whatever
reason be prepared to be “punished”  Just ask Mr.
Magoo.

... 

(/user/GrannyG)

[new]


GrannyG (/user/GrannyG) ExpatGirl

Nov 15 · 10:39:55 AM (/comments/1598359

/64420387#comment_64420387)

Recommended 1 time

And the 1st amd.? Holy cow! But that 2nd amd. is
sacred you know. As a country, we sure have things
screwed up!



(/user/int0th3w0rld)

[new]


int0th3w0rld (/user/i GrannyG

Nov 15 · 01:31:34 PM (/comments/1598359

/64423876#comment_64423876)

It's the first for a reason: All other rights stem
from it.

... 
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Recommended 0 times

(/user/catilinus)

[new]


catilinus (/user/catili int0th3w0rld

Nov 15 · 02:39:02 PM (/comments/1598359

/64425204#comment_64425204)

Recommended 0 times

Hello, new user at Daily Kos! Our site
guidelines and unique community
moderation system are explained in
the Rules of the Road
(http://www.dailykos.com/rules-of-the-road).

If you have other questions about how to
participate you can learn more at the the
Knowledge Base
(http://helpdesk.dailykos.com/kb) and the
Site Resource Diaries
(http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/01
/08/1177381/-New-Diarists-More-Resources-
for-All?detail=hide). Diaries tagged Open
Thread (http://www.dailykos.com
/search?status=&species=&
search_type=search_tags&
text_expand=contains&
text_type=tag_compare&text=open+thread&
time_type=time_last_story&
time_begin=Start+Date&
time_end=End+Date&
count_min=%28min%29&
count_max=%28max%29&submit=Search)are
also great places to ask any questions.

~~ from the DK Partners & Mentors Team
(http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/03
/22/1196175/-Announcing-Partners-
Mentors?detail=hide).

... 

(/user/AutumnEhrenkranz)

[new]


AutumnEhrenkranz (/user/ ExpatGirl

Nov 15 · 02:28:13 PM (/comments/1598359

/64424975#comment_64424975)

Recommended 0 times

That’s exactly what I’m expecting once the Donald
starts implementing his plans.  We won’t put up with
it, and he will pull in not just the National Guard, but
also the military, unless they refuse.

... 

(/user/elimanning)

[new]


elimanning (/user/elimann ExpatGirl

Nov 16 · 12:03:57 PM (/comments/1598359

/64439933#comment_64439933)

Recommended 0 times

The Tiananmen Square uprising of students was
quelled in a communist dictatorship. Trump has no
legal right to do so, as protesting is a right of free
speech under the first amendment of the Constitution

... 
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(/user/BP in WA)

[new]


BP in WA (/user/BP in WA) derleider

Nov 13 · 12:44:39 PM (/comments/1598359/64384224#comment_64384224)

Recommended 3 times

Correct,  it can't be a president Clinton.  Needs to be a third
option R.



(/user/jlynne)

[new]


jlynne (/user/jlynne) BP in WA

Nov 13 · 12:48:29 PM (/comments/1598359

/64384279#comment_64384279)

Recommended 6 times

The third option R is Paul Ryan.  Ironically, our last
best defense against Trump may be Trump himself. 
Ponder that.



(/user/Simplify)

[new]


Simplify (/user/Simpl jlynne

Nov 13 · 12:55:27 PM (/comments/1598359

/64384380#comment_64384380)

Recommended 1 time

Romney was an actual candidate for
President, and he got as many votes as The
Donald.

... 

(/user/BP in WA)

[new]


BP in WA (/user/BP i Simplify

Nov 13 · 01:02:40 PM (/comments/1598359

/64384490#comment_64384490)

Recommended 4 times

As I said in a diary on the subject ,  I'd take a
president Romney right now without
hesitation 

... 

(/user/KBS666)

[new]


KBS666 (/user/KBS666) jlynne

Nov 13 · 12:56:33 PM (/comments/1598359

/64384401#comment_64384401)

Recommended 3 times

I think the worst possible option is kicking
the election to the House. I’m confident
they’d stalemate which means Pence would
be President.



(/user/BP in WA)

[new]


BP in WA (/user/BP i KBS666

Nov 13 · 01:00:10 PM (/comments/1598359

/64384454#comment_64384454)

Recommended 5 times

It's not one rep = one vote.  it's each state
delegation = one vote.  different dynamic
entirely

... 

[new]
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(/user/vgranucci) vgranucci (/user/vgr KBS666

Nov 13 · 03:19:45 PM (/comments/1598359

/64386856#comment_64386856)

Recommended 2 times

Actually, if the House stalemates, the
tie-breaker will be Joe Biden, who will be
President of the Senate until a new
Vice-president is inaugurated. Which means
the Republicans will move heaven and earth
to have a majority of states (vote in this
instance is one-state, one-vote) voting for
Trump.

... 

(/user/jlynne)

[new]


jlynne (/user/jlynne) vgranucci

Nov 13 · 03:25:03 PM (/comments/1598359

/64386959#comment_64386959)

Recommended 0 times

Trump easily has a majority of States, just
not a majority of people.  That’s why he won. 



(/user/int0th3w0rld)

[new]


int0th3w0rld (/user/i KBS666

Nov 15 · 01:53:24 PM (/comments/1598359

/64424292#comment_64424292)

Recommended 0 times

I have a great suspicion that this will be the
case anyhow (Pence presidency). The push
for electoral college votes likely won't work.
Even if it does, the house will probably
overturn the vote. Trump is being sued for
essentially fraud, though he is trying to
postpone the trial until after he becomes
president. If he doesn't get impeached
because of that (and then conveniently
pardoned by Pence), he will likely do
something else stupid that would cause him
to step down/be removed from office. It's
not the outcome I want, (And I think the
electoral college should do its job but won't)
but I think Hillary receiving the presidency
after this clusterfluffle would not provide
healing for the country as a whole either. :(
Very sadly) and would be such a rough
position for her.

My thought: Rally for the NPVIC and put time,
money, and voices into protecting the
progress we've made. (*Not that you still
can't try to get the Electoral college to do its
job)

... 

(/user/BP in WA)

[new]


BP in WA (/user/BP i jlynne

Nov 13 · 01:01:35 PM (/comments/1598359

/64384473#comment_64384473)

Recommended 2 times

Third option does not need to be current
elected official.  can be anyone. and to get
dem support in house, needs to be
compromise candidate 

... 

[new]
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(/user/jlynne) jlynne (/user/jlynne) BP in WA

Nov 13 · 01:24:48 PM (/comments/1598359

/64384820#comment_64384820)

Recommended 1 time

My point is that if the Trump/Pence ticket is
set aside for any reason, as Speaker, Paul
Ryan is next in line for the Presidency.  I
think, constitutionally, that is the only path
that might possibly fly.   They won’t choose a
replacement, they would follow the line of
succession.



(/user/BP in WA)

[new]


BP in WA (/user/BP i jlynne

Nov 13 · 01:37:41 PM (/comments/1598359

/64384984#comment_64384984)

Recommended 4 times

You're mixing up the Electoral College vote
with succession for president for already
sitting office holders 

... 

(/user/jlynne)

[new]


jlynne (/user/jlynne) BP in WA

Nov 13 · 01:40:48 PM (/comments/1598359

/64385034#comment_64385034)

Recommended 0 times

No I’m not. 



(/user/BP in WA)

[new]


BP in WA (/user/BP i jlynne

Nov 13 · 01:46:23 PM (/comments/1598359

/64385130#comment_64385130)

Recommended 2 times

If no one comes out of the Electoral College
vote in December with at least 270 votes,
 the house must vote for president and
choose from the top 3 vote getters in that EC
vote. who that 3rd vote getter is can be
coordinated and does not need to be Paul
Ryan,  or any other specific person. 

... 

(/user/jlynne)

[new]


jlynne (/user/jlynne) BP in WA

Nov 13 · 03:21:40 PM (/comments/1598359

/64386897#comment_64386897)

I understand that they could — I’m telling
you there is no way in hell that they would.  It
would send the Country up in flames.

IF you could get the electors to deviate, the
most likely thing would be to declare the
Trump ticket unfit to take office, and then
follow the line of succession.  It’s
constitutionally defensible.  Substituting the
popular vote, is not.  Substituting someone
who wasn’t even on the ballot and
whom nobody voted for, is wholly
indefensible.

Ryan really scares me.  He is working
overtime to coopt Trump and force him to
fall in line with the far right wing and
Republican privatization plans.  They already
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Recommended 0 times

got Trump to nominate Pence as his running
mate for his “close ties and understanding
about how Washington works.”  BS.  They got
Pence because he is a climate change denier
and will support their effort to rape and
pillage on behalf of Big Energy.  Now they
have convinced Trump to name Priebus as
Chief of Staff . . . it’s easy to say he’s better
than Breitbart, but the truth is the Bretibart
prick would have been far easier for us
to take down.

It’s quickly shaping up to be the
Establishment Republican presidency in all
but name.  If that happens, Trumpantics will
simply become a distraction for the masses
to focus our energy on, while the
Republicans quietly bankrupt America. 
Normal people will be brutalized, but with
Trump out front the Republicans won’t be
hurt by it.  If on the other hand, Trump
doesn’t fall in line, the Republicans will shut
him down and play saviors of democracy for
the public  . . . .  and blame the bankruptcy of
America on Trump.  It’s a win win for them
either way. 

Trump is the only one who can put the
brakes on the co-option of Trump.  Frankly, I
hope he does.  I hope he goes full on crazy
and fires every Republican within earshot on
a daily basis.  Only then do we have a chance
at surviving until the mid-terms.

That's my best case scenario.  Pitting them
against each other.  If they truly make
common cause, we are fucked on all levels. 
The EC isn’t going to save us.

(/user/TatterPeople)

[new]


TatterPeople (/user/T jlynne

Nov 14 · 08:57:42 AM (/comments/1598359

/64398056#comment_64398056)

Recommended 1 time

“They got Pence because he is a climate
change denier and will support their effort to
rape and pillage on behalf of Big Energy.”

Yes, but only slightly more than their
apocalyptic plans to put 200,000 highschool
grads into battle gear to (LOL) “Destroy ISIS.” 
Big-oil, Big-Animal Ag, and Big-MIC expect
everything to collapse, but not until they
have raped and sodomized all decent,
generally empathetic thinking US inhabitant.

These are our, as we know them, last days.
Meanwhile, the 1% are lining new nests in
cooler climes as global warming tips into
dead oceans, burned woodlands, and utter
chaos in the inner cities.

I really should get out of the prognosticator
role. I didn’t take a bet that Arpaio as sherrif
would fall, and I had HRC up by 15 pts
through much of the race.

... 

(/user/jlynne)

[new]


jlynne (/user/jlynne) TatterPeople

Nov 14 · 03:20:12 PM (/comments/1598359

/64406507#comment_64406507)
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Recommended 0 times

I fear that you are all too accurate this time. 
I hope that Trump’s crazy keeps them
fighting amongst themselves long enough for
the rest of us to unite.   But, yes, all bets are
off.

(/user/AllenMcw)

[new]


AllenMcw (/user/Alle jlynne

Nov 15 · 05:32:02 PM (/comments/1598359

/64427995#comment_64427995)

Recommended 2 times

I think the EC could elect Hillary if they get
proof that Trump rigged the election. Trump
bragged about how he was going to send his
goons to intimidate voters and try to keep
them from the polls. I’ve been hearing stories
of how some voters were told something like
to just leave the ballot and the poll workers
would fill it in for them. I don’t know if the
latter is true or not but if they did so it is very
much illegal and unconstitutional.

But we do know Trump tried everything
possible to rig the election — he freely
admitted that. He got Russia to help him with
the election.

Finally I firmly believe that he colluded with
Comey to have him insert himself into the
election to help Trump. If even one of those
can be proven, the EC would have every
right, and DUTY I might add to vote for
Hillary.

... 

(/user/jlynne)

[new]


jlynne (/user/jlynne) AllenMcw

Nov 15 · 05:42:57 PM (/comments/1598359

/64428170#comment_64428170)

Recommended 2 times

It’s a BIG HUGE “if”, but yes, if true, I agree
with you.



(/user/vgranucci)

[new]


vgranucci (/user/vgr BP in WA

Nov 13 · 03:15:34 PM (/comments/1598359

/64386786#comment_64386786)

Recommended 1 time

The House votes among the 3 highest vote
getter, so third option is probably Gary
Johnson.

... 

(/user/jlynne)

[new]


jlynne (/user/jlynne) vgranucci

Nov 13 · 03:27:31 PM (/comments/1598359

/64387005#comment_64387005)

Recommended 0 times

‘spose he figured out yet what an Aleppo is?



[new]
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(/user/jlynne) jlynne (/user/jlynne) jlynne

Nov 13 · 03:29:01 PM (/comments/1598359

/64387031#comment_64387031)

Recommended 3 times

PS:  The 3 highest vote getters in the EC, not
in the election itself.  I don’t think Johnson
has any delegates, does he?



(/user/TrueBlueMajority)

[new]


TrueBlueMajority (/u jlynne

Nov 13 · 06:27:43 PM (/comments/1598359

/64390279#comment_64390279)

Recommended 1 time

he ran second in Utah.  that was as close as
he got

... 

(/user/TatterPeople)

[new]


TatterPeople (/user/T jlynne

Nov 14 · 08:59:06 AM (/comments/1598359

/64398088#comment_64398088)

Recommended 1 time

I have one in my front yard.

... 

(/user/TrueBlueMajority)

[new]


TrueBlueMajority (/u vgranucci

Nov 13 · 06:27:19 PM (/comments/1598359

/64390272#comment_64390272)

Recommended 1 time

i think Johnson has to get some electoral
votes to be considered.  If it goes to the
House, with each state delegation getting
one vote, the states can vote for anyone who
received electoral votes.

But Electoral College electors, as far as I
know, have no such restrictions.  if they are
willing to pay the fine or deal with whatever
other punishment comes with being a
“faithless elector” they can vote for whoever
they damn please.  They can vote for Hillary. 
They can vote for you.  They can vote for me.

... 

(/user/jlynne)

[new]


jlynne (/user/jlynne) TrueBlueMajority

Nov 13 · 07:05:46 PM (/comments/1598359

/64390858#comment_64390858)

Recommended 0 times

i think that like 26 states have consequences
for faithless electors — some mandate
removal, reappointment, and revote.  so not
all states let them vote for whoever they
want, but I don't know which states they are.



(/user/TrueBlueMajority)

[new]


TrueBlueMajority (/u jlynne

Nov 13 · 07:30:51 PM (/comments/1598359

/64391209#comment_64391209)

removal reappointment and revote in the
same year?  That would surprise me.

... 
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Recommended 1 time

(/user/jlynne)

[new]


jlynne (/user/jlynne) TrueBlueMajority

Nov 13 · 07:42:44 PM (/comments/1598359

/64391407#comment_64391407)

Recommended 1 time

Minnesota maybe  — have to look it up



(/user/jlynne)

[new]


jlynne (/user/jlynne) TrueBlueMajority

Nov 13 · 08:02:02 PM (/comments/1598359

/64391664#comment_64391664)

Recommended 1 time

yep MN

(c) An elector who refuses to
present a ballot, presents an
unmarked ballot, or presents
a ballot marked in violation
of the elector's pledge
executed under section
208.43 or 208.45, paragraph
(c), vacates the office of
elector, creating a vacant
position to be filled under
section 208.45.

an alternate is then seated and if they refuse
to vote correctly they are removed and
another appointed, and so on . . . . but yes,
all at the same time.  Electors are forced to
honor the pledge and removed and replaced
until someone does.



(/user/TrueBlueMajority)

[new]


TrueBlueMajority (/u jlynne

Nov 13 · 09:21:36 PM (/comments/1598359

/64392614#comment_64392614)

Recommended 1 time

ok but the majority of the states do not have
such draconian provisions

... 

(/user/jlynne)

[new]


jlynne (/user/jlynne) TrueBlueMajority

Nov 13 · 10:23:37 PM (/comments/1598359

/64393142#comment_64393142)

um, actually there are more:
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Recommended 0 times

Most of the laws cited above
require electors to vote for
the candidate of the party
that nominated the elector,
or require the elector to sign
a pledge to do so. Some go
further:  Oklahoma and
Washington impose a civil
penalty of $1,000; in North
Carolina, the fine is $500, the
faithless elector is deemed
to have resigned, and a
replacement is appointed.
In South Carolina, an elector
who violates his or her
pledge is subject to criminal
penalties, and in New
Mexico a violation is a fourth
degree felony. In Michigan
and Utah, a candidate who
fails to vote as required is
considered to have
resigned, and a
replacement is appointed.

www.ncsl.org/... (http://www.ncsl.org
/research/elections-and-campaigns
/the-electoral-college.aspx)

(/user/justagurlinseattle)

[new]


justagurlinseattle (/u jlynne

Nov 13 · 05:02:58 PM (/comments/1598359

/64388687#comment_64388687)

I would say that Norm Ornstein should be
the man, to take that job. 

He is a REASONABLE Conservative. He would
actually drain the REAL swamp. 

Let’s just say it: The Republicans are the
problem. (https://www.washingtonpost.com
/opinions/lets-just-say-it-the-republicans-
are-the-problem/2012/04
/27/gIQAxCVUlT_story.html)

... 
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Rep. Allen West, a Florida
Republican, was
recently captured on video 
(http://www.washingtonpost.
com/blogs/the-fix
/post/republican-rep-allen-
west-suggests-
many-congressional-
democrats-are-communists
/2012/04
/11/gIQApbZiAT_blog.html?h
pid=z3)asserting that there
are “78 to 81” Democrats in
Congress who are members
of the Communist Party. Of
course, it’s not unusual for
some renegade lawmaker
from either side of the aisle
to say something
outrageous. What made
West’s comment — right out
of the McCarthyite playbook
of the 1950s — so striking
was the almost complete lack
of condemnation from
Republican congressional
leaders or other major party
figures, including the
remaining presidential
candidates.

It’s not that the GOP
leadership agrees with
West; it is that such
extreme remarks and
views are now taken for
granted.

We have been studying
Washington politics and
Congress for more than 40
years, and never have we
seen them this dysfunctional.
In our past writings, we have
criticized both parties when
we believed it was
warranted. Today, however,
we have no choice but to
acknowledge that the core
of the problem lies with
the Republican Party.

The GOP has become an
insurgent outlier in
American politics. It is
ideologically extreme;
scornful of
compromise; unmoved by
conventional
understanding of facts,
evidence and science
(http://www.washingtonpo
st.com/opinions/liberals-
and-conservatives-
dont-just-vote-differently-
they-think-differently
/2012/04
/12/gIQAzb1kDT_story.html
); and dismissive of the
legitimacy of its political
opposition.

When one party moves this
far from the mainstream, it
makes it nearly impossible
for the political system to
deal constructively with the
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Recommended 2 times

country’s challenges.

“Both sides do it” or “There is
plenty of blame to go
around” are the traditional
refuges for an American
news media intent on
proving its lack of bias, while
political scientists prefer
generality and neutrality
when discussing partisan
polarization
(http://www.washingtonpost.
com/opinions/turned-
off-from-politics-thats-
exactly-what-the-politicians-
want/2012/04/20
/gIQAffxKWT_story.html).
Many self-styled bipartisan
groups, in their search for
common ground, propose
solutions that move both
sides to the center, a strategy
that is simply untenable
when one side is so far out of
reach.

(/user/jlynne)

[new]


jlynne (/user/jlynne) justagurlinseattle

Nov 13 · 05:51:45 PM (/comments/1598359

/64389615#comment_64389615)

Recommended 0 times

It’s a nice thought, but as I stated in a
comment above, that’s not how an EC
disruption is likely to play out.  Even if the EC
is willing to risk the Country going up in
flames by denying Trump the presidency, the
likely path, the only constitutionally
defensible path, is to declare the Trump
ticket unfit for office and follow the rules of
succession.  Substituting anyone is not going
to fly.  It would  be Ryan. 



(/user/justagurlinseattle)

[new]


justagurlinseattle (/u jlynne

Nov 14 · 01:43:31 PM (/comments/1598359

/64404563#comment_64404563)

OK… well here is your UNFIT for office. 

50 G.O.P. Officials Warn Donald Trump
Would Put Nation’s Security ‘at Risk’
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/08/09/us
/politics/national-security-gop-donald-
trump.html?_r=0)

... 
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Recommended 2 times

Fifty of the nation’s most
senior Republican national
security officials, many of
them former top aides or
cabinet members for
President George W.
Bush, have signed a letter
(http://www.nytimes.com
/interactive/2016/08/08/us
/politics/national-security-
letter-trump.html) declaring
that Donald J. Trump
(http://www.nytimes.com
/interactive/2016/us
/elections/donald-trump-
on-the-
issues.html?inline=nyt-
per)“lacks the character,
values and experience” to be
president and “would put at
risk our country’s national
security and well-being.”

Mr. Trump, the officials warn,
“would be the most reckless
president in American
history.”

(/user/jlynne)

[new]


jlynne (/user/jlynne) justagurlinseattle

Nov 14 · 03:12:11 PM (/comments/1598359

/64406347#comment_64406347)

Recommended 1 time

Fucking Fantastic!!!!!!!!



(/user/jlynne)

[new]


jlynne (/user/jlynne) jlynne

Nov 14 · 03:13:27 PM (/comments/1598359

/64406374#comment_64406374)

Recommended 0 times

But that was August.  Will they stand behind
it?



(/user/justagurlinseattle)

[new]


justagurlinseattle (/u jlynne

Nov 15 · 03:08:56 AM (/comments/1598359

/64413995#comment_64413995)

Recommended 1 time

I know that MANY on the Right, are still
against him. 

David Frum, Norman Ornstein. 

I suspect that they have not changed their
minds, but, it is possible. 

... 

(/user/anjaspapa)

[new]


anjaspapa (/user/anj jlynne

Nov 15 · 04:07:04 PM (/comments/1598359

/64426621#comment_64426621)

... 
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Recommended 1 time

Though he will most likely be the Speaker
next Congress, following your succession
scenario, Biden would be the next in line. I
say that because you are using for your
position the CURRENT Speaker. Therefore,
you should then ALSO use the CURRENT VP.
Does’t fly to well does it?

(/user/jlynne)

[new]


jlynne (/user/jlynne) anjaspapa

Nov 15 · 05:05:24 PM (/comments/1598359

/64427597#comment_64427597)

Recommended 0 times

yeah, THAT’s not gonna happen.  But
actually, I premise it on the fact that Ryan will
be the Speaker next term also.  I don’t think
there’s any opposition to that.



(/user/ExpatGirl)

[new]


ExpatGirl (/user/ExpatGirl) BP in WA

Nov 13 · 12:49:25 PM (/comments/1598359

/64384298#comment_64384298)

Recommended 0 times

There is no “third option R”. It is either Trump or
Clinton. It is possible that Clinton could immediately
resign and then Kaine becomes President.



(/user/BP in WA)

[new]


BP in WA (/user/BP i ExpatGirl

Nov 13 · 01:04:13 PM (/comments/1598359

/64384516#comment_64384516)

Recommended 3 times

Incorrect.  if no one gets 270 in EC vote,  top
3 are available for house to choose from.
 and house vote is each state delegation = 1
vote. 

... 

(/user/BP in WA)

[new]


BP in WA (/user/BP i ExpatGirl

Nov 13 · 01:05:08 PM (/comments/1598359

/64384530#comment_64384530)

Recommended 4 times

And electors in EC can cast a vote for anyone.
 they could vote for Michael Moore if they
wanted

... 

(/user/J Graham)

[new]


J Graham (/user/J Graham) BP in WA

Nov 13 · 01:01:25 PM (/comments/1598359

/64384470#comment_64384470)

Recommended 11 times

Seriously? Have people gone mad here? Clinton won
the election, the popular vote, after a hard-fought
primary and general election. The EC can’t just pick a
name out of a hat and make it president. If the EC
hadn’t been here at all, she would be president-elect
right now.
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(/user/BP in WA)

[new]


BP in WA (/user/BP i J Graham

Nov 13 · 01:09:22 PM (/comments/1598359

/64384596#comment_64384596)

Recommended 1 time

Yes, but the EC is in force, and the scenario
that Republican electors throw it to Clinton is
not realistic

... 

(/user/BP in WA)

[new]


BP in WA (/user/BP i BP in WA

Nov 13 · 01:11:52 PM (/comments/1598359

/64384631#comment_64384631)

Recommended 0 times

That's just the cold hard logic of the situation
.  what I'm advocating for is a single digit %
chance of success ,  flipping it to Clinton adds
a decimal point and couple zeros to that
probability 

... 

(/user/J Graham)

[new]


J Graham (/user/J Gr BP in WA

Nov 13 · 01:22:12 PM (/comments/1598359

/64384787#comment_64384787)

Recommended 2 times

No, that makes a complete mockery of our
system, and is even less likely to happen
than the electors going for Clinton, the
person who actually won the election.

... 

(/user/BP in WA)

[new]


BP in WA (/user/BP i J Graham

Nov 13 · 01:30:04 PM (/comments/1598359

/64384887#comment_64384887)

Recommended 0 times

I'd suggest taking a read of both the relevant
section the constitution and writings of
Alexander hamilton. this IS our system.    
 and there's not much utility in trying to
debate which outcome is more likely,  other
than to say that the people chosen,  months
ago,  to be Ready electors in the EC will not
vote for Clinton 

... 

(/user/J Graham)

[new]


J Graham (/user/J Gr BP in WA

Nov 13 · 01:55:44 PM (/comments/1598359

/64385313#comment_64385313)

Recommended 1 time

I think I’m being misunderstood, or maybe
I’m not making myself clear. I agree that
there is almost no chance that the electors
are going to choose Clinton, the person who
won the election, over Trump. I disagree that
if there were a chance for them to choose
someone over Trump that they should
choose someone who didn’t even run.

... 
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(/user/BP in WA)

[new]


BP in WA (/user/BP i J Graham

Nov 13 · 02:21:26 PM (/comments/1598359

/64385789#comment_64385789)

Recommended 0 times

Now I follow.   My point is that enough
(about 20) R electors MIGHT write in
someone they didn't have to hold their nose
over (maybe Romney ,  maybe someone else)
who was already agreed to by the house per
the one state = one vote contingent house
election.  I put the likelihood low, but high
enough that I feel compelled to push it 

... 

(/user/J Graham)

[new]


J Graham (/user/J Gr BP in WA

Nov 13 · 03:19:36 PM (/comments/1598359

/64386853#comment_64386853)

Recommended 1 time

But that would be a complete travesty if they
were to do that. That’s not the democratic
solution. 

Clinton’s being elected by the EC would put a
chilling effect on the disaster that’s
overtaking our country, and reinstate the
Constitution’s power because it would certify
the candidate who won. And, by extension,
tell everyone that they, as an institution,
know they are outdated and undemocratic.

Trump will almost certainly be rubber-
stamped by the EC. My guess is that, given
the climate of repression that is hanging over
us like a dark cloud now, they won’t buck the
system as it is currently set up.

... 

(/user/J Graham)

[new]


J Graham (/user/J Gr J Graham

Nov 13 · 03:20:58 PM (/comments/1598359

/64386882#comment_64386882)

Recommended 0 times

Just want to add that it is sad and ironic that
the founders gave us the seed of our
destruction.

... 

(/user/TrueBlueMajority)

[new]


TrueBlueMajority (/u BP in WA

Nov 13 · 06:30:30 PM (/comments/1598359

/64390330#comment_64390330)

Recommended 0 times

are you sure you are not confused between
the electoral college vote (on Dec 19) and a
vote in the House (each state delegation
having one vote) which will only happen if
the EC is tied/deadlocked

... 

(/user/BP in WA)

[new]


BP in WA (/user/BP i TrueBlueMajority

Nov 13 · 11:38:55 PM (/comments/1598359

/64393602#comment_64393602)

That's what I'm saying we need to push for...
a "deadlocked" EC.  the top 3 then go to the
house. 

... 
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Recommended 0 times

(/user/Finnegan05)

[new]


Finnegan05 (/user/Fi BP in WA

Nov 13 · 01:24:58 PM (/comments/1598359

/64384822#comment_64384822)

Recommended 0 times

It does not have to be a lot of electors…. just
a dream.

... 

(/user/BP in WA)

[new]


BP in WA (/user/BP i Finnegan05

Nov 13 · 01:35:18 PM (/comments/1598359

/64384948#comment_64384948)

Recommended 2 times

About 20 as it stands.   are there 20
Mormons on the rolls? 20 people who may
find themselves on the wrong side of
Trump's graces?

... 

(/user/Finnegan05)

[new]


Finnegan05 (/user/Fi BP in WA

Nov 13 · 02:15:54 PM (/comments/1598359

/64385685#comment_64385685)

Recommended 3 times

20 with morals?

... 

(/user/BP in WA)

[new]


BP in WA (/user/BP i Finnegan05

Nov 13 · 02:24:06 PM (/comments/1598359

/64385850#comment_64385850)

Recommended 0 times

Yes. Hyperbole aside, I have R friends with
morals that would do it.

... 

(/user/Finnegan05)

[new]


Finnegan05 (/user/Fi BP in WA

Nov 13 · 02:24:52 PM (/comments/1598359

/64385866#comment_64385866)

Recommended 0 times

I do too, including the former chair of my
state’s republican party.

... 

(/user/BP in WA)

[new]


BP in WA (/user/BP i BP in WA

Nov 13 · 02:25:50 PM (/comments/1598359

/64385890#comment_64385890)

Recommended 1 time

Unfortunately, none of them are EC electors
in states that went red this election . 

... 

(/user/sweetiepie317)

[new]
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sweetiepie317 (/user/swe BP in WA

Nov 15 · 03:47:40 PM (/comments/1598359

/64426318#comment_64426318)

Recommended 0 times

Why??  Hillary Clinton WON this election by receiving
the greatest number of votes.  The flawed system of
counting votes in each state is responsible for this
mess.  Having a “winner take all” state electoral vote
system disenfranchises all voters who belong to the
minority party in any given state.  That’s the only
reason Trump won more electoral votes. There are far
more red states than blue states today.  And since the
the red states only counted Republican cast votes, a
large group of voters who voted for Hillary were not
counted.  Had the votes been counted proportionally,
all votes cast in any given state would have been
counted, and the electoral and popular votes would
align.  The EC should use its power to correct the
unfair outcome of this election.  The popular vote is
the true vote cast by the American people.  It should
be honored.

... 

(/user/Cocob)

[new]


Cocob (/user/Cocob) derleider

Nov 13 · 12:59:05 PM (/comments/1598359/64384435#comment_64384435)

Recommended 11 times

Work? What have we been doing? We worked to get President
Obama elected,we worked to get Clinton elected.

Many of us worked thousands of hours for free to save this
country. Now you want us to work on something that will take
decades? Who is it that will pass the popular vote act? They will
control everything including the Supreme Court. Climate
change is real and happening now.  We don’t have time or
decades to wait. This election was stolen. Democrats wake the
hell up. This isn’t normal. The Russian connections,the voter
suppression, the FBI. 

Are you kidding me? IF they could steal this election how in the
hell are we going to get the popular vote act passed that most
of the electorate doesn’t even understand what it is? 

People died to get the right to vote. 

They just pulled it out from under us. 

If we to rally and protest to get those rights back. 

This is a war. They have won. 



(/user/lagibby)

[new]


lagibby (/user/lagibby) Cocob

Nov 13 · 01:04:17 PM (/comments/1598359

/64384517#comment_64384517)

Recommended 7 times

Are you kidding me? IF they could
steal this election how in the hell are
we going to get the popular vote act
passed that most of the electorate
doesn’t even understand what it is? 

People died to get the right to vote. 

They just pulled it out from under us. 

Umm hmm. But I refuse to curl up in a ball and wait
for the apocalypse.
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(/user/ExpatGirl)
[new]


ExpatGirl (/user/ExpatGirl) Cocob

Nov 13 · 01:04:23 PM (/comments/1598359

/64384519#comment_64384519)

Recommended 9 times

This is a war. They haven’t won yet.



(/user/BP in WA)

[new]


BP in WA (/user/BP i ExpatGirl

Nov 13 · 01:12:35 PM (/comments/1598359

/64384642#comment_64384642)

Recommended 5 times

Damn straight.

... 

(/user/sweetiepie317)

[new]


sweetiepie317 (/user ExpatGirl

Nov 15 · 04:14:19 PM (/comments/1598359

/64426756#comment_64426756)

Recommended 0 times

ExpatGirl, that’s right!!  I believe we do have a
chance of persuade the EC to honor the
popular vote.  We must make a strong case
for the reason why the anomaly of the
popular and electoral votes are not aligned,
for the second time in sixteen years.  The
archaic electoral system should be retired,
but the current system of awarding electoral
votes by a “winner take all” methodology
disenfranchises voters who belong to
minority parties in each state, except two
states who award electoral votes
proportionally.  The only way to correct this
unfair outcome, at least for this election
cycle, would be to honor the wishes of the
majority of the people who chose Hillary
Clinton.

... 

(/user/sperifera)

[new]


sperifera (/user/sperifera) Cocob

Nov 13 · 01:14:27 PM (/comments/1598359

/64384667#comment_64384667)

Recommended 5 times

So many heads.  So much sand.  

You are correct.  The implication that we have Trump
because “we didn't work hard enough” is ludicrous.



(/user/RNmakingsense)

[new]


RNmakingsense (/us sperifera

Nov 13 · 01:46:55 PM (/comments/1598359

/64385143#comment_64385143)

Recommended 6 times

how did 90,000 Michigan voters go to the
voting booth and NO cast any vote for
president. Trump won by onny 11,000. I can
see some now wanting to not vote on the
presidential line, but NOT 90,000 no votes. it
was all electronic.  

... 

[new]
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(/user/bjwchxMI) bjwchxMI (/user/bjw RNmakingsense

Nov 13 · 02:09:52 PM (/comments/1598359

/64385574#comment_64385574)

Recommended 0 times

I wrote this earlier but I’m really not sure
about it.. just uneasy.

So… on Friday, as I listened to my usual
line-up of late night TV (Hayes, Maddow,
O’Donnell), I happened to see part of a panel
interview on The Last Word which I think is
very important. And it is about something
that is still being mostly ignored- actively or
passively. Mark Thompson (Make It Plain,
Sirius XM) said we still don’t know what
actually happened  during the election in
places like WI and NC- maybe other places-
due to the voter suppression efforts. And I
would argue that we don’t know the
particulars  of some other suspicious 
situations that came out in the initial
reporting on the 8th.

In MI, for example, it took longer to come up
with election results than I can ever recall-
and I have voted in MI since 1972 and lived
here all my life!  I think the last results I saw
referred to the overall difference between
winning MI and losing MI was somewhere
around 11,000 votes. I think I also saw a
strange figure of some 80,000- 90,000 ballots
that had no selection for top of the ticket. 
Now certainly all that could be perfectly
accurate and reflect actual voters, actual
thinking. Like I said, I’ve lived here all my life
and most of that time has been in N.MI and
the U.P. so I am well aware of who my
neighbors are! But MI’s voter suppression
efforts this election was a legislative vote,
along Party lines- advantage R, that removed
straight-party ticket  voting as a ballot
option.  It was signed by the Governor (R) but
was then stopped by Court order  before the
election.  Oh; and our  S.O.S. is also a
Republican [a real asshole by the name of Bill
Schute]. Think about that and how long it
took to count the vote. Could it be possible
that the S.O.S. had already moved to change
vote tallies to exclude straight Party voting
and either didn’t  get it added back in before
the election to comply with the court order
or something was not working right?  After
all, I did read another article about WI that
showed even with a court order, Walker’s R
controlled government was still not issuing
ID’s to allow people to vote. So, maybe
nothing, probably nothing but
definitely needing follow-up and
investigation to assure that it is nothing.

... 

(/user/bjwchxMI)

[new]


bjwchxMI (/user/bjw bjwchxMI

Nov 13 · 02:29:26 PM (/comments/1598359

/64385960#comment_64385960)

Recommended 0 times

Whoops,sorry. Schute is A.G. Ruth Johnson
(R) is SOS.

... 

(/user/DarkPhoenix)

[new]


DarkPhoenix (/user/ bjwchxMI

Nov 13 · 08:01:54 PM (/comments/1598359

... 
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/64391663#comment_64391663)

Recommended 1 time

Someone really ‘ought to look into it, if for no
other reason, because this sort of thing has
been done before.  Would it be THAT
surprising to find out the Repubs took
Florida 2000 to the key states in this election?
 Not to mention the Repubs in places like
Wisconsin and North Carolina blatantly
thumbing their noses at the courts to get
away with voter fraud...

(/user/bjwchxMI)

[new]


bjwchxMI (/user/bjw DarkPhoenix

Nov 14 · 06:48:31 AM (/comments/1598359

/64395752#comment_64395752)

Recommended 0 times

Probably one of the worst subtexts of (their)
suppression and possible outright fraud, is
that it poisons the well of our ability to
govern ourselves. What’s real; what isn’t; who
can we trust?  And, to your point,  I certainly
don’t trust them. But here’s the other thing.
Since, yet again, only liberals/Democrats are
doing their jobs and earning their pay
(attempting to govern), then they become
the only ones  who refuse to label this what it
is. They are trapped by the seditious,
authoritarian Regressive’s into protecting at
least the appearance of a functioning
government, an intact Constitution and a
strong democracy. Yet again, “we” become
complicit in normalizing (our) own
destruction. IF this scenario is even partially
accurate. Sorry; I’m probably not making
myself very clear- obsessive brain activity
and very little sleep.

... 

(/user/sperifera)

[new]


sperifera (/user/sper RNmakingsense

Nov 13 · 03:40:14 PM (/comments/1598359

/64387229#comment_64387229)

Recommended 0 times

To be honest, I'm not surprised that a
significant number of voters chose no one
for President.  I had expected to see an
effectual none-of-the-above, and it looks like
it was everywhere — not just Michigan.  The
Presidential top line had significant
undervote.  The 1.8% rate in Michigan is
higher, for instance, than the 0.7% rate in
Washington, but Washington isn't as
polarized as Michigan.  HRC won 55/38.  

I don't think this dog is going to hunt.

... 

(/user/int0th3w0rld)

[new]


int0th3w0rld (/user/i sperifera

Nov 15 · 02:18:04 PM (/comments/1598359

/64424770#comment_64424770)

Recommended 0 times

55/38 percentages? Or some other metric,
just curious

... 
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(/user/TrueBlueMajority)
[new]


TrueBlueMajority (/u RNmakingsense

Nov 13 · 06:32:15 PM (/comments/1598359

/64390356#comment_64390356)

Recommended 2 times

folks who were lukewarm about HRC and
figured MI was a reliably blue state so they
were doing no harm by blanking the
presidential line

But then 90,000 of them did it...

... 

(/user/America Jones)

[new]


America Jones (/user/Ame Cocob

Nov 13 · 02:04:34 PM (/comments/1598359

/64385483#comment_64385483)

Recommended 2 times

Correction. This is a battle. We’ve only temporarily
lost. We’ll fight until we win the war for the direction
we want this country to go in.

... 

(/user/Wonder Why)

[new]


Wonder Why (/user/Wond Cocob

Nov 13 · 02:06:49 PM (/comments/1598359

/64385525#comment_64385525)

Recommended 0 times

Short answer to long vent up there:  the State
Legislatures. 10 of which have already moved on this
question.  There’s your solution  Enough state
legislatures to bring the total electors to 270  Its
already in the works. Look it up.

... 

(/user/anjaspapa)

[new]


anjaspapa (/user/anjaspapa) Cocob

Nov 15 · 04:12:24 PM (/comments/1598359

/64426713#comment_64426713)

Recommended 0 times

No,. They won the battle. The WAR is far from over. I
firmly believe that.



(/user/FishOutofWater)

[new]


FishOutofWater (/user/FishOutof derleider

Nov 13 · 01:27:06 PM (/comments/1598359/64384845#comment_64384845)

Recommended 1 time

Of course, it would be a mess, a potential constitutional crisis.
But President Clinton would have won the most votes so she
would be just as legitimate winner as George W Bush if the
Electoral College made it so.

... 

(/user/PA Voter)

[new]


PA Voter (/user/PA Voter) derleider

Nov 13 · 06:35:37 PM (/comments/1598359/64390411#comment_64390411)

Recommended 0 times

Do you think it would have been any different if she had won?



(/user/Cassandra2015)

[new]
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Nov 15 · 10:01:52 AM (/comments/1598359/64419482#comment_64419482)

Recommended 0 times

She won the popular vote by ca. 2 million votes so far!!

(/user/BP in WA)

[new]


BP in WA (/user/BP in WA) FishOutofWater

Nov 13 · 12:37:25 PM (/comments/1598359/64384103#comment_64384103)

Recommended 0 times

I've been saying this for days.  Diaries about how it could look. Based on the
mechanics of the process,  I think it has to be a third candidate that essentially
gets "written in" at the EC vote . And I think it has to be a Republican .  But I'll
take a science believing right now.

My diaries on it are easy to find for anyone interested 



(/user/KBS666)

[new]


KBS666 (/user/KBS666) BP in WA

Nov 13 · 12:58:52 PM (/comments/1598359/64384429#comment_64384429)

Recommended 3 times

I disagree. That is simply too many moving parts. All it takes for Clinton
to win is a few flipped votes. That is far simpler than convincing 270
electors to vote for Romney or Ryan or some other dark horse. Plus it
has the advantage of she did win the popular vote and that argument
should carry some weight if this is supposed to be a democracy.



(/user/BP in WA)

[new]


BP in WA (/user/BP in WA) KBS666

Nov 13 · 01:15:57 PM (/comments/1598359/64384687#comment_64384687)

Recommended 1 time

I've gone over the mechanics elsewhere . This play  doesn't try
to win the election outright in the Electoral College.  it denies
270 votes to trump, and the third highest total becomes
eligible in the ensuing house vote by state delegations 



(/user/Inland Jim)

[new]


Inland Jim (/user/Inland Jim) FishOutofWater

Nov 13 · 12:42:51 PM (/comments/1598359/64384194#comment_64384194)

Recommended 6 times

The EC would never disallow Trump the presidency… unless he proposed to
abolish slavery.



(/user/MrJersey)

[new]


MrJersey (/user/MrJersey) Inland Jim

Nov 14 · 11:14:26 AM (/comments/1598359/64401217#comment_64401217)

Recommended 0 times

Even then, I don’t think that would disqualify Trump. 



(/user/Crimson Quillfeather)

[new]


Crimson Quillfeather (/user/Crimson Quillfe FishOutofWater

Nov 13 · 12:53:54 PM (/comments/1598359/64384349#comment_64384349)

Yes, it was the Tj — Burr fiasco which got us the 12th amendment.

If the EC did it, I’d be dancing in a block party, if that happened.  

But it won’t.  

They want the incompetent to get their agenda of dismantling the FDR legacy,

... 
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Recommended 6 times

and the Obama legacy. 

They want Trump, as does the Fourth Estate. 

Also, many of the states political machinery is bolstered by gerrymandered
districts, which make them red, with red statehouses and governors, and Rep’s
and Senators. As I’m sure you know, being in my neighboring state of NC. This
will take years of hard work to break that gerrymandered block and take back
our statehouses.  And people have to be allowed to vote, first! And people of
good intent have to run.  As Dr. Fergie Reid Sr. says — if no one runs, there’s no
representation.  And we all deserve representation.  The process is grueling.
 People who run are treated in the most vile fashion.  To wit all the crapfest going
on now.  

There’s so much hate out there.  And anger.  Not to mention blame.  And apathy.
 Not to overlook a fair bit of self-involved foolishness. Easy to place blame on
a person.  Harder to accept some responsibility and bring change into the very
localities we live in.  

(/user/LamontCranston)

[new]


LamontCranston (/user/LamontCranston) FishOutofWater

Nov 13 · 01:08:05 PM (/comments/1598359/64384576#comment_64384576)

Recommended 3 times

“Trump U.”? 

No, trump him.



(/user/duende)

[new]


duende (/user/duende) FishOutofWater

Nov 13 · 02:45:15 PM (/comments/1598359/64386226#comment_64386226)

Recommended 2 times

Re: Electoral College, Vox.com has good information on why it exists.

The real reason we have an Electoral College: to protect slave states - Vox

https://apple.news/AY1vyuvY1R2eV4gPeVr6QVQ (https://apple.news
/AY1vyuvY1R2eV4gPeVr6QVQ)



(/user/DakkonA)

[new]


DakkonA (/user/DakkonA) duende

Nov 13 · 03:42:51 PM (/comments/1598359/64387280#comment_64387280)

Recommended 1 time

That’s a specious argument, and ignores every other reason why the EC
exists. That easily could have been part of it, but it is not THE reason.



(/user/LakeSuperior)

[new]


LakeSuperior (/user/LakeSuperior) FishOutofWater

Nov 13 · 02:56:42 PM (/comments/1598359/64386413#comment_64386413)

Recommended 0 times

The only way this (electoral college intervention) can ever happen is if a large
organization starts leadership work on this now...just to make a try at it.



(/user/DakkonA)

[new]


DakkonA (/user/DakkonA) LakeSuperior

Nov 13 · 03:43:52 PM (/comments/1598359/64387295#comment_64387295)

Recommended 0 times

4.1 million signatures and climbing: www.change.org/...
(https://www.change.org/p/electoral-college-electors-electoral-college-
make-hillary-clinton-president-on-december-19)
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(/user/LakeSuperior)

[new]


LakeSuperior (/user/LakeSuperior) DakkonA

Nov 13 · 04:10:49 PM (/comments/1598359/64387731#comment_64387731)

Recommended 1 time

That petition does not have any legal status, nor is it a
campaign that will actually get the job done of contacting all of
the electors to achieve a beneficial result of rejecting Trump.



(/user/TrueBlueMajority)

[new]


TrueBlueMajority (/user/Tr LakeSuperior

Nov 13 · 06:37:01 PM (/comments/1598359

/64390434#comment_64390434)

Recommended 2 times

you saved me from having to post this.

that petition is a waste of time.

for the signers, that is.  whoever created the petition
is amassing a nice little database they can sell for a
pretty penny.

... 

(/user/DakkonA)

[new]


DakkonA (/user/Dak TrueBlueMajority

Nov 13 · 08:38:23 PM (/comments/1598359

/64392110#comment_64392110)

Recommended 1 time

Change.org is the holder of the signatures as
far as I can tell. They don’t seem to reveal
that information to the petition creator.

... 

(/user/DakkonA)

[new]


DakkonA (/user/DakkonA) LakeSuperior

Nov 13 · 08:35:39 PM (/comments/1598359

/64392082#comment_64392082)

Recommended 0 times

Of course not. Who said it had “legal status”? I’m not
sure why you don’t think someone won’t try to deliver
it to the electors or publicize somehow. Have you
asked?



(/user/justagurlinseattle)

[new]


justagurlinseattle (/user/justagurlinse LakeSuperior

Nov 13 · 05:16:42 PM (/comments/1598359/64388953#comment_64388953)

Yes… and, people HAVE to stop making it about racism… and MORE
about National Security and the danger that Trump poses. 

Yes, I KNOW it si about racism… But, what Trump is proposing, MUCH is
unconstitutional. Like his assault on the FREE PRESS. 

But…

These are the people YOU NEED to get going on this. 

They ALL say the same thing, that Trump is UNFIT for CiC, 

that he is a DANGER to National Security. 

there is a a LONG LIST of Republicans who feel this way. 

John Noonan, a national-security expert who advised Jeb Bush and Mitt
Romney, went off on Twitter on Wednesday, arguing that Trump's
position on nuclear weapons makes him unfit for the presidency.
(http://nordic.businessinsider.com/natsec-expert-john-noonan-tweets-
against-trump-nuclear-plans-2016-8?r=US&IR=T)

and: 

Frum joined many Republicans in saying that he had voted for Hillary
Clinton rather than vote for Donald Trump. Where all of these crossover
votes went is anyone’s guess. Frum’s point about Donald Trump having

... 
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Recommended 1 time

unfettered access to power is one I’ve been making since he won.
Republicans have already proven that they are fine with weaponizing
the FBI against Democrats in order to win an election, which places
Donald Trump in the odd situation of being elected while acting like
Richard Nixon. Perhaps because of it. (http://www.politicususa.com
/2016/11/09/conservative-david-frum-lays-terrifying-plan-donald-
trumps-authoritarianism.html)

and: 

50 G.O.P. Officials Warn Donald Trump Would Put Nation’s Security ‘at
Risk’ (http://www.nytimes.com/2016/08/09/us/politics/national-security-
gop-donald-trump.html)

People have to make this about NATIONAL Security.. that is the
language they understand, NOT racism. 

(/user/TrueBlueMajority)

[new]


TrueBlueMajority (/user/TrueBlueMaj LakeSuperior

Nov 13 · 06:36:11 PM (/comments/1598359/64390425#comment_64390425)

Recommended 0 times

we only need five more large state legislatures to adopt the NPVIC
(https://en.wikipedia.org
/wiki/National_Popular_Vote_Interstate_Compact)

... 

(/user/Anne Elk)

[new]


Anne Elk (/user/Anne Elk) FishOutofWater

Nov 13 · 04:52:19 PM (/comments/1598359/64388461#comment_64388461)

Recommended 1 time

I think Hamilton was feeling especially optimistic when he thought that one up.



(/user/rktect)

[new]


rktect (/user/rktect) FishOutofWater

Nov 14 · 03:23:10 AM (/comments/1598359/64394268#comment_64394268)

There is always the possibility that the Republican electors will choose Not to be
faithful (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Faithless_elector) and put the horns on the
Donald by choosing to go with someone else after pledging themselves to him,
having discovered that they have been deceived. It wouldn’t be the first time this
has happened to someone in a Presidential election.

“During the 1836 election (https://en.wikipedia.org
/wiki/United_States_presidential_election,_1836), Virginia's entire
23-man electoral delegation faithlessly voted against victorious
Democratic Party Vice Presidential Candidate Richard Mentor
Johnson (https://en.wikipedia.org
/wiki/Richard_Mentor_Johnson)

 due to Johnson's
openly admitted, publicized, long-term interracial relationship
with his slave (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Slave), Julia Chinn
(https://en.wikipedia.org
/wiki/Richard_Mentor_Johnson#Marriage_and_family).

The loss of Virginia's support caused Johnson to fall one electoral
vote short of a majority, causing the Vice Presidential election to
be thrown into the U.S. Senate for the only time in American
history.

However, Virginia's electors voted for Martin Van Buren as
pledged, meaning the presidential election itself was not in
dispute.

The U.S. Senate ultimately elected Johnson anyway after a
party-line vote. Despite 157 instances of faithlessness as of 2015,
faithless electors have not yet affected the results or ultimate
outcome of any other presidential election.”



[1] (https://en.wikipedia.org

/wiki/Faithless_elector#cite_note-Fairvote_problems-1)
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Recommended 1 time

In Trump’s case the President elect’s actions in lying so consistently that they
have lost their ability to persuade or to be trusted, and with it their political
power and less than stable vendettas against people perceived to have slighted
him have have made many Republican’s voice concerns about handing over to
him the control of our nuclear arsenal.

Among the military there is great concern about this, possibly including worries
about their inappropriate use being influenced by the Russians who have
admitted to interfering in this election.

(/user/supremeliberal)

[new]


supremeliberal (/user/supremeliberal) FishOutofWater

Nov 14 · 07:46:41 AM (/comments/1598359/64396718#comment_64396718)

Recommended 0 times

He now will finally get the nuclear blast code Alpha and Omega



(/user/unclebucky)

[new]


unclebucky (/user/unclebucky) FishOutofWater

Nov 14 · 08:17:48 AM (/comments/1598359/64397283#comment_64397283)

Recommended 1 time

The Electoral College was designed to do just that, prevent a dangerous
candidate from becoming president. IF it doesn’t do it this time (when such an
action is really needed) we don’t need the Electoral College. Ugh. —UB.



(/user/FarEastLA)

[new]


FarEastLA (/user/FarEastLA) unclebucky

Nov 15 · 11:00:53 AM (/comments/1598359/64420866#comment_64420866)

Recommended 0 times

No, it wasn’t. It was to insure that small States had some significant say
in the final analysis.



(/user/unclebucky)

[new]


unclebucky (/user/unclebucky) FarEastLA

Nov 16 · 04:38:13 PM (/comments/1598359/64444213#comment_64444213)

Recommended 0 times

The electoral college consists of 538 electors, and of those, a
candidate needs 270 votes to become president. Although the
Founding Fathers wanted the people to have a say, there was
concern that a charismatic tyrant could manipulate public
opinion and come into power. Alexander Hamilton briefly
addressed these concerns in the Federalist Papers. The idea
was that the electors would be a group of people who would
ensure that a qualified person would become president.

Now, in this case, it’s a bit reversed. The popular vote would
not go to a tyrant.

en.wikipedia.org/… (https://en.wikipedia.org
/wiki/Federalist_No._68#Hamilton.27s_understanding_of_the_E
lectoral_College)

I knew I was at least in the neighbourhood of the right answer.

Ugh. —UB.
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(/user/Jon Sitzman)

[new]


Jon Sitzman (/user/Jon Sitzman) FishOutofWater

Nov 14 · 08:30:35 AM (/comments/1598359/64397551#comment_64397551)

Recommended 0 times

They won’t do it.  (Should.  Won’t.)



(/user/tompoemn)

[new]


tompoemn (/user/tompoemn) FishOutofWater

Nov 15 · 09:36:12 AM (/comments/1598359/64418877#comment_64418877)

Recommended 0 times

I find it quite amazing that the electoral college would believe it important to cast
ballots to install a white nationalist to lead our country.



(/user/Victour)

[new]


Victour (/user/Victour) FishOutofWater

Nov 15 · 10:03:16 AM (/comments/1598359/64419522#comment_64419522)

Recommended 0 times

Oh Yes !! with you 100% !!



(/user/darianne 826)

[new]


darianne 826 (/user/darianne 826) FishOutofWater

Nov 15 · 10:06:27 AM (/comments/1598359/64419596#comment_64419596)

Recommended 0 times

I wish!!!!



(/user/RoundPonda)

[new]


RoundPonda (/user/RoundPonda) FishOutofWater

Nov 15 · 10:51:51 AM (/comments/1598359/64420656#comment_64420656)

Recommended 0 times

It is Impossible to remove the electoral college system… The GOP’s would
NEVER end a system that benefits them...



(/user/lynb)

[new]


lynb (/user/lynb) FishOutofWater

Nov 15 · 10:58:50 AM (/comments/1598359/64420815#comment_64420815)

Recommended 0 times

Sounds good until you realize that then we have to contend with Pence.  I’m not
sure that would be much better.  They are both dangerous to our democracy.



(/user/FarEastLA)

[new]


FarEastLA (/user/FarEastLA) FishOutofWater

Nov 15 · 10:59:32 AM (/comments/1598359/64420837#comment_64420837)

Recommended 0 times

The problem is that the Electors chosen by a Trump Vote are all “republicons”.

Good Luck with it, the “College” is no safety valve.



(/user/raezeal)

[new]
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raezeal (/user/raezeal) FishOutofWater

Nov 15 · 11:01:21 AM (/comments/1598359/64420878#comment_64420878)

Recommended 0 times

It is archaic and time to abolish it — one vote for one person — WE have spoken!



(/user/IA Teacher Retired)

[new]


IA Teacher Retired (/user/IA Teacher Retired) FishOutofWater

Nov 15 · 11:31:26 AM (/comments/1598359/64421575#comment_64421575)

Recommended 0 times

If the Republican Party was truly against him from being it standard bearer, the
Electoral College has the opportunity and, obligation not to vote for him or his
running mate and give the presidency to Hillary based on the popular vote. 

This should be the only way to elect a President in our country today. Our
founding fathers who framed the Electoral College did so to prevent Bribery and
favoritism. It was at that time, our country had only a small handful of states,
or (Colonies).



(/user/opinionaire)

[new]


opinionaire (/user/opinionaire) FishOutofWater

Nov 15 · 11:53:02 AM (/comments/1598359/64422024#comment_64422024)

Recommended 0 times

I was too late to rec this comment, apparently, so am writing the rec instead.



(/user/Kristin Ziama)

[new]


Kristin Ziama (/user/Kristin Ziama) FishOutofWater

Nov 15 · 03:06:27 PM (/comments/1598359/64425688#comment_64425688)

Recommended 0 times

I actually naively believed that that was its purpose...to protect us from travesties
like a Trump presidency.  I have  suddenly and sadly recently been disabused of
this notion.  HEAVEN HELP US!!! 



(/user/M Fischer)

[new]


M Fischer (/user/M Fischer) FishOutofWater

Nov 15 · 07:34:58 PM (/comments/1598359/64429652#comment_64429652)

Recommended 0 times

If the Faithless have any common sense and courage to do the right thing they
will use their Rights for OUR good and rid the scourge from our lives.

However, my faith is shattered by the fact that Republicans hate Trump and still
have gone along with him, sniffling his butt to their own benefits.  HYPOCRITES to
the core.

As a person whose parents were immigrants who were attacked for being Jews,
now I see yet another Hitler in our country.

After inciting violence NOW he has the gall to say ‘Stop it!’  Hypocrite to the core,
as well as a lying bully and manipulator.

It’s bad enough that only wealthy people can run for office in our government
but to have Trump who knows nothing about people who live day to day on
meager salaries as the president is absolutely lunacy!

I pray that the Faithless will do the right thing.  Be FOR our country, not against
the country.



(/user/Vet1)

[new]


Vet1 (/user/Vet1) FishOutofWater

Nov 20 · 10:28:32 AM (/comments/1598359/64496182#comment_64496182)

FishOutofWater, the electoral college is who got him elected, not the people.
Hillary got over two million votes more than Trump and still lost because some
how the electoral college saw him as the winner. This is the reason the electoral
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Recommended 0 times

college got to go. We don’t want Supreme Court nor electoral college picking our
president.

(/user/lowt)

[new]


lowt (/user/lowt) Crimson Quillfeather

Nov 13 · 01:14:39 PM (/comments/1598359/64384670#comment_64384670)

Recommended 1 time

To quote W Bush, bring it on. The discovery will be sweet. 



(/user/Grunhilde)

[new]


Grunhilde (/user/Grunhilde) Crimson Quillfeather

Nov 15 · 04:49:00 PM (/comments/1598359/64427329#comment_64427329)

Recommended 0 times

Thank you for the diary!

As far as their pathetic threats of violence goes, I say DEATH TO ALL FASCIST!



(/user/EsthersGirl)

[new]


EsthersGirl (/user/EsthersGirl) Crimson Quillfeather

Nov 15 · 06:22:16 PM (/comments/1598359/64428732#comment_64428732)

Recommended 0 times

Me too. Last line; “he wishes the acts to continue.” The TrumpChild has stated publicly
that all those people should; JUST STOP IT. Now that will make all the bad people and bad
things they’re doing just go away. Right, and I have a bridge to sell ya...



(/user/PeedeeWyre)

[new]


PeedeeWyre (/user/PeedeeWyre) Crimson Quillfeather

Nov 16 · 12:10:15 AM (/comments/1598359/64431597#comment_64431597)

Recommended 0 times

This is too rich for words, but I'll try: when Bill Clinton was trying to delay a court
appearance re: Paula Jones, he claimed executive privilege to postpone it. A lawyer got a
court judgment to decide against Bill.

Now dRUMPf can't postpone HIS several trials before the inauguration, and it's all due to
that lawyer named Conway: yup, Kellyanne's husband!!

BTW: Her Smugness was on C-SPAN yesterday, at a WSJ thing in DC, 'Presidential
Transition' was the title IIRC. 'Economist'(?) Stephen Moore was there, spinning the
dRUMPf tax plan, to include getting coal miners back in the mines...



(/user/mrswhipple)

[new]


mrswhipple (/user/mrswhipple) Crimson Quillfeather

Nov 16 · 04:51:47 AM (/comments/1598359/64432323#comment_64432323)

Recommended 0 times

If I could rec this I would. Meantime, thanks for saying this.



(/user/David54)

[new]


David54 (/user/David54) Nov 13 · 11:43:41 AM (/comments/1598359/64383164#comment_64383164)

Recommended 75 times

After we have the women’s march on Washington, we’re going to need an equally large “March for
Separation of Church and State” because Pence will effectively be the real President.

[new]
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(/user/4CasandChlo) 4CasandChlo (/user/4CasandChlo) David54

Nov 13 · 12:40:21 PM (/comments/1598359/64384154#comment_64384154)

Recommended 15 times

All Men should support the Million Woman March on Washington.

And, this summer, I’d love to have the 2-5 Million MIllenial March on Washington,
protesting the reversals in gains to LGBTs, Civil rights, Environmental damage, AND the
deficit rising which always happens with Repubs in control.



(/user/KBS666)

[new]


KBS666 (/user/KBS666) 4CasandChlo

Nov 13 · 01:01:16 PM (/comments/1598359/64384468#comment_64384468)

Recommended 1 time

This summer? Are you mad? Are you trying to get people killed? You do not do
mass protests against fascists in the capital until you’re ready for the revolt. No
way will that happen this summer if we let him get sworn in.



(/user/rktect)

[new]


rktect (/user/rktect) KBS666

Nov 14 · 03:31:40 AM (/comments/1598359/64394289#comment_64394289)

Recommended 4 times

There will be far more people killed by losing affordable health care, all
possibility of climate change mitigation, and giving control of our
nuclear arsenal to someone who can’t be trusted to use it responsibly
than any fear of fascist bully’s warrants cowering and capitulating to.



(/user/KBS666)

[new]


KBS666 (/user/KBS666) rktect

Nov 14 · 01:01:05 PM (/comments/1598359/64403614#comment_64403614)

Recommended 0 times

Try to understand, please. If he is sworn in we have to play it
smart. If you assume the worst that will happen at a protest is
a few cracked skulls or some pepper spray you could be sorely
mistaken.

We need to organize. We need to be ready. When we take to
the streets it has to be for one purpose. To immediately
remove him from office by any means necessary. Otherwise we
risk becoming Syria.



(/user/rktect)

[new]


rktect (/user/rktect) KBS666

Nov 14 · 01:48:26 PM (/comments/1598359

/64404673#comment_64404673)

Recommended 0 times

I think the electoral college may have originally been
agreed to as making some of the means perceived as
necessary but not sufficient to remove authoritarian
kings, puppet dictators who couldn’t be trusted with
the oil, and other fascist administrations from office
less necessary and more sufficient domestically, even
while we employed people to do those sorts of nasty
jobs, the kidnapping torture, murder, warrantless
wiretapping, indefinite detention, coups and
assassination for us overseas.

Revolution and Civil War, sedition and secession are
not good things to teach our children.



(/user/KBS666)

[new]
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Nov 14 · 01:55:55 PM (/comments/1598359

/64404813#comment_64404813)

Recommended 0 times

Your written down thoughts are a jumbled
mess.

As near as I can make out you are arguing
against defending ourselves from fascists. 4
of my uncles fought in WW2. 3 did not come
home. I have no intention of letting the
nation they gave up their lives for becoming
that which they fought against.

(/user/RNmakingsense)

[new]


RNmakingsense (/user/RNmakingsense) 4CasandChlo

Nov 13 · 01:48:17 PM (/comments/1598359/64385171#comment_64385171)

Recommended 1 time

I live in NYC. I am hoping to go. 



(/user/steelman)

[new]


steelman (/user/steelman) Nov 13 · 11:46:32 AM (/comments/1598359/64383206#comment_64383206)

Recommended 68 times

Somebody please wake me up. I can’t seem to pull out of this nightmare on my own.

(/user/jayden)

[new]


jayden (/user/jayden) steelman

Nov 13 · 12:03:07 PM (/comments/1598359/64383497#comment_64383497)

Recommended 24 times

Do you have anyone to talk to IRL? I’ve found it to be immensely helpful in processing the
past several days.



(/user/ExpatGirl)

[new]


ExpatGirl (/user/ExpatGirl) jayden

Nov 13 · 12:25:11 PM (/comments/1598359/64383894#comment_64383894)

Recommended 35 times

Every time I think I have processed reality proves me wrong. This situation is
spiraling down fast. The entire world is on high alert. I am terrified.



(/user/ellpeecee)

[new]


ellpeecee (/user/ellpeecee) ExpatGirl

Nov 13 · 12:48:05 PM (/comments/1598359/64384274#comment_64384274)

Recommended 14 times

So am I.  What kind of country are we going to have during and after a
Trump presidency?  His SCOTUS appointees will take us back to the 50’s.



(/user/ExpatGirl)

[new]


ExpatGirl (/user/ExpatGirl) ellpeecee

Nov 13 · 12:55:15 PM (/comments/1598359/64384375#comment_64384375)

Recommended 16 times

The entire world order has just changed. All of it. Nothing,
anywhere, is sure or predictable anymore. People here like to
paint the US as an evil monster but it has been the key player
in keeping the world plodding along more or less safely for the
last 60 years. The ripple effects of this are unimaginable. 
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(/user/wasatch)

[new]


wasatch (/user/wasatch) ExpatGirl

Nov 13 · 02:27:52 PM (/comments/1598359

/64385932#comment_64385932)

Recommended 5 times

It strengthens similar movements that have been
gaining strength in Europe. Putin of course supports
all of them.



(/user/ExpatGirl)

[new]


ExpatGirl (/user/Expa wasatch

Nov 13 · 02:30:14 PM (/comments/1598359

/64385974#comment_64385974)

Recommended 3 times

I’m actually pretty pissed off that we were
left so exposed to this.

... 

(/user/justagurlinseattle)

[new]


justagurlinseattle (/u ExpatGirl

Nov 13 · 05:21:41 PM (/comments/1598359

/64389040#comment_64389040)

Recommended 2 times

Me too… and I thank the MEDIA… 

and the FAR Left… who kept saying that
 Hillary was just another Neoliberal, and was
NOT Liberal enough for them.

I blame Bernie, who just could NOT concede
the primary, even when he had NO real path,
and kept on calling Hillary corrupt. 

I blame the FBI, who should NEVER had come
out with that letter. 

what I find insane… is that we have rules, like
the Hatch Act… Yet, if a candidate is later
found out to have been CRIMINALLY helped
out, to win the election, NOTHING happens.
They still get to be president. 

So, even though Trump was helped by
Russia, and the FBI.. and this was HIGHLY
outside of OK… Nothing changes.. Trump still
gets the keys to the White House, because of
a LOT of cheating . 

... 

(/user/KBS666)

[new]


KBS666 (/user/KBS666) ellpeecee

Nov 13 · 01:02:20 PM (/comments/1598359/64384484#comment_64384484)

Recommended 5 times

1857 to be specific.



(/user/Laughing Gravy)

[new]


Laughing Gravy (/user/Laughing ellpeecee

Nov 13 · 01:02:55 PM (/comments/1598359/64384494#comment_64384494)

Recommended 5 times

And we’ll be very lucky if it isn’t the 1850’s they take us back to.

... 
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(/user/J Graham)
[new]


J Graham (/user/J Graham) ellpeecee

Nov 13 · 01:09:39 PM (/comments/1598359/64384599#comment_64384599)

Recommended 11 times

Will we have a country after a Trump presidency? Will we have
another president? My biggest fear is that our Constitutional
democracy will be lost. If one party can destroy voting rights,
allow corporations to inject unlimited funds into political
campaigns, engage in dirty tricks with the help of a foreign
government to influence a presidential election, gerrymander
districts in order to make their candidates more likely to win
elections, refuse to hold a hearing on the president’s Supreme
Court nominee, twist reality for the media, then Trump is
simply the last act of a sad play. These people have no moral
compass and want total power. They have no respect for the
rule of law or the Constitution, and at some point they will stop
paying lip service to it altogether.



(/user/lagibby)

[new]


lagibby (/user/lagibby) J Graham

Nov 13 · 01:26:48 PM (/comments/1598359

/64384841#comment_64384841)

Recommended 5 times

You have expressed my  sentiments exactly. I was
wondering if we could appeal to the United Nations to
oversee our elections. I have to wonder whether the
Russian hackers could do more than hack email. If a
Third World country had suppressed the vote and
rigged the gerrymandered districts to subvert both
the popular vote for president and the popular vote
for the national representative body (Congress) to
deny the majority party from leading the government,
there would be calls for supervised elections.



(/user/ExpatGirl)

[new]


ExpatGirl (/user/Expa lagibby

Nov 13 · 01:45:54 PM (/comments/1598359

/64385119#comment_64385119)

Recommended 4 times

There is a link to a petition in another
comment I posted below. It is asking for an
injunction on the EC announcing a decision
until after a fully study is done of the vote.
There apparently are irregularities. Sign it.

... 

(/user/lagibby)

[new]


lagibby (/user/lagibby) ExpatGirl

Nov 13 · 03:10:21 PM (/comments/1598359

/64386696#comment_64386696)

Recommended 1 time

I saw those links. I’ve signed both and posted
to Facebook. thanks.



(/user/ellpeecee)

[new]


ellpeecee (/user/ellp lagibby

Nov 13 · 01:53:13 PM (/comments/1598359

/64385262#comment_64385262)

I immediately thought of Russian hackers
manipulating the vote count.  They only had
to change it just enough that Trump won the
electoral votes.  I find it hard to believe that
so many women and Latinos voted for
Trump.

... 
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Recommended 4 times

(/user/Finnegan05)

[new]


Finnegan05 (/user/Fi ellpeecee

Nov 13 · 02:19:12 PM (/comments/1598359

/64385741#comment_64385741)

Recommended 4 times

I am the last person to jump on the
conspiracy train but I can’t help it
sometimes... The razor thin margins for
trump….it is basically 150,000 votes over
three states.

... 

(/user/J Graham)

[new]


J Graham (/user/J Gr Finnegan05

Nov 13 · 03:25:01 PM (/comments/1598359

/64386958#comment_64386958)

Recommended 1 time

It’s hard to know whether Clinton actually
won or lost in the Rust Belt, but I wish her
campaign had spent more time there. In any
case, this is a bloodless coup, even if the vote
wasn’t tampered with. With the Electoral
College, our founders planted the seed that
has led to our possible destruction.

... 

(/user/justagurlinseattle)

[new]


justagurlinseattle (/u lagibby

Nov 13 · 05:30:33 PM (/comments/1598359

/64389210#comment_64389210)

Recommended 1 time

Ummm, I think the UN sends some to the
USA for elections. … But, they were NOT
allowed into some polling stations. 

... 

(/user/justagurlinseattle)

[new]


justagurlinseattle (/user/ju J Graham

Nov 13 · 05:25:20 PM (/comments/1598359

/64389106#comment_64389106)

Recommended 2 times

Yes… it is worse than you think. 

a Conservative wrote THIS: 

From the day he entered Congress in 1979, Gingrich
had a strategy to create a Republican majority in the
House: convincing voters that the institution was so
corrupt that anyone would be better than the
incumbents, especially those in the Democratic
majority. It took him 16 years, but by bringing ethics
charges against Democratic leaders; provoking them
into overreactions that enraged Republicans and
united them to vote against Democratic initiatives;
exploiting scandals to create even more public disgust
with politicians; and then recruiting GOP candidates
around the country to run against Washington,
Democrats and Congress, Gingrich accomplished his
goal. (https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/lets-
just-say-it-the-republicans-are-the-problem/2012/04
/27/gIQAxCVUlT_story.html)

...

[new]
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(/user/J Graham) J Graham (/user/J Gr justagurlinseattle

Nov 13 · 08:06:02 PM (/comments/1598359

/64391711#comment_64391711)

Recommended 3 times

Great article — thanks! I love the title “Let’s
just say it: The Republicans are the problem”:

When one party moves this
far from the mainstream, it
makes it nearly impossible
for the political system to
deal constructively with the
country’s challenges. [...]

Many self-styled bipartisan
groups, in their search for
common ground, propose
solutions that move both
sides to the center, a strategy
that is simply untenable
when one side is so far out of
reach.

Exactly. I wish they hadn’t waited so long, but
now that the worst has happened...

... 

(/user/J Graham)

[new]


J Graham (/user/J Gr J Graham

Nov 13 · 08:07:24 PM (/comments/1598359

/64391730#comment_64391730)

Recommended 0 times

Waited so long to write about this, I mean.

... 

(/user/J Graham)

[new]


J Graham (/user/J Gr J Graham

Nov 13 · 08:13:09 PM (/comments/1598359

/64391800#comment_64391800)

Recommended 0 times

Never mind, the article was written in 2012!
It’s just as worth reading now as then, and
appropriate. The history lesson is right on.
They manipulated the system and now look
what we’ve got.

... 

(/user/rktect)

[new]


rktect (/user/rktect) J Graham

Nov 14 · 03:45:48 AM (/comments/1598359

/64394329#comment_64394329)

Our country is intended to be a more perfect union.
Unions have collective bargaining, which often is
internalized in the form of elections.

Sometimes when a union is totally crooked and out of
control as was the case with the Teamsters union 
under Jimmy Hoffa, there arises a popular consensus
that something needs to be done and then when it is
done the feeling is that those things which are good
perpetuate themselves and those things which don’t
meet that standard self destruct.

Our more perfect union is a House of Cards with
many special interests that go beyond the influence of
the fossil fuel lobbies, some of them represented by
Republicans in the military who have concerns about
the potential actions of someone who as their
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Recommended 1 time

commander in chief would threaten the future of their
country.

I’m old enough that I may not live to see all this play
out but its possible that in these interesting times we
have ahead of us, many others will be as well.

(/user/J Graham)

[new]


J Graham (/user/J Gr rktect

Nov 14 · 01:58:41 PM (/comments/1598359

/64404861#comment_64404861)

Recommended 0 times

Thank you for your comment. Your words
are reassuring. I believe that we will correct
this because, as you say, this is out of control
now and crooked. The way he was “elected,”
the way the media normalized his run, etc.
This isn’t what most people want. I was
wondering about the military, too. Most of
them must be disgusted and worried about
the new commander in chief. I hope the
correction happens soon! We do have a long
history of democracy, after all, and an
expectation of it.

... 

(/user/sweetiepie317)

[new]


sweetiepie317 (/user/swe J Graham

Nov 15 · 07:39:39 PM (/comments/1598359

/64429713#comment_64429713)

Recommended 1 time

Excellent remarks, Graham!

... 

(/user/Cocob)

[new]


Cocob (/user/Cocob) ExpatGirl

Nov 13 · 01:01:32 PM (/comments/1598359/64384471#comment_64384471)

Recommended 8 times

WE all should be. Instead of infighting we have to outfight and unite.I
don't see that happening. I see too many headlines questioning each
other about what went wrong. What if nothing went wrong ? What if she
ran a successful campaign and this was stolen ?

Nothing else makes sense.



(/user/Finnegan05)

[new]


Finnegan05 (/user/Finnegan05) ExpatGirl

Nov 13 · 01:27:53 PM (/comments/1598359/64384852#comment_64384852)

Recommended 3 times

Expat, this is how I feel. Exactly how I feel. I can’t process.



(/user/ExpatGirl)

[new]


ExpatGirl (/user/ExpatGirl) Finnegan05

Nov 13 · 01:46:28 PM (/comments/1598359/64385132#comment_64385132)

Recommended 2 times

We have to fight. It only gets harder if he gets in the White
House.
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(/user/Shadowbelle)
[new]


Shadowbelle (/user/Shadowbelle) jayden

Nov 13 · 12:35:39 PM (/comments/1598359/64384077#comment_64384077)

Recommended 26 times

I don’t (have anyone to talk to IRL). One person who would have been perfect to
talk with died unexpectedly ten days before the election. The next best person is
in another time zone and our schedules don’t mesh very well. My best friend is
overloaded with critical family issues and her outlet is to talk to me about
non-stressy stuff.

And I live in the heart of Baptistland, where the huge and nonimally secular
international company that employs me saw fit to have a mandatory department
meeting in a Baptist church.

The only reason I haven’t found the nearest bottle of Jack Daniels and dived
straight in is that I am absolutely swamped at work and barely have time to eat.
I’m grateful for small mercies like that.

It’s the Apocalypse, and Trump is the Antichrist. I’m convinced of it.



(/user/jayden)

[new]


jayden (/user/jayden) Shadowbelle

Nov 13 · 12:39:10 PM (/comments/1598359/64384135#comment_64384135)

Recommended 11 times

You always have the people here. And there are scores of great people
here.



(/user/Shadowbelle)

[new]


Shadowbelle (/user/Shadowbelle) jayden

Nov 13 · 12:56:03 PM (/comments/1598359/64384391#comment_64384391)

Recommended 7 times

And I am every day grateful to have found this site!



(/user/TWOFACEMITT)

[new]


TWOFACEMITT (/user/TWO Shadowbelle

Nov 13 · 01:03:43 PM (/comments/1598359

/64384504#comment_64384504)

Recommended 4 times

Me three.

... 

(/user/Wonder Why)

[new]


Wonder Why (/user/Wond Shadowbelle

Nov 13 · 02:17:43 PM (/comments/1598359

/64385723#comment_64385723)

Recommended 1 time

Me Too.  We are all in this together.  But how do we
get out of it with our skin.  that’s the question.  What
we are going through is similar to the 5 stages of
grieving after the death of a loved one.  Denial. Anger.
and then what ? acceptance? No I will never accept
this.

... 

(/user/TrueBlueMajority)

[new]


TrueBlueMajority (/user/Tr Shadowbelle

Nov 13 · 06:39:49 PM (/comments/1598359

/64390473#comment_64390473)

Recommended 0 times

and  this place is open 24 hours a day—best thing
about it!

... 
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(/user/triplem)

[new]


triplem (/user/triplem) steelman

Nov 13 · 12:56:07 PM (/comments/1598359/64384394#comment_64384394)

Recommended 3 times

Let me fill you in. People too many and mostly women or any sane person who voted for
Trump just didn't like Hillary enough to prevent this nightmare you've woken up to.



(/user/lagibby)

[new]


lagibby (/user/lagibby) triplem

Nov 13 · 01:31:12 PM (/comments/1598359/64384908#comment_64384908)

Recommended 1 time

I think that is part of it. But probably not all.



(/user/rflctammt)

[new]


rflctammt (/user/rflctammt) steelman

Nov 13 · 12:59:03 PM (/comments/1598359/64384434#comment_64384434)

Recommended 9 times

Take to the streets.  Wear safety pins.  Perform acts of random kindness.  Get involved in
a service project — one that’s easy for you or one that’s threatened:  NAACP,
PlannedParenthood, Youth Justice, ACLU, Voting Rights, soup kitchens, Child Advocacy 

Stay positive and stay involved!



(/user/The Marti)

[new]


The Marti (/user/The Marti) Nov 13 · 11:53:30 AM (/comments/1598359/64383309#comment_64383309)

Recommended 77 times

Fascism came to the White House, wrapped in a flag and carrying a burning
cross.

We must stand firm against their bullshit.  Now, more than ever.

Am I afraid?  You bet yer sweet poptarts I am!  But I am more afraid of what will happen if we stay
silent.

(/user/TWOFACEMITT)

[new]


TWOFACEMITT (/user/TWOFACEMITT) The Marti

Nov 13 · 01:05:34 PM (/comments/1598359/64384537#comment_64384537)

Recommended 6 times

“Sweet poptarts” — Excellent!



(/user/OregonOak)

[new]


OregonOak (/user/OregonOak) Nov 13 · 11:54:12 AM (/comments/1598359/64383319#comment_64383319)

Recommended 87 times

Comments like this from Kellyanne Conway will have exactly the opposite effect. If they think they
can say this crap even before the result has been certified, they are digging their own political
grave. Keep it up, Kellyanne.

(/user/Captain Frogbert)

[new]


Captain Frogbert (/user/Captain Frogbert) OregonOak

Nov 13 · 12:29:30 PM (/comments/1598359/64383970#comment_64383970)

Don’t fool yourself. The media is already absolving themselves of responsibility and
pretending that the republicans won legitimately and that Trump is somehow not a clear
and present danger to the entire world.
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Recommended 23 times

Nothing these people can say will disqualify them in the eyes of the media.

(/user/walkshills)

[new]


walkshills (/user/walkshills) Captain Frogbert

Nov 13 · 12:33:41 PM (/comments/1598359/64384042#comment_64384042)

Recommended 8 times

So, in addition to marching on Washington, perhaps all the broadcast media
should get a healthy dose of anger and realism, from local stations to national
offices, on a regular basis.



(/user/Marke66)

[new]


Marke66 (/user/Marke66) walkshills

Nov 13 · 12:53:55 PM (/comments/1598359/64384350#comment_64384350)

Recommended 4 times

TV media is part of the problem. If you remember the first Bush term
they routinely ignored marches and protests. The 60s are over , we
need the Mark Cubans of the world to help fund real movements and
not cut checks for politicians already owned by lobbies and corporate
America.



(/user/Lucy Montrose)

[new]


Lucy Montrose (/user/Lucy Mont Marke66

Nov 13 · 01:04:24 PM (/comments/1598359/64384520#comment_64384520)

Recommended 4 times

I suggest contacting directly any business or organization that
appears to be knuckling under. Like the Cedar Hill TX Chilis.
Like the Mountain View/Los Altos High School.

Yes, the Trumpkins are going to ignore is. We're not protesting
for them. We're doing it for our fellow Trump opponents.

... 

(/user/walkshills)

[new]


walkshills (/user/walkshills) Marke66

Nov 13 · 02:37:29 PM (/comments/1598359/64386088#comment_64386088)

Recommended 1 time

Definitely agree about Mark Cuban’s efforts and well as Mahr
and VICE News.



(/user/OregonOak)

[new]


OregonOak (/user/OregonOak) Captain Frogbert

Nov 13 · 12:44:10 PM (/comments/1598359/64384213#comment_64384213)

Recommended 6 times

There is a bottom to every septic tank. Old saying here in the sticks.



(/user/bassinduo)

[new]


bassinduo (/user/bassinduo) Captain Frogbert

Nov 13 · 12:44:30 PM (/comments/1598359/64384220#comment_64384220)

Recommended 7 times

I have not heard that, in fact I have heard the opposite, but I watch MSNBC only.
 Maddow and Hayes in fact had a real discussion about the responsibility of the
press in the age of Trump, and what could be a dangerous time.



[new]
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(/user/Wonder Why) Wonder Why (/user/Wonder Why) bassinduo

Nov 13 · 02:20:54 PM (/comments/1598359/64385777#comment_64385777)

Recommended 0 times

But of course. That’s because they, along with Lawrence O’Donnell are
the only folks on MSNBC who speak without forked tongue.  Almost all
the rest of them, including Joe Scarborough are just shills, in my humble
opinion



(/user/Finnegan05)

[new]


Finnegan05 (/user/Finnegan05) bassinduo

Nov 13 · 02:21:21 PM (/comments/1598359/64385786#comment_64385786)

Recommended 1 time

That was a good discussion and they are continuing it Monday on her
show if anyone missed it.



(/user/Rosalie907)

[new]


Rosalie907 (/user/Rosalie907) OregonOak

Nov 13 · 12:39:38 PM (/comments/1598359/64384141#comment_64384141)

Recommended 0 times

You mean Tokyo Rose don’t you?  



(/user/4CasandChlo)

[new]


4CasandChlo (/user/4CasandChlo) OregonOak

Nov 13 · 12:44:34 PM (/comments/1598359/64384223#comment_64384223)

Recommended 6 times

She is miming the talk from the campaign leveled at Trump regarding talking about
Obama and Hillary as “criminals” and “indictments” etc., when he was hit by the press
about being careful regarding using legal terms improperly and, in essence, lying.

So, Kellyanne, being not particularly smart to begin with, and working for Trump — even a
dumber person, thus thinks that the real problem was “strong criticism,” not using terms
of art.

She (and he) now think that they have the same claim to say “be very careful” when faced
with strong criticism, not legal jargon. We’ve got this stupid to live with for the next 4
years, even if he’s impeached — which I think is still 50-50, at least.



(/user/ellpeecee)

[new]


ellpeecee (/user/ellpeecee) 4CasandChlo

Nov 13 · 12:53:23 PM (/comments/1598359/64384344#comment_64384344)

Recommended 5 times

OMG!  And then we have...President Pentecostal Pence.



(/user/J Graham)

[new]


J Graham (/user/J Graham) ellpeecee

Nov 13 · 01:14:11 PM (/comments/1598359/64384662#comment_64384662)

Recommended 8 times

If he’s impeached then it means our Constitutional system is still alive.
I’ll wait it out till 2020 with a president Pence if it means we get to keep
our democracy.



(/user/Finnegan05)

[new]


Finnegan05 (/user/Finnegan05) J Graham

Nov 13 · 02:21:58 PM (/comments/1598359/64385803#comment_64385803)

Me too!
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Recommended 1 time

(/user/Alumbrados)

[new]


Alumbrados (/user/Alumbrados) 4CasandChlo

Nov 13 · 12:59:31 PM (/comments/1598359/64384444#comment_64384444)

Recommended 5 times

They pulled this same shit when Bush was President. It will be interesting to see
what happens when they try to set up “free speech zones” in time for the
inauguration. I think all hell is going to break loose.



(/user/Cocob)

[new]


Cocob (/user/Cocob) 4CasandChlo

Nov 13 · 01:04:49 PM (/comments/1598359/64384524#comment_64384524)

Recommended 0 times

How could America force her on  us? There is nothing warm or reassuring about
her. She showed us who she is and it’s ugly. 



(/user/sperifera)

[new]


sperifera (/user/sperifera) 4CasandChlo

Nov 13 · 01:24:05 PM (/comments/1598359/64384813#comment_64384813)

Recommended 5 times

Kellyanne Conway not particularly smart?  You try to spin fabrications on the spot
as seamlessly as she does.  Please do try it.

You are greatly underestimating your opponent.



(/user/Finnegan05)

[new]


Finnegan05 (/user/Finnegan05) sperifera

Nov 13 · 02:22:41 PM (/comments/1598359/64385822#comment_64385822)

Recommended 1 time

I think she is craven and probably lacks deeply critical thought ability
but she is not stupid.



(/user/4CasandChlo)

[new]


4CasandChlo (/user/4CasandChlo) sperifera

Nov 13 · 04:14:52 PM (/comments/1598359/64387800#comment_64387800)

Recommended 0 times

No, I don’t think she’s particularly smart (at the presidential level) and
I’m basing that on watching her and hearing from her a lot since the
summer.

I am in no way shape or form “underestimating my opponent” — I’m
fine with you disagreeing but the assumption that you’re right regarding
her intellectual ability and imagination and then ask me to “please do
try?” How arrogant is that?

I have NO problem with you disagreeing, none, especially if you’re able
to back it up with the evidence. But, to simply chime in saying I’m wrong
and I’m supposed to work hard to be as good as you? Pffft.

Sorry, I don’t consider her anywhere near Plouffe et al. I have no idea
regarding comparison's to Hillary’s people b/c I didn’t watch as much of
them with a critical eye and will make no comment on people I saw less
of during the campaign.



(/user/sperifera)

[new]


sperifera (/user/sperifera) 4CasandChlo

Nov 13 · 05:56:22 PM (/comments/1598359/64389713#comment_64389713)
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Recommended 0 times

Here’s your comment:

So, Kellyanne, being not particularly smart to
begin with, and working for Trump — even a
dumber person

Please back that up with evidence.  

I'll offer that Kellyanne is a person of significant national
prominence, and you don't get to where she is by having a
lower than average IQ, which is somewhere between 90-100.
 You just don't.  

By suggesting that Trump is “even a dumber person”, you imply
that his IQ is even lower than hers.  Please.  Now we may
not like Donald Trump and Kellyanne Conway, but to assert
that she is not very smart, and he is even dumber is just
juvenile, and frankly, falling into Trump’s game.  “And he’s even
dumber!"

We got our asses handed to us on Tuesday, and it was not by
people with below average IQs.

(/user/TrueBlueMajority)

[new]


TrueBlueMajority (/user/Tr sperifera

Nov 13 · 06:43:01 PM (/comments/1598359

/64390517#comment_64390517)

Recommended 0 times

we absolutely got our asses handed to us on Tuesday
by people with below average IQs!

... 

(/user/4CasandChlo)

[new]


4CasandChlo (/user/4Casa sperifera

Nov 13 · 08:51:15 PM (/comments/1598359

/64392267#comment_64392267)

Yes, we got our ass handed to us on Tuesday, and I
did not say lower than average I at least qualified that
with saying “at the presidential level,” referencing
Plouffe, and I absolutely DO believe Trump is dumber.
especially at a presidential level.

I don’t think either one of these people is smarter
than the average reader of “The New Yorker.”

In terms of beating us, “handing our asses to us”? How
smart do you have to be to be a flame thrower? How
smart do you have to be to be racist enough to “not
have time for PC”? How smart do you have to be to
bankrupt more businesses than have been a success.
I can get a loan in the U.S., Trump can’t, is  that proof
of how smart he is?

You are also ignoring the role that Putin, the NY FBI,
and/or Comey played in “getting our asses handed to
us” — which, btw, somehow is some genius sweeping
win even though they had less total votes than us,
AND it’s not like they had some genius insight, no one
on their side saw this coming.

I have told you that I have watched her and seen very
little insight, creativity, and capacity for nuance in
dodging questions. I have seen Trump show no
intellectual curiosity, ever. I’ve read the reports of
people who’ve dealt with him, discussing his inability
to consider anyone’s advice or conflicting opinion —
how smart is that? Always assuming you know better
than others? Sounds like a dumbass to me.

Go ahead, pat yourself on the back for your ability to
appreciate their depth, that’s fine.  Just, while you do
it, please don’t invite others to “try harder” to reach

... 
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Recommended 2 times

the level of your observations and judgment. Again, I
don’t mind someone disagreeing, that I might be
wrong  — I often am and I DO change my mind b/c I 
DO consider what others say (which makes me
smarter than Trump without pulling out my top
percentile reading/writing scores). But, I don’t
appreciate being invited to work harder to join “the
right answer” to anything that’s necessarily opinion-
based.

(/user/rktect)

[new]


rktect (/user/rktect) sperifera

Nov 14 · 03:58:39 AM (/comments/1598359

/64394362#comment_64394362)

Recommended 1 time

The bell curve of the intelligence of the electorate
shows most people have average IQ’s plus or minus
one standard deviation.

We got our asses handed to us on
Tuesday, and it was not by people
with below average IQs.

Half of the the people voting have IQ’s lower or higher
than average.

At one standard deviation less than normal the IQ is
low enough that you can’t reasonably be expected to
know the difference between right and wrong and
thus can’t be convicted of a crime.

The people whose IQ is more than one standard
deviation above average see this clearly, those at the
opposite extreme not so much.



(/user/TrueBlueMajority)

[new]


TrueBlueMajority (/user/TrueBlueMaj sperifera

Nov 13 · 06:42:02 PM (/comments/1598359/64390502#comment_64390502)

Recommended 3 times

i’ll say it.  Kellyanne Conway is not particularly smart.  I see no evidence
of it.

She is good at following her programming.  You don’t have to be smart
for that.

... 

(/user/rktect)

[new]


rktect (/user/rktect) TrueBlueMajority

Nov 14 · 04:08:04 AM (/comments/1598359/64394406#comment_64394406)

Recommended 2 times

Like most people she is smart enough to function normally.

That doesn’t imply she is intelligent enough to get the
programming she would need to predict all the horrible
consequences of having Donald Trump as president elect let
alone commander in chief.

Trump as president elect and potentially commander in chief
with access to, if not necessarily responsible potential control
of,  the nuclear football, is a clear and present danger not just
to America but the entire planet.

That damage is some weeks off yet. He has far less control
right now over the monster he has unleashed in the racist,
bigoted, misogynist mob that now see themselves as freed of
all restraint enabled by having him as their role model
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(/user/Victour)

[new]


Victour (/user/Victour) TrueBlueMajority

Nov 15 · 10:30:14 AM (/comments/1598359/64420154#comment_64420154)

Recommended 1 time

She also danced around any  Questions asked by the Media.
Watched her change the subject more than a Diaper change...



(/user/Cocob)

[new]


Cocob (/user/Cocob) OregonOak

Nov 13 · 01:03:41 PM (/comments/1598359/64384503#comment_64384503)

Recommended 4 times

You have too much confidence in the American public. They are not watching cable or on
websites. They don't have a clue of what is coming. I talk to them and it is amazing what
they don't know.



(/user/bertusikal)

[new]


bertusikal (/user/bertusikal) OregonOak

Nov 13 · 01:05:15 PM (/comments/1598359/64384533#comment_64384533)

Recommended 4 times

The Trump campaign has been saying awful things all year and look where it got them. 
There has been no political price for anything they say, in fact much of what they have
said only brought in more voters. 



(/user/bakenjuddy)

[new]


bakenjuddy (/user/bakenjuddy) OregonOak

Nov 13 · 01:07:26 PM (/comments/1598359/64384565#comment_64384565)

Recommended 0 times

Was thinking the same thing. Please proceed.



(/user/mimi9)

[new]


mimi9 (/user/mimi9) OregonOak

Nov 13 · 01:09:01 PM (/comments/1598359/64384588#comment_64384588)

Recommended 0 times

This is the kind of crap that comes down from shitty companies that are badly run and
have an autocratic CEO who can’t tell the difference between his you-know-what and a
hole in the wall.   It never works in those places either.   I used to work for a place like that
and the gossip grapevine was the only place that you could get good information from.  

I don’t blame people for being upset.   But if these people think they can demand that
people shut up without people coming out against them, they have another thing coming. 
You can’t even have martial law if the military doesn’t support you.



(/user/M Fischer)

[new]


M Fischer (/user/M Fischer) mimi9

Nov 15 · 07:38:14 PM (/comments/1598359/64429694#comment_64429694)

Recommended 1 time

National Guard murdered 4 students and injured about 11 at KENT STATE — and
my friend’s niece was one of the murdered students.  She was 18 yo.

THAT is what Trump will be capable of doing … to more of us because he doesn’t
care.  He just wants an Emmy for this reality show he believes he’s in.



(/user/puzzled)

[new]


puzzled (/user/puzzled) Nov 13 · 11:54:40 AM (/comments/1598359/64383326#comment_64383326)
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Recommended 57 times

After Trump has carried the banner of birtherism for eight years. lied about everything under the
sun (including the content of his own statements),  he thinks we should all protect his precious
fee-fees or suffer the consequences.  Until he actually manages to get rid of the First Amendment,
we should all be saying things like this:

"President Donald Trump is a small-penised sex-obsessed pervert who stands accused of raping a
13 year old girl and who, given his temperament, has in all likelihood sexually abused at least one
of his own children. He is mentally unstable and among the dumbest individuals ever to hold any
public office anywhere, is quite probably colluding with Russia to undermine American interests,
and spends his evenings aggressively masturbating to National Geographic footage of
burrowing meerkats. His sole aim in acquiring the presidency is to convert the Lincoln Bedroom
into a Rape Room, and he will sell an American nuclear weapon to ISIS for fifteen dollars and
change if he thinks he'd make two dollars worth of profit on it."

I wonder if a person’s head can literally explode, or if it’s just an expression.  Let’s find out.

(/user/FishOutofWater)

[new]


FishOutofWater (/user/FishOutofWater) puzzled

Nov 13 · 12:12:52 PM (/comments/1598359/64383667#comment_64383667)

Recommended 33 times

That statement was fully credible up to the snark about meerkats.

That’s fucking scary.



(/user/puzzled)

[new]


puzzled (/user/puzzled) FishOutofWater

Nov 13 · 12:22:07 PM (/comments/1598359/64383841#comment_64383841)

Recommended 16 times

Wait! The meerkat thing was snark?  Crap...



(/user/jfromga)

[new]


jfromga (/user/jfromga) FishOutofWater

Nov 13 · 12:29:39 PM (/comments/1598359/64383972#comment_64383972)

Recommended 13 times

The meerkats are all afraid, just saying. Sad.



(/user/T Maysle)

[new]


T Maysle (/user/T Maysle) jfromga

Nov 13 · 12:36:21 PM (/comments/1598359/64384086#comment_64384086)

Recommended 8 times

We’re all sad meerkats now.



(/user/Captain Frogbert)

[new]


Captain Frogbert (/user/Captain Frogbert) FishOutofWater

Nov 13 · 12:30:42 PM (/comments/1598359/64383992#comment_64383992)

Recommended 6 times

Up to the meerkat part, everything in that statement was 100% factual.
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(/user/Bruce The Moose)

[new]


Bruce The Moose (/user/Bruce The Mo Captain Frogbert

Nov 13 · 03:33:37 PM (/comments/1598359/64387105#comment_64387105)

Recommended 0 times

The meerkat part may be untrue (not many kats in the US), but I've
heard rumors of Trump goat sodomization

... 

(/user/TrueBlueMajority)

[new]


TrueBlueMajority (/user/TrueBlu Bruce The Moose

Nov 13 · 06:44:40 PM (/comments/1598359/64390536#comment_64390536)

Recommended 2 times

many people are saying it.

... 

(/user/backwoodsbob)

[new]


backwoodsbob (/user/backwoodsbob) FishOutofWater

Nov 13 · 12:33:15 PM (/comments/1598359/64384033#comment_64384033)

Recommended 11 times

I’m not sure about the Meerkats. They’re kinda cute, y’know.



(/user/Raven)

[new]


Raven (/user/Raven) backwoodsbob

Nov 13 · 02:26:54 PM (/comments/1598359/64385917#comment_64385917)

Recommended 2 times

As long as he’s only using TV recordings of meerkats, he’s safe.

Oh, but let him try dealing with a live meerkat….

Have you seen those critters fight?



(/user/GrouchySquirrel)

[new]


GrouchySquirrel (/user/GrouchySquirrel) puzzled

Nov 13 · 01:44:48 PM (/comments/1598359/64385107#comment_64385107)

Recommended 0 times

I agree with every part of this except the first word. That first word absolutely does not 
belong in front of the second and third words. In fact, leaving that first word there would
be highly disrespectful to all the other second and third words which have preceded that
first word in the past.

Instead, I would substitute Racist Rapist for the first word.
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(/user/puzzled)

[new]


puzzled (/user/puzzled) GrouchySquirrel

Nov 13 · 01:49:52 PM (/comments/1598359/64385199#comment_64385199)

Recommended 0 times

Those aren’t my words, they’re Hunter’s, quoted directly from the diary.  I agree
with you 100%.



(/user/Ellen Columbo)

[new]


Ellen Columbo (/user/Ellen Columbo) puzzled

Nov 13 · 02:02:21 PM (/comments/1598359/64385444#comment_64385444)

Recommended 0 times

Oh, crap, now you’ve ruined meerkats for me. Sigh.



(/user/sweetiepie317)

[new]


sweetiepie317 (/user/sweetiepie317) puzzled

Nov 15 · 08:27:40 PM (/comments/1598359/64430315#comment_64430315)

Recommended 0 times

Preach !!!!



(/user/Simplify)

[new]


Simplify (/user/Simplify) Nov 13 · 11:54:46 AM (/comments/1598359/64383328#comment_64383328)

Recommended 30 times

Anyone afraid to rec or comment on this post? Or of the mere fact that your Internet provider
might keep record you read it? Then you know fascism is coming, and that we all have a
responsibility to stop it before it's too late.

The Electoral College can stop it in its tracks. In fact, that's what it's there for—that's the whole
point of having it, stopping the tyranny of the majority (actually of 25% of the electorate). The very
fact that Clinton won the popular vote yet the decision is up to the Electors means it's wholly
legitimate for them to do so. (If not Clinton, then a compromise candidate, say Romney who got
just as many votes as The Donald.)

Get friends together, meet with your representative, lobby the Electors.

(/user/jayden)

[new]


jayden (/user/jayden) Simplify Nov 13 · 12:19:05 PM (/comments/1598359/64383776#comment_64383776)

Recommended 14 times

Lobby the electors? How very noble.

Thi$ i$ the U$A and it’$ going to take $omething more than appealing to a lo$t notion of
their better nature$ or a $en$e of public $ervice and duty to convince elector$ in 2016 to
$ave our democracy from the very evident and increa$ingly obviou$ danger$ of a Trump
pre$idency.

Any idea$?



(/user/sockpuppet)

[new]


sockpuppet (/user/sockpuppet) jayden

Nov 13 · 12:27:30 PM (/comments/1598359/64383938#comment_64383938)

Recommended 3 times

Wait...am I missing a big hint$ here?  😉



(/user/derleider)

[new]


derleider (/user/derleider) jayden

Nov 13 · 12:35:24 PM (/comments/1598359/64384072#comment_64384072)

It's completely legal to bribe electors as far as I can tell.
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Recommended 8 times

(/user/jayden)

[new]


jayden (/user/jayden) derleider

Nov 13 · 12:41:28 PM (/comments/1598359/64384171#comment_64384171)

Recommended 4 times

I would never $ugge$t bribing the elector$!



(/user/Wonder Why)

[new]


Wonder Why (/user/Wonder Why) jayden

Nov 13 · 02:26:03 PM (/comments/1598359/64385900#comment_64385900)

Recommended 2 times

I would. Simply let them each know we have their fines paid for
… in advance.  Because of course, they WILL be fined.
 Remember the one hold out in Wash. State?  



(/user/rktect)

[new]


rktect (/user/rktect) Wonder Why

Nov 14 · 04:18:46 AM (/comments/1598359

/64394446#comment_64394446)

Recommended 1 time

The SCOTUS has determined that electors are free to
change their minds. (see above)

Some Republicans even senior Republicans in
business and the military may have concerns that
have magnified themselves since the primaries and
might want to join the conversation to the effect that
there doesn’t need to be a quid pro quo for an
honorable person or group of honorable people to
evidence their worthiness to be a profile in courage
and that this might be recognized by a grateful nation.



(/user/Andyboy)

[new]


Andyboy (/user/Andyboy) Simplify

Nov 13 · 12:19:22 PM (/comments/1598359/64383781#comment_64383781)

Recommended 12 times

Is there a movement out there to lobby the Electors? I live in a blue state.  I want to help in
those swing states where Trump “won” by <1%.



(/user/ExpatGirl)

[new]


ExpatGirl (/user/ExpatGirl) Andyboy

Nov 13 · 12:28:37 PM (/comments/1598359/64383958#comment_64383958)

Recommended 12 times

Yes. There is a big movement out there doing it. If you are on Twitter, check out
#FaithlessElectorsForHillary.



(/user/ExpatGirl)

[new]


ExpatGirl (/user/ExpatGirl) Andyboy

Nov 13 · 01:08:17 PM (/comments/1598359/64384580#comment_64384580)

Also, sign this. 
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Recommended 6 times

Petition the DOJ for an injunction to examine voter
irregularities prior to EC confirm of election results
in Dec. https://t.co/1DMmCJmZMb (https://t.co
/1DMmCJmZMb)

— Laurel Davila (@laureldavilacpa) November 12,
2016 (https://twitter.com/laureldavilacpa/status
/797526577193988096)

(/user/J Graham)

[new]


J Graham (/user/J Graham) Andyboy

Nov 13 · 01:19:45 PM (/comments/1598359/64384749#comment_64384749)

Recommended 2 times

You may also have seen this petition to ask the EC to vote for Hillary since she
won the popular vote and Trump is a menace: www.change.org/
(https://www.change.org/p/electoral-college-electors-electoral-college-
make-hillary-clinton-president-on-december-19)… It’s up to over 4 million
signatures now.



(/user/PJEvans)

[new]


PJEvans (/user/PJEvans) Simplify

Nov 13 · 12:19:49 PM (/comments/1598359/64383794#comment_64383794)

Recommended 9 times

“Hi, NSA guy!”



(/user/sockpuppet)

[new]


sockpuppet (/user/sockpuppet) PJEvans

Nov 13 · 12:29:22 PM (/comments/1598359/64383966#comment_64383966)

Recommended 7 times

He says hi backatcha.  No doubt the NSA is about as freaked over the current
status of our Nation as we are.  Come on in, guys!  We needja to help us contain
this threat to our Democracy! 😉



(/user/Simplify)

[new]


Simplify (/user/Simplify) sockpuppet

Nov 13 · 12:38:07 PM (/comments/1598359/64384117#comment_64384117)

Recommended 9 times

They’d be doing us and themselves a favor to delete that massive data
archive they have on all of us, before it’s too late.



(/user/sockpuppet)

[new]


sockpuppet (/user/sockpuppet) Simplify

Nov 13 · 12:42:31 PM (/comments/1598359/64384192#comment_64384192)

Recommended 1 time

�������



(/user/raboof)

[new]


raboof (/user/raboof) Simplify

Nov 13 · 01:39:37 PM (/comments/1598359/64385013#comment_64385013)

Obama needs to Executive Order that _now_. 

Good luck trying to recover it then, Donnie. 
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Recommended 2 times

(/user/sidnora)

[new]


sidnora (/user/sidnora) Simplify

Nov 13 · 12:38:42 PM (/comments/1598359/64384127#comment_64384127)

Recommended 4 times

No, this is not what the Electoral College is for. Please see Captain Frogbert’s comment
upthread. It is a vestige of pre-industrial society and should be abolished. 



(/user/Simplify)

[new]


Simplify (/user/Simplify) sidnora

Nov 13 · 12:53:35 PM (/comments/1598359/64384345#comment_64384345)

Recommended 4 times

Fine, stop Donald—use it for the role for which it IS legitimate one last
time—then implement a national popular vote.



(/user/Wonder Why)

[new]


Wonder Why (/user/Wonder Why) sidnora

Nov 13 · 02:28:52 PM (/comments/1598359/64385951#comment_64385951)

Recommended 0 times

We get that !  But why can’t we do a work around.??  hmm???  why not, huh?/ Huh



(/user/triplem)

[new]


triplem (/user/triplem) Simplify

Nov 13 · 12:59:15 PM (/comments/1598359/64384438#comment_64384438)

Recommended 1 time

There is no protection that the electors will provide. They are partisans that have no
interest in changing the result.



(/user/BP in WA)

[new]


BP in WA (/user/BP in WA) triplem

Nov 13 · 01:23:30 PM (/comments/1598359/64384805#comment_64384805)

Recommended 1 time

Trump is coming for those partisans that didn't get on board with him.   you
think it would be hard to show those folks an alternative might like?



(/user/Wonder Why)

[new]


Wonder Why (/user/Wonder Why) triplem

Nov 13 · 02:29:32 PM (/comments/1598359/64385962#comment_64385962)

Recommended 0 times

How do you know that? Explain please. (not meant with snark.)



(/user/triplem)

[new]


triplem (/user/triplem) Wonder Why

Nov 13 · 04:45:47 PM (/comments/1598359/64388347#comment_64388347)

The constitution was written before the advent of entrenched political
parties. The idea back then was that true patriots would prevent what
we are experiencing now.

Over time or maybe thereafter quickly political parties made sure that a
vote for ther candidate was a vote for their very faithful electors. These
electors are typically partisans and indivdual with similar beliefs. In
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Recommended 1 time

addition their political careers and party advancement are inherently
tied to how they fulfill their duties as electors. With Obama cooperating
fully with the transition and Hillary’s gracious concession (no choice
really) there will be no push for a surprise at the convention.

(/user/J Graham)

[new]


J Graham (/user/J Graham) Simplify

Nov 13 · 01:17:16 PM (/comments/1598359/64384709#comment_64384709)

Recommended 1 time

Compromise candidate? What?? Clinton won the popular vote. In most places, a person
who wins the popular vote wins the election. Is the EC supposed to pull a name out of hat
on a whim? OMG. I think I’m in the twilight zone.



(/user/Simplify)

[new]


Simplify (/user/Simplify) J Graham

Nov 13 · 01:21:08 PM (/comments/1598359/64384771#comment_64384771)

Recommended 0 times

You can’t deny that the electors do have that power.

And if we can’t flip enough of them to Clinton, then I’ll take it.



(/user/J Graham)

[new]


J Graham (/user/J Graham) Simplify

Nov 13 · 01:26:26 PM (/comments/1598359/64384837#comment_64384837)

Recommended 1 time

It would be hard enough to convince enough electors to vote for the
person who actually won the election, let alone to imagine that they’d
decide to choose someone out of the air.

The EC is the reason we’re having to petition them in the first place.
We’re just asking them to pretend that the system is democratic and
approve the actual election results!

If the EC has the power to do what you’re suggesting and acts as you are
suggesting then there’s no democracy left in this country.



(/user/DakkonA)

[new]


DakkonA (/user/DakkonA) J Graham

Nov 13 · 06:16:26 PM (/comments/1598359/64390072#comment_64390072)

Recommended 1 time

We are a democratic republic. The news media generally let it
become “common knowledge” to take this Constitutional
mechanisms for granted, but it does exist, and it should be
used if possible.

Also, please separate out the different aspects of the EC. Some
are good, some are bad. In this particular case, it is bad. But
there are other reasons for it.



(/user/Raven)

[new]


Raven (/user/Raven) Simplify Nov 13 · 02:30:55 PM (/comments/1598359/64385987#comment_64385987)

Recommended 1 time

Lobby the Electors? There’s a Change.org petition (https://www.change.org/p/electoral-
college-electors-electoral-college-make-hillary-clinton-president-on-december-19) for that,
4 million+ signed already.



(/user/TrueBlueMajority)

[new]
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Nov 13 · 06:46:37 PM (/comments/1598359/64390569#comment_64390569)

Recommended 0 times

someone please tell me why the electors would be swayed by a petition with 4
million or even 40 million signatures on it

(/user/Elwood Dowd)

[new]


Elwood Dowd (/user/Elwood Dowd) Nov 13 · 11:55:19 AM (/comments/1598359/64383336#comment_64383336)

Recommended 12 times

This is only about 60 years old (Sullivan vs NYT).

The Trump Gang plans to take us back much further than that.

(/user/The Marti)

[new]


The Marti (/user/The Marti) Nov 13 · 11:55:49 AM (/comments/1598359/64383354#comment_64383354)

Recommended 25 times

Found!!  Kellyanne’s ancestor:

(http://s1294.photobucket.com/user/TheMarti/media/Daily%20K
/first20politician_zpsi8lpiryx.jpg.html)

(/user/ellpeecee)

[new]


ellpeecee (/user/ellpeecee) The Marti

Nov 13 · 12:59:52 PM (/comments/1598359/64384450#comment_64384450)

Recommended 3 times

I think that’s the ancestor of all republicans.  That’s why they have shit for brains.



(/user/a2nite)

[new]


a2nite (/user/a2nite) Nov 13 · 11:56:32 AM (/comments/1598359/64383370#comment_64383370)

Recommended 20 times

He has millions of enemies & we’ll remind him every day. 

(/user/BP in WA)

[new]


BP in WA (/user/BP in WA) a2nite

Nov 13 · 01:20:55 PM (/comments/1598359/64384767#comment_64384767)
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Recommended 1 time

And some of these enemies are probably R  Electoral College electors

(/user/Samer)

[new]


Samer (/user/Samer) Nov 13 · 11:56:43 AM (/comments/1598359/64383374#comment_64383374)

Recommended 15 times

Tell us how you really feel, Hunter.

(/user/yet another liberal)

[new]


yet another liberal (/user/yet another liberal)

Nov 13 · 11:57:37 AM (/comments/1598359/64383391#comment_64383391)

Recommended 23 times

Trump is a sexual predator

He said you just grab women by the pussy.  They let you if you are a star.

Trump can sue up his own ass.

(/user/jayden)

[new]


jayden (/user/jayden) yet another liberal

Nov 13 · 12:22:00 PM (/comments/1598359/64383838#comment_64383838)

Recommended 30 times

Apparently teachers across the US are having quite some difficulty explaining the
president-electoral vote-elect to their students and why even though he said something
doesn’t make it okay.

Great role model you chose, folks!



(/user/noweasels)

[new]


noweasels (/user/noweasels) Nov 13 · 11:58:09 AM (/comments/1598359/64383404#comment_64383404)

Recommended 48 times

Those who won our independence believed . . . that public discussion is a political
duty, and that this should be a fundamental principle of the American government.
They recognized the risks to which all human institutions are subject. But they
knew that order cannot be secured merely through fear of punishment for its
infraction; that it is hazardous to discourage thought, hope and imagination; that
fear breeds repression; that repression breeds hate; that hate menaces stable
government; that the path of safety lies in the opportunity to discuss freely
supposed grievances and proposed remedies, and that the fitting remedy for evil
counsels is good ones. Believing in the power of reason as applied through public
discussion, they eschewed silence coerced by law -- the argument of force in
its worst form. Recognizing the occasional tyrannies of governing majorities, they
amended the Constitution so that free speech and assembly should be guaranteed.

Whitney v. California, 274 U.S. 357 (1927) (Brandeis, J., concurring).

I refuse to surrender my right to speak out.

(/user/filkertom)

[new]


filkertom (/user/filkertom) noweasels

Nov 13 · 12:53:18 PM (/comments/1598359/64384340#comment_64384340)

Recommended 3 times

As Dr. Asimov said, "Violence is the last refuge of the incompetent."
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(/user/JimRKY)
[new]


JimRKY (/user/JimRKY) filkertom

Nov 15 · 10:40:24 AM (/comments/1598359/64420402#comment_64420402)

Recommended 0 times

And as Robert A. Heinlein was quick to point out, ‘I’d rather be alive to be ABLE to
“Tell it to the judge”.’

Sometimes this involves removing players from the ‘game’ for excessive
roughness.



(/user/Darmok)

[new]


Darmok (/user/Darmok) Nov 13 · 11:59:03 AM (/comments/1598359/64383428#comment_64383428)

Recommended 15 times

Wait, so you are saying that burrowing meerkats are not erotic?

And I would join in chastising the nascent Trump Administration for not understanding how
government (and the law) works — but after last Tuesday, I’m afraid that they’re in bigger company
than we realized.

(/user/rgembry)

[new]


rgembry (/user/rgembry) Darmok

Nov 13 · 12:22:09 PM (/comments/1598359/64383842#comment_64383842)

Recommended 8 times

The ultimate arbiters of law in this country, the Supreme Court, will soon be in his control.



(/user/gentlewomanfarmer)

[new]


gentlewomanfarmer (/user/gentlewomanfa rgembry

Nov 13 · 12:32:58 PM (/comments/1598359/64384031#comment_64384031)

Recommended 6 times

And if he moves forward with his appointments and agenda and the federal
rights granted under our Constitution as interpreted by SCOTUS under
precedent are lost — if stare decisis is abandoned —  those decisions of whether
to grant or withhold those rights will revert to the states.  And then you will see a
divide, a “great sorting” or worse, not seen in over 150 years in this country.  

We are all in this together. Until we are not.

I have faith in SCOTUS.  I have to until it is proven otherwise. The USA is still a
nation of laws.

... 

(/user/sockpuppet)

[new]


sockpuppet (/user/sockpuppet) gentlewomanfarmer

Nov 13 · 12:46:47 PM (/comments/1598359/64384254#comment_64384254)

Recommended 3 times

“We must, indeed, all, hang together, or, most assuredly, we shall all
hang separately.”

 Founding Father Ben Franklin.  If only he could see us today...😳 ����



(/user/bassinduo)

[new]


bassinduo (/user/bassinduo) gentlewomanfarmer

Nov 13 · 12:49:10 PM (/comments/1598359/64384292#comment_64384292)

Recommended 4 times

We are all in this together, all the way, even if it reverts the states.  We (
the freedom loving people) will not abandon those in those states.  If I
am comfortable in a nice safe state like California, I am still going to
fight for those stuck in Texas.  We will not leave anyone behind.



(/user/ellpeecee)

[new]
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Nov 13 · 01:03:19 PM (/comments/1598359/64384500#comment_64384500)

Recommended 2 times

I lost faith in SCOTUS during W’s term in office.  It sure ain’t the Warren
court.

(/user/Apprenticegeezer)

[new]


Apprenticegeezer (/user/Apprenticegeezer) Nov 13 · 11:59:59 AM (/comments/1598359/64383448#comment_64383448)

Recommended 34 times

I wish I were as imaginative as this diary’s writer is!

Ms Conway appears to be clueless about criticism of public figures. Perhaps she has in mind
discussions of new legislation limiting criticism of the president. Good luck with that, it will rile the
media and antagonize even some Republicans. SNL would have a field day and the new regime
would lose a lot of that political capital that new presidents have.

Perhaps she means that you should watch your mouth or some of our supporters may come
knocking on your door? I don’t think she actually was making a threat, but more a mindset. She’ll
discover that draining the swamp uncovers some creatures that have a potent bite.

(/user/Jackaroo)

[new]


Jackaroo (/user/Jackaroo) Apprenticegeezer

Nov 13 · 01:50:49 PM (/comments/1598359/64385220#comment_64385220)

Recommended 2 times

Trump critic to Kelly Ann: piss off, madam Skeletor.  This is still America, at least foot the
near future, and if I want to call your boss a dishonest misogynistic thief, liar, and the man
selling my country out to Vladimir Putin, I will.



(/user/ctdem)

[new]


ctdem (/user/ctdem) Nov 13 · 12:00:08 PM (/comments/1598359/64383452#comment_64383452)

Recommended 36 times

I'll miss Harry Reid when his term ends. I hope he stays engaged.

(/user/Kascade Kat)

[new]


Kascade Kat (/user/Kascade Kat) ctdem

Nov 13 · 12:31:37 PM (/comments/1598359/64384005#comment_64384005)

Recommended 10 times

It sure seems to me like he may have found a new calling.



(/user/OvejaNegra)

[new]


OvejaNegra (/user/OvejaNegra) Kascade Kat

Nov 13 · 01:41:22 PM (/comments/1598359/64385044#comment_64385044)

Recommended 1 time

MSNBC?



(/user/Raven)

[new]


Raven (/user/Raven) OvejaNegra

Nov 13 · 03:08:08 PM (/comments/1598359/64386648#comment_64386648)

Recommended 2 times

Corey Lewandowski just resigned from CNN, so there’s an opening….



(/user/Worldbegsyoutovote)

[new]
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Worldbegsyoutovote (/user/Worldbegsyoutovote) ctdem

Nov 13 · 12:44:31 PM (/comments/1598359/64384221#comment_64384221)

Recommended 7 times

And for the sake of all his sweet granddaughters I hope he stays enraged by the misogyny
being normalized with this incoming team.

www.gq.com/… (http://www.gq.com/story/harry-reid-statement-
on-donald-trump)

Senator Harry Reid's statement on the election



(/user/brooklyns finest)

[new]


brooklyns finest (/user/brooklyns finest) Nov 13 · 12:01:04 PM (/comments/1598359/64383465#comment_64383465)

Recommended 34 times

Welcome to America, Mr Trump! It's a lovely country filled with lovely people, but you are *not*
going to love living here, that we can guaran-damn-tee you.

Turns out the car doesn't taste so good now you've got the bumper in your muzzle, does it?

(/user/Wonder Why)

[new]


Wonder Why (/user/Wonder Why) brooklyns finest

Nov 13 · 02:35:08 PM (/comments/1598359/64386046#comment_64386046)

Recommended 1 time

Oh and wait until he actually takes the oath.  and the Oval Office



(/user/Bruce The Moose)

[new]


Bruce The Moose (/user/Bruce The Moose) brooklyns finest

Nov 13 · 03:41:33 PM (/comments/1598359/64387259#comment_64387259)

Recommended 2 times

He caught the damn car, so he should EAT IT!



(/user/misterwade)

[new]


misterwade (/user/misterwade) Nov 13 · 12:05:16 PM (/comments/1598359/64383543#comment_64383543)

Recommended 19 times

Fucking scary. Not surprising but frightening.

(/user/jayden)

[new]


jayden (/user/jayden) misterwade

Nov 13 · 12:37:01 PM (/comments/1598359/64384097#comment_64384097)

Recommended 4 times

Not really. It just shows how stupid they really are. And stupid people like them always
fail. There’s going to be a LOT of damage in the process but there are a lot more of us
than there are of them. Always remember that and keep reaching out and staying in
contact with those who oppose Trump.



(/user/misterwade)

[new]


misterwade (/user/misterwade) jayden

Nov 13 · 02:56:14 PM (/comments/1598359/64386403#comment_64386403)

but their supporters are easily duped with lies, and are also quite violent. I am
seeing lots of folks on twitter saying all the hate crimes being reported are
“staged” and “false flag.” They don’t live in reality. I think we are in uncharted
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Recommended 2 times

territory and it scares me. 

(/user/TurnTexasBlue16)

[new]


TurnTexasBlue16 (/user/TurnTexasBlue16) Nov 13 · 12:06:45 PM (/comments/1598359/64383571#comment_64383571)

Recommended 25 times

Trump will not enjoy being the President. He will not be able to use his lawyers and sue everyone
who critics him. 

(/user/PatMcDowell)

[new]


PatMcDowell (/user/PatMcDowell) TurnTexasBlue16

Nov 13 · 01:09:35 PM (/comments/1598359/64384598#comment_64384598)

Recommended 2 times

You do realize that in 1933, right after Hitler decided to bypass Parliament in lawmaking,
the next law he passed was the “Treachery Law” which banned spreading “untrue claims”
about the government. This was less than 2 months after he took power and
coincidentally, the month he set up the concentration camps system.



(/user/PatMcDowell)

[new]


PatMcDowell (/user/PatMcDowell) PatMcDowell

Nov 13 · 03:36:41 PM (/comments/1598359/64387168#comment_64387168)

Recommended 5 times

Actually, it was no coincident, his first concentration “guests” were
opposition politicians and journalists.



(/user/JimRKY)

[new]


JimRKY (/user/JimRKY) PatMcDowell

Nov 15 · 10:43:12 AM (/comments/1598359/64420466#comment_64420466)

Recommended 0 times

I;ve been making reference to the close similarities between Hitler and Trump
since the beginning of this campaign. I most certainly DO NOT believe we need
“Chamberlain-esque” behaviour at this time. More like Winnie when he wanted to
continue WW II to quash the Russians!



(/user/Throw The Bums Out)

[new]


Throw The Bums Out (/user/Throw The Bums Out) TurnTexasBlue16

Nov 13 · 01:16:34 PM (/comments/1598359/64384695#comment_64384695)

Recommended 1 time

No, but he will have something even more powerful.  Reapers armed with Hellfire
missiles.



(/user/JerryNA)

[new]


JerryNA (/user/JerryNA) Throw The Bums Out

Nov 14 · 09:52:44 AM (/comments/1598359/64399266#comment_64399266)

Recommended 1 time

I don’t see the US military following illegal orders to fire on Americans.



(/user/greenbird)

[new]


greenbird (/user/greenbird) Nov 13 · 12:07:04 PM (/comments/1598359/64383578#comment_64383578)

TPM: (but i repeat myself)
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Recommended 35 times

11.13.2016 - 12:01 PM EDT

The Corruption Will Be Endless (http://talkingpointsmemo.com/edblog
/the-corruption-will-be-endless)

Element removed

A simple point: Apart from all the other things people are rightly worried about, the
Trump administration is going to be mind-bogglingly, often cartoonishly and
comically corrupt.

All administration's have venal corruption. A US presidential administration is large
enough and has sufficient power that it is simply a matter of human nature.
Indeed, even administrations run by presidents who are not themselves corrupt
are often filled with corruption. Ulysses Grant and Harry Truman are good
historical examples. But the break with the immediate past is going to be unusually
sharp because the out-going Obama administration has been historically clean.
We've been living in the Obama era for long enough that this historically
anomalous record has started to seem like the norm. But it's not. This is something
we need to recognize both to give credit where it is due and remind ourselves that
it is not the historical norm.

Read More → (http://talkingpointsmemo.com/edblog/the-corruption-will-be-
endless)

- Josh Marshall (http://talkingpointsmemo.com/profile/josh-m)

i have no idea how to get ready for what’s coming.

(/user/NorthBronxDem)

[new]


NorthBronxDem (/user/NorthBronxDem) greenbird

Nov 13 · 12:39:33 PM (/comments/1598359/64384139#comment_64384139)

Recommended 6 times

i have no idea how to get ready for what’s coming.

Alcohol, that’s my plan...



(/user/Bush Bites)

[new]


Bush Bites (/user/Bush Bites) NorthBronxDem

Nov 13 · 12:43:01 PM (/comments/1598359/64384198#comment_64384198)

Recommended 4 times

Me too.

My liver is going to have a tough four years.



(/user/Simplify)

[new]


Simplify (/user/Simplify) NorthBronxDem

Nov 13 · 12:58:57 PM (/comments/1598359/64384431#comment_64384431)

Recommended 0 times

Soma, eh?



(/user/nchristine)

[new]


nchristine (/user/nchristine) Nov 13 · 12:09:58 PM (/comments/1598359/64383617#comment_64383617)

This happened in a facebook thread Wednesday:

I don’t have the whole thing any longer, I unfriended him.  It has a picture of the State of Iowa with
a caption of something like — ‘went republican’.  Asshole ‘liked’ the post and commented ‘Thanks
Iowa’.
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Recommended 14 times

Me:  Get cracking on limiting government — get rid of all those pesky regulations —
what church will I be assigned since we’re officially a ‘christian’ nation?

Asshole:  Breath s.l.o.w.l.y into a paper bag until the light-headedness passes.

Better now?  Good!

Remember back eight years ago when the Political Left told the rest of us that we
had to shut up and take it?

It’s now their turn…  Payback’s a bitch….

Me:   Yes, women are too stupid to make health care decisions, next it’ll be that
we’re too stupid to handle credit again — I know that there are so many
republicans that want their hands on my half million in assests and my inheritance
— let’s get rid of all the socialist things like public roads, public schools, public
health, public libraries — I don’t use them, I don’t want to pay for them any longer

Asshole:  I don’t know where you keep getting this BS.  My advice, if you have to
fabricate such extreme false premises to rationalize your positions, you really need
to think about your positions and premises…..

The Asshole also posted this to a friends remarks:

For me, I'm rocking it! For me 'hope and change' have finally arrived! Big
government and Political Correctness are Orwellian tools of tyranny that hopefully
will be crushed under the boots of the millions of missing voters that finally found
a candidate that speaks to and for them. Trump's not my guy (first Gov Scott
Walker then Ted Cruz) but the people Trump has surrounded himself with I like
starting with Gov Mike Pence as his VP with his replacement for ObamaCare based
on the Indiana Medicaid model.

Yup, felling quite giddy the past few days...

Just remember - Hope and Change are good!

(/user/Bush Bites)

[new]


Bush Bites (/user/Bush Bites) nchristine

Nov 13 · 12:22:58 PM (/comments/1598359/64383855#comment_64383855)

Recommended 36 times

We’ve never had a president who stood up in front of stadiums of people and very
specifically called out groups of religious and ethnic minorities for persecution and
expulsion.

This is fascism. I can’t believe half of the commenters here refuse to recognize it.



(/user/PJEvans)

[new]


PJEvans (/user/PJEvans) Bush Bites

Nov 13 · 12:24:41 PM (/comments/1598359/64383884#comment_64383884)

Recommended 20 times

Most of us do. We’re scared and being snarky to keep ourselves going.



(/user/Bush Bites)

[new]
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Nov 13 · 12:27:36 PM (/comments/1598359/64383940#comment_64383940)

Recommended 9 times

I’ve no problem with snark.

But I have had people here say “get a grip” or “relax” and I wonder if
they’re just naive or they’re enjoying the fit of their new jackboots.

(/user/biryanifan)

[new]


biryanifan (/user/biryanifan) Bush Bites

Nov 13 · 12:43:36 PM (/comments/1598359/64384204#comment_64384204)

Recommended 6 times

We’re trying to stay relatively calm and healthy, often while
quite scared ourselves. To accuse us of ignoring the danger
isn’t fair. Please be considerate.



(/user/Bush Bites)

[new]


Bush Bites (/user/Bush Bit biryanifan

Nov 13 · 12:48:55 PM (/comments/1598359

/64384290#comment_64384290)

Recommended 2 times

This is serious.

There are terrorized families living in fear right now
because they don’t know what’s going to happen to
them.

To be calm under those circumstance is to acquiesce.

We’re privileged and safe. If we don’t call it out, who
will?

... 

(/user/Wonder Why)

[new]


Wonder Why (/user/Wonder Why) Bush Bites

Nov 13 · 04:12:17 PM (/comments/1598359/64387753#comment_64387753)

Recommended 1 time

No. They are still in the first stages of grief:  Denial.  Its hard to
face the truth about what happened initially.  Give them a few
days; all of a sudden the 2nd stage will kick in:  ANGER.  You
notice all the people in the streets ??? they skipped the 1st
stage. 



(/user/gramofsam1)

[new]


gramofsam1 (/user/gramofsam1) Bush Bites

Nov 13 · 12:28:22 PM (/comments/1598359/64383954#comment_64383954)

Recommended 20 times

Trump intends to continue the rallies while he’s in office. Sound familiar?



(/user/Bush Bites)

[new]


Bush Bites (/user/Bush Bites) gramofsam1

Nov 13 · 12:30:33 PM (/comments/1598359/64383988#comment_64383988)

Recommended 6 times

Is there a Nuremberg, Ohio?



(/user/gramofsam1)

[new]


gramofsam1 (/user/gramofsam1) Bush Bites

Nov 13 · 12:49:03 PM (/comments/1598359/64384291#comment_64384291)
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Recommended 6 times

There’s a Nuremberg Pennsylvania. And I live way too close to
it.

(/user/wontanabe)

[new]


wontanabe (/user/wontanabe) Bush Bites

Nov 13 · 01:23:55 PM (/comments/1598359/64384810#comment_64384810)

Recommended 5 times

This is Fascism and I have noooooo problem calling it out. I have no problem
insulting that man who may be the next president or any of his psychopathic
team. My voice has been silent for a long time (MN nice supression) but not any
longer. 



(/user/byzantium)

[new]


byzantium (/user/byzantium) nchristine

Nov 13 · 12:28:16 PM (/comments/1598359/64383953#comment_64383953)

Recommended 2 times

and ‘fear and loathing’ even better.



(/user/ellpeecee)

[new]


ellpeecee (/user/ellpeecee) nchristine

Nov 13 · 01:18:49 PM (/comments/1598359/64384733#comment_64384733)

Recommended 3 times

nchristine, your Facebook ex-friend sound like my RWNJs BIL and SIL.  My BIL acts like a
10-year old who just punched the class bully.  My SIL has become as insulting and vulgar
as Trump.  She really shocks me with her language, and I’m no prude.  I don’t respond to
them at all, and my husband just replies with something like “sore winners.”  I’m afraid
that they are typical Trump supporters in their actions and language.  I fear for the havoc
his presidency will wreak.



(/user/nchristine)

[new]


nchristine (/user/nchristine) ellpeecee

Nov 13 · 01:21:36 PM (/comments/1598359/64384778#comment_64384778)

Recommended 3 times

What I want to know is what did I say that was BS??



(/user/ellpeecee)

[new]


ellpeecee (/user/ellpeecee) nchristine

Nov 13 · 01:47:57 PM (/comments/1598359/64385164#comment_64385164)

Recommended 4 times

Trump supporters don’t like their BS flung back in their face.



(/user/nchristine)

[new]


nchristine (/user/nchristine) Nov 13 · 12:12:15 PM (/comments/1598359/64383655#comment_64383655)

Recommended 12 times

I haven’t personally witnessed any of the crap that’s going on.  Only some of the BS on facebook. 
I’ve not physically interacted with anyone since late Wednesday afternoon, with the exception of a
couple of co-workers and one friend.

I’m not sure if I could handle what you saw.  Or any of the actual physical attacks….

[new]
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(/user/DCDemocrat) DCDemocrat (/user/DCDemocrat) Nov 13 · 12:13:00 PM (/comments/1598359/64383670#comment_64383670)

Recommended 17 times

I could say something like his father molested him as a child, or maybe it was his mother, or maybe
it was both of them. I could say some eggs boil and some eggs crack. But I am not going to say that.
 But do I agree he would get really mad if I said he has a tiny dick like his tiny hands. That I'll say.

(/user/AlwaysOptimistic)

[new]


AlwaysOptimistic (/user/AlwaysOptimistic) Nov 13 · 12:17:15 PM (/comments/1598359/64383743#comment_64383743)

Recommended 18 times

I am so F*ing done with this year….Just the losses this week alone is just too painful..

First..Hillary loses..yet has 2 million more votes than the ABOMINATION…

Then Leonard Cohen..and Leon Russel….gone this week..

I swear to God of Paul McCartney dies this year…it is officially the apocalypse.

I don’t know how much more of this B.S. I can take..

(/user/PJEvans)

[new]


PJEvans (/user/PJEvans) AlwaysOptimistic

Nov 13 · 12:22:17 PM (/comments/1598359/64383846#comment_64383846)

Recommended 16 times

I/m kind of hoping for the next two months to include the Giant Meteor. Because that
feels like it would be an improvement.



(/user/FischFry)

[new]


FischFry (/user/FischFry) AlwaysOptimistic

Nov 13 · 12:23:38 PM (/comments/1598359/64383864#comment_64383864)

Recommended 18 times

Paul McCartney isn’t going to die this year. He died in 1966. 



(/user/Bush Bites)

[new]


Bush Bites (/user/Bush Bites) FischFry

Nov 13 · 12:25:42 PM (/comments/1598359/64383911#comment_64383911)

Recommended 7 times

Turn me on, dead man.



(/user/TrueBlueMajority)

[new]


TrueBlueMajority (/user/TrueBlueMaj Bush Bites

Nov 13 · 05:39:48 PM (/comments/1598359/64389379#comment_64389379)

Recommended 0 times

here’s another clue for you all

the walrus was Paul

... 

(/user/derleider)

[new]


derleider (/user/derleider) FischFry

Nov 13 · 12:37:59 PM (/comments/1598359/64384116#comment_64384116)

Recommended 4 times

Sure, but Ringo had better watch out



(/user/bassinduo)

[new]
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Nov 13 · 12:54:01 PM (/comments/1598359/64384353#comment_64384353)

Recommended 10 times

the Cubs won the world series, it IS the apocalypse.  

(/user/wontanabe)

[new]


wontanabe (/user/wontanabe) AlwaysOptimistic

Nov 13 · 01:26:21 PM (/comments/1598359/64384835#comment_64384835)

Recommended 2 times

Leon Russell! No. Crap. This has been a bad year for our music icons.



(/user/AR2)

[new]


AR2 (/user/AR2) AlwaysOptimistic

Nov 13 · 03:56:54 PM (/comments/1598359/64387496#comment_64387496)

Recommended 2 times

I've been avoiding the news.  I didn't know Cohen was gone.  

Fuck!



(/user/AlwaysOptimistic)

[new]


AlwaysOptimistic (/user/AlwaysOptimistic) AR2

Nov 13 · 03:59:24 PM (/comments/1598359/64387541#comment_64387541)

Recommended 1 time

Yep…Cohen and Russell…both this week since the election.  Both, IMO some of
the greatest musicians of my generation.  Poets too.



(/user/TrueBlueMajority)

[new]


TrueBlueMajority (/user/TrueBlueMajority) AR2

Nov 13 · 05:42:34 PM (/comments/1598359/64389435#comment_64389435)

Recommended 0 times

I didn’t know Leon Russell was gone until this thread.  Damn, he played with
EVERYBODY back in the day and had awesome solo work as well

The SNL thing really highlighted Cohen’s death in a beautiful way tho



(/user/ThePhlebob)

[new]


ThePhlebob (/user/ThePhlebob) Nov 13 · 12:19:04 PM (/comments/1598359/64383775#comment_64383775)

Recommended 20 times

Nonono, Senator Reid.  Trump didn’t mean

“a time of healing”

He meant a time of heeling.  The thing you train a dog to do.

(/user/Janet Mackie)

[new]


Janet Mackie (/user/Janet Mackie) Nov 13 · 12:19:32 PM (/comments/1598359/64383786#comment_64383786)

Recommended 15 times

Just because DT has put on his smiley face does not mean he is changed. It means he and Kelly-ann
think we are all fools to be cowed into silence. 

(/user/Snud)

[new]
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Snud (/user/Snud) Nov 13 · 12:19:36 PM (/comments/1598359/64383788#comment_64383788)

Recommended 21 times

I’m SO glad I don’t “do” Facebook. I’m sure that decision has shaved 15 points off my blood
pressure.

Can I just say… Fuck Kellyanne Conway… and her little boss, too.

(/user/PJEvans)

[new]


PJEvans (/user/PJEvans) Snud Nov 13 · 12:23:05 PM (/comments/1598359/64383856#comment_64383856)

Recommended 2 times

Better yet — trash the both of them. Then fill the dumpster with concrete and dump it in
the nearest deep-water trench.



(/user/sockpuppet)

[new]


sockpuppet (/user/sockpuppet) PJEvans

Nov 13 · 12:51:15 PM (/comments/1598359/64384321#comment_64384321)

Recommended 2 times

Let us be very careful of advocating violent harm to anyone...our quotes can be
blasted all over Faux Noise and Breitbart Noise in propaganda against us .  Just
sayin’...



(/user/wontanabe)

[new]


wontanabe (/user/wontanabe) sockpuppet

Nov 13 · 01:29:46 PM (/comments/1598359/64384881#comment_64384881)

Recommended 2 times

Agree. That side of politics has an insidious way of turning average
quotes and phrases into weapons to make it look like we are waging
war against their patriotism.



(/user/gramofsam1)

[new]


gramofsam1 (/user/gramofsam1) Snud

Nov 13 · 12:30:42 PM (/comments/1598359/64383991#comment_64383991)

Recommended 7 times

She’s appalling. Bad enough that we have Trump to look forward to, but I’m so glad I gave
up cable news. The sight of her makes me nauseous.



(/user/Snud)

[new]


Snud (/user/Snud) gramofsam1

Nov 13 · 12:35:20 PM (/comments/1598359/64384069#comment_64384069)

Recommended 6 times

Yeah, she’s like what you’d get if you stuck Eva Braun in a blender.



(/user/sockpuppet)

[new]


sockpuppet (/user/sockpuppet) gramofsam1

Nov 13 · 12:52:37 PM (/comments/1598359/64384331#comment_64384331)

Recommended 6 times

Dang.  I was so looking forward to never having to see or hear of her again after
Tuesday night.  Ugh.  Now she may be the White House Press Secretary.  Or
some such...😖



(/user/Wonder Why)

[new]


Wonder Why (/user/Wonder Why) sockpuppet

Nov 13 · 04:16:47 PM (/comments/1598359/64387830#comment_64387830)
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Recommended 1 time

Oh please. Don’t say that.  I simply will NOT watch cable news ever again
if she becomes his press secretary.  and you Know she Will.  

(/user/TrueBlueMajority)

[new]


TrueBlueMajority (/user/TrueBlueMaj sockpuppet

Nov 13 · 05:43:48 PM (/comments/1598359/64389462#comment_64389462)

Recommended 1 time

I think I have worse news for you

I hear whispers that Laura Ingraham will be his press secretary

... 

(/user/sockpuppet)

[new]


sockpuppet (/user/sockpuppet) TrueBlueMajority

Nov 14 · 12:55:24 PM (/comments/1598359/64403463#comment_64403463)

Recommended 0 times

Geez...outta the frying pan, into the fire...😱



(/user/TrueBlueMajority)

[new]


TrueBlueMajority (/user/Tr sockpuppet

Nov 14 · 01:28:52 PM (/comments/1598359

/64404236#comment_64404236)

Recommended 1 time

rumor was confirmed this morning when I heard
people talking about it on CNN.

now that he knows he has to hire an entire White
House staff, I expect to see every single one of those
deplorables jumping on the gravy train.

... 

(/user/M Fischer)

[new]


M Fischer (/user/M Fischer) gramofsam1

Nov 15 · 07:42:48 PM (/comments/1598359/64429756#comment_64429756)

Recommended 0 times

Did you love that he ignored her in his ‘acceptance’ speech.  I did!

I hope he doesn’t pay her.



(/user/Bush Bites)

[new]


Bush Bites (/user/Bush Bites) Nov 13 · 12:19:54 PM (/comments/1598359/64383796#comment_64383796)

Recommended 15 times

No surprise.

Trump is a classic fascist.

What is surprising is some people here seem to be in denial about it.

“Calm down” “relax” “get a grip” seem to be popular phrases of people who are either blind to the
aims of the Trump regime or trolls inspired by it.

(/user/Iberian)

[new]


Iberian (/user/Iberian) Nov 13 · 12:20:18 PM (/comments/1598359/64383808#comment_64383808)

More acts of racism in the name of Trump
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Recommended 26 times

They took his free meal cause a Trumper said black people couldnt be veterans. Fucking incredible

(/user/jayden)

[new]


jayden (/user/jayden) Iberian Nov 13 · 12:32:56 PM (/comments/1598359/64384030#comment_64384030)

Recommended 10 times

Disgusting and shameful. The manager should be fired and the vet and his service dog
should receive a free meal EVERY THURSDAY for life.



(/user/sockpuppet)

[new]


sockpuppet (/user/sockpuppet) jayden

Nov 13 · 12:53:59 PM (/comments/1598359/64384352#comment_64384352)

Recommended 3 times

That’s horrible.  Even my Klan of Deplorables makes sure that veterans eat free
or at a discount at their restaurants. 😡



(/user/Black Max)

[new]


Black Max (/user/Black Max) Iberian

Nov 13 · 12:34:40 PM (/comments/1598359/64384061#comment_64384061)

Recommended 3 times

What? I can't view the video at work.



(/user/Iberian)

[new]


Iberian (/user/Iberian) Black Max

Nov 13 · 02:25:00 PM (/comments/1598359/64385870#comment_64385870)

Recommended 4 times

A black veteran eating at a Chili’s in TX. They offered free meals for vets Friday. A
old man in Trump regalia asks the black veteran a got ya question and tells him
in his time there where no blacks serving in WWII (what is a lie and stupid and I
doubt he was a real WWII vet). Then that Trumpian got the manager to harass
the black veteran; because of course being black he only wanted to steal a
chicken. The manager rudely asks the veteran for his military ID card, what he
provides. But still continues the ill treatment and takes the meal away from him.



(/user/Black Max)

[new]


Black Max (/user/Black Max) Iberian

Nov 13 · 07:43:22 PM (/comments/1598359/64391415#comment_64391415)

Recommended 0 times

Good God. Boycott the shit out of that place.
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(/user/OregonOak)

[new]


OregonOak (/user/OregonOak) Iberian

Nov 13 · 12:41:54 PM (/comments/1598359/64384178#comment_64384178)

Recommended 6 times

This is the kind of thing which will erode his popular support and FAST. I can hear the air
deflating out of the Orange Gasbag now as his supporters start to say.. he said WHAT
about The Wall? He said WHAT? about keeping parts of Obamacare?

Seeing Trumpers harass heroes is going to change the mood of the nation and FAST. Let’s
keep the info flowing until December 19 and see what happens…. this ain’t over, folks.



(/user/myrealname)

[new]


myrealname (/user/myrealname) OregonOak

Nov 13 · 12:50:21 PM (/comments/1598359/64384310#comment_64384310)

Recommended 3 times

Actually I think many of his supporters expect him to walk back most of what he
said. They think he's going to be a reasonable president and all his wild ranting
was just campaign rhetoric. I'm basing this on remarks from people I know and
on an article in the Detroit Free Press today where Trump voters were
interviewed. I suspect they are going to be far .more horrified than anyone else
over the next 4 years.



(/user/sockpuppet)

[new]


sockpuppet (/user/sockpuppet) myrealname

Nov 13 · 12:55:13 PM (/comments/1598359/64384373#comment_64384373)

Recommended 1 time

Really.  We’ll need a big supply of popcorn to watch this happen. (As well
as lots of noise, petitions, and votes.)



(/user/OregonOak)

[new]


OregonOak (/user/OregonOak) myrealname

Nov 13 · 01:01:08 PM (/comments/1598359/64384465#comment_64384465)

Recommended 1 time

I think there are many statements he made repeatedly which are taken
as gospel faith by the washed. The Wall is one. The ACA is another.
Supporting veterans is another. Additively, these things are going to
offend groups within his base..and that is going to create some real
tensions and hesitancies.



(/user/myrealname)

[new]


myrealname (/user/myrealname) OregonOak

Nov 13 · 03:21:47 PM (/comments/1598359/64386899#comment_64386899)

Recommended 1 time

I agree that the most rabid of his supporters are counting on
him to keep his word, but the people I know, and the people
interviewed by the Free Press are more establishment.  One
woman told me she thinks people wanted change so they
voted for him.  I asked her exactly what kind of change she was
talking about and then she said it was really about morals.  I
said, “So they voted for Trump?!!!” She walked away.  For her
and for many others, I suspect it was all about abortion.  So
now, supposedly fetuses are safe, but God help the rest of us.
 Other people said they voted for him because he’s an outsider
and he’ll “get things done”.  You’d think people in Michigan
would have learned their lesson with outsiders (Rick Snyder
and Flint, anyone?), but some people never learn.



(/user/Lucy Montrose)

[new]


Lucy Montrose (/user/Lucy Montrose) myrealname

Nov 13 · 01:07:14 PM (/comments/1598359/64384562#comment_64384562)
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Recommended 3 times

Good, I want them to be horrified. I want them to be consumed with
regret and shame.

(/user/imsodizzy)

[new]


imsodizzy (/user/imsodizzy) Lucy Montrose

Nov 14 · 07:36:43 AM (/comments/1598359/64396505#comment_64396505)

Recommended 0 times

my condolences; they will never provide what you so
desperately wish.



(/user/Iberian)

[new]


Iberian (/user/Iberian) OregonOak

Nov 13 · 02:26:46 PM (/comments/1598359/64385914#comment_64385914)

Recommended 0 times

Doubt it. His supporters knew all of this BEFORE they voted for him.

Its going to have to much much worse sadly, and looks like we heading there.
Still it will all sink late, several years in his reign, because before all kind of escape
goats will be offered to the masses



(/user/Lucy Montrose)

[new]


Lucy Montrose (/user/Lucy Montrose) Iberian

Nov 13 · 12:53:22 PM (/comments/1598359/64384343#comment_64384343)

Recommended 14 times

Just saw the video. What gets me is the way the manager automatically believed the older
couple who doubted the veteran's service. The way he saw all the documentation, and
chose not to believe it.

The broadcast said it was the Chili's in Cedar Hill, Texas. I just called them... and they're
not answering. I wonder why? Did they disconnect the phone? Threaten to fire anyone
who picked up?

Little things like this, people. Remember. Little things. We have to fight them too.



(/user/Clarygrace1)

[new]


Clarygrace1 (/user/Clarygrace1) Iberian

Nov 13 · 12:54:24 PM (/comments/1598359/64384358#comment_64384358)

Recommended 4 times

Despicable — I have no words…. I am the spouse of a retired naval officer and had I or my
husband been there, that manager would have been taken to school with my husbands
finger, that is all you need to take someone down. 



(/user/ItsSimpleSimon)

[new]


ItsSimpleSimon (/user/ItsSimpleSimon) Iberian

Nov 13 · 12:55:21 PM (/comments/1598359/64384378#comment_64384378)

Text version of the story (http://dfw.cbslocal.com/2016/11/12/veteran-says-chilis-
took-back-free-veterans-day-meal/) — the accuser was a much older WWII era fellow …
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Recommended 12 times

Earlier he was seated at a table with his service dog when Walker says an
elderly customer approached him and asked about his service.

“‘They didn’t let you blacks over in World War II,’ That’s exactly what he
said to me, but this guy is 70-some years old,” Walker recalled.

The man left and walked toward the back of the restaurant. Soon, a
manager came to Walker’s table.

“And he said, ‘Sir, we have guests that say that you are not a military
veteran.’ I said, ‘excuse me?'” Walker said

That’s when Walker said he showed the manager his military identification
and his discharge papers he brought specifically in case someone asked
for proof of his service.

“He should have said, ‘thank you for your service; I’m sorry, and I go.’
Instead of him saying that, he says to me, ‘well he says your service dog is
not real.'”

Walker said he showed his dog’s certification and began shooting the
video on his cell phone as he and the manager argued.

“That manager needs to be either reprimanded or fired,” Walker said.

(/user/sockpuppet)

[new]


sockpuppet (/user/sockpuppet) ItsSimpleSimon

Nov 13 · 12:57:31 PM (/comments/1598359/64384415#comment_64384415)

Recommended 7 times

Boycott all Chili’s unti this cretin “manager” is made a national example of. 😡



(/user/ellpeecee)

[new]


ellpeecee (/user/ellpeecee) sockpuppet

Nov 13 · 01:33:19 PM (/comments/1598359/64384922#comment_64384922)

Recommended 2 times

Set up a petition to boycott Chili’s.



(/user/Lucy Montrose)

[new]


Lucy Montrose (/user/Lucy Montrose) ItsSimpleSimon

Nov 13 · 01:08:35 PM (/comments/1598359/64384586#comment_64384586)

Recommended 2 times

The black veteran wasn't even in WWII, asshole couple! He would've been
Vietnam era at the oldest. And really... so would you!



(/user/Alfred E Newman)

[new]


Alfred E Newman (/user/Alfred E New Lucy Montrose

Nov 13 · 01:13:56 PM (/comments/1598359/64384655#comment_64384655)

Recommended 5 times

I’m pretty sure some one in their 70’s was not in WWII either.

... 
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(/user/Iberian)

[new]


Iberian (/user/Iberian) Lucy Montrose

Nov 13 · 02:30:17 PM (/comments/1598359/64385976#comment_64385976)

Recommended 4 times

There were plenty of Black veterans in WWII also. There were Black
Veterans in WWI. There were black soldiers in all US wars. Despite
being second class citizens, at best, while fighting in nearly all of them



(/user/Wonder Why)

[new]


Wonder Why (/user/Wonder Why) ItsSimpleSimon

Nov 13 · 04:21:27 PM (/comments/1598359/64387921#comment_64387921)

Recommended 0 times

That old couple probably eat there every day.  No way is that manager gonna get
fired.  tsk. sad isn’t it?



(/user/TrueBlueMajority)

[new]


TrueBlueMajority (/user/TrueBlueMajority) ItsSimpleSimon

Nov 13 · 05:53:39 PM (/comments/1598359/64389661#comment_64389661)

Recommended 1 time

it’s the combination of their ignorance and their certainty that they are right that
pisses me off the most.

WW2 was the first time the US military experimented with integrated units.  Black
folks (of a certain age) know this!



(/user/imanoldcoot)

[new]


imanoldcoot (/user/imanoldcoot) Iberian

Nov 13 · 12:56:49 PM (/comments/1598359/64384406#comment_64384406)

Recommended 5 times

This is what I am talking about…. the assholes came out of the woodwork now and this
one especially needs to be fired.   As a vet I am appalled at not only his behavior but that
old asshat that started it.



(/user/Lucy Montrose)

[new]


Lucy Montrose (/user/Lucy Montrose) imanoldcoot

Nov 13 · 01:10:55 PM (/comments/1598359/64384615#comment_64384615)

Recommended 1 time

That behavior-- one customer complains, don't think, just act-- has unfortunately
been part of our everyday culture for a few decades now. "The customer is
always right" service culture and all that.

That is a regular thing. It's the post-election circumstances that make it
extraordinary.



(/user/imanoldcoot)

[new]


imanoldcoot (/user/imanoldcoot) Lucy Montrose

Nov 13 · 01:21:31 PM (/comments/1598359/64384776#comment_64384776)

Recommended 3 times

Funny I have never seen this, especially to another vet, but if I had I
wouldn’t have let it stand.   As a vet myself I would have stood right
there with my fellow vet no matter their color or religion as should
anyone if they respect us at all.



(/user/Iberian)

[new]
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Iberian (/user/Iberian) Lucy Montrose

Nov 13 · 02:31:22 PM (/comments/1598359/64385993#comment_64385993)

Recommended 6 times

Had he been a white guy the first dude would have not questioned his
service and the manager would not have come to harass him.



(/user/imanoldcoot)

[new]


imanoldcoot (/user/imanoldcoot) Iberian

Nov 13 · 06:35:53 PM (/comments/1598359/64390418#comment_64390418)

Recommended 1 time

you are right...all I have to do is show my VA card, no questions
asked.



(/user/sepiasiren)

[new]


sepiasiren (/user/sepiasiren) Nov 13 · 12:20:33 PM (/comments/1598359/64383812#comment_64383812)

Recommended 13 times

Then, she added, "He should be very careful about characterizing somebody in a legal sense. He
thinks -- he thinks he's just being some kind of political pundit there, but I would say be very careful
about the way you characterize it." — NOT,  “Let’s be clear—Donald Trump in no way wishes to
embolden racism. Truly he  a man of the people and welcomes everybody to the tent. We want the
chance to prove everybody wrong in this regard...” Humm—me think the campaign doth protest
too much.

(/user/Inland Jim)

[new]


Inland Jim (/user/Inland Jim) sepiasiren

Nov 13 · 12:56:03 PM (/comments/1598359/64384390#comment_64384390)

Recommended 3 times

Never trust a spokes person with an underbite.



(/user/sepiasiren)

[new]


sepiasiren (/user/sepiasiren) Inland Jim

Nov 14 · 01:41:35 PM (/comments/1598359/64404518#comment_64404518)

Recommended 0 times

I am sure there are some retractable fangs in there somewhere….



(/user/PsychoSavannah)

[new]


PsychoSavannah (/user/PsychoSavannah) sepiasiren

Nov 13 · 01:06:18 PM (/comments/1598359/64384545#comment_64384545)

Recommended 1 time

Are her eyes brown?  She’s so full of shit they should be.



(/user/sepiasiren)

[new]


sepiasiren (/user/sepiasiren) PsychoSavannah

Nov 14 · 01:42:10 PM (/comments/1598359/64404538#comment_64404538)

Recommended 0 times

Her eyes are probably dark black soulless pits...



(/user/FischFry)

[new]


FischFry (/user/FischFry) Nov 13 · 12:22:23 PM (/comments/1598359/64383848#comment_64383848)
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Recommended 11 times

Of course, he wants the hateful actions ot continue. He probably wants them to proliferate. That’s
what fascists do. That’s historical fact — and it’s that history that’s motivating these actions.

Maybe Trump isn’t a fascist, and isn’t following Hitler’s game plan. Maybe, we’ll be opening
ourselves up to legal threats, too -- but if he’s not a fascist, he would be speaking out vigorously
against hate-based vandalism and attacks. So, what else are we to conclude?

(/user/ellpeecee)

[new]


ellpeecee (/user/ellpeecee) FischFry

Nov 13 · 01:40:19 PM (/comments/1598359/64385028#comment_64385028)

Recommended 1 time

When one sounds like a fascist, one is a fascist.  When one is endorsed by the KKK, one
obviously appeals to white supremacists.  When one sounds like a xenophobic,
homophobic, misogynistic, racist bigot...one is.  Believe them. 



(/user/chinshihtang)

[new]


chinshihtang (/user/chinshihtang) Nov 13 · 12:23:43 PM (/comments/1598359/64383865#comment_64383865)

Recommended 1 time

May I quote you on that?

(/user/Ancient Antares)

[new]


Ancient Antares (/user/Ancient Antares) Nov 13 · 12:24:02 PM (/comments/1598359/64383872#comment_64383872)

Recommended 9 times

This is my worry.  That Trump will seek to label those who criticize him as being unlawful in some
sense.  That critics and protesters, even peaceful ones, are (infact) unlawful.  He will seek to mix
rioters, or those that do commit crimes, with peaceful dissension. And that these acts,
these critiques against Trump, are in fact attacks on the State.  And those who ‘attack’ the state, are
then labeled … oh, I dunno… enemy combatants, who then have no rights.  Who are then round up,
quickly, effectively, to silence those who might even think about critiquing Trump.

A year ago, I would have thought that crazy.  But having a thin-skinned, narcissistic Autocrat, bully,
who hates criticism and all forms of media, with ride-ranging power and authority to boot, it now it
enters my mind often and easily. 

(/user/notallthatpolitical)

[new]


notallthatpolitical (/user/notallthatpolitical) Ancient Antares

Nov 13 · 02:34:29 PM (/comments/1598359/64386035#comment_64386035)

Recommended 1 time

Uh….that is what demagogues do....



(/user/jayden)

[new]


jayden (/user/jayden) Nov 13 · 12:24:51 PM (/comments/1598359/64383890#comment_64383890)

Recommended 6 times

In republican-speak “draining the swamp” means “topping it off with the scum of our choosing.”

(/user/HalBrown)

[new]


HalBrown (/user/HalBrown) Nov 13 · 12:25:21 PM (/comments/1598359/64383897#comment_64383897)

Recommended 10 times

Waiting a fucking minute! Legal has a lot of meanings. It can mean a lawsuit. But it can also mean
using the powers of federal  law enforcement. Is she saying that Trump might have a political rival
imprisoned? Kangaroo courts? Hell, forget using a phony court, just critics (politicians, journalists,
bloggers) off to Guantanamo for treason against the emperor. 
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(/user/bobolink1)

[new]


bobolink1 (/user/bobolink1) Nov 13 · 12:25:29 PM (/comments/1598359/64383901#comment_64383901)

Recommended 10 times

Trump supporters showed up at the Veteran’s Day parade in Petaluma, Ca. waving the Confederate
flag. SMH.

(/user/sockpuppet)

[new]


sockpuppet (/user/sockpuppet) bobolink1

Nov 13 · 01:03:11 PM (/comments/1598359/64384498#comment_64384498)

Recommended 5 times

In Petaluma??!!!! 😳 OMG.  I didn’t know we even had any Trump voters here in NorCal!
And waving a Confederate flag??!!   Geez.  This is really hitting home for me, now.  How did
the other parade attendees react?  



(/user/bobolink1)

[new]


bobolink1 (/user/bobolink1) sockpuppet

Nov 13 · 01:18:41 PM (/comments/1598359/64384730#comment_64384730)

Recommended 4 times

Here’s the story. www.washingtonpost.com/… (https://www.washingtonpost.com
/news/post-nation/wp/2016/11/13/ive-never-seen-anything-like-that-
confederate-flags-at-california-veterans-day-parade/?hpid=hp_hp-more-top-
stories_pn-flags-743am%3Ahomepage%2Fstory)

Sad to say I’m still stuck here behind the Orange Curtain in SoCal even though
Orange county went blue for the first time since FDR.



(/user/sockpuppet)

[new]


sockpuppet (/user/sockpuppet) bobolink1

Nov 13 · 01:48:13 PM (/comments/1598359/64385167#comment_64385167)

Recommended 5 times

Thanks.  Yes, Jared Huffman is my Congressman.  He rocks.  Those
stoopid young cretins probably have no idea of the real history behind
their asinine flags.  Rep Huffman called that right. 😠



(/user/bobolink1)

[new]


bobolink1 (/user/bobolink1) sockpuppet

Nov 13 · 02:20:05 PM (/comments/1598359/64385759#comment_64385759)

Recommended 1 time

You’re welcome, SP. “Cretins” describes these jerks perfectly.



(/user/TrueBlueMajority)

[new]


TrueBlueMajority (/user/TrueBlu sockpuppet

Nov 13 · 05:54:54 PM (/comments/1598359/64389693#comment_64389693)

Recommended 1 time

they just know it is a symbol that has something to do with
rebellion and it upsets liberals

... 

(/user/milkdud)

[new]


milkdud (/user/milkdud) sockpuppet

Nov 13 · 02:25:18 PM (/comments/1598359/64385874#comment_64385874)

Recommended 1 time

Petaluma..! That the town that they filmed my favorite movie..American
Graffiti..I’ll die soon and it will all be over



[new]
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(/user/Shower)
Shower (/user/Shower) Nov 13 · 12:25:40 PM (/comments/1598359/64383909#comment_64383909)

Recommended 8 times

Someone who can say the Central Park Five are guilty is a despicable racist.

(/user/byzantium)

[new]


byzantium (/user/byzantium) Nov 13 · 12:25:44 PM (/comments/1598359/64383912#comment_64383912)

Recommended 5 times

and spends his evenings aggressively masturbating to National Geographic footage
of burrowing meerkats.

That’s going too far.  Those are naked molerats (http://animals.nationalgeographic.com/animals
/mammals/naked-mole-rat/).

(/user/1stRepublic14thStar)

[new]


1stRepublic14thStar (/user/1stRepublic14thStar)

Nov 13 · 12:27:37 PM (/comments/1598359/64383942#comment_64383942)

Recommended 17 times

"Conway, Reid trade barbs over Trump"  

The headline indicates that Senator Reid and Trump campaign manager Kellyanne Conway each
had things to day about how Trump could and should govern when he takes office.

In fact, what was going on was that Conway was revealing Trump's bent towards fascism.

So there you have it -- Barack Obama is a Halfrican American Kenyan Indonesian Muslim
Communist Socialist Fascist Nazi Racist ISIS Founding Domestic Terrorist Palling Arounding Birth
Certificate Forging College Transcript Hiding Mom Jeans Wearing Bear Summit Holding America
God Damning Gun Grabbing FEMA Camp Building Jade Helm Invading Chicago Style Politicking
Thug Emperor King Dictator. But Donald Trump can't be criticized.

Things are going to get a lot worse before they get better.

www.facebook.com/... (https://www.facebook.com/pg/1strepublic14thstar/)

(/user/Inland Jim)

[new]


Inland Jim (/user/Inland Jim) 1stRepublic14thStar

Nov 13 · 12:57:58 PM (/comments/1598359/64384420#comment_64384420)

Recommended 5 times

Do you have proof they’ll get better?



(/user/bassinduo)

[new]


bassinduo (/user/bassinduo) Nov 13 · 12:30:43 PM (/comments/1598359/64383993#comment_64383993)

Recommended 6 times

Oh, this is totally laughable.  This will just make the critics double down.  If the congress tries to
pass a law making it illegal to be critical of the president, well then,that will be their last mistake.
 The Dems will sweep all branches in the next election ...I for one really hope they try this.  Now of
course, they may be so horrible to try to not let us even have another election.  But really, I think
even our most conservative brethren would not stand for that.  Trump’s alt right followers, that is
another story.  But most people will not tolerate this.  

So please, bring on more of these threats.  Let them expose him for all the Trumpsters to see.
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(/user/Throw The Bums Out)

[new]


Throw The Bums Out (/user/Throw The Bums Out) bassinduo

Nov 13 · 01:24:06 PM (/comments/1598359/64384814#comment_64384814)

Recommended 5 times

If CONgress goes as far as to make it illegal to be critical of the president, what makes you
think there would be a “next election”?



(/user/VillageMutt)

[new]


VillageMutt (/user/VillageMutt) Nov 13 · 12:31:13 PM (/comments/1598359/64384000#comment_64384000)

Recommended 6 times

Bah waa ha ha.

Let us see what happens with the Trump U trial, then tell me I can’t express my opinion.

Personally, I can’t wait for the 1st state of the union speech.

It will be a (sur)real life Monty Python skit.

(/user/nchristine)

[new]


nchristine (/user/nchristine) VillageMutt

Nov 13 · 12:46:40 PM (/comments/1598359/64384250#comment_64384250)

Recommended 5 times

What state of the Union speech?  He just has to have a report written up and delivered.



(/user/ltsden)

[new]


ltsden (/user/ltsden) nchristine

Nov 13 · 02:13:08 PM (/comments/1598359/64385631#comment_64385631)

Recommended 4 times

He'll phone it in to Trump News Network.



(/user/biloxiblues)

[new]


biloxiblues (/user/biloxiblues) VillageMutt

Nov 13 · 12:53:00 PM (/comments/1598359/64384337#comment_64384337)

Recommended 7 times

I can't watch or listen to anything that comes out of his little anus lips.



(/user/sockpuppet)

[new]


sockpuppet (/user/sockpuppet) biloxiblues

Nov 13 · 01:04:51 PM (/comments/1598359/64384525#comment_64384525)

Recommended 3 times

his little anus lips

I know, right? Ewwwwww....



(/user/BentLiberal)

[new]


BentLiberal (/user/BentLiberal) Nov 13 · 12:32:19 PM (/comments/1598359/64384021#comment_64384021)

During his campaign, Trump said he'd pay the legal bills of a supporter who assaulted a protester
at a Trump rally. I don't think he feeling has changed since then. (Though I'd wager he never
followed through on paying.)
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Recommended 10 times

(/user/Takea lookat my life)

[new]


Takea lookat my life (/user/Takea lookat my life)

Nov 13 · 12:32:36 PM (/comments/1598359/64384026#comment_64384026)

Recommended 1 time

Screw you- just be accurate and honest and don’t lie like the douchebag

(/user/Friend of the court)

[new]


Friend of the court (/user/Friend of the court)

Nov 13 · 12:33:55 PM (/comments/1598359/64384045#comment_64384045)

Recommended 3 times

I don’t work for donald trump.  She does. They can go fuck themselves.

(/user/durrati)

[new]


durrati (/user/durrati) Nov 13 · 12:35:21 PM (/comments/1598359/64384070#comment_64384070)

Recommended 2 times

You COULD say that,Hunter, but WOULD you?

Oh yeah, you already did….

(/user/barbara by the bay)

[new]


barbara by the bay (/user/barbara by the bay)

Nov 13 · 12:36:37 PM (/comments/1598359/64384092#comment_64384092)

Recommended 11 times

Harry Reid Unchained! Free from his office and with no fucks to give! My admiration for him and
his profound sense of justice deepens each time he challenges Trump and his troopers.

(/user/lilolelady)

[new]


lilolelady (/user/lilolelady) barbara by the bay

Nov 15 · 11:13:05 AM (/comments/1598359/64421157#comment_64421157)

Recommended 0 times

I’m sure you are probably a 13-yr-old, but you and your friends need some new words in
your vocabulary.  I’m sure you think the use of these words makes you sound like an adult
and that it adds gravitas to your thoughts, but it really doesn’t. 



(/user/Desert Scientist)

[new]


Desert Scientist (/user/Desert Scientist) Nov 13 · 12:36:47 PM (/comments/1598359/64384095#comment_64384095)

Recommended 14 times

I don’t know what it is about her, but I detest this woman more than anybody else on the orange
Julius team. She makes me want to throw things. 

(/user/kayfromsouth)

[new]


kayfromsouth (/user/kayfromsouth) Desert Scientist

Nov 13 · 01:12:20 PM (/comments/1598359/64384639#comment_64384639)

Recommended 1 time

I feel the same way. Turned on TV this am and she was on. I allowed it to ruin my day.



[new]
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(/user/Wonder Why) Wonder Why (/user/Wonder Why) kayfromsouth

Nov 13 · 05:38:04 PM (/comments/1598359/64389348#comment_64389348)

Recommended 0 times

Its partly her supercilious  tone… and the the SMILE after she finishes a sentence.
 Gahhh  I just want to throw a brick or something.  



(/user/TrueBlueMajority)

[new]


TrueBlueMajority (/user/TrueBlueMaj Wonder Why

Nov 13 · 05:57:24 PM (/comments/1598359/64389731#comment_64389731)

Recommended 0 times

part of their training.

dem women are “ugly” and “always angry” so they were taught to deliver
their bullshit with a smile

... 

(/user/EastcoastChick)

[new]


EastcoastChick (/user/EastcoastChick) Desert Scientist

Nov 13 · 01:34:47 PM (/comments/1598359/64384942#comment_64384942)

Recommended 3 times

I think it’s the look on her face that says, “ I know Trump is a lying asshole, but I’m going to
work for him anyway.”



(/user/Desert Scientist)

[new]


Desert Scientist (/user/Desert Scientist) EastcoastChick

Nov 13 · 03:04:18 PM (/comments/1598359/64386567#comment_64386567)

Recommended 0 times

Yes — that is part of it; she worked for Cruz and then said that orange Julius was
unfit for the presidency. That’s Kellyanne — totally bought and paid for. And yet
she puts on the “I’m totally into him” act. 



(/user/TrueBlueMajority)

[new]


TrueBlueMajority (/user/TrueBlueMajority) Desert Scientist

Nov 13 · 05:56:32 PM (/comments/1598359/64389717#comment_64389717)

Recommended 1 time

that’s an insult to Orange Julius

mmm wish I had one right now.  that would hit the spot...



(/user/barnowl)

[new]


barnowl (/user/barnowl) Desert Scientist

Nov 14 · 05:30:03 AM (/comments/1598359/64394889#comment_64394889)

Recommended 1 time

The voice, the lies, the history



(/user/Jotorious)

[new]


Jotorious (/user/Jotorious) Nov 13 · 12:36:53 PM (/comments/1598359/64384096#comment_64384096)

Recommended 2 times

If I was able to be surprised anymore, I would say that I would be surprised if DJT makes it to
election day. Really. Does anyone really believe that he wants to be president? When people stop
coming to his rallies that he’s going to continue to hold(?) and there isn’t a Hillary Clinton to vilify,
and the Media continues write into history that he is all the horrible things that we say about him,
does anyone really believe he’s going to get down to the business of running this country?

[new]
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(/user/MZ12) MZ12 (/user/MZ12) Jotorious Nov 13 · 12:46:16 PM (/comments/1598359/64384244#comment_64384244)

Recommended 6 times

He’s going to be running against the media — he tweeted about the NYT this morning —
 and rage-tweeting at anyone and everyone else who makes him angry. There will always
be a new enemy to keep his fans frothing at the mouth. 



(/user/Wonder Why)

[new]


Wonder Why (/user/Wonder Why) MZ12

Nov 13 · 05:40:27 PM (/comments/1598359/64389398#comment_64389398)

Recommended 1 time

Indeed.  Does this remind you of someone else?  from the 1930’s  … In Germany.
 and his followers were equally vicious, violent and willing to come to His rallies.
 Oh Dear God Please help us deal with this ...



(/user/Black Max)

[new]


Black Max (/user/Black Max) Nov 13 · 12:37:34 PM (/comments/1598359/64384108#comment_64384108)

Recommended 17 times

Think some orange child-molesting motherfucker is going to make me shut up? Think again. His
stooge Omarosa is yapping about "enemies lists." Put me on that list. Big red letters. Assholes.

(/user/TrueBlueMajority)

[new]


TrueBlueMajority (/user/TrueBlueMajority) Black Max

Nov 13 · 05:58:25 PM (/comments/1598359/64389752#comment_64389752)

Recommended 1 time

wow if I could be on the enemies list I would feel I had arrived!

someone from the #bucketofbigots blocked me on twitter yesterday—that felt like a
milestone.  may it be the first of many!



(/user/lilolelady)

[new]


lilolelady (/user/lilolelady) Black Max

Nov 15 · 11:16:29 AM (/comments/1598359/64421233#comment_64421233)

Recommended 0 times

Your mama needs to wash your mind out with soap. 



(/user/AdamSelene)

[new]


AdamSelene (/user/AdamSelene) Nov 13 · 12:39:00 PM (/comments/1598359/64384131#comment_64384131)

Recommended 12 times

Known for his groundless defamation suits … DJT now has the Justice Department

to fight his private battles with public money.

One wonders how long the Republican Ship of State will put up with their Figurehead acting like
he’s really Master and Commander.

Besides: I’d say Harry Reid HAD been very careful about how he “characterized it” …

I’d say Kellyanne needs to brush up on an 11th Grade Business Law summary of  “defamation”
torts.

(/user/OvejaNegra)

[new]


OvejaNegra (/user/OvejaNegra) AdamSelene

Nov 13 · 01:05:14 PM (/comments/1598359/64384532#comment_64384532)

Recommended 2 times

DJT et all need to be careful of overreach, too.
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(/user/aquietobserver)

[new]


aquietobserver (/user/aquietobserver) Nov 13 · 12:40:05 PM (/comments/1598359/64384146#comment_64384146)

Recommended 15 times

When Hitler gained power after the Reichstag fire, one of the first things he did was remove the
freedoms of speech and of the press. It’s a common first step for many dictators, really. This desire
of Trump to have his critics silenced should be setting off many more alarm bells than it currently
seems to be.

(/user/lilolelady)

[new]


lilolelady (/user/lilolelady) aquietobserver

Nov 15 · 11:19:06 AM (/comments/1598359/64421287#comment_64421287)

Recommended 1 time

They were ringing in my old head long before now.  I was 3 years old when all that stuff in
Germany started...so I grew up understanding the plot and the end of the story.



(/user/aquietobserver)

[new]


aquietobserver (/user/aquietobserver) lilolelady

Nov 16 · 08:13:13 AM (/comments/1598359/64435017#comment_64435017)

Recommended 0 times

I wish people would take it more seriously when someone with your experience
talks about how bad things could be if we don’t heed the warning signs.



(/user/EddiHaskell)

[new]


EddiHaskell (/user/EddiHaskell) Nov 13 · 12:40:06 PM (/comments/1598359/64384149#comment_64384149)

Recommended 5 times

Are profanities forbidden from this blog because I thought of something she can go do with herself
 that involved four letters.

(/user/Raven)

[new]


Raven (/user/Raven) EddiHaskell

Nov 13 · 03:35:14 PM (/comments/1598359/64387141#comment_64387141)

Recommended 0 times

Well, and then there are other TOS-violating four-letter words that suggest
self-termination e.g. by suspension. But I think “kick” is only moderately self-violent; “beat”
rather more so, as it implies repetition; “fist” perhaps dually suggestive including the
sense you intended; “hurt” blandly generic.



(/user/TrueBlueMajority)

[new]


TrueBlueMajority (/user/TrueBlueMajority) EddiHaskell

Nov 13 · 06:02:08 PM (/comments/1598359/64389828#comment_64389828)

Recommended 0 times

most curse words are allowed in comments, except for gendered comments like the c
word

but please avoid using curse words in diary *titles* because as long as your diary title is
on the front page it triggers profanity filters and keeps some people from accessing the
blog at work and at public libraries

then there are the creative workarounds like Kellyanne Conway can go fuxk herself, fcuk
herself, frak herself, etc.



(/user/guylauten)

[new]


guylauten (/user/guylauten) Nov 13 · 12:40:15 PM (/comments/1598359/64384152#comment_64384152)

Recommended 7 times

“Trump owes the nation leadership”

But we all know The Boor never pays what he owes.
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(/user/DBoon)

[new]


DBoon (/user/DBoon) Nov 13 · 12:40:50 PM (/comments/1598359/64384161#comment_64384161)

Recommended 4 times

HARRY REID HAS A POSSE

(/user/sockpuppet)

[new]


sockpuppet (/user/sockpuppet) DBoon

Nov 13 · 01:07:08 PM (/comments/1598359/64384559#comment_64384559)

Recommended 1 time

�����������������������������������������������



(/user/bigtimecynic)

[new]


bigtimecynic (/user/bigtimecynic) Nov 13 · 12:42:32 PM (/comments/1598359/64384193#comment_64384193)

Recommended 12 times

I want the full immigration/visa paperwork for Mrs. Trump. Now.

After 8 years of birther bullshit, the Birther in Chief is responsible for the first illegal immigrant to
have ever occupied the White House; his wife. Let's pound this issue nonstop. It will illustrate his
hypocrisy and how he wants to force rules on the rest of us that don't apply to him.

(/user/raboof)

[new]


raboof (/user/raboof) bigtimecynic

Nov 13 · 01:45:20 PM (/comments/1598359/64385112#comment_64385112)

Recommended 4 times

And I want Trump's college records. And those who wrote his papers for him, if they're
still alive, to come forward. 



(/user/ellpeecee)

[new]


ellpeecee (/user/ellpeecee) raboof

Nov 13 · 02:10:04 PM (/comments/1598359/64385579#comment_64385579)

Recommended 5 times

I want to see his tax returns for the last 30 years.



(/user/M Fischer)

[new]


M Fischer (/user/M Fischer) bigtimecynic

Nov 15 · 07:46:43 PM (/comments/1598359/64429808#comment_64429808)

Recommended 0 times

Other than pissed off that he lost the Emmy, he will now get back at the rest of all for
being what he will never be:  normal and with common sense.  His wealth can’t make him
a class act.  He is just an act.

Remember:  the majority won!



(/user/Orcas George)

[new]


Orcas George (/user/Orcas George) Nov 13 · 12:42:54 PM (/comments/1598359/64384195#comment_64384195)

Recommended 3 times

Right.  And who will control the Supreme Court?

You cannot tell me Trump is a Fascist and in the same breath tell me tbat some dusty documents in
Washington mean anyrhing.

(/user/TrueBlueMajority)

[new]


TrueBlueMajority (/user/TrueBlueMajority) Orcas George

Nov 13 · 06:03:31 PM (/comments/1598359/64389846#comment_64389846)
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Recommended 0 times

i am afraid he will try to increase the size of the court to 11 or (fittingly) 13, packing it with
young conservatives so that liberals cannot get the majority back for a generation or more

although if we got congress and the white house back, I guess we could reduce the court
back down to nine...

(/user/jrooth)

[new]


jrooth (/user/jrooth) Nov 13 · 12:43:49 PM (/comments/1598359/64384208#comment_64384208)

Recommended 10 times

I’m thinking of making this into the world’s biggest bumper sticker:

"President Donald Trump is a small-penised sex-obsessed pervert who stands
accused of raping a 13 year old girl and who, given his temperament, has in all
likelihood sexually abused at least one of his own children. He is mentally unstable
and among the dumbest individuals ever to hold any public office anywhere, is
quite probably colluding with Russia to undermine American interests, and spends
his evenings aggressively masturbating to National Geographic footage of
burrowing meerkats. His sole aim in acquiring the presidency is to convert the
Lincoln Bedroom into a Rape Room, and he will sell an American nuclear weapon
to ISIS for fifteen dollars and change if he thinks he'd make two dollars worth of
profit on it."

(/user/cattychaos)

[new]


cattychaos (/user/cattychaos) Nov 13 · 12:44:01 PM (/comments/1598359/64384212#comment_64384212)

Recommended 3 times

Is it my imagination, or is Kellyanne's face morphing into Mick Jagger? It might explain their
campaign's use of "Sympathy for the Devil", at their rallies.

(/user/whosaid)

[new]


whosaid (/user/whosaid) cattychaos

Nov 15 · 10:07:21 AM (/comments/1598359/64419620#comment_64419620)

Recommended 0 times

ah, its more like lighting and camera angles, and choosing the worst photos



(/user/Marke66)

[new]


Marke66 (/user/Marke66) Nov 13 · 12:44:26 PM (/comments/1598359/64384218#comment_64384218)

Recommended 4 times

The acts of "proud and out" racism has already begun

http://www.rawstory.com/2016/11/trump-nation-whites-only-trump-fans-deface-maryland-church-
for-reaching-out-to-hispanics/ (http://www.rawstory.com/2016/11/trump-nation-whites-
only-trump-fans-deface-maryland-church-for-reaching-out-to-hispanics/)

What I am suggesting is to pound facebook and comments sections of mainstream media so it
becomes clear to average peoplethat this is going on. Trump is CNNs ( and other MSM) Kim
Kardashian and they make millions from him, so they will protect the brand and bury or ignore
these kinds of stories. WE need to put this on the record. Doing it only on DK is just a circle jerk.

(/user/Raven123)

[new]


Raven123 (/user/Raven123) Nov 13 · 12:48:31 PM (/comments/1598359/64384282#comment_64384282)

Recommended 5 times

Would that be the same legal sense that DT used to slander the father of a primary opponent and
claim his general election opponent is a criminal?
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(/user/red rabbit)

[new]


red rabbit (/user/red rabbit) Nov 13 · 12:49:48 PM (/comments/1598359/64384302#comment_64384302)

Recommended 6 times

Me to Conway: fuck you and Trump.

(/user/A Siegel)

[new]


A Siegel (/user/A Siegel) Nov 13 · 12:51:37 PM (/comments/1598359/64384323#comment_64384323)

Recommended 4 times

The Trumps play the game differently.

Front of the Washington Post Metro section today: In libel suit, Melania Trump says Maryland
blogger held ‘reckless disregard for the truth’ (https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/public-safety
/in-libel-suit-melania-trump-says-maryland-blogger-held-reckless-disregard-for-the-truth/2016
/11/12/f9074a12-a76d-11e6-8042-f4d111c862d1_story.html).  Honestly, reading the article does
suggest that the blogger went beyond ‘truth’ but nowhere near the attacks on Barack as
homosexual, Michelle Obama as a transvestite and that the girls are adopted, etc … 

(/user/Kokipy)

[new]


Kokipy (/user/Kokipy) Nov 13 · 12:52:12 PM (/comments/1598359/64384327#comment_64384327)

Recommended 1 time

I posted on Reid’s facebook page that I appreciated his first comment and that I was concerned
about the many reports of abuse of women, Muslims and POC the day after the election made in
Trumps name. I immediately got several replies shrieking that I was lying, that they would believe
none of it without police reports and that only democrats were engaging in post election violence. 

(/user/imanoldcoot)

[new]


imanoldcoot (/user/imanoldcoot) Nov 13 · 12:52:56 PM (/comments/1598359/64384336#comment_64384336)

Recommended 9 times

Until Trump is inaugurated this is still America and for now we still have freedom of speech but I
am sure once he is in Kellyanne will see to it that we don’t.  Fucking fascist.   Next she will show up
in a Black and Silver ensemble similar to the Gestapo.   To the American people who voted for this
and for those who didn’t show up to at least vote against it or went third party….  A VERY BIG FUCK
YOU.

(/user/edr)

[new]


edr (/user/edr) imanoldcoot Nov 13 · 12:59:19 PM (/comments/1598359/64384439#comment_64384439)

Recommended 5 times



(/user/StillAmused)

[new]


StillAmused (/user/StillAmused) Nov 13 · 12:53:48 PM (/comments/1598359/64384348#comment_64384348)

The Gish-galloping word-witch is beginning to manifest Drumpf’s jutting jaw and overall facial
deterioration.

Contagion?

… or Karma?
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Recommended 6 times

Google ‘Magda Goebbels’.

(/user/TrueBlueMajority)

[new]


TrueBlueMajority (/user/TrueBlueMajority) StillAmused

Nov 13 · 06:05:09 PM (/comments/1598359/64389867#comment_64389867)

Recommended 0 times

“Gish galloping word witch” — that could catch on.

Almost as poetic as “zombie-eyed granny starver” and that is high praise!



(/user/barskin)

[new]


barskin (/user/barskin) Nov 13 · 12:54:57 PM (/comments/1598359/64384365#comment_64384365)

Recommended 13 times

If it wasn't so horrifying to watch Trump suddenly
realize that the presidency is a job and not a title,
this would be funny.

— Kurt Eichenwald (@kurteichenwald) November 13,
2016 (https://twitter.com/kurteichenwald/status
/797896308094705664)

(/user/plok)

[new]


plok (/user/plok) Nov 13 · 12:57:01 PM (/comments/1598359/64384409#comment_64384409)

Recommended 4 times

Ari Fleischer made similar threats on behalf of Bush. I don't recall any pushback from Reid or any
other democrat at the time.

(/user/Lucy Montrose)

[new]


Lucy Montrose (/user/Lucy Montrose) plok

Nov 13 · 01:13:54 PM (/comments/1598359/64384654#comment_64384654)

Recommended 3 times

Glad he's stepping up now!



(/user/edr)

[new]


edr (/user/edr) Nov 13 · 12:57:19 PM (/comments/1598359/64384412#comment_64384412)

Recommended 5 times

Time of healing my ass.  This is war!

(/user/sockpuppet)

[new]


sockpuppet (/user/sockpuppet) edr

Nov 13 · 01:10:45 PM (/comments/1598359/64384611#comment_64384611)

Recommended 1 time

By all the avenues we have in our Democracy, y’mean, right?  We can’t advocate violence
here.  Just sayin’...



(/user/Mau Mau)

[new]


Mau Mau (/user/Mau Mau) sockpuppet

Nov 13 · 01:37:24 PM (/comments/1598359/64384980#comment_64384980)
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Recommended 2 times

We should not advocate violence unless and until there is no other response to
tyranny and oppression. OTOH, Gandhi managed to do it with a different
approach. Passive resistance is best, until it all goes south. We are not there yet.
Fly your American flag upside down.

(/user/edr)

[new]


edr (/user/edr) sockpuppet

Nov 13 · 02:11:44 PM (/comments/1598359/64385606#comment_64385606)

Recommended 3 times

Just exactly same type of war that the Republicans have been waging for the last
8 years at least.



(/user/Debra Lessard)

[new]


Debra Lessard (/user/Debra Lessard) Nov 13 · 12:57:56 PM (/comments/1598359/64384419#comment_64384419)

Recommended 2 times

You watch it Ms. Conway. Screw your boss. This is America. Our Constitution protects us from
people like you and Trump. He is such a crybaby can’t even take a protest against this very rigged
election. We know to thank Russia for it’s WikiLeaks BS. Snowden the traitor for still selling America
out. Trump needs to be going to jail. He is a fraud. He is a thief. He is a breaker of lives. Trump
University what a scam. TRUMP is not Dictator. He should not even be President. He lost the
people’s vote by about 2,000,000 votes. That’s right you OLD PERVERT. SEXUAL ASSULT should have
you living under the bridge with the other perverts. Not moving into my WHITE HOUSE. THE
PEOPLE”S HOUSE. Does not belong to a troll who is into Porn and his wife can hardly speak English.
So Conway know it. Political Correctness is just a way to stay in denial. Your boss did want any
political correctness. That is except if shame is aimed at him. The Media hasn’t got a damn thjing to
do with these protests. You need to get a new job and let my Country free. You are a racists pig.
Filth that should never have even been invited to the white house. I have ZERO RESPECT for a
PUSSYGRABBING foul mouthed Filth like you. YOU trump should be in Jail. I hope The Judge throws
the book at you. Men more powerful then you have gone to Prison for TREASON. TYRANTS and
TYRANNY go hand in hand. So you watch yourselves because the Mellow Dems who are always
Political correct have learned from you TRUMP. Be as rude crude and lie through your teeth about
everything. If anything when the media came to covering you, you got a PASS for the first 14
months. Then you cry on twitter about how unfair you are being treated. It is time you grow the
fuck up. You are whussey and a crybaby. God what a LIAR you have sent us. That is fine. Please
Judge make sure TRUMP is held accountable for his lies fraud and out and out thievery of trusting
people and their money. They were scammed and now the man who stole their lives is a con
elected by stupidity and bruised male egos. Men are such babies. Ego with out logic is chaos. So
welcome to the world that is ending. But with a bang but a whimper.

(/user/OvejaNegra)

[new]


OvejaNegra (/user/OvejaNegra) Nov 13 · 12:59:00 PM (/comments/1598359/64384432#comment_64384432)

Recommended 4 times

Echoing Mitch McConnell — we need to do everything in our power to make sure DJT is a one
term president. 

I will add that, if the opportunity presents itself, to make sure he is impeached. I know, I know
Pence aint any better.

(/user/barskin)

[new]


barskin (/user/barskin) Nov 13 · 12:59:46 PM (/comments/1598359/64384448#comment_64384448)

Recommended 8 times
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(/user/heretoo)

[new]


heretoo (/user/heretoo) Nov 13 · 01:00:12 PM (/comments/1598359/64384455#comment_64384455)

Recommended 6 times

I'll take high crimes and misdemeanors for 500 Alex.

(/user/wildweezle)

[new]


wildweezle (/user/wildweezle) Nov 13 · 01:00:14 PM (/comments/1598359/64384457#comment_64384457)

Recommended 1 time

Screw this ugly ass ‘heffa’!

╭∩╮(Ο_Ο)╭∩╮

(/user/sockpuppet)

[new]


sockpuppet (/user/sockpuppet) wildweezle

Nov 13 · 01:12:29 PM (/comments/1598359/64384641#comment_64384641)

Recommended 1 time

������������������



(/user/Lucy Montrose)

[new]


Lucy Montrose (/user/Lucy Montrose) Nov 13 · 01:01:40 PM (/comments/1598359/64384475#comment_64384475)

Recommended 5 times

More acts of cowardice here:

http://www.rawstory.com/2016/11/history-teacher-suspended-for-lesson-showing-remarkable-
parallels-between-rise-of-trump-and-hilter/ (http://www.rawstory.com/2016/11/history-teacher-
suspended-for-lesson-showing-remarkable-parallels-between-rise-of-trump-and-hilter/)

Mountain View/Los Altos High School in the Bay Area, people. History teacher suspended for a few
days for teaching his class the parallels between the rise of Trump and the rise of Hitler. All
because A PARENT sent an email to complain. A . SINGLE. PARENT.

Institutional cowardice again!

No discussion... just suspend first and talk later. I am glad he's going to return to teaching on
Monday.

But they wouldn't reveal to him who the parent was, or the contents of the email. Also a lot of
twaddle about "heightened emotions" to the press...

Call Mountain View/Los Altos High School on Monday and REAM them for being so cowardly. The
teacher's name is Frank Navarro... but please focus the content of your call on how suspending Mr
Navarro-- countenancing that parent's complaint with anything but a discussion-- is a cowardly act.
And we don’t do cowards if we're going to fight an autocrat!

(/user/Voter123)

[new]


Voter123 (/user/Voter123) Lucy Montrose

Nov 13 · 02:05:32 PM (/comments/1598359/64385503#comment_64385503)

Recommended 1 time

In a post below, I wrote that I’m in the process of reading Inside the Third Reich by Albert
Speer. There is no mistaking the “remarkable parallels” between the rise of Hitler and
Trump as Frank Navarro tells his students.



(/user/TrueBlueMajority)

[new]


TrueBlueMajority (/user/TrueBlueMajority) Lucy Montrose

Nov 13 · 06:06:25 PM (/comments/1598359/64389891#comment_64389891)

Recommended 0 times

but when we complain, in large numbers, we are ignored.
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(/user/Karl Rover)

[new]


Karl Rover (/user/Karl Rover) Nov 13 · 01:03:53 PM (/comments/1598359/64384508#comment_64384508)

Recommended 1 time

What is that thing,  an underbite? Sure is ugly.

(/user/bertusikal)

[new]


bertusikal (/user/bertusikal) Nov 13 · 01:07:34 PM (/comments/1598359/64384568#comment_64384568)

Recommended 8 times

She just threatened the senate minority leader, and Trump hasn’t been sworn in yet.  We are waist
deep in the big muddy.

(/user/Grannyflats)

[new]


Grannyflats (/user/Grannyflats) Nov 13 · 01:08:15 PM (/comments/1598359/64384579#comment_64384579)

Recommended 3 times

Reichstag Fire Decree

(/user/Aiddon)

[new]


Aiddon (/user/Aiddon) Nov 13 · 01:11:32 PM (/comments/1598359/64384623#comment_64384623)

Recommended 1 time

I at least have solace knowing everyone in the next administration is going to be utterly miserable

(/user/LamontCranston)

[new]


LamontCranston (/user/LamontCranston) Nov 13 · 01:14:02 PM (/comments/1598359/64384659#comment_64384659)

Recommended 9 times

(/user/louisev)

[new]


louisev (/user/louisev) Nov 13 · 01:15:05 PM (/comments/1598359/64384674#comment_64384674)

Recommended 9 times

I prefer the moniker “Fuckface von Clownstick.”  Because it immediately throws Trump into a rage.
 It’s pre-infuriating!

(/user/mimi9)

[new]


mimi9 (/user/mimi9) louisev Nov 13 · 01:31:36 PM (/comments/1598359/64384909#comment_64384909)
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Recommended 2 times

Do you know who originated that?  I mean I suppose it’s an obvious epithet but I’m just
wondering.

(/user/Free Jazz at High Noon)

[new]


Free Jazz at High Noon (/user/Free Jazz at Hi mimi9

Nov 13 · 02:21:28 PM (/comments/1598359/64385791#comment_64385791)

Recommended 3 times

Jon Stewart (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0kPqvSpwJOg)

... 

(/user/mimi9)

[new]


mimi9 (/user/mimi9) Free Jazz at High Noon

Nov 13 · 02:38:03 PM (/comments/1598359/64386103#comment_64386103)

Recommended 1 time

thanks. I should have known



(/user/ltsden)

[new]


ltsden (/user/ltsden) mimi9

Nov 13 · 02:22:04 PM (/comments/1598359/64385808#comment_64385808)

Recommended 1 time

John Stewart

gawker.com/... (http://gawker.com/donald-trump-lashes-out-at-jon-stewart-
for-revealing-hi-489657795)



(/user/ellpeecee)

[new]


ellpeecee (/user/ellpeecee) louisev

Nov 13 · 02:17:40 PM (/comments/1598359/64385719#comment_64385719)

Recommended 1 time

Well, we’ll have to use it more often, then.



(/user/rclendan)

[new]


rclendan (/user/rclendan) Nov 13 · 01:15:45 PM (/comments/1598359/64384684#comment_64384684)

Recommended 5 times

Fuck her and Trump. Thin skinned whiney little bitches.

(/user/statsone)

[new]


statsone (/user/statsone) rclendan

Nov 13 · 01:39:40 PM (/comments/1598359/64385015#comment_64385015)

Recommended 1 time

don’t get Bill Maher worked up. He is off until January 20



(/user/walterc)

[new]


walterc (/user/walterc) Nov 13 · 01:17:59 PM (/comments/1598359/64384719#comment_64384719)

Hunter, this is Shakespearian in its brilliance:  “President Donald Trump is a small-penised
sex-obsessed pervert...” Thank you. Thank you!

The Shakespeare version is from King Lear:
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Recommended 5 times

KENT

Fellow, I know thee.

OSWALD

What dost thou know me for?

KENT

A knave; a rascal; an eater of broken meats; a base, proud, shallow,
beggarly, three-suited, hundred-pound, filthy, worsted-stocking
knave; a lily-livered, action-taking knave, a whoreson,
glass-gazing, super-serviceable finical rogue;
one-trunk-inheriting slave; one that wouldst be a
bawd, in way of good service, and art nothing but
the composition of a knave, beggar, coward, pandar, and the son and
heir of a mongrel bitch: one whom I will beat into clamorous whining,
if thou deniest the least syllable of thy addition.

OSWALD

Why, what a monstrous fellow art thou, thus to rail on one that is
neither known of thee nor knows thee!

KENT

What a brazen-faced varlet art thou, to deny thou knowest me! Is it
two days ago since I tripped up thy heels, and beat thee before the
king? Draw, you rogue: for, though it be night, yet the moon shines;
I'll make a sop o' the moonshine of you: draw, you whoreson cullionly
barber-monger, draw.

(/user/raboof)

[new]


raboof (/user/raboof) walterc Nov 13 · 01:47:20 PM (/comments/1598359/64385153#comment_64385153)

Recommended 2 times

You don't get into a rap battle with Willy The Shake. 


(/user/TrueBlueMajority)

[new]


TrueBlueMajority (/user/TrueBlueMajority) walterc

Nov 13 · 06:08:59 PM (/comments/1598359/64389939#comment_64389939)

Recommended 0 times

wow.  that’s so much worse than being an bastard orphan son of a whore and a Scotsman
dropped in the middle of a forgotten spot in the Caribbean by Providence impoverished in
squalor...



(/user/mimi9)

[new]


mimi9 (/user/mimi9) Nov 13 · 01:23:41 PM (/comments/1598359/64384808#comment_64384808)

Recommended 6 times

I am so sick of this shit.   I am also tired of the people in this place who are quaking in fear.   I am
too old to quake in fear over a bunch of people who barely won the election and beyond that really
don’t have the faintest clue about what they are doing.  I think we’re going to have a mess over the
next few years.  But these people do not scare me.

(/user/Joieau)

[new]


Joieau (/user/Joieau) Nov 13 · 01:28:38 PM (/comments/1598359/64384864#comment_64384864)

Recommended 2 times

Gawd I’ve needed that hearty laugh. I love you Hunter.

Thanks.
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(/user/TrueBlueMajority)

[new]


TrueBlueMajority (/user/TrueBlueMajority) Joieau

Nov 13 · 06:09:21 PM (/comments/1598359/64389946#comment_64389946)

Recommended 1 time

honestly I don;t know what I would do without Hunter ♥



(/user/kwgrd)

[new]


kwgrd (/user/kwgrd) Nov 13 · 01:29:33 PM (/comments/1598359/64384878#comment_64384878)

Recommended 4 times

Time to take off the kid gloves and recognize what this man and the right is up to.  It is classic
maneuvering for right wing takeover of government.  It’s been in the process for a long time. FOX
was a major beginning.  Conservative talk radio. Take over as many states as possible.  Enact voter
suppression techniques.  Use words like fraud and biased, etc. Install conservative propaganda
websites.  Trump won the primary by design. He already had millions of “fans” on his web page and
twitter.  They were primed and ready.  HIs rhetoric blasting the media, government, elections….”all
rigged.”  How the “system is corrupt.”  How he knows the system inside and out and he’s the only
one (the outsider) that can fix it.  None of this “we" stuff. If he’s inaugurated, laws will immediately
be modified, rescinded, or written.  It won’t look TOO bad at first....just a lot of known right wing
stuff.  Jobs and lots of "good stuff" will be "installed" to gain favor.  The military's budget will be
amped up bigtime.  ICE will get a huge budget to hire god knows how many new
enforcers...etc.etc.etc.  I'm sure I've lost your attention by now.  Keep your eyes and ears open. 
That's all I'm sayin'. I wish we could keep him from being inaugurated.  We don't want Pence
either. 

(/user/mimi9)

[new]


mimi9 (/user/mimi9) kwgrd Nov 13 · 01:35:54 PM (/comments/1598359/64384956#comment_64384956)

Recommended 2 times

I don’t know what it means really.  The Democrats hate Trump, most Republicans hate
Trump, half of the electorate hates Trump----hell, even most of the people on Red State
hate Trump.   So I really don’t know what is happening.   I do know that the people who
are rejects from the island of misfit toys are not going to get much support from anyone
(Giuliani, Gingrich, Palin etc.).  Reince Priebus is probably the most intelligent one on the
entire team.   Yeah, yeah, it’s going to be a bumpy night (4 years worth at least of bumpy
nights) but I don’t know that it means that the “right wing” is taking over.



(/user/Mau Mau)

[new]


Mau Mau (/user/Mau Mau) mimi9

Nov 13 · 01:49:35 PM (/comments/1598359/64385191#comment_64385191)

Recommended 1 time

Nobody really knows what is happening, other than the fact that real history is
being made right before our eyes. I have my own opinions about it that are really
not being recognized or reported yet by most of the media.



(/user/mimi9)

[new]


mimi9 (/user/mimi9) Mau Mau

Nov 13 · 01:50:45 PM (/comments/1598359/64385218#comment_64385218)

Recommended 0 times

Are they worthy of a diary?  I’m sure people would love to read them.



(/user/Mau Mau)

[new]


Mau Mau (/user/Mau Mau) mimi9

Nov 13 · 02:02:02 PM (/comments/1598359/64385435#comment_64385435)

I have been working on one. I have been neglecting other
responsibilities in doing so, but… I will give you an idea of
where I’m coming from. I started by looking into the meaning
conservatism and republicanism historically. I finally came to
the startling conclusion that there are no genuine
conservatives or republicans around today. 
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Recommended 1 time

According to Quinto Hogg, the chairman of the
British Conservative Party in 1959,
"Conservatism is not so much a philosophy as
an attitude, a constant force, performing a
timeless function in the development of a free
society, and corresponding to a deep and
permanent requirement of human nature
itself."

Republicanism is even more startling when you look at the
Platonic tradition of that concept, like relative equality of
property. It may all be over my own head.

(/user/Mau Mau)

[new]


Mau Mau (/user/Mau Mau) Mau Mau

Nov 13 · 02:20:21 PM (/comments/1598359

/64385766#comment_64385766)

Recommended 1 time

This isn’t my work, but it does indicate that the world
is becoming increasingly more complex than a simple
left/right paradigm.

Trump, Brexit and the Rise of Populism.
(http://www.dailykos.com/blog/Mau%20Mau)



(/user/mimi9)

[new]


mimi9 (/user/mimi9) Mau Mau

Nov 13 · 02:30:54 PM (/comments/1598359

/64385986#comment_64385986)

Recommended 0 times

Thank you.  I will read it when I get a chance. 
Looking forward to that diary if you have the
time to finish it.



(/user/Mau Mau)

[new]


Mau Mau (/user/Ma mimi9

Nov 13 · 04:17:56 PM (/comments/1598359

/64387848#comment_64387848)

Recommended 0 times

Most welcome.

... 

(/user/Mau Mau)

[new]


Mau Mau (/user/Mau Mau) Nov 13 · 01:31:01 PM (/comments/1598359/64384902#comment_64384902)

Recommended 1 time

Politics IS war carried on by less than and non-lethal means

(/user/kwgrd)

[new]


kwgrd (/user/kwgrd) Nov 13 · 01:33:27 PM (/comments/1598359/64384924#comment_64384924)

Recommended 1 time

P.S.  Laws may be passed to help them retain power indefinitely. Elections will be a sham. Libel and
slander laws will be loosened up to make it easier to go after anyone that criticizes.  There may
even be one that allows the President to “censure” media in some way.  There could be internet
interference.  On and on…. I know it sounds crazy, but just look at who was elected and who he
hangs with and admires, for pete’s sake!!
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(/user/Voter123)

[new]


Voter123 (/user/Voter123) Nov 13 · 01:41:44 PM (/comments/1598359/64385049#comment_64385049)

Recommended 2 times

I’m in the process of reading Inside the Third Reich by Albert Speer. My father, a WWII Navy vet
who survived three major battles in the Pacific, lifelong Democrat, and a voracious reader, died in
2000 at the age of 89. One day during the Reagan administration he handed me that book and said
“this could happen here some day if we’re not careful”. I’m glad he’s not here to see what is
happening now.

(/user/Mau Mau)

[new]


Mau Mau (/user/Mau Mau) Nov 13 · 01:42:23 PM (/comments/1598359/64385062#comment_64385062)

Recommended 0 times

Trump just picked Priebus as Chief of Staff.

Bannon is the senior strategist. His strategy is “Leninist (http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles
/2016/08/22/steve-bannon-trump-s-top-guy-told-me-he-was-a-leninist.html).”

He never called himself a “populist” or an “American nationalist,” as so many think of him today.
“I’m a Leninist,” Bannon proudly proclaimed.

(/user/Mau Mau)

[new]


Mau Mau (/user/Mau Mau) Mau Mau

Nov 13 · 01:43:32 PM (/comments/1598359/64385082#comment_64385082)

Recommended 0 times

Last sentence should have been a “quot.e”



(/user/mimi9)

[new]


mimi9 (/user/mimi9) Mau Mau

Nov 13 · 02:32:36 PM (/comments/1598359/64386008#comment_64386008)

Recommended 0 times

Worthless jerk.  Couldn’t even get rid of Paul Ryan.  



(/user/TrueBlueMajority)

[new]


TrueBlueMajority (/user/TrueBlueMajority) Mau Mau

Nov 13 · 06:10:11 PM (/comments/1598359/64389963#comment_64389963)

Recommended 0 times

He didn’t have the balls (to quote his supporters) to make Bannon his chief of staff, which
was what he really wanted.



(/user/kwgrd)

[new]


kwgrd (/user/kwgrd) Nov 13 · 01:42:41 PM (/comments/1598359/64385066#comment_64385066)

“Donald Trump continues to ignore the acts of hate sweeping the country in his name. We can
presume at this point that it is because he wishes those acts to continue.” 

Exactly.  Let it get really boisterous, egg it on, provoke violence.  More justification to declare
martial law given how big the crowds are, particularly if it continues beyond inauguration day.

Starting to connect any dots yet?  There have been so many from the day he came down the
escalator that it boggles the mind.  I wish I had kept a diary of everything I heard that seemed to
sorta slide under the radar.  I suppose I thought that HRC would win so it would be pointless. 
Surprise.  One thing I did hear and made special note of since it sums it all up occurred at the
Philadelphia Rally in early October.  He said, “You knew I was a snake when you voted me in.”  To
explain, he had read the poem “The Snake” at a rally last April to reference Syrian refugees as
possibly concealing a “snake” that meant to do harm.  But the real line at the end is not what he
said in Philly.  I heard it.  “Voted” sounds nothing like “took,” which is what the poem actually says.  I
wish someone would dig up the video and find that section to prove it.  Little “hints” like that were
all over the place throughout his campaign, but were not taken seriously.  I took them seriously. 
I’ve known people like him.
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Recommended 5 times

(/user/albabe)

[new]


albabe (/user/albabe) kwgrd Nov 13 · 01:48:13 PM (/comments/1598359/64385168#comment_64385168)

Recommended 0 times

Absolutely.


(/user/The Lipsticked Pig)

[new]


The Lipsticked Pig (/user/The Lipsticked Pig) kwgrd

Nov 14 · 07:06:50 AM (/comments/1598359/64396011#comment_64396011)

Recommended 0 times

He also said the election was rigged. Which it was, since the most votes lost.

He also said this would be the last election. Watch this space.



(/user/albabe)

[new]


albabe (/user/albabe) Nov 13 · 01:47:06 PM (/comments/1598359/64385146#comment_64385146)

Recommended 1 time

This women’s inner ugly has obviously oozed out of her pores to make her the ugliest hateful hack
hag ever.

(/user/TrueBlueMajority)

[new]


TrueBlueMajority (/user/TrueBlueMajority) albabe

Nov 13 · 05:04:35 PM (/comments/1598359/64388723#comment_64388723)

Recommended 1 time

at the risk of being accused of lookism, I think the Coultergeist still has that the top spot
locked up.

But FWIW, on the basis of her work this year electing a truly awful man to the presidency,
Kellyanne has moved up to a second place tie with Mary Matalin, pushing Laura Ingraham
down to a distant third.

At one time all these young blonde pundettes were the apple of Roger Ailes’ eye.

Then they all got old in a subculture that only values young looking women.   Even Scottie
Nell Hughes is hiding her age on the internet already.  Now Kayleigh McEnany is the flavor
of the month.  Tomi Lahren or some other young blonde will be their spokesmodel in
2018.  That’s how they roll.



(/user/Observerinvancouver)

[new]


Observerinvancouver (/user/Observerinvancouver)

Nov 13 · 01:47:18 PM (/comments/1598359/64385150#comment_64385150)

Someone must already have posted something like this (en.wikipedia.org/...
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_York_Times_Co._v._Sullivan)) but just in case:
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Recommended 2 times

New York Times Co. v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254 (https://en.wikipedia.org
/wiki/Case_citation) (1964),

 was a landmark United States
Supreme Court (https://en.wikipedia.org
/wiki/Supreme_Court_of_the_United_States) case that established the actual malice
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Actual_malice) standard, which has to be met before
press reports about public officials can be considered to be defamation
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Defamation) and libel (https://en.wikipedia.org
/wiki/Libel);  and hence
allowed free reporting of the civil rights campaigns in the southern United States. It
is one of the key decisions supporting the freedom of the press
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Freedom_of_the_press). The actual malice standard
requires that the plaintiff in a defamation or libel case, if he is a "public figure",
prove that the publisher of the statement in question knew that the statement was
false or acted in reckless disregard of its truth or falsity. Because of the extremely
high burden of proof on the plaintiff, and the difficulty of proving the defendant's
knowledge and intentions, such claims by public figures rarely prevail.

Before this decision, there were nearly US $300 million in libel actions from the
Southern states outstanding against news organizations, as part of a focused effort
by Southern officials to use defamation lawsuits as a means of preventing critical
coverage of civil rights issues in out-of-state publications. The Supreme Court's
decision, and its adoption of the actual malice standard, reduced the financial
hazard from potential defamation claims, and thus countered the efforts by public
officials to use these claims to suppress political criticism

I’ve heard her claim to have been called to the bar in four states.  Which four of these states:
 denial, contradiction, refutation, rebuttal, repudiation, disclaimer, negation or dissent?  

[1] (https://en.wikipedia.org

/wiki/New_York_Times_Co._v._Sullivan#cite_note-nytvss-1)

[2] (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_York_Times_Co._v._Sullivan#cite_note-2)

(/user/mimi9)

[new]


mimi9 (/user/mimi9) Nov 13 · 01:49:53 PM (/comments/1598359/64385201#comment_64385201)

Recommended 0 times

This is all very Nixonian.   I’m sure we will be hearing some shit about the “silent majority” or some
other such thing very soon.   Watch this space.

(/user/TrueBlueMajority)

[new]


TrueBlueMajority (/user/TrueBlueMajority) mimi9

Nov 13 · 06:19:38 PM (/comments/1598359/64390141#comment_64390141)

Recommended 0 times

too late—they had campaign signs saying that for months



(/user/Woody25)

[new]


Woody25 (/user/Woody25) Nov 13 · 01:51:46 PM (/comments/1598359/64385240#comment_64385240)

Recommended 1 time

Meerkats?  Really?  I thought I was alone!
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(/user/journeygirl65)

[new]


journeygirl65 (/user/journeygirl65) Nov 13 · 01:54:04 PM (/comments/1598359/64385281#comment_64385281)

Recommended 2 times

This woman is repellent... I'm sick of the fascist manner in which the Drumpf campaign continues
to behave!!

I'm moving out of Floriduh on December 1st because of the way the cons act  here and try to
drown out the voices of liberals like me!!!

I can't wait to move back to Philadelphia where I can play a more active role in the protests against
him!!

(/user/America Jones)

[new]


America Jones (/user/America Jones) Nov 13 · 01:59:20 PM (/comments/1598359/64385383#comment_64385383)

Recommended 14 times

I’ll say whatever I want about this manipulative con artist-marketer who dared insult and mock
Americans who are way better human beings than what we’ve seen of his character.

Try and stop me from saying that YOU Donald tRump are a mentally challenged, opportunistic,
petty, childish, racist, self-centered, self-promoter who duped hard working and scared people into
buying your totally great snake oil.

For years and years you were a Dem (still a rogue, but had some principles apparently). Now
you’re just a soulless sellout seeking your last pathetic hurrah before you exit stage left off the
planet.

YOU were so caught up in conning Americans during this election (hoping to score publicity for
your hotels and crappy, overly expensive products) that you didn’t bother finding out what the JOB
of POTUS is all about. 

GUESS WHAT FOOL?

POTUS is a public figure who works for US, the American People. We can pretty much say whatever
we want about you without worry of repercussions. You can’t sue millions of us into oblivion or
bankruptcy like you’ve done to countless contractors, lawyers, and who knows how many people.

I can, and will say whatever I want about you Orange Baby Man!

Better not send Kellyanne out again with this bull***, because it just riles us up even more. 

Tell you what. We’ll stop yelling and screaming at YOU when:

YOU denounce the goons attacking innocent people and leaving hate messages in your name.
YOU show that you’re not going to kill, injure and bankrupt millions of Americans by taking
away their health care.
YOU protect the environment by not allowing greedy oil and fracking companies to destroy
our natural resources — We Demand Clean Air and Water!
YOU stop pretending global warming doesn’t exist and stop those right wing knuckle draggers
from destroying the EPA, and you support realistic green energy policies that help humanity
survive.
YOU stand up for blue collar workers and the middle class “for real” by stimulating the
economy with workable solutions — you know, the kind of solutions that Hillary and Bernie
proposed.
YOU take a stand against torture and other odious Bush administration behavior.
YOU don’t stupidly start saber-rattling at other countries, lighting the fuse to WWIII.
YOU protect a woman’s right to choose, and a woman’s right to be safe from p**ssy-grabbing
creeps and rapists.
YOU don’t do anything to crash our economy — sending us tottering on the brink of a 2008
catastrophe — if that happens, we’re screwed because you definitely don’t have a fraction of
the smarts to save our asses like Obama and his team.
YOU try to become a decent role model for our children (I know it’s a stretch, but bullies are
never role models).
 YOU stop being a thin-skinned, arrogant blow-hard with a grade schooler’s mentality, and
start acting like a grown man who just got chosen by a percentage of people to occupy THE
most important job in this country. (Frankly, I’ll be happy if you can mature to the level of age
17...okay, maybe 15 or 16.)

America the Reality Show has begun, and we all get to participate.

Twist: We get to fire you for incompetence. Alternatively, we’ll ride your ass so hard that you’ll
decide to quit before the tortuous four years are up. Either you can take the heat, or you can’t.
We’ll all get to find out soon enough.

I’ll have plenty more to say over the coming days, weeks, and months, and I won’t cower in fear,
because this is MY country too, and I’m not going anywhere. I’m AA. My people have been through
lots of crap, and I’m ready to stand up for my rights, the rights of other Americans, and the survival
of this already great nation.

I’m not shutting up.

Take your threats and pound sand.
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(/user/ellpeecee)

[new]


ellpeecee (/user/ellpeecee) America Jones

Nov 13 · 02:22:08 PM (/comments/1598359/64385810#comment_64385810)

Recommended 0 times

Kudos to you, America Jones.  I wish I could rec you 1,000 times.



(/user/mimi9)

[new]


mimi9 (/user/mimi9) America Jones

Nov 13 · 02:22:40 PM (/comments/1598359/64385821#comment_64385821)

Recommended 0 times

Thank you so much for that.  Absolutely wonderful.



(/user/Thinkster)

[new]


Thinkster (/user/Thinkster) America Jones

Nov 13 · 05:23:27 PM (/comments/1598359/64389074#comment_64389074)

Recommended 0 times

^^^^^THIS^^^^^!!!!!!



(/user/The Lipsticked Pig)

[new]


The Lipsticked Pig (/user/The Lipsticked Pig) America Jones

Nov 14 · 07:04:26 AM (/comments/1598359/64395975#comment_64395975)

Recommended 0 times

When he comes for you you can hide out at my house. I’m white. But then I’m old so I
don’t count either.

I don’t think he’ll last four years. But I’m thinking if it’s going to be bad, as it is, and run by
the alt-right, as it is, and dominionists, as it is, then I’d rather it be ALL out in the OPEN and
not seem like Business As Usual as it would seem under Pence or Ryan. So just let them
have at it! Make the GOP OWN THE HATE!



(/user/Jim Duty)

[new]


Jim Duty (/user/Jim Duty) Nov 13 · 02:06:56 PM (/comments/1598359/64385529#comment_64385529)

Recommended 8 times

Sorry KellyAnne, apparently you didn’t get the memo.  We don’t do “Politically Correct” anymore.

“We just tell it like it is” and Harry is “Just saying what we all are thinking”.

(/user/Free Jazz at High Noon)

[new]


Free Jazz at High Noon (/user/Free Jazz at High No Jim Duty

Nov 13 · 02:15:34 PM (/comments/1598359/64385675#comment_64385675)

Recommended 4 times

That's a good line!

... 

(/user/ejheifetz)

[new]


ejheifetz (/user/ejheifetz) Nov 13 · 02:12:49 PM (/comments/1598359/64385623#comment_64385623)

Recommended 2 times

I guess when people who criticize the Big Don, become the “disappeared” like those in certain
South American countries where other autocrats ruled, we will all enjoy the new world promised by
him and his cronies. 

(/user/VTelder)

[new]


VTelder (/user/VTelder) Nov 13 · 02:16:53 PM (/comments/1598359/64385706#comment_64385706)
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Recommended 2 times

 Hunter-I promise to donate to your legal defense fund after Kellyanne and her cronies have you
arrested for saying such horrible things about the Orange One.

(PS-I’m waiting for all of KC’s hair to fall out one of these days.)

(/user/rigid)

[new]


rigid (/user/rigid) Nov 13 · 02:17:40 PM (/comments/1598359/64385720#comment_64385720)

Recommended 1 time

Why would she warn people to be careful what they say? Did Trump purchase the USA?

I’ll say this: She is one ugly human being, she has all the lines in her face of an overly aggressive
person, her face has been distorted through years of anger, even her jaw juts forward like an
animal that is about to bite, she is real scary. The above photo gives a good picture of what she
must look like in the morning, she has about a pound of eyeliner on and the rest of her face looks
like a pancake — yuuuuk!

(/user/mimi9)

[new]


mimi9 (/user/mimi9) rigid Nov 13 · 02:21:52 PM (/comments/1598359/64385801#comment_64385801)

Recommended 1 time

I’m surprised that Trump even has her on his team.  I though he didn’t like unattractive
people, especially women. 



(/user/TrueBlueMajority)

[new]


TrueBlueMajority (/user/TrueBlueMajority) mimi9

Nov 13 · 04:46:22 PM (/comments/1598359/64388359#comment_64388359)

Recommended 0 times

she is thin, which goes a long way with him.



(/user/TrueBlueMajority)

[new]


TrueBlueMajority (/user/TrueBlueMajority) mimi9

Nov 13 · 06:23:30 PM (/comments/1598359/64390218#comment_64390218)

Recommended 0 times

in all seriousness, that demographic of man likes women who help him get what
he needs

cook for him, work in his company, clean his house, wait on him in a restaurant,
run his campaign, look pretty, let him sexually assault you, or be directly useful
to him in some way, then he will tolerate you.

stand up for yourself, challenge him, or tell him he’s wrong, and he has no use
for you even if you are young and pretty; but if you are not, he will insult your
age/looks/size instead of addressing your substantive policy disagreement.



(/user/noofsh)

[new]


noofsh (/user/noofsh) rigid Nov 13 · 02:30:51 PM (/comments/1598359/64385984#comment_64385984)

Recommended 1 time

She is a hideous person.


(/user/Churchill)

[new]


Churchill (/user/Churchill) Nov 13 · 02:19:19 PM (/comments/1598359/64385745#comment_64385745)

Recommended 4 times

I council Conway to be careful what she says.  For today at least there is free speech.
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(/user/Gingerella)
[new]


Gingerella (/user/Gingerella) Churchill

Nov 13 · 02:43:21 PM (/comments/1598359/64386194#comment_64386194)

Recommended 1 time

Attacks on the 1st Amendment are the major warning sign that our democracy is in
serious danger of being overthrown.



(/user/Churchill)

[new]


Churchill (/user/Churchill) Gingerella

Nov 13 · 03:26:00 PM (/comments/1598359/64386976#comment_64386976)

Recommended 0 times

It has been overthrown.  The Oligarchy has run the show for 36 years now.  We
are a BANANA REPUBLIC.  Mr. T just is the culmination of 36 years of Oligarchy
control.



(/user/TrueBlueMajority)

[new]


TrueBlueMajority (/user/TrueBlueMajority) Churchill

Nov 13 · 06:23:35 PM (/comments/1598359/64390219#comment_64390219)

Recommended 1 time

counsel



(/user/Churchill)

[new]


Churchill (/user/Churchill) TrueBlueMajority

Nov 13 · 07:17:42 PM (/comments/1598359/64391018#comment_64391018)

Recommended 1 time

Thanks.  I always get that mixed up.



(/user/Anontos)

[new]


Anontos (/user/Anontos) Nov 13 · 02:21:36 PM (/comments/1598359/64385794#comment_64385794)

Recommended 2 times

It was the Don who was free to say President was a Kenyan, not an American, with impunity,
thanks to the 1st Amendment. Seems like the Don and Miss Kellyanne doesn’t understand the 1st
Amendment. 

(/user/Churchill)

[new]


Churchill (/user/Churchill) Nov 13 · 02:22:03 PM (/comments/1598359/64385807#comment_64385807)

Recommended 1 time

To quote Harry S. Truman, “the White House is the most finest prison in the world.

(/user/ellpeecee)

[new]


ellpeecee (/user/ellpeecee) Churchill

Nov 13 · 02:25:47 PM (/comments/1598359/64385889#comment_64385889)

Recommended 1 time

Trump better get a dog.  If he feeds it, at least it will like him.  Hmmm.  On the other hand
he might kick it.  No, don’t get a dog.



(/user/notallthatpolitical)

[new]


notallthatpolitical (/user/notallthatpolitical) Nov 13 · 02:28:43 PM (/comments/1598359/64385946#comment_64385946)

Well well…..

I’m not going to criticize President-elect Trump...there are plenty of people way more qualified to
do that than I...and able to do so much more eloquently..…
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Recommended 1 time

I am firmly dedicated, however, to criticizing his trashy, ignorant, meth-smoking supporters by any
and all means possible...to the point it makes them cry every chance I get.…

Fortunately, I live in a blue state...and can do 100% without any of their inbred, bourgeois, hayseed
rube input for the rest of my life…!!!

(/user/noofsh)

[new]


noofsh (/user/noofsh) Nov 13 · 02:29:45 PM (/comments/1598359/64385964#comment_64385964)

Recommended 1 time

F off conway, you lying trash.. I’ll say whatever I want about the rapist fraud who claims to be a
president.

(/user/notallthatpolitical)

[new]


notallthatpolitical (/user/notallthatpolitical) Nov 13 · 02:38:18 PM (/comments/1598359/64386107#comment_64386107)

Recommended 0 times

I’m wondering if Trump has grabbed her pussy.…

I’m wondering if she wants him to....

(/user/The Lipsticked Pig)

[new]


The Lipsticked Pig (/user/The Lipsticked Pig) notallthatpolitical

Nov 14 · 06:57:30 AM (/comments/1598359/64395875#comment_64395875)

Recommended 0 times

She’s more one than 10 so probably not. Probably why she doesn’t believe he’s a rapist.



(/user/ConcernedCitizen68)

[new]


ConcernedCitizen68 (/user/ConcernedCitizen68)

Nov 13 · 02:48:08 PM (/comments/1598359/64386271#comment_64386271)

Recommended 0 times

We should be careful about our criticism just like they were careful with their criticism of President
Obama… Please! I want be holding back.

(/user/snapples)

[new]


snapples (/user/snapples) Nov 13 · 02:54:11 PM (/comments/1598359/64386371#comment_64386371)

Recommended 5 times

We’ll say anything we God Damn please about Trump.  I intend to call him every week, & email him
every couple of days.  I want to know where the jobs are.  I’ll be asking Dumbo to tell me why ISIS is
still around each & every week of his disgusting, hateful tenure.

Kellyanne is unlikable.  I was sick of her during the campaign.  I have no intention of taking orders
from this dreadful woman.  

(/user/The Lipsticked Pig)

[new]


The Lipsticked Pig (/user/The Lipsticked Pig) snapples

Nov 14 · 06:56:40 AM (/comments/1598359/64395862#comment_64395862)

Recommended 0 times

lololol…. tea spewing moment…. “Dumbo”…… Perfect! I have no intention of using the
word president in front of Drumpf’s name ever. He is not my president. With that
statement I have a bit of understanding how GOP white supremist assholes felt when
Obama was elected…. That said, I am going to call him Prez Dumbo from now on! Perfect!
Except that I really loved that little elephant. I loathe the giant orange one.



(/user/Fred S)

[new]
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Fred S (/user/Fred S) Nov 13 · 02:56:12 PM (/comments/1598359/64386402#comment_64386402)

Recommended 2 times

Hey Kellyanne.LOL. Your next Prez is a crooked, pathological liar, racist, who sexually assaults
women. You and your boss can't bully us out of our free speech. The big birther will never have my
respect. He even lost the popular vote, even with the help of racism and vote suppression. He is
not legitimate and can go to hell. He is a Pig. 

(/user/entropicdecline)

[new]


entropicdecline (/user/entropicdecline) Nov 13 · 02:57:32 PM (/comments/1598359/64386430#comment_64386430)

Recommended 1 time

F*ck Kelly and F*ck Trump. 

(/user/billmosby)

[new]


billmosby (/user/billmosby) Nov 13 · 03:01:18 PM (/comments/1598359/64386508#comment_64386508)

Recommended 0 times

Put some horns on her, paint her face red, pin back the hair, and who does she look like?
Coincidence? I think not.

(/user/IanDEggman)

[new]


IanDEggman (/user/IanDEggman) Nov 13 · 03:11:20 PM (/comments/1598359/64386713#comment_64386713)

Recommended 0 times

Pay attention to your spam inbox.

(/user/manandi46)

[new]


manandi46 (/user/manandi46) Nov 13 · 03:14:14 PM (/comments/1598359/64386761#comment_64386761)

Recommended 0 times

All I can say is God help us all the Anti-christ has risen!! No joke!!!!!!!!

(/user/Roger Mexico)

[new]


Roger Mexico (/user/Roger Mexico) Nov 13 · 03:21:07 PM (/comments/1598359/64386885#comment_64386885)

Recommended 2 times

FUCK ‘ em.  I‘m an American, been here as with so many from American immigrant parents. Say
whatever I want, that’s where I live and vote. Kellythefuck Conway, go FUCK yer lying ass self.
Stupidass moneywhore. Don’t tell me what to say, I say He Who Shall Not Be Named is a
sex-offending racist bigot bankrupt moron. Prove me wrong? Otherwise STF up.
Godallfuckinallmighty, you assholes can go fuck yerselves. I said it, you do it. THERE, I’ve been REAL
careful what I’ve said. Otherwise it could’ve been offensive in some goddamned way. And if it was,
I wouldn’t give a good goddamned shit.

Every step of his further way I’m gonna call out this sex-offending shitbagger for the idiot asswipe
he is. He doesn’t like it? Well, JEEZ! I don’t give a shit, in this country I can call a politician whatever I
want. More seriously, I’ll do everything I can to obstruct his fascist agenda and gloat over his own
self-destruction. Stupid fucking BASTARD. Him and the whole motherfucking ReThug Party!

(/user/annieli)

[new]


annieli (/user/annieli) Nov 13 · 03:25:40 PM (/comments/1598359/64386971#comment_64386971)

FB censored this:
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Recommended 4 times

(/user/OleHippieChick)

[new]


OleHippieChick (/user/OleHippieChick) annieli

Nov 13 · 03:57:29 PM (/comments/1598359/64387505#comment_64387505)

Recommended 2 times

This is our own dear DKoser, “WhatGodMade.”



(/user/OleHippieChick)

[new]


OleHippieChick (/user/OleHippieChick) annieli

Nov 13 · 04:07:22 PM (/comments/1598359/64387672#comment_64387672)

Recommended 2 times

Twitted



(/user/ShoshannaD)

[new]


ShoshannaD (/user/ShoshannaD) Nov 13 · 03:34:58 PM (/comments/1598359/64387136#comment_64387136)

Recommended 1 time

Girl, you can get down on your knees and kiss his…..ring all you want.  The rest of us live in a
democracy.  Welcome to the big time, big spotlight and it ain't going to be pretty.

[new]
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(/user/Roger Mexico) Roger Mexico (/user/Roger Mexico) Nov 13 · 03:39:27 PM (/comments/1598359/64387210#comment_64387210)

Recommended 0 times

Jeez, she actually has the appearance of a very attractive person. Everyone is entitled to their own
physiognimy and style. Political Correctness informs us that many, many different facial types can
fit into statistically organized categories of “beauty.” So this woman — though, to be more
accurate I should just refer to her without gender-slant as a fucking ReThug campaign-payed
whore (which can be male, female, bi- or trans-) — seems eligible for the role of ReThug campaign
douche-bag. Er — maybe that’s wrong and unacceptable? Right-Wing lying slut? Oops, there goes
that s-word! Paid shit-mouth? Jeez, I like that, and it’s gender-neutral, no political incorrectness!

(/user/Roger Mexico)

[new]


Roger Mexico (/user/Roger Mexico) Nov 13 · 03:46:15 PM (/comments/1598359/64387333#comment_64387333)

Recommended 0 times

Sorry, I just can’t figure out and get around these political correctness rules! Is there a Sister Mary
Knucklewhacker who can help me progress toward innocence?

(/user/scrumble)

[new]


scrumble (/user/scrumble) Nov 13 · 03:49:10 PM (/comments/1598359/64387379#comment_64387379)

Recommended 2 times

Berlin, 1933    We are there.

(/user/OleHippieChick)

[new]


OleHippieChick (/user/OleHippieChick) Nov 13 · 03:54:24 PM (/comments/1598359/64387453#comment_64387453)

Recommended 2 times

Ilsa, she-wolf of the SS, with underbite like a yappy dog, makes a threat.

Or what?

(/user/TrueBlueMajority)

[new]


TrueBlueMajority (/user/TrueBlueMajority) OleHippieChick

Nov 13 · 04:44:19 PM (/comments/1598359/64388327#comment_64388327)

Recommended 3 times

I’m not afraid of her.  Or him.  Maybe I should be, but I’m not



(/user/marigold)

[new]


marigold (/user/marigold) Nov 13 · 03:56:23 PM (/comments/1598359/64387488#comment_64387488)

Recommended 3 times

I am of the opinion (and call me crazy if you like) that Harry is either trying to get sued or get a
Republican Senator to denounce Trump and leave the Republican party.

Only takes 1 or two.

And can you imagine if a lawsuit made it into court? Then everyone could see his tax returns via
discovery.

(/user/Dbos)

[new]


Dbos (/user/Dbos) Nov 13 · 04:09:12 PM (/comments/1598359/64387709#comment_64387709)

Recommended 1 time

Looking Like A Soon To Be Jan Brewer; she’s warning about heads in the desert ; thinking T rump
can just sue anyone any time ; his culpability is the same as O’bama’s was as president ;his and his
followers are in for a rough ride; thin skin and presidencies don’t go together.

(/user/smitty1971)

[new]
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smitty1971 (/user/smitty1971) Nov 13 · 04:18:25 PM (/comments/1598359/64387860#comment_64387860)

Recommended 1 time

Sign the petition www.change.org/... (https://www.change.org/p/electoral-college-electors-
electoral-college-make-hillary-clinton-president-on-december-19?source_location=discover_feed)

(/user/paradise50)

[new]


paradise50 (/user/paradise50) smitty1971

Nov 13 · 06:17:42 PM (/comments/1598359/64390095#comment_64390095)

Recommended 0 times

thanks

Hello, new user at Daily Kos! Our site guidelines and unique community
moderation system are explained in the Rules of the Road
(http://www.dailykos.com/rules-of-the-road).

If you have other questions about how to participate you can learn more
at the the Knowledge Base (http://helpdesk.dailykos.com/kb) and the Site
Resource Diaries (http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/01/08/1177381
/-New-Diarists-More-Resources-for-All?detail=hide). Diaries tagged Open
Thread (http://www.dailykos.com/search?status=&species=&
search_type=search_tags&text_expand=contains&
text_type=tag_compare&text=open+thread&time_type=time_last_story&
time_begin=Start+Date&time_end=End+Date&count_min=%28min%29&
count_max=%28max%29&submit=Search)are also great places to ask any
questions.

~~ from the DK Partners & Mentors Team (http://www.dailykos.com/story
/2013/03/22/1196175/-Announcing-Partners-Mentors?detail=hide).



(/user/rssrai)

[new]


rssrai (/user/rssrai) Nov 13 · 04:28:16 PM (/comments/1598359/64388037#comment_64388037)

Recommended 2 times

She thinks this is Russia.  Trump thinks he is Putin.

(/user/TrueBlueMajority)

[new]


TrueBlueMajority (/user/TrueBlueMajority) Nov 13 · 04:43:30 PM (/comments/1598359/64388314#comment_64388314)

Recommended 2 times

Ms. Conway, perhaps you should be careful what YOU say.

I feel pretty damned certain history is going to judge me better than you based on what you have
already said and done.  Keep on down the Godwin path and you may get your comeuppance in the
short run rather than the long run.

(/user/Thinkster)

[new]


Thinkster (/user/Thinkster) Nov 13 · 05:03:20 PM (/comments/1598359/64388692#comment_64388692)

Recommended 1 time

Kellyanne Conway can eat my shorts — so can Trump!

I’ll NEVER give up my First Amendment rights — for them, or ANYONE.

Up yours, Trump — you too Kellyanne.

(/user/Rich in PA)

[new]


Rich in PA (/user/Rich in PA) Nov 13 · 05:03:43 PM (/comments/1598359/64388705#comment_64388705)

Political liberal prosecutions are way down on my list of worries- in fact I think it’s great for our side
if the Trump presidency continues its faux-legal prickliness about criticism.  It totally undercuts the
Trump narrative of strength, and of course even with a judiciary full of little Scalias it’s a
non-starter.  
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Recommended 0 times

The #1 agenda item is to get Trump to build a wall between him and the Nazis, and if he won’t (and
he sure didn’t in the 60 Minutes interview, where he otherwise did a good job by Very Serious
People standards) then we need to make sure he’s dragged down into Hell with them. 

(/user/Rich in PA)

[new]


Rich in PA (/user/Rich in PA) Rich in PA

Nov 13 · 05:06:42 PM (/comments/1598359/64388775#comment_64388775)

Recommended 0 times

Ack, I mean political libel.  



(/user/Toktora)

[new]


Toktora (/user/Toktora) Nov 13 · 05:06:49 PM (/comments/1598359/64388779#comment_64388779)

Recommended 2 times

President Donald Trump is a small-penised sex-obsessed pervert who stands
accused of raping a 13 year old girl and who, given his temperament, has in all
likelihood sexually abused at least one of his own children. He is mentally unstable
and among the dumbest individuals ever to hold any public office anywhere, is
quite probably colluding with Russia to undermine American interests, and spends
his evenings aggressively masturbating to National Geographic footage of
burrowing meerkats. His sole aim in acquiring the presidency is to convert the
Lincoln Bedroom into a Rape Room, and he will sell an American nuclear weapon
to ISIS for fifteen dollars and change if he thinks he'd make two dollars worth of
profit on it.

Can’t. Stop. Laughing.

(/user/TheOrchid)

[new]


TheOrchid (/user/TheOrchid) Nov 13 · 05:31:12 PM (/comments/1598359/64389222#comment_64389222)

Recommended 0 times

I'll say it again - progressives need to start seriously thinking about arming themselves. This is how
fascists and dictators start - by squelching dissidents and political opposition.

(/user/Marnie1)

[new]


Marnie1 (/user/Marnie1) Nov 13 · 05:48:11 PM (/comments/1598359/64389554#comment_64389554)

Recommended 0 times

What you said may have been true yesterday but will it be tomorrow?

Our rights are given by the Constitution and defined by teh SC.  

Kagan, Sotomayor, and Ginsburg are retireing and there is an empty seat.  Trump will get to fill all
of those seats.

(/user/The Lipsticked Pig)

[new]


The Lipsticked Pig (/user/The Lipsticked Pig) Marnie1

Nov 14 · 06:51:30 AM (/comments/1598359/64395792#comment_64395792)

Recommended 0 times

Kagan and Sotomayor just got there.



(/user/Carl Dehne)

[new]


Carl Dehne (/user/Carl Dehne) Nov 13 · 06:17:47 PM (/comments/1598359/64390096#comment_64390096)

Come and get us. The more you do to people the bigger the uprising will be when it comes.
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Recommended 0 times

(/user/Jensequitur)

[new]


Jensequitur (/user/Jensequitur) Nov 13 · 08:25:41 PM (/comments/1598359/64391971#comment_64391971)

Recommended 0 times

<3 <3

(/user/ArugulaZ)

[new]


ArugulaZ (/user/ArugulaZ) Nov 13 · 08:35:00 PM (/comments/1598359/64392076#comment_64392076)

Recommended 1 time

Omorosa Manigault is another sack of garbage. You did see her threatening screed on The Late
Show with Stephen Colbert, right? I don’t know how much of that is saber rattling and how much is
serious, but knowing the tangerine rump I wouldn’t be surprised if she intends to make good on
those threats. They can both die in a fire as far as I’m concerned. At least Colbert wasn’t having any
of it. (Big talkin’ Bill Maher sure caved in a hurry, though.)

(/user/fourthcornerman)

[new]


fourthcornerman (/user/fourthcornerman) Nov 13 · 10:11:11 PM (/comments/1598359/64393047#comment_64393047)

Recommended 3 times

Hmmm… didn’t Hitler, Lenin, Mussolini, Mao-Tze-tung, Napoleon, (and Putin) etc all promise to
make their nations great again? Didn’t most of the people think they were just talking big?

I’m so sad the “it can’t happen here” mentality of so many Americans kept them from objectively
analyzing the situation.  I think the blue areas of the US will remain decent for a while but the red
areas are going to complete their conversion to fascism (so many are already halfway there) very
quickly. Not many of the Trump voters there will dissent from what’s happening, just as long as it
seems they’re not directly affected — though of course the indirect effects will be terrible.

(/user/The Lipsticked Pig)

[new]


The Lipsticked Pig (/user/The Lipsticked Pig) fourthcornerman

Nov 14 · 06:50:43 AM (/comments/1598359/64395781#comment_64395781)

Recommended 0 times

The problem is there are no Red and Blue states; they are all Purple. And half the country
is about to be hurt, people will probably die, from hate crimes to begin with, then at lack
of health care, loss of jobs and homes, and all the rest brought by the 1% to a helpless
populace.

But I do admit I fear nuclear annihilation may be our biggest worry now.



(/user/Bobbi Morgan)

[new]


Bobbi Morgan (/user/Bobbi Morgan) Nov 13 · 10:37:58 PM (/comments/1598359/64393246#comment_64393246)

Recommended 2 times

The Electoral College MUST be abolished. It was established when we were getting around on
horseback. A lot of you are saying good reasons it was established. At that time, they counted
slaves as 2/3 of a person. They did this to even up the states. There are two reasons the Electoral
College was established that I know of. 1. They feared a tyrant (bully), incompetent (unfit),
demagogue would manipulate people into voting for him. 2. The electoral votes would be able to
keep that tyrant demagogue out of the White House to stop the tumult and disorder (protest). If
the electorate's, vote for the reason's specified and not their party, they should vote for Hillary.
Hillary and Trump have both called for the disbandment of the college. The Electoral College is
mainly made up of rural, conservative, "white", older voter's. The Maryland Governor has already
passed a law to support Hillary. Eleven other states have adopted similar laws. Somewhere else I
saw that 47 states support it. Hillary may get in yet.

(/user/paradise50)

[new]


paradise50 (/user/paradise50) Bobbi Morgan

Nov 14 · 09:02:17 AM (/comments/1598359/64398169#comment_64398169)
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Recommended 0 times

Hello, new user at Daily Kos! Our site guidelines and unique community
moderation system are explained in the Rules of the Road
(http://www.dailykos.com/rules-of-the-road).

If you have other questions about how to participate you can learn more
at the the Knowledge Base (http://helpdesk.dailykos.com/kb) and the Site
Resource Diaries (http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/01/08/1177381
/-New-Diarists-More-Resources-for-All?detail=hide). Diaries tagged Open
Thread (http://www.dailykos.com/search?status=&species=&
search_type=search_tags&text_expand=contains&
text_type=tag_compare&text=open+thread&time_type=time_last_story&
time_begin=Start+Date&time_end=End+Date&count_min=%28min%29&
count_max=%28max%29&submit=Search)are also great places to ask any
questions.

~~ from the DK Partners & Mentors Team (http://www.dailykos.com/story
/2013/03/22/1196175/-Announcing-Partners-Mentors?detail=hide).

(/user/newdawg)

[new]


newdawg (/user/newdawg) Nov 14 · 12:14:11 AM (/comments/1598359/64393738#comment_64393738)

Recommended 1 time

She might also want to try and act like a fascist asshole around the world as well. They’re saying the
same thing that Americans are saying. How dare they think they can follow the letter and spirit of
our Constitution! We don’t want to lead or set a good example anymore, right?

“The mere fact that Trump won the election has already hurt America's ability to
promote democracy. Trump's fondness for budding autocrats such as Russia's
Vladimir Putin and Egypt's Abdel-Fattah al-Sisi, and some of his statements during
the campaign, have enhanced existing perceptions that the U.S. is hypocritical.

Trump's win "has exposed and encouraged tendencies the world never used to
associate with the U.S.: xenophobia, misogyny, pessimism, and selfishness," Shashi
Tharoor, a former U.N. official, wrote in a Friday column (https://www.project-
syndicate.org/commentary/us-presidential-election-soft-power-by-shashi-tharoor-
2016-11?referrer=/thuasTx87r) titled "The End of U.S. soft power?" "A country that
confidently counsels others on democratic practice has elected a president who
suggested that, if he lost, he might not recognize the result.”

www.politico.com/... (http://www.politico.com/story/2016/11/trump-america-soft-power-231253)

(/user/Love the USA)

[new]


Love the USA (/user/Love the USA) Nov 14 · 01:08:19 AM (/comments/1598359/64393890#comment_64393890)

Recommended 1 time

I’m so glad our President-elect and his spokesperson want to end political correctness.

/s

(/user/foxfirefae)

[new]


foxfirefae (/user/foxfirefae) Nov 14 · 05:08:51 AM (/comments/1598359/64394733#comment_64394733)

Recommended 1 time

That description of Orange Julius….perfection.
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(/user/Australian2)

[new]


Australian2 (/user/Australian2) Nov 14 · 05:15:02 AM (/comments/1598359/64394775#comment_64394775)

Recommended 0 times

Jawohl, mein gruppenfuhrer! I shall know nuzzink, nuzzink at all!

(/user/GrammaB)

[new]


GrammaB (/user/GrammaB) Nov 14 · 06:33:15 AM (/comments/1598359/64395548#comment_64395548)

Recommended 1 time

Tell that to Bill Maher.  Remember a show called Politically Incorrect?  And how Bush didn’t like the
things said?  Or the Dixie Chicks?  Let’s not fool ourselves into thinking freedom of speech truly
exists.  And I have a feeling the police state will become more of a reality and that freedom, while
not being abolished from the constitution, will be so bastardized that no, you couldn’t go on and on
about the small penis, tiny hands, illiterate brained, child lusting buffoon……  #NotMyPresident 

(/user/The Lipsticked Pig)

[new]


The Lipsticked Pig (/user/The Lipsticked Pig) GrammaB

Nov 14 · 06:47:31 AM (/comments/1598359/64395738#comment_64395738)

Recommended 0 times

I actually have been afraid to say in public what I think since 2000. The fear comes in part
from my GOP friends, yes friends — well until now. I cannot bear to even LOOK at a
Trump voter just now.



(/user/Great Lakes Liberal)

[new]


Great Lakes Liberal (/user/Great Lakes Liberal)

Nov 14 · 06:43:13 AM (/comments/1598359/64395675#comment_64395675)

Recommended 2 times

Dear Kellyanne — I didn’t vote for your boss and I didn’t vote for you.

So fuck him, and fuck you too.

(/user/The Lipsticked Pig)

[new]


The Lipsticked Pig (/user/The Lipsticked Pig) Nov 14 · 06:46:14 AM (/comments/1598359/64395717#comment_64395717)

Recommended 2 times

Gee, Kellyanne, I thought you were smart enough to wait till your coronation to announce
suspension of the US Constitution and imposition of Dominionism a the official US state religion.

Nah, I didn’t really think you were smart enough. You ran a great campaign though. You just won
and legitimized everything most abhorrent about the mostly-human species in America.

(/user/Little Blue Drop)

[new]


Little Blue Drop (/user/Little Blue Drop) Nov 14 · 07:26:07 AM (/comments/1598359/64396294#comment_64396294)

Recommended 1 time

It I time for one of the larger states, say California, to secede. Or at least threaten to.

(/user/hectic13)

[new]


hectic13 (/user/hectic13) Little Blue Drop

Nov 14 · 07:54:03 AM (/comments/1598359/64396861#comment_64396861)

Recommended 1 time

Working on it.
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(/user/paradise50)
[new]


paradise50 (/user/paradise50) hectic13

Nov 14 · 09:17:05 AM (/comments/1598359/64398522#comment_64398522)

Recommended 0 times

Hello, new user at Daily Kos! Our site guidelines and unique
community moderation system are explained in the Rules of the
Road (http://www.dailykos.com/rules-of-the-road).

If you have other questions about how to participate you can
learn more at the the Knowledge Base
(http://helpdesk.dailykos.com/kb) and the Site Resource Diaries
(http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/01/08/1177381/-New-
Diarists-More-Resources-for-All?detail=hide). Diaries tagged
Open Thread (http://www.dailykos.com/search?status=&
species=&search_type=search_tags&text_expand=contains&
text_type=tag_compare&text=open+thread&
time_type=time_last_story&time_begin=Start+Date&
time_end=End+Date&count_min=%28min%29&
count_max=%28max%29&submit=Search)are also great places to
ask any questions.

~~ from the DK Partners & Mentors Team
(http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/03/22/1196175
/-Announcing-Partners-Mentors?detail=hide).



(/user/paradise50)

[new]


paradise50 (/user/paradise50) Little Blue Drop

Nov 14 · 09:15:13 AM (/comments/1598359/64398463#comment_64398463)

Recommended 0 times

Sounds fun...won’t happen.

Hello, new user at Daily Kos! Our site guidelines and unique community
moderation system are explained in the Rules of the Road
(http://www.dailykos.com/rules-of-the-road).

If you have other questions about how to participate you can learn more
at the the Knowledge Base (http://helpdesk.dailykos.com/kb) and the Site
Resource Diaries (http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/01/08/1177381
/-New-Diarists-More-Resources-for-All?detail=hide). Diaries tagged Open
Thread (http://www.dailykos.com/search?status=&species=&
search_type=search_tags&text_expand=contains&
text_type=tag_compare&text=open+thread&time_type=time_last_story&
time_begin=Start+Date&time_end=End+Date&count_min=%28min%29&
count_max=%28max%29&submit=Search)are also great places to ask any
questions.

~~ from the DK Partners & Mentors Team (http://www.dailykos.com/story
/2013/03/22/1196175/-Announcing-Partners-Mentors?detail=hide).



(/user/mstaggerlee)

[new]


mstaggerlee (/user/mstaggerlee) Nov 14 · 07:34:08 AM (/comments/1598359/64396441#comment_64396441)

Recommended 1 time

Trump owes the nation leadership ...

Perhaps, but you see, the two words I’ve emboldened above have NO MEANING in the world our
President-elect has spent his life in.  Drumpf don’t owe nobody nothin’ in the universe he’s built for
himself — in fact, in THAT “reality” (the one we’re going to be expected to live in for the next 4
years) we ALL owe HIM!

We have somehow elected a slate of national and state leadership teams that, IMHO, seems to
have come to us from the Bizzaro world.
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(/user/Pool House Doctor)

[new]


Pool House Doctor (/user/Pool House Doctor) Nov 14 · 07:38:32 AM (/comments/1598359/64396548#comment_64396548)

Recommended 1 time

This reminds me of the run up to the Iraq invasion when W’s spokesperson Ari Fleischer,
responding to some people who had the temerity to question the sanity of the invasion,  actually
said “people need to watch what they say”. Couldn’t believe I heard him say that. My mental
response was  “or what?” I’m asking that same question now. I guess the first amendment applies
only to people who tell Il Douchebag and his minions what they want to hear.  Anybody else needs
to watch what they say. So do the people making racist and xenophobic comments and conducting
acts of aggression towards minorities need to watch what they say too? I think we already know the
answer to that one.

(/user/paradise50)

[new]


paradise50 (/user/paradise50) Pool House Doctor

Nov 14 · 09:17:55 AM (/comments/1598359/64398538#comment_64398538)

Recommended 0 times

Weird, no?

Hello, new user at Daily Kos! Our site guidelines and unique community
moderation system are explained in the Rules of the Road
(http://www.dailykos.com/rules-of-the-road).

If you have other questions about how to participate you can learn more
at the the Knowledge Base (http://helpdesk.dailykos.com/kb) and the Site
Resource Diaries (http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/01/08/1177381
/-New-Diarists-More-Resources-for-All?detail=hide). Diaries tagged Open
Thread (http://www.dailykos.com/search?status=&species=&
search_type=search_tags&text_expand=contains&
text_type=tag_compare&text=open+thread&time_type=time_last_story&
time_begin=Start+Date&time_end=End+Date&count_min=%28min%29&
count_max=%28max%29&submit=Search)are also great places to ask any
questions.

~~ from the DK Partners & Mentors Team (http://www.dailykos.com/story
/2013/03/22/1196175/-Announcing-Partners-Mentors?detail=hide).



(/user/hectic13)

[new]


hectic13 (/user/hectic13) Nov 14 · 07:53:15 AM (/comments/1598359/64396836#comment_64396836)

Recommended 1 time

It's not litigation we need to worry about. It's the knock on the door in the dead of night and the
sudden disappearances of anyone who speaks out.

(/user/USAZorro)

[new]


USAZorro (/user/USAZorro) Nov 14 · 07:53:27 AM (/comments/1598359/64396843#comment_64396843)

Recommended 2 times

This coming from the lady who told nothing but lies virtually the entire time she was associated
with T-Rump’s campaign.  You have no honor (none of you do, and we already knew this) but it
bears repeating. EVERY. SINGLE. DAY.)

(/user/rladycdr)

[new]


rladycdr (/user/rladycdr) Nov 14 · 07:56:42 AM (/comments/1598359/64396915#comment_64396915)

A different point of view for you to tolerate or perhaps consider… before you get about the
business of GROUP think..and self adulation...The writer was asleep during their childhood civics
classes. In reference to Mr. Trump...they state "But instead of rising to the responsibility of his
office"...Ummmm...slow thinking author...Mr. Trump has no office at the moment...and it would be
both illegal and severely frowned upon, for him to act as if he did. Completely unknowingly
(remember the missed civics classes) the author has pointed out the complete absence of
leadership on the part of THE President of the United States, Barack Hussein Obama...while his
disciples...commit criminal acts of violence against life, limb and property in the streets of this
great country and further solidify our position as laughing stock of the world. All because they
didn't get their way. Waa Waa... The rest is vile, hateful drivel...which by the way...Mr. Trump has
shown himself repeatedly up to handling with great aplomb.
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Recommended 0 times

(/user/lareject)

[new]


lareject (/user/lareject) rladycdr

Nov 14 · 08:31:48 AM (/comments/1598359/64397576#comment_64397576)

Recommended 0 times

I find your bitterness and anger interesting.  You won!  The whole enchilada!  Allow us our
time to heal while you pursue the various hateful agendas that are written into your party
platform.  If history is any indication, the Republicans are going to make a terrible mess of
everything anyway.  There are way too many primadonnas, narcissists and outright
psychopaths in the ranks of the GOP and they all perceive this election as having been
some sort of blanket mandate to spew hatred and commit violence.  



(/user/paradise50)

[new]


paradise50 (/user/paradise50) lareject

Nov 14 · 09:43:18 AM (/comments/1598359/64399066#comment_64399066)

Recommended 0 times

Hello, new user at Daily Kos! Our site guidelines and unique
community moderation system are explained in the Rules of the
Road (http://www.dailykos.com/rules-of-the-road).

If you have other questions about how to participate you can
learn more at the the Knowledge Base
(http://helpdesk.dailykos.com/kb) and the Site Resource Diaries
(http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/01/08/1177381/-New-
Diarists-More-Resources-for-All?detail=hide). Diaries tagged
Open Thread (http://www.dailykos.com/search?status=&
species=&search_type=search_tags&text_expand=contains&
text_type=tag_compare&text=open+thread&
time_type=time_last_story&time_begin=Start+Date&
time_end=End+Date&count_min=%28min%29&
count_max=%28max%29&submit=Search)are also great places to
ask any questions.

~~ from the DK Partners & Mentors Team
(http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/03/22/1196175
/-Announcing-Partners-Mentors?detail=hide).



(/user/Deennvveerr)

[new]


Deennvveerr (/user/Deennvveerr) rladycdr

Nov 15 · 09:28:43 AM (/comments/1598359/64418699#comment_64418699)

Recommended 0 times

Turn off  FOX !  BTW is the country now “Great Again” ? 



(/user/Sura 109)

[new]


Sura 109 (/user/Sura 109) Nov 14 · 08:01:28 AM (/comments/1598359/64396988#comment_64396988)

Recommended 1 time

Now watch what you say or they'll be calling you a radical,

A liberal, oh fanatical, criminal.

(/user/druneric)

[new]


druneric (/user/druneric) Nov 14 · 08:42:06 AM (/comments/1598359/64397749#comment_64397749)

I’m sure the same advice was given to people who criticized Hitler. Oh, and Brannon is his Himmler.
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Recommended 0 times

(/user/paradise50)

[new]


paradise50 (/user/paradise50) druneric

Nov 14 · 09:43:54 AM (/comments/1598359/64399083#comment_64399083)

Recommended 0 times

Hello, new user at Daily Kos! Our site guidelines and unique community
moderation system are explained in the Rules of the Road
(http://www.dailykos.com/rules-of-the-road).

If you have other questions about how to participate you can learn more
at the the Knowledge Base (http://helpdesk.dailykos.com/kb) and the Site
Resource Diaries (http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/01/08/1177381
/-New-Diarists-More-Resources-for-All?detail=hide). Diaries tagged Open
Thread (http://www.dailykos.com/search?status=&species=&
search_type=search_tags&text_expand=contains&
text_type=tag_compare&text=open+thread&time_type=time_last_story&
time_begin=Start+Date&time_end=End+Date&count_min=%28min%29&
count_max=%28max%29&submit=Search)are also great places to ask any
questions.

~~ from the DK Partners & Mentors Team (http://www.dailykos.com/story
/2013/03/22/1196175/-Announcing-Partners-Mentors?detail=hide).



(/user/Frohickey)

[new]


Frohickey (/user/Frohickey) Nov 14 · 09:02:09 AM (/comments/1598359/64398163#comment_64398163)

Recommended 0 times

Boy, is Trump going to be horror-stricken when he realizes that he'll be fair game for every political
and editorial cartoonist in the country and the world, not to mention a comedy goldmine for every
stand up comedian and talk show host.(far more even than now)

(/user/lisadinpa)

[new]


lisadinpa (/user/lisadinpa) Nov 14 · 09:08:40 AM (/comments/1598359/64398305#comment_64398305)

Recommended 0 times

Telling supporters who have been emboldened to harass people they don't like for whatever
reason that may be to “Stop it!” on 60 Minutes is not sufficient. The President-elect, NOT one of his
spokespeople, needs to make a clear statement.

(/user/LollyS)

[new]


LollyS (/user/LollyS) Nov 14 · 09:46:29 AM (/comments/1598359/64399144#comment_64399144)

Recommended 0 times

I doubt anyone is concerned about the laws as they stand now.  What I am personally worried
about is how much these laws will be changed with the supermajority Trump will have in all three
branches of government.  If there was ever a time for the first amendment to be dismantled, this
would be it.  I continue to be wary. 

(/user/weepforthefuture)

[new]


weepforthefuture (/user/weepforthefuture) Nov 14 · 09:47:31 AM (/comments/1598359/64399164#comment_64399164)
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Recommended 1 time

Predicted over 30 years ago
attribution: original image screencap from "V" (1984 version). Copyright by WB uded under Fair Use

(/user/Benthic Guy)

[new]


Benthic Guy (/user/Benthic Guy) Nov 14 · 10:03:37 AM (/comments/1598359/64399504#comment_64399504)

Recommended 3 times

Trump is already in an insular cocoon. He does not read so he will be dependent on his hand
picked slime squad to feed him information. The propaganda machine and threats now start with
the brown shirts, trying to silence the press and punish those responsible for tainting the
whiteness of the United States. Fear the future.

(/user/Withstand)

[new]


Withstand (/user/Withstand) Nov 14 · 11:46:30 AM (/comments/1598359/64401954#comment_64401954)

Recommended 1 time

He and his marketing group have not played by any rules that don’t advance their message. How
anyone can look at the words and slogans from his mouth, his rallies and his campaign adds and
think suddenly everything is going to be okay is the definition of denial. Deborah E. Lipstadt's book
History on Trial: My Day in Court with a Holocaust Denier. Scary timely.

Plot (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Denial_(2016_film)#Plot) · Cast (https://en.wikipedia.org
/wiki/Denial_(2016_film)#Cast) · Production (https://en.wikipedia.org
/wiki/Denial_(2016_film)#Production) · Release (https://en.wikipedia.org
/wiki/Denial_(2016_film)#Release)

(/user/gococksri)

[new]


gococksri (/user/gococksri) Nov 14 · 01:17:12 PM (/comments/1598359/64403981#comment_64403981)

Recommended 3 times

My real guess is that, when Harry saw Conway’s remarks, he was absolutely gleeful.  Like a big-time
gambler at a big-time resort country club, Harry is an old pro and he knows an amateur when he
sees one.

Kellyanne better watch out.  Harry will make her age more quickly than she already has.

(/user/John Poet)

[new]


John Poet (/user/John Poet) Nov 14 · 04:02:26 PM (/comments/1598359/64407249#comment_64407249)

Recommended 0 times

I take exception to your disparagement of summer squash...

(/user/calimary)

[new]


calimary (/user/calimary) Nov 14 · 05:55:47 PM (/comments/1598359/64409479#comment_64409479)

Recommended 1 time

Didn’t Ari Fletcher say that in the previous decade — as a warning to anybody wanting to
criticize dubya? 
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(/user/calimary)

[new]


calimary (/user/calimary) Nov 14 · 05:56:35 PM (/comments/1598359/64409493#comment_64409493)

Recommended 0 times

Damn autocorrect! It’s Fleischer, NOT “Fletcher.”   

(/user/42merlin)

[new]


42merlin (/user/42merlin) calimary

Nov 18 · 09:20:13 AM (/comments/1598359/64468271#comment_64468271)

Recommended 0 times

Well, at least it didn’t change it to “Felcher.”  All bad jokes aside, I generally despise
autocorrect.  Especially when websites use it.  I search for “Semple” on eBay, I get
“simple.’  That went on for years.



(/user/Buzz Fugazi)

[new]


Buzz Fugazi (/user/Buzz Fugazi) Nov 14 · 10:25:49 PM (/comments/1598359/64412952#comment_64412952)

Recommended 3 times

The proper response to this threat is , “Go fuck yourself.”

(/user/lilolelady)

[new]


lilolelady (/user/lilolelady) Buzz Fugazi

Nov 15 · 12:01:43 PM (/comments/1598359/64422204#comment_64422204)

Recommended 0 times

...but easy to ignore, as any middle school teacher knows.  She’s only trying to teach you
how to express yourself effectively.   (BTW, it’s late and time for you to be in bed.)



(/user/wwylieiii)

[new]


wwylieiii (/user/wwylieiii) Nov 15 · 12:49:02 AM (/comments/1598359/64413606#comment_64413606)

Recommended 0 times

*sigh* I have rarely been “glad” that my father (now deceased, and a WWII veteran) is no longer
around to witness what has become of the country for which he fought.  This is one such occasion.
 Don’t get me wrong, my Dad was far from perfect.  He did, however, teach me some important
things:  He taught me that having power isn’t the same thing as being right.  He taught me that
empathy, kindness, and compassion are not signs of weakness.  He taught me that principles and
integrity matter.  He taught me the value of hard work and sweat equity.  He taught me that a
government that can’t withstand public scrutiny, and being questioned, probably has something to
hide.  He taught me that rights are indivisible and inalienable… and that no one’s rights are safe if
anyone’s rights are under attack.   The more I see of the putative Trump administration, the more I
have come to the conclusion that it is antithetical to the things my father taught me.  

(/user/bdeems1)

[new]


bdeems1 (/user/bdeems1) Nov 15 · 09:11:32 AM (/comments/1598359/64418323#comment_64418323)

Recommended 2 times

RELAX Everyone! Donald Trump “Is OUR Next President” in January 2017, as Soon as He is Sworn In.
I’m sure Mister Donald” has Probably Realized that “Being President” isn’t Quite as “Much Fun” as
He’s been Used To Having!

I’m SURE, More than One or Two “Advisors” will have “Advised Him” that Even the President is NOT
Above the LAW and “WE Have-Had” ONE President who “Had To” Resign after “F__KING UP” while in
Office! At the Same Time, ANYONE Threatening Harm for Donald Trump “IS Breaking The LAW” and
Should Be Investigated by the Secret Service! President trump “WILL” Find Out that even Executive
Orders “Have Limitations” and even a Republican Legislative Branch doesn’t mean President Trump
can NOT “Make America Great AGAIN” since it ALREADY IS!

I’m also “Guessing” that even Donald Trump, “Might” soon Realize that Having His Family Members
“Running” His Businesses, “Instead Of” Putting them in a Blind Trust, “Might Be” ILLEGAL for a
President to do! After All, Trump Industry’s has way MORE “Products Made In China” than
Anywhere Else and that “Might Be” at “Least Unethical,” if NOT Illegal!
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(/user/dogluvr123)
[new]


dogluvr123 (/user/dogluvr123) Nov 15 · 09:22:09 AM (/comments/1598359/64418565#comment_64418565)

Recommended 1 time

The day after the election Omerosa was saying trump had a long memory and a revenge list of
those who spoke out against him. So this does not surprise me considering the number of suits
don the con has brought forth due to his big ego and tiny hands!

(/user/lilolelady)

[new]


lilolelady (/user/lilolelady) dogluvr123

Nov 15 · 12:03:47 PM (/comments/1598359/64422244#comment_64422244)

Recommended 0 times

Who’s this Omarosa person?



(/user/WRM)

[new]


WRM (/user/WRM) Nov 15 · 09:22:11 AM (/comments/1598359/64418566#comment_64418566)

Recommended 1 time

trump and his Band of Bullies will stop at nothing to bring the country to its knees. . . You are out
of your league Donnie.

(/user/Deennvveerr)

[new]


Deennvveerr (/user/Deennvveerr) Nov 15 · 09:23:08 AM (/comments/1598359/64418584#comment_64418584)

Recommended 2 times

Kellyanne Conway, the Eva Braun of the President Elect Trump team.

(/user/KatWal60)

[new]


KatWal60 (/user/KatWal60) Nov 15 · 09:23:52 AM (/comments/1598359/64418599#comment_64418599)

Recommended 1 time

Fuck you and Fuck Trump! Better get used to it or take your baby and go home! The Obama's have
been bashed for years! You and your circle are nothing but overgrown babies!

(/user/Chrislove)

[new]


Chrislove (/user/Chrislove) KatWal60

Nov 15 · 11:37:11 AM (/comments/1598359/64421708#comment_64421708)

Recommended 0 times

Indeed, KatWal60. Welcome to DKos.

Hello, new user at Daily Kos! Our site guidelines and unique community moderation
system are explained in the Rules of the Road. (http://www.dailykos.com/story/2016/08
/15/1560484/-The-new,-updated,-and-improved-Daily-Kos-Rules-of-the-Road)

If you have any questions about how to participate you can learn more at the Knowledge
Base (http://helpdesk.dailykos.com/kb) and the Site Resource Diaries
(http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/01/08/1177381/-New-Diarists-More-Resources-
for-All?detail=hide). Diaries tagged Open Thread  (http://www.dailykos.com
/search?status=&species=&search_type=search_tags&text_expand=contains&
text_type=tag_compare&text=open+thread&time_type=time_last_story&
time_begin=Start+Date&time_end=End+Date&count_min=%28min%29&
count_max=%28max%29&submit=Search)are also great places to ask any questions.

~~ from the DK Partners & Mentors Team (http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/03
/22/1196175/-Announcing-Partners-Mentors?detail=hide)



(/user/beatle61)

[new]


beatle61 (/user/beatle61) Nov 15 · 09:26:22 AM (/comments/1598359/64418652#comment_64418652)

Seriously, what does Trump expect when he’s appointing  people that publicly voice their hatred of
Jews, minorities, and women.  His administration clearly will not be able to fairly govern the
diversity of Americans.  They actually believe that threatening people that speak out is good for an
incoming president.  Sad day in America.  And here they said President Obama would mutilate the
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Recommended 3 times

Constitution.

(/user/The Gabber)

[new]


The Gabber (/user/The Gabber) Nov 15 · 09:28:04 AM (/comments/1598359/64418681#comment_64418681)

Recommended 1 time

Man, she looks like she’s been beaten with an ugly stick.  That bitch better be careful what she says
too!

(/user/Namav4)

[new]


Namav4 (/user/Namav4) Nov 15 · 09:28:57 AM (/comments/1598359/64418707#comment_64418707)

Recommended 1 time

Would you kindly tell me how anyone can find the word “delight” in their vocabulary now under any
circumstances.  People we ARE ROYALLY SCREWED.  What don’t you get about that?

(/user/Nome Sayn)

[new]


Nome Sayn (/user/Nome Sayn) Nov 15 · 09:29:09 AM (/comments/1598359/64418711#comment_64418711)

Recommended 0 times

Actually…  Kellyanne YOU better be careful what you say. Because the whole Trump criminal
syndicate is under EXTREME scrutiny by literally everyone at the moment and nothing will be
forgotten and NOTHING will be forgiven. NOTHING. The Courts are watching. The left is watching.
The right is watching. The Russians are watching. Nothing will escape notice and recompense. Who
knows, someone may even expose Kellanne as a Female Impersonator any moment...

(/user/dirk holger)

[new]


dirk holger (/user/dirk holger) Nov 15 · 09:33:02 AM (/comments/1598359/64418802#comment_64418802)

Recommended 1 time

Apparently his promised POLICE STATE is already here, partly modeled on Putin’s secret police,

the Gestapo and the Israeli security forces…...But, as long as our constitution puts FREEDOM 

ahead of police terror we must continue to question EVERY unlawful move by this arrogant, tax-

evading,pussy-grabbing wannabe-dictator ALL the time, thanks Kellyanne Con for this reminder.

(/user/prosser)

[new]


prosser (/user/prosser) Nov 15 · 09:34:23 AM (/comments/1598359/64418834#comment_64418834)

Recommended 3 times

F U Kelly Ann! This is America! And Americans can verbally criticize their president any way they
want!

(/user/Chrislove)

[new]


Chrislove (/user/Chrislove) prosser

Nov 15 · 11:36:25 AM (/comments/1598359/64421691#comment_64421691)

Well said, prosser. Welcome to DKos.

Hello, new user at Daily Kos! Our site guidelines and unique community moderation
system are explained in the Rules of the Road. (http://www.dailykos.com/story/2016/08
/15/1560484/-The-new,-updated,-and-improved-Daily-Kos-Rules-of-the-Road)

If you have any questions about how to participate you can learn more at the Knowledge
Base (http://helpdesk.dailykos.com/kb) and the Site Resource Diaries
(http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/01/08/1177381/-New-Diarists-More-Resources-
for-All?detail=hide). Diaries tagged Open Thread  (http://www.dailykos.com
/search?status=&species=&search_type=search_tags&text_expand=contains&
text_type=tag_compare&text=open+thread&time_type=time_last_story&
time_begin=Start+Date&time_end=End+Date&count_min=%28min%29&
count_max=%28max%29&submit=Search)are also great places to ask any questions.

~~ from the DK Partners & Mentors Team (http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/03
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Recommended 0 times

/22/1196175/-Announcing-Partners-Mentors?detail=hide)

(/user/elkingo)

[new]


elkingo (/user/elkingo) Nov 15 · 09:35:24 AM (/comments/1598359/64418855#comment_64418855)

Recommended 0 times

Bullshit. Count the popular vote and let that decide it. Majority rule, remember?

byw, Am I no longer under interdiction because I acknowledged having read the exclusionary
ukase?  Can I rescind that acknowledgement? 

(/user/openheart)

[new]


openheart (/user/openheart) Nov 15 · 09:37:04 AM (/comments/1598359/64418892#comment_64418892)

Recommended 3 times

Ms. Conway should check her facts before making veiled threats!  I understand facts are not a
priority with her or the trump folks, but nonetheless, they are important!

(/user/pdfender)

[new]


pdfender (/user/pdfender) Nov 15 · 09:38:32 AM (/comments/1598359/64418922#comment_64418922)

Recommended 0 times

I think we should re-post all your words about that maggot in your article on our social media!

(/user/Karen Skelly)

[new]


Karen Skelly (/user/Karen Skelly) Nov 15 · 09:39:54 AM (/comments/1598359/64418947#comment_64418947)

Recommended 2 times

Any attempt by Trump to unite Americans was blown out of the water with his selection of Steve
Bannon, and possibly Sheriff Arpaio.

(/user/Pistoleto)

[new]


Pistoleto (/user/Pistoleto) Nov 15 · 09:40:27 AM (/comments/1598359/64418961#comment_64418961)

Recommended 0 times

My first thought at the sight of the kellyanne picture is that she is even more Manly looking than
trannyannie coulter.

Makes me wonder if the tiny handed child rapist is comparing size with them is some back room.

(/user/sistersnark)

[new]


sistersnark (/user/sistersnark) Nov 15 · 09:40:57 AM (/comments/1598359/64418974#comment_64418974)

Recommended 2 times

the country is not going to easily recover from the disaster that will be a  trump administration.

(/user/ultimateliberal)

[new]


ultimateliberal (/user/ultimateliberal) sistersnark

Nov 15 · 10:03:05 AM (/comments/1598359/64419516#comment_64419516)

Recommended 0 times

Start displaying your flags upside-down or at half-staff.  That’ll show the Trumpet blast
how many good citizens intend to silence him and his ilk.



(/user/SharonFD)

[new]


SharonFD (/user/SharonFD) Nov 15 · 09:43:40 AM (/comments/1598359/64419029#comment_64419029)
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Recommended 1 time

Trump—CREEP.  Conway --FEMALE creep.

(/user/Dawne)

[new]


Dawne (/user/Dawne) Nov 15 · 09:46:35 AM (/comments/1598359/64419108#comment_64419108)

Recommended 1 time

The public over-reacts over everything.  They need to give the President a chance to do good or
hang himself.  People need to stop rioting.  The president has just recently spoke about not
affecting LBGT, Blacks or even Pro-choice rights.  He stated that mandated by law:  changes in
these area are up or reverted turned over to the Individual States for any changes and not him.  So,
why is it that the ignorant people are making a big deal and causing uproars—because that is
what paranoid and over-reactive people do.  They are loosing some entitlements and affirmative
action privileges--so what!   So what if they do not get free college on the tax payer’s budget--it is
not fair.  They are screaming because they still want more rights than your average Joe-Blow.  

(/user/lilolelady)

[new]


lilolelady (/user/lilolelady) Dawne

Nov 15 · 12:10:05 PM (/comments/1598359/64422359#comment_64422359)

Recommended 0 times

My mother taught me, “You’re known by the company you keep.”



(/user/HiHat)

[new]


HiHat (/user/HiHat) Nov 15 · 09:49:05 AM (/comments/1598359/64419162#comment_64419162)

Recommended 3 times

Trump critics to Kellyanne Conway: “Shove it, you idiot. You’ll get yours in the afterlife, if not this
life...”

(/user/ejheifetz)

[new]


ejheifetz (/user/ejheifetz) Nov 15 · 09:51:29 AM (/comments/1598359/64419210#comment_64419210)

Recommended 1 time

This Ann Coulter look alike is just as ridiculous and misguided as Coulter. Until these Trumpanistas
realize what country they live in they will be in for a big shock when they get the push back they
deserve. 

(/user/PPBM)

[new]


PPBM (/user/PPBM) Nov 15 · 09:53:02 AM (/comments/1598359/64419244#comment_64419244)

Recommended 2 times

The dictatorial fascist threats have started already. Supreme Being, help our nation and our fellow
world citizens! I am very frightened because of Trump’s earlier appointments and moves. He is not
leader material for a diverse nation. There have been and are many bad “leaders” in the world,
however, by some guidance truth has prevailed. Admittedly not as quickly as we would wish for
and many times it seems as though truth never wins out: A dilemma!

(/user/lilolelady)

[new]


lilolelady (/user/lilolelady) PPBM

Nov 15 · 12:13:01 PM (/comments/1598359/64422420#comment_64422420)

Recommended 0 times

You can start by not being frightened.  Many things we can’t control, but our perceptions
and what we make of them are things we can moderate. 



(/user/whosaid)

[new]


whosaid (/user/whosaid) Nov 15 · 09:53:45 AM (/comments/1598359/64419263#comment_64419263)
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Recommended 0 times

Let’s see just how many times this diatribe of Hunter’s comes back to us as a legitimate quote. 

(/user/jhoughton1)

[new]


jhoughton1 (/user/jhoughton1) Nov 15 · 09:53:50 AM (/comments/1598359/64419265#comment_64419265)

Recommended 2 times

By the time Trump has been president for six months, I predict that he will be engaged in a slew of
lawsuits against at least half the population of this country.

(/user/ultimateliberal)

[new]


ultimateliberal (/user/ultimateliberal) jhoughton1

Nov 15 · 10:00:02 AM (/comments/1598359/64419421#comment_64419421)

Recommended 1 time

Ya think?  There is such an animal called “frivolous suit; case dismissed”



(/user/BillyBob88)

[new]


BillyBob88 (/user/BillyBob88) Nov 15 · 09:57:27 AM (/comments/1598359/64419354#comment_64419354)

Recommended 2 times

Rather than exert any more energy trying to defeat Trump we need to get busy and rebuild the
Democratic party so this doesn’t happen in the next presidential election. I firmly believe that
Trump didn’t win the election……….Hillary lost it.

(/user/MN4ever)

[new]


MN4ever (/user/MN4ever) Nov 15 · 09:57:28 AM (/comments/1598359/64419355#comment_64419355)

Recommended 3 times

Are you ready for new episodes of the Apprentice broadcast live from the Oval Office?

If Orange Julius has his way, it could happen. Oh yeah, his wife and kids should not be allowed
anywhere near any top secret classified information.

(/user/theseeker11)

[new]


theseeker11 (/user/theseeker11) MN4ever

Nov 15 · 11:42:20 AM (/comments/1598359/64421817#comment_64421817)

Recommended 0 times

Drumpf shouldn't be allowed near any classified information either. I'm sure he would
never pass a security clearance exam. Drumpf wouldn't know 'the truth' if it was right in
front of his orange face.



(/user/lilolelady)

[new]


lilolelady (/user/lilolelady) MN4ever

Nov 15 · 12:16:16 PM (/comments/1598359/64422459#comment_64422459)

Recommended 0 times

His kids should not hang around w/his wife since they MAY have top secret clearances
and, of course, she won’t.  Here’s another fly in the ointment for Mr. T.



(/user/ultimateliberal)

[new]


ultimateliberal (/user/ultimateliberal) Nov 15 · 09:58:44 AM (/comments/1598359/64419382#comment_64419382)

Recommended 3 times

Conway and the Trumpet have a lot to learn about the United States of America and its
Constitution.  May they both disappear into the night when the Electoral College has the final say….
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(/user/AUSMBOOMER)

[new]


AUSMBOOMER (/user/AUSMBOOMER) Nov 15 · 09:58:53 AM (/comments/1598359/64419386#comment_64419386)

Recommended 3 times

Might I remind Ms. Conway that she WAS a campaign manager.  The campaign is over.  She is not a
politician nor has she held a public office (like her now president elect trump).  To come out and
state to a respectable honorary member of the Senate, Harry Reid, and basically threaten him and
others, as though we are to bow down to all republicans now, is true to form of what her now
president elect trump ran his entire campaign on.  Time for her to keep her mouth shut and let
people “come down” from this atrocity and band together as true American people and Democrats.

(/user/Alexandra14)

[new]


Alexandra14 (/user/Alexandra14) AUSMBOOMER

Nov 15 · 12:27:34 PM (/comments/1598359/64422657#comment_64422657)

Recommended 0 times

Yes please keep your ignorant mouth shut Conway



(/user/picky123)

[new]


picky123 (/user/picky123) Nov 15 · 09:59:59 AM (/comments/1598359/64419419#comment_64419419)

Recommended 1 time

Poor Trumpers. 

“Hold back the edges of your gowns, Ladies, we are going through hell.” — WC Williams. 

(/user/Chrislove)

[new]


Chrislove (/user/Chrislove) picky123

Nov 15 · 11:29:57 AM (/comments/1598359/64421540#comment_64421540)

Recommended 0 times

Hello, new user at Daily Kos! Our site guidelines and unique community moderation
system are explained in the Rules of the Road. (http://www.dailykos.com/story/2016/08
/15/1560484/-The-new,-updated,-and-improved-Daily-Kos-Rules-of-the-Road)

If you have any questions about how to participate you can learn more at the Knowledge
Base (http://helpdesk.dailykos.com/kb) and the Site Resource Diaries
(http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/01/08/1177381/-New-Diarists-More-Resources-
for-All?detail=hide). Diaries tagged Open Thread  (http://www.dailykos.com
/search?status=&species=&search_type=search_tags&text_expand=contains&
text_type=tag_compare&text=open+thread&time_type=time_last_story&
time_begin=Start+Date&time_end=End+Date&count_min=%28min%29&
count_max=%28max%29&submit=Search)are also great places to ask any questions.

~~ from the DK Partners & Mentors Team (http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/03
/22/1196175/-Announcing-Partners-Mentors?detail=hide)



(/user/underwriter505)

[new]


underwriter505 (/user/underwriter505) Nov 15 · 10:00:18 AM (/comments/1598359/64419432#comment_64419432)

Recommended 2 times

Isn't it because "political correctness" means they have to "be careful what they say" that they hold
it in such contempt?  Cay you spell h-y-p-o-c-r-i-t-e?

us1.campaign-archive1.com/... (http://us1.campaign-archive1.com
/?u=0809b771ad9123934911c8d9b&id=56c0ecb186&e=15f88440ba)

(/user/Pfred)

[new]


Pfred (/user/Pfred) Nov 15 · 10:00:57 AM (/comments/1598359/64419453#comment_64419453)

Recommended 3 times

These comments about being careful what you say is an implication of legal actions to come.  Since
the tangerine man is infamous for filing lawsuits, his new title will be “Sewer in Chief”.  Rather
appropriate on all levels.
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(/user/dennismcbk)
[new]


dennismcbk (/user/dennismcbk) Nov 15 · 10:01:05 AM (/comments/1598359/64419458#comment_64419458)

Recommended 3 times

Oh dear me!  Let me see if I fully understand you Kellyanne?  Is it all right for me to suggest you
and your dumb-ass boss Trump go f...k yourselves?  I wouldn’t want his lordship to be offended.

(/user/radv005)

[new]


radv005 (/user/radv005) Nov 15 · 10:03:45 AM (/comments/1598359/64419536#comment_64419536)

Recommended 1 time

Conway is right. Why do folks anywhere assume she is not telling the absolute truth: The Trump
regime is not doing America the way we knew it. Laws will not matter in about 9 weeks. Reid very
well could be rounded up and there is NO ONE TO STOP IT FROM HAPPENING. Unless the military
is more sympathetic to Reid, which is highly unlikely. We may have to plan on storming the Capital
to prevent the rounding up of political dissidents, formerly known as democrats in congress.

(/user/BillyBob88)

[new]


BillyBob88 (/user/BillyBob88) Nov 15 · 10:08:38 AM (/comments/1598359/64419653#comment_64419653)

Recommended 2 times

KELLYANNE CONWAY

Can’t

Uderstand

Normal

Thinking!

(/user/DigitalOverlord)

[new]


DigitalOverlord (/user/DigitalOverlord) Nov 15 · 10:08:47 AM (/comments/1598359/64419658#comment_64419658)

Recommended 0 times

Donald Trump is a Draft Dodging, Racist, Bigoted, Anti-Semitic Pedophile, and his Wife is an Illegal
Alien Hooker. Did I miss anything ? 

(/user/theseeker11)

[new]


theseeker11 (/user/theseeker11) DigitalOverlord

Nov 15 · 11:38:23 AM (/comments/1598359/64421740#comment_64421740)

Recommended 0 times

Cheats contractors, discriminates against minorities in housing, disrespects and spreads
lies about the duly elected President of the U.S., and commits adultery.



(/user/lilolelady)

[new]


lilolelady (/user/lilolelady) DigitalOverlord

Nov 15 · 12:23:56 PM (/comments/1598359/64422599#comment_64422599)

Recommended 0 times

Yes, you failed to mention anything about scamming business people out of money
they’re owed or anything about his tax avoidance.  All of these could be covered by
describing him as big baby.  “Mine!  Mine!  Mine!”



(/user/Sundance98)

[new]


Sundance98 (/user/Sundance98) Nov 15 · 10:09:00 AM (/comments/1598359/64419667#comment_64419667)

OK, where is the Nixonian/Trumpster Enemies List?  Who is #1 and how does one qualify?
 Kellyanne, needs serious self examination before she upsets her boss and lands on that
very list herself.  First one to call it...eh?  What about poor Governor Christie?  Maybe
Professor/CEO Trumpster will come up with a “persona non grata list” of old pals and those
he plans to make old pals soon.  They will be composed of folks that will never get a key to
the Executive wash room.  Never get invited to the 4th of July picnic and never find a plate
at the Thanksgiving Dinner table.  Hey, he will need to work overtime to become the worst
President in American History…...he will have to beat out some real dilly’s…. but no doubt he
has shown the talent to do it ….with just a little more effort.
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Recommended 2 times

(/user/joshuaab2000)

[new]


joshuaab2000 (/user/joshuaab2000) Nov 15 · 10:09:23 AM (/comments/1598359/64419680#comment_64419680)

Recommended 3 times

The threats and intimidation continue as the fascist dictator prepares to take over.

(/user/killian44)

[new]


killian44 (/user/killian44) Nov 15 · 10:11:15 AM (/comments/1598359/64419727#comment_64419727)

Recommended 2 times

It shouldn’t surprise anybody in fact what he does next is very predictable isn’t it…..History
does repeat itself.  The big shock to me like everybody else is that it is happening here the very
place where we send our soldiers to FIGHT and DIE against this. This is like the scariest movie I
have ever seen only it’s real.

Money is the new art of war.

(/user/OregonBeachBum)

[new]


OregonBeachBum (/user/OregonBeachBum) Nov 15 · 10:12:28 AM (/comments/1598359/64419752#comment_64419752)

Recommended 0 times

It’s a sad state of affairs when white nationalists and other hate groups are using the election of
The Donald as justification to commit violence against anyone who isn’t Aryan and heterosexual.  It
doesn’t matter that The Donald has called for the cessation of violence.  It shows that the US is on
the verge of anarchy.

I foresee that we will be going through an era of massive assaults and killings by idiots who
shouldn’t have had access to guns.  Our First Amendment rights will be under attack.

(/user/Aquietman)

[new]


Aquietman (/user/Aquietman) Nov 15 · 10:12:56 AM (/comments/1598359/64419769#comment_64419769)

Recommended 1 time

First Omarosa said we must bow down to the new Emperor, now Conway says we can’t tell tell the
truth about him!  What a team!

(/user/momofpurrs)

[new]


momofpurrs (/user/momofpurrs) Nov 15 · 10:13:37 AM (/comments/1598359/64419783#comment_64419783)

Recommended 2 times

If reporters start having ‘accidents’ and dying off, we’ll know that trump got some tips from putin
on how to silence anyone who disagrees with him.

The president is open game….that’s obvious or Obama could have sued him for the disgusting
comments he made about him during his birtherism attacks on President Obama.

trump is a scumbag sociopath and even if you dress him up and sit him in the oval office, he will
never be anything other than a scumbag sociopath who doesn’t give a rat’s arse about anyone but
himself and his disgusting family.

His followers will soon see the truth and that trump lied to them and doesn’t care what happens to
them as long as he gets his ego boost.

(/user/Domdalom)

[new]


Domdalom (/user/Domdalom) momofpurrs

Nov 15 · 11:08:39 AM (/comments/1598359/64421063#comment_64421063)

His cultists will support him tooth and nail regardless.  They will simply blame liberals,
minorities, gays, and anybody else that they will be attacking.

Hope for the best but always be ready for the worst.  They are going to do their best to
send this country back 70 years socially.
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Recommended 1 time

(/user/Organman)

[new]


Organman (/user/Organman) Nov 15 · 10:15:08 AM (/comments/1598359/64419823#comment_64419823)

Recommended 2 times

It’s all part of “make America White again” — which will go on for 4 years.  Fortunately, there’s not
enough bleach in the universe to fulfill their dream.

I personally think they will quickly meet their waterloo — and it won’t be pleasant — for anyone.

(/user/twain307)

[new]


twain307 (/user/twain307) Nov 15 · 10:17:08 AM (/comments/1598359/64419867#comment_64419867)

Recommended 3 times

We have been ‘warned’ twice already about running afoul of the President elect. His personal
media boy, Hannity, has already floated the idea that main stream media outlets be restricted
and/or outright banned. Mr. Gingrich, the man most responsible for D.C. dysfunction has floated
the idea for revisiting a Un-American Activities committee. Wall Street crooks are being mentioned
for positions at Treasury, and people who never saw a tree they didn’t want to cut down are talked
about for Interior. Don’t even get me started on the idea of Bolton for Sec. of State.  I read a
comment elsewhere that opined that the rest of us now know what it has felt like to be a minority
or LBGTQ in America forever. Assaults by Trump supporters are reported regularly. Those that
read history see parallels. Those that don’t will be unpleasantly surprised. I’d love to be optimistic,
but don’t yet see a reason………...

(/user/inventzilla)

[new]


inventzilla (/user/inventzilla) Nov 15 · 10:17:27 AM (/comments/1598359/64419873#comment_64419873)

Recommended 2 times

Hilary Clinton should sue trump for mischaracterizing her as crooked and guilty of crimes she was
found innocent of. Conway and Trump are threatening freedom of the press.

(/user/gococksri)

[new]


gococksri (/user/gococksri) Nov 15 · 10:21:01 AM (/comments/1598359/64419953#comment_64419953)

Recommended 3 times

What I would have given for Kellyanne Conway to have issued her semi-threat in a press briefing
being attended by the likes of Dan Rather or Tim Russert or in a one-on-one with Joy Reid.  Rather
would have been on his feet as if coming off a trampoline and Russert would have had this shrill
shrike’s head on a plate with tears messing up all that mascara.  Joy Reid would have just sliced her
up with a smile on her face.

Kurt Eichenwald and David Farenthold should be held up as journalistic heroes for their
investigative reporting during this election season.  And neither ever backed down, even when
threatened by Trump, by his organization, by Trump-related readers or by the public in general.
 One notes that Kellyanne never really had a response to their reporting---she deflected and none
of the journalistic chumps ever followed up.  One also notes that, obsessed with the absurd
nothingness of Clinton’s email “scandal” and the Wikileaks gossip emails, the mainstream media
never bothered to give pour fuel on the actual issues raised by Eichenwald and Farenthold.  They
became nothing more than standard pieces read with outrage by people like me but then used to
wrap fish by most because the media refused to latch on to Trump-related issues of real import.

And note that the media never really pushed Trump to at least produce the letter from the IRS that
would prove he is really under audit.  Fact is, the media took his word for it.  Let me say that again:
 The Media took Donald Trump’s word for it.  ‘Nuff said.  

(/user/catkoww15)

[new]


catkoww15 (/user/catkoww15) Nov 15 · 10:22:34 AM (/comments/1598359/64419980#comment_64419980)

Recommended 0 times

Fu@k you, Skellyanne.

[new]
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(/user/NebLib) NebLib (/user/NebLib) Nov 15 · 10:24:39 AM (/comments/1598359/64420032#comment_64420032)

Recommended 0 times

Me too…."President Donald Trump is a small-penised sex-obsessed pervert who stands accused of
raping a 13 year old girl and who, given his temperament, has in all likelihood sexually abused at
least one of his own children. He is mentally unstable and among the dumbest individuals ever to
hold any public office anywhere, is quite probably colluding with Russia to undermine American
interests, and spends his evenings aggressively masturbating to National Geographic footage of
burrowing meerkats. His sole aim in acquiring the presidency is to convert the Lincoln Bedroom
into a Rape Room, and he will sell an American nuclear weapon to ISIS for fifteen dollars and
change if he thinks he'd make two dollars worth of profit on it."

(/user/NebLib)

[new]


NebLib (/user/NebLib) Nov 15 · 10:26:42 AM (/comments/1598359/64420083#comment_64420083)

Recommended 1 time

In the words of my alt-right white nationalist friends….maybe Donnie needs to go to his safe space
and cry.

(/user/Fredsgirl1)

[new]


Fredsgirl1 (/user/Fredsgirl1) NebLib

Nov 15 · 11:27:29 AM (/comments/1598359/64421477#comment_64421477)

Recommended 0 times

Good advice Donny, take notice.  The party isn’t going to need you for very much longer
then it will be All Hail to President Pence.



(/user/mltw1371)

[new]


mltw1371 (/user/mltw1371) Nov 15 · 10:27:38 AM (/comments/1598359/64420103#comment_64420103)

Recommended 1 time

Donald Trump banned several News Org. from his rallies because, even though they were telling
the truth, he did not like what they were saying about him. With his mentality he thinks as
President he can quall the freedom of the Press. This is the USA not Russia or China

(/user/Fredsgirl1)

[new]


Fredsgirl1 (/user/Fredsgirl1) mltw1371

Nov 15 · 11:28:39 AM (/comments/1598359/64421509#comment_64421509)

Recommended 0 times

Be patient, give him a while.  Rome wasn’t built in a day.  He’ll get there.



(/user/Smeagel4T)

[new]


Smeagel4T (/user/Smeagel4T) mltw1371

Nov 20 · 06:43:22 PM (/comments/1598359/64502322#comment_64502322)

Recommended 0 times

Let’s just hope he tries to do the same things while president.  It’s the type of thing that
doesn't play-out well with the American people, and it helps turn the press into your
enemy.  The press is no longer in a position of having to invent reasons to appear
non-partisan.



(/user/Gary Owen)

[new]


Gary Owen (/user/Gary Owen) Nov 15 · 10:28:06 AM (/comments/1598359/64420111#comment_64420111)

This woman is saying any critics of the Donald Drumpf (R) should be worried since the 5 time Draft-
Dodger always retaliates when he doesn’t get his way.  Since all Republicans selected him all
Republicans endorse anything he dictates.  He is now in his 3rd Holy Marriage and this wife did
make Lesbian Porn for money which is where Donald saw her exposing her ‘lady parts’, so he
cheated on his 2nd wife while committing Adultery with Melania.  Republicans don’t mind her
father is a ‘Card Carrying Communist’ and will have access to our Nation’s White House.  The
Drumpfs (R) will rename the Lincoln Bedroom to the Stalin Bedroom since they are in league with
Valdimir Putin, who has Citizens in the United States targeted with Nuclear weapons.  What a
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Recommended 3 times

strange long road this will be!

(/user/ProudAmericanLiberal)

[new]


ProudAmericanLiberal (/user/ProudAmericanLiber Gary Owen

Nov 15 · 02:44:56 PM (/comments/1598359/64425308#comment_64425308)

Recommended 0 times

There’s something wrong with this picture. I just can’t quite figure out what it is.

... 

(/user/Krankyvet)

[new]


Krankyvet (/user/Krankyvet) Nov 15 · 10:28:16 AM (/comments/1598359/64420117#comment_64420117)

Recommended 1 time

Whoa, I didn’t know about the meerkats...

(/user/Nome Sayn)

[new]


Nome Sayn (/user/Nome Sayn) Nov 15 · 10:29:01 AM (/comments/1598359/64420130#comment_64420130)

Recommended 0 times

(/user/mrmustard)

[new]


mrmustard (/user/mrmustard) Nov 15 · 10:29:16 AM (/comments/1598359/64420134#comment_64420134)

Recommended 2 times

Watch what you say, or Eve Braun will send the Trump SS after you.

(/user/John Patterson)

[new]


John Patterson (/user/John Patterson) Nov 15 · 10:30:21 AM (/comments/1598359/64420161#comment_64420161)

Recommended 0 times

“purely hypothetical”

(/user/Reginald Bronner)

[new]


Reginald Bronner (/user/Reginald Bronner) Nov 15 · 10:30:25 AM (/comments/1598359/64420164#comment_64420164)

Recommended 3 times

Maryanne Conway is one vicious bitch given her comments warning others about criticizing
Trump. 
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(/user/elaine43)
[new]


elaine43 (/user/elaine43) Nov 15 · 10:30:31 AM (/comments/1598359/64420168#comment_64420168)

Recommended 4 times

this is getting ridiculous,warning people what to say and when to say it.It is the beginning of a
Russian Regime or a Nazi Germany.People are not calming down,they are getting madder by what
is going on,with this laugh a minute president elect orange anus trump.what are they putting all of
the people that voted against him in concentration camps,because the way they are talking that is
where it is headed,but I won’t give up that easily I will voice my opinion,because folks that is what
he is trying to take away from us.Freedom of Speech it’s in the Constitution,oh I forgot he never
read the Constitution.

(/user/passion4democracy)

[new]


passion4democracy (/user/passion4democracy)

Nov 15 · 10:31:04 AM (/comments/1598359/64420180#comment_64420180)

Recommended 2 times

Totally agreed. If the Electoral College fails to act in the name of the majority who voted for Clinton,
then their demise is almost guaranteed. We are the only Democratic country in the world with such
an archaic system !.

(/user/JimRKY)

[new]


JimRKY (/user/JimRKY) Nov 15 · 10:37:08 AM (/comments/1598359/64420323#comment_64420323)

Recommended 2 times

“Be wewy ca-ahful, hehehehehe!”

So, when I say that I’d like to show Donald J. Trump 5th Avenue — TRUMP-style, I have to be
careful?

When I say that Kellyanne is THE Soul-less _hore of the Trump Organization — I have to be careful?

Maybe we ARE “Sheeple” to be willing to accept this kind of BS!

(/user/elaine43)

[new]


elaine43 (/user/elaine43) JimRKY

Nov 15 · 11:03:56 AM (/comments/1598359/64420941#comment_64420941)

Recommended 1 time

but we will not accept the bull shit.  



(/user/wiscman)

[new]


wiscman (/user/wiscman) Nov 15 · 10:37:48 AM (/comments/1598359/64420347#comment_64420347)

Recommended 5 times

No, Kellyanne, you do NOT get to threaten us!!!  Everything that Trump has said are:

1.  Lies, or

2.  Deceptions, or

3.  Delusions, or

4.  THERE IS NO #4.

(/user/mabingle)

[new]


mabingle (/user/mabingle) Nov 15 · 10:38:45 AM (/comments/1598359/64420364#comment_64420364)

Recommended 0 times

Remember…. you can always use your 2nd amendment rights. 
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(/user/Drachefly)

[new]


Drachefly (/user/Drachefly) Nov 15 · 10:38:47 AM (/comments/1598359/64420366#comment_64420366)

Recommended 0 times

Oh man, meerkats. You know how to push my buttons

(/user/DJW59)

[new]


DJW59 (/user/DJW59) Nov 15 · 10:40:42 AM (/comments/1598359/64420409#comment_64420409)

Recommended 2 times

Sieg Heil !! Sieg Heil !!!

Sue This asshole I will say what I want about that orange piece of shit who is a lying, cheat,
molester, 12 yr old rapeing, racist, low life.

Who I wouldnt pull over to & stop to piss in his mouth if his teeth were on fire on the side of the
road unless I could piss gas.

SO F#÷k YOU

(/user/FlufferFreeZone)

[new]


FlufferFreeZone (/user/FlufferFreeZone) DJW59

Nov 15 · 10:54:40 AM (/comments/1598359/64420722#comment_64420722)

Recommended 1 time

DJW59, will you marry me?  Your post CRACKED ME UP.  I feel the same way about Trump,
and about the c**t Conway and the professional a**hole Steve Bannon.  I went out onto
my porch and did an actualy happy dance when Andrew Breitbart died.  I'd do the same
for these three f**king f**cs too.  



(/user/Fredsgirl1)

[new]


Fredsgirl1 (/user/Fredsgirl1) DJW59

Nov 15 · 11:36:43 AM (/comments/1598359/64421694#comment_64421694)

Recommended 0 times

Oh come on, be fair, she was 13 not 12. :) 



(/user/eosterberg)

[new]


eosterberg (/user/eosterberg) Nov 15 · 10:41:08 AM (/comments/1598359/64420419#comment_64420419)

Recommended 2 times

Kellyanne has marked herself for life as a bigoted extremist.

(/user/elaine43)

[new]


elaine43 (/user/elaine43) Nov 15 · 10:45:19 AM (/comments/1598359/64420515#comment_64420515)

Recommended 3 times

Talk about a RIGGED ELECTION ,this one with ORANGE ANUS TRUMP was RIGGED IN HIS
FAVOR..NEVER MY PRESIDENT,   INVESTIGATE,something smells fishy in Denmark..this was a set up
job done by the Republican TERRORISTS Party...they knew all along who would win no matter
what,,,you could have had God running and he would have lost.I hope God is looking down on
these low life animals and shows his scorn.

(/user/kennethalj)

[new]


kennethalj (/user/kennethalj) Nov 15 · 10:48:08 AM (/comments/1598359/64420568#comment_64420568)

Lock Him Up! Lock Him Up! Throw away the key!  Throw away the key!

Our Second Amendment folks can take care of Kellyanne Conway—the sooner the better.

Who does this be--itch think she is anyway? 
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Recommended 1 time

(/user/cissie207)

[new]


cissie207 (/user/cissie207) Nov 15 · 10:53:45 AM (/comments/1598359/64420703#comment_64420703)

Recommended 1 time

What kind of job do you suppose Trump is going to give this bitch?  I know; White House
Rottweiller.  I find her despicable and deplorable.

(/user/devonnoll)

[new]


devonnoll (/user/devonnoll) Nov 15 · 10:53:56 AM (/comments/1598359/64420711#comment_64420711)

Recommended 3 times

Hitler claimed the same thing, all while orchestrating how these crimes took place.  Welcome to the
new theocratic-fascist state of Donald Trump.  Threats against critics is one of the hallmarks of a
dictatorship.  Perhaps someone should tell this blond lunatic that she is working for a dictator —
then she can admit it to herself and make her comments more pointed so that everyone else can
see it.  That is called transparency, Ms. Conway — a concept you and your bosses apparently do
not grasp.

(/user/FlufferFreeZone)

[new]


FlufferFreeZone (/user/FlufferFreeZone) Nov 15 · 10:56:02 AM (/comments/1598359/64420758#comment_64420758)

Recommended 0 times

This is why I have grown to HATE ALL RETHUGS.  They are lying, cheating hypocrite TRASH who
have RUINED this country and are miraculously making it even worse as of November 8, 2016.
 Amazing.  I honestly hope for a civil war.  

(/user/N4GIX)

[new]


N4GIX (/user/N4GIX) Nov 15 · 10:56:50 AM (/comments/1598359/64420776#comment_64420776)

Recommended 3 times

My God she’s truly ugly, in every sense of the word!

(/user/VAMP1RE)

[new]


VAMP1RE (/user/VAMP1RE) Nov 15 · 10:57:36 AM (/comments/1598359/64420791#comment_64420791)

Recommended 2 times

I’m absolutely with Hillary 100% until my dying breath! But, to be fair, I watched Donald Trump on
60 Minutes on Sunday and when the reporter told him about the acts of racism and violence that
his supporters were engaging in he looked right into the camera and told them to “Stop it!” He
basically admitted that he used social media to stir these people up so they would be passionate
enough to vote and get other like minded individuals to vote. I think, like everything else he does,
he didn’t think it through and only thought about himself. He’s opened the gates of hell and now
the hellhounds are loose! And when they find out that he’s not making good on all he promised
(locking up Hillary for one) they are gonna turn against him too! The only thing that’s gonna make
this better is if the Electoral College votes for Hillary and gets him out of the picture COMPLETELY!

(/user/momfc)

[new]


momfc (/user/momfc) Nov 15 · 10:59:21 AM (/comments/1598359/64420832#comment_64420832)

Recommended 0 times

Thanks you, Hunter. <3  ...don’t know if more angry or frightened, but I’m definitely going to
become more active politically. 

(/user/TheSage)

[new]


TheSage (/user/TheSage) Nov 15 · 10:59:27 AM (/comments/1598359/64420836#comment_64420836)

Ugh…Four years of that!  Kellyanne is as hard to look at as Trump.  Doesn’t she need under-bite
lower jaw surgery, the kind where they wire your jaw shut.
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Recommended 2 times

(/user/FarEastLA)

[new]


FarEastLA (/user/FarEastLA) Nov 15 · 11:01:57 AM (/comments/1598359/64420894#comment_64420894)

Recommended 1 time

Poor, poor Kellyanne

(/user/ProudAmericanLiberal)

[new]


ProudAmericanLiberal (/user/ProudAmericanLiber FarEastLA

Nov 15 · 02:40:55 PM (/comments/1598359/64425237#comment_64425237)

Recommended 1 time

i wonder if Trump has paid her yet?

... 

(/user/oldroman)

[new]


oldroman (/user/oldroman) Nov 15 · 11:02:51 AM (/comments/1598359/64420916#comment_64420916)

Recommended 2 times

Satan is going to have to build a new addition to Hell just to hold all the Trumpits when they die.
None of these people are Christian in the true sense of the word.

(/user/RoundHouseJim)

[new]


RoundHouseJim (/user/RoundHouseJim) oldroman

Nov 15 · 11:32:18 AM (/comments/1598359/64421595#comment_64421595)

Recommended 0 times

Might I assist you by reloading your other rifle?



(/user/roryrrk)

[new]


roryrrk (/user/roryrrk) Nov 15 · 11:03:17 AM (/comments/1598359/64420925#comment_64420925)

Recommended 0 times

They had no problem with threats of assassination of Obama. As a 27 yr Vet I would have no
PROBLEM  taking  the shot. Long live Democracy!!

(/user/RoundHouseJim)

[new]


RoundHouseJim (/user/RoundHouseJim) roryrrk

Nov 15 · 11:33:17 AM (/comments/1598359/64421614#comment_64421614)

Recommended 0 times

Please see my ‘reply’ to the above comment.



(/user/Domdalom)

[new]


Domdalom (/user/Domdalom) Nov 15 · 11:04:08 AM (/comments/1598359/64420948#comment_64420948)

Recommended 1 time

To ALL Californians and those who wish to move here….

SAY YES TO INDEPENDENCE!!

www.yescalifornia.org (http://www.yescalifornia.org/)

(/user/scohol)

[new]


scohol (/user/scohol) Nov 15 · 11:13:12 AM (/comments/1598359/64421158#comment_64421158)
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Recommended 0 times

All right Kelly Anne, how about a plain simple and unassuming, F*ck You you little Eva Braun
wannabe. Please come and sue me.

(/user/rodgerdodger)

[new]


rodgerdodger (/user/rodgerdodger) Nov 15 · 11:17:29 AM (/comments/1598359/64421251#comment_64421251)

Recommended 0 times

Fuck you bitch.  That’s all I’ve got to say.

(/user/HumboldtRick)

[new]


HumboldtRick (/user/HumboldtRick) Nov 15 · 11:18:33 AM (/comments/1598359/64421276#comment_64421276)

Recommended 0 times

Fuck this little brain-dead bitch, fuck the racist, bigoted, homophobic tRump, fuck his entire
administration, and fuck all you brain-dead “Americans” who voted for this scumbag. All of the
above are vermin and should be treated as such.

(/user/Fredsgirl1)

[new]


Fredsgirl1 (/user/Fredsgirl1) Nov 15 · 11:25:12 AM (/comments/1598359/64421414#comment_64421414)

Recommended 2 times

Trumps presidency has come about because we have been busy saving our houses and jobs and
trying to hang on to our savings, and while we have been doing that, the Republicans have filled
the electoral college with their trolls.  And Kelly Ann, read the constitution and don’t keep making
yourself look ridiculous by making threats to members of the political community almost all of
which have law degrees.

Most of those making remarks about Trump, even in lowly comment posts like this one, know very
well what they are risking.  The Republican party will allow Trump to smash down anyone that
doesn't bow down and worship him, and the weaker they are the better the Republicans feel about
it.

(/user/doubletaker)

[new]


doubletaker (/user/doubletaker) Nov 15 · 11:28:26 AM (/comments/1598359/64421501#comment_64421501)

Recommended 2 times

I musta missed something: Be careful or what?

(/user/RoundHouseJim)

[new]


RoundHouseJim (/user/RoundHouseJim) Nov 15 · 11:30:23 AM (/comments/1598359/64421546#comment_64421546)

Recommended 0 times

We knew it was coming. There goes the First Amendment.  There goes the concept of citizen
participation. Here comes the King! Everybody bow down! You’re not allowed to see the Most
Sublime Presence of the Universe!

(/user/sashadow)

[new]


sashadow (/user/sashadow) Nov 15 · 11:38:03 AM (/comments/1598359/64421727#comment_64421727)

Recommended 0 times

Does KAC qualify as a “Nasty Woman”? Just wondering….

(/user/Alexandra14)

[new]


Alexandra14 (/user/Alexandra14) sashadow

Nov 15 · 12:34:41 PM (/comments/1598359/64422804#comment_64422804)
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Recommended 2 times

No - just a nasty bitch!

(/user/somebody83)

[new]


somebody83 (/user/somebody83) Nov 15 · 12:19:37 PM (/comments/1598359/64422523#comment_64422523)

Recommended 1 time

Miss Kelly,l

You mean you are going to amend the 1st  Amendment and send Bannon’s Black Shirts to erase
me?

(/user/Wayne Johnson)

[new]


Wayne Johnson (/user/Wayne Johnson) Nov 15 · 12:19:59 PM (/comments/1598359/64422528#comment_64422528)

Recommended 1 time

yeah bring on the lawsuits, Trump…..let’s see watcha really look like under that disquise

(/user/McGauth925)

[new]


McGauth925 (/user/McGauth925) Nov 15 · 12:22:49 PM (/comments/1598359/64422574#comment_64422574)

Recommended 0 times

“Donald Trump continues to ignore the acts of hate sweeping the country in his name. We can
presume at this point that it is because he wishes those acts to continue.”

This strikes me as a complete load of shit.  We should stop pretending that the people on our side
are always reasonable, fair people who are above demonizing opponents because it feels good.

(/user/hansenmj)

[new]


hansenmj (/user/hansenmj) Nov 15 · 12:23:13 PM (/comments/1598359/64422585#comment_64422585)

Recommended 0 times

Could it be.. she marketed him like any other product she could/would sell.  And they continue to
forget he will be the president of the US — no longer a product to market.  His bulliness will need
to calm down.  He experienced freedom of speech throughout his campaign (as did she)… filled
with hate and lies.   She was on WSJ last night - and said pretty much the same thing.  And
disappointed in the WSJ panel — only white men.  Sad days ahead for the USA.  

(/user/catilinus)

[new]


catilinus (/user/catilinus) hansenmj

Nov 15 · 02:25:39 PM (/comments/1598359/64424911#comment_64424911)

Recommended 0 times

The product she sold had the usual carcinogenic warning, but too many people ignored it.

Hello, new user at Daily Kos! Our site guidelines and unique community moderation
system are explained in the Rules of the Road (http://www.dailykos.com/rules-of-the-
road).

If you have other questions about how to participate you can learn more at the the
Knowledge Base (http://helpdesk.dailykos.com/kb) and the Site Resource Diaries
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Let the trump minions speak. The more they talk, the more they reveal their ignorance, stupidity,
backward mentality, narrow-mindedness and bigotry. Others should not kowtow to those idiots.
Nor should others fear them. Simply speak on the rational, reasoned and intellectual level to which
civilized citizens are accustomed. Report threats to law enforcement. Defend oneself by any means
necessary. And continue to work toward a better, more just world in a dignified manner.

(/user/catilinus)

[new]


catilinus (/user/catilinus) ABCherry

Nov 15 · 02:22:56 PM (/comments/1598359/64424867#comment_64424867)

Recommended 0 times

Good words ABCherry.

Hello, new user at Daily Kos! Our site guidelines and unique community moderation
system are explained in the Rules of the Road (http://www.dailykos.com/rules-of-the-
road).

If you have other questions about how to participate you can learn more at the the
Knowledge Base (http://helpdesk.dailykos.com/kb) and the Site Resource Diaries
(http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/01/08/1177381/-New-Diarists-More-Resources-
for-All?detail=hide). Diaries tagged Open Thread (http://www.dailykos.com
/search?status=&species=&search_type=search_tags&text_expand=contains&
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(/user/Rorytroy)

[new]


Rorytroy (/user/Rorytroy) Nov 15 · 12:37:18 PM (/comments/1598359/64422862#comment_64422862)

Recommended 1 time

Conway needs to crawl back under the rock she from.

Yeah right, Fuckface von Clownstick is going go after the millions that are going tweet his life a
living hell. Good luck with that. They say payback is bitch. Well, Liberals watched as for eight years
the pacifier sucking Republicans called President Obama some of the most vile names anyone
could conjure. If they can’t take then leave. No please leave! Maybe they can move to Mexico or
Syria.

(/user/olderandwiser68)

[new]


olderandwiser68 (/user/olderandwiser68) Nov 15 · 12:43:54 PM (/comments/1598359/64422981#comment_64422981)

Recommended 0 times

..the screaming into a pillow has already commenced!!trumps surrogates are still making the
rounds and now patting themselves and him on the back for his choices (bannon and priebus)to
this point..what was that old betty davis comment from a movie about “holding on, its going to be a
bumpy ride”…???

(/user/WagonMaster1949)

[new]


WagonMaster1949 (/user/WagonMaster1949)

Nov 15 · 12:51:55 PM (/comments/1598359/64423129#comment_64423129)

Recommended 1 time

If Ms Kellyanne Conway thinks she can silence the people from criticizing the President and his
appointment with threats of an intimidating nature, she can go fornicate herself.

The right of the people to redress of grievances against the actions of their government by the use
of their basic civil right to free speech is one of the core values of our Nation. 

She will NEVER get a “Sieg Heil” from me.

(/user/leejinny)
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leejinny (/user/leejinny) Nov 15 · 12:54:57 PM (/comments/1598359/64423187#comment_64423187)
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Kellyanne — you along with your big self-serving bullies go back where you came from….hell.

(/user/Libbyg)

[new]


Libbyg (/user/Libbyg) Nov 15 · 12:56:35 PM (/comments/1598359/64423217#comment_64423217)

Recommended 1 time

Really, Kelly Ann? When are you going to step up to the plate and do the things you wish of others?
I am oh-so-tired of your drivel.

(/user/downballot)

[new]


downballot (/user/downballot) Nov 15 · 12:59:41 PM (/comments/1598359/64423278#comment_64423278)

Recommended 0 times

Do they really buy into their own rhetoric as Trump has spent the last 8 years spouting lies about
President Obama and continued to lie about Clinton during the campaign. Trump is no man
(especially for the people) and DOES NOT have the wear with all in ANY sense of the word to be
president. The electoral college should quickly reconsider their choice!

(/user/Grams99)

[new]


Grams99 (/user/Grams99) Nov 15 · 12:59:48 PM (/comments/1598359/64423280#comment_64423280)

Recommended 1 time

I find this disturbing and I have several reasons. First Conway is threatening the American people
from voicing their opinions. This is bad if they can control our voices. Then I have been working on
changing the electoral college since the night of the election. I’ve done some research and found
that the electoral college has until Dec. 19th to ratify their votes. They can change their minds and
not vote for Trump. But the people must make their voices heard to try and get the electoral
college to change their votes, especially in states that turned red. I have some information on this “

There is no Constitutional provision (https://www.archives.gov/federal-register/electoral-college
/provisions.html#provisions) or Federal law (https://www.archives.gov/federal-register/electoral-
college/provisions.html#law) that requires Electors to vote according to the results of the popular
vote in their states. Some states, however, require Electors to cast their votes according to the
popular vote. These pledges fall into two categories—Electors bound by state law and those bound
by pledges to political parties.

The U.S. Supreme Court has held that the Constitution does not require that Electors be completely
free to act as they choose and therefore, political parties may extract pledges from electors to vote
for the parties' nominees. Some state laws provide that so-called "faithless Electors" may be
subject to fines or may be disqualified for casting an invalid vote and be replaced by a substitute
elector. The Supreme Court has not specifically ruled on the question of whether pledges and
penalties for failure to vote as pledged may be enforced under the Constitution
(https://www.archives.gov/federal-register/electoral-college/provisions.html#provisions). No
Elector has ever been prosecuted for failing to vote as pledged.

Today, it is rare for Electors to disregard the popular vote by casting their electoral vote for
someone other than their party's candidate. Electors generally hold a leadership position in their
party or were chosen to recognize years of loyal service to the party. Throughout our history as a
nation, more than 99 percent of Electors have voted as pledged.” It can be changed and we have to
contact our state legislature to find out how to protest our vote to go to Hillary. Not Trump.
Especially the swing states.

Now my last issue. I've been reading a lot about Trump and his family and I think I see something
starting that should be of concern to all of us. Trump is infatuated with Ivanka. Right??? He’s been
asking about Security Clearances for his kids. He’s trying to get his son-in-law a position which I’m
totally against. Now, Trump is trying to negotiate a deal to position his Trump Tower in DC. That’s
like Trump, who's not suppose to have a part in his business, negotiating with himself. He wants
the business of using his Tower for all the high ranking people to use his building when they come
to the U.S. Very bad idea. But what I find disturbing is that I think he’s trying to position his family
to be the next leaders of this country. Women want to follow a woman into the Presidency, He’d
say why not Ivanka. This would keep the Trumps in complete control over our country and
possibility a dictatorship. With Jr., Erik, Ivanka and her husband plus Brandon, he could control this
country for a long time. So, sometime down the road, if this happens, I hope you will remember
that I had this horrible feeling about this happening.

(/user/Seattnai)

[new]


Seattnai (/user/Seattnai) Nov 15 · 01:09:01 PM (/comments/1598359/64423439#comment_64423439)
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The Munchins were wrong. The house missed her.

(/user/gyates2213)

[new]


gyates2213 (/user/gyates2213) Nov 15 · 01:13:28 PM (/comments/1598359/64423528#comment_64423528)

Recommended 0 times

Maybe he is too focused as in ADD, and can’t see the whole picture

(/user/catilinus)

[new]


catilinus (/user/catilinus) gyates2213

Nov 15 · 02:20:47 PM (/comments/1598359/64424825#comment_64424825)

Recommended 0 times
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(/user/Dorothy Crosby)
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Dorothy Crosby (/user/Dorothy Crosby) Nov 15 · 01:30:10 PM (/comments/1598359/64423846#comment_64423846)

Recommended 1 time

Ms. Conway better watch what SHE says.  This is America and in case the Pres. elect forgot we are
respectful of the 1st Amendment “Freedom of Speech.  Or are we now to become a fascist
country.  Her boss was one of the most vitriolic voices on the campaign trail.  Don’t try to walk back
every nasty, miserable thing he spewed on the American public.  A kind, decent human being does
not say the things he said, this is more than a fit of pique, this is fundamental bad behavior.  Even a
child would be punished for speaking this way and the country’s children have already heard his
speech.

(/user/catilinus)

[new]


catilinus (/user/catilinus) Dorothy Crosby

Nov 15 · 02:19:24 PM (/comments/1598359/64424791#comment_64424791)

Recommended 0 times

The pique presidency of Trump....
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(/user/ProudAmericanLiberal) ProudAmericanLiberal (/user/ProudAmericanLiber Dorothy Crosby

Nov 15 · 02:34:19 PM (/comments/1598359/64425106#comment_64425106)

Recommended 0 times

That train has already left the station.

... 

(/user/godlesswhitetrash)

[new]


godlesswhitetrash (/user/godlesswhitetrash) Nov 15 · 01:41:17 PM (/comments/1598359/64424067#comment_64424067)

Recommended 1 time

He can’t control himself.  Trump is foreshadowing the highly aggressive lawlessness he will unleash
when he is sworn into office.  

Donald Trump's notion of "change" is to throw our fragile effort of 240 years to continue the work
of perfecting our union.  He will toss us up into the air to see the result. He has given Steve
Bannon, an “alt right” proponent of white nationalism with all of its dark origins a place at his side.
 The members of the electoral college hold the prerogative to correct errors of the general
electorate that pose an immediate, clear and present, danger to our nation and in this case, the
world. At this time of global environmental, political, and general peril Hillary Clinton is the far
better choice. Fail or not we must urge the members of the Electoral College to act for the purpose
the founders intended.  There is need for reform.  That will have its time after we come through
the current troubles.

(/user/godlesswhitetrash)

[new]


godlesswhitetrash (/user/godlesswhitetrash) Nov 15 · 01:43:27 PM (/comments/1598359/64424115#comment_64424115)
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I saw the shot of Conway smiling on stage with the Trump brain trust while Bannon stood close
behind her giving her the goose. 

(/user/downballot)

[new]


downballot (/user/downballot) Nov 15 · 01:49:08 PM (/comments/1598359/64424215#comment_64424215)

Recommended 0 times

Hjkk

(/user/Damien McLeod)

[new]


Damien McLeod (/user/Damien McLeod) Nov 15 · 01:52:34 PM (/comments/1598359/64424280#comment_64424280)

Recommended 2 times

Dear Kellyanne, It’s you and your Neo-Nazi/Fascist Garbage-Mouth Dumpsters---Oh, scuse me---I
ment Garbage-Mouth Trumpsters who’d better watch what you say---and do. You’re messing with
America now and Decent Americans are getting riled up. Remember what we did to you in WW2,
we may have to do it again you keep messin’.  Trump is not our President, or our Fuhrer.

(/user/RBStanfield)

[new]


RBStanfield (/user/RBStanfield) Nov 15 · 01:55:32 PM (/comments/1598359/64424333#comment_64424333)

Recommended 2 times

I must be careful that I do not say anything derogatory about DJTrump, like throw him in jail for his
fraudulent Trump University, stiffing contractors in Atlantic City or being a pathological lair  on the
campaign trail. No I must hold my tongue and adulate his sorry arse.  So tell him I just sat on a tack
and I would appreciate it if could kiss it and make it well.

(/user/neglorpf)

[new]


neglorpf (/user/neglorpf) Nov 15 · 01:55:56 PM (/comments/1598359/64424339#comment_64424339)

Recommended 0 times

Fuck her.
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(/user/ProudAmericanLiberal)

[new]


ProudAmericanLiberal (/user/ProudAmericanLiber neglorpf

Nov 15 · 02:32:20 PM (/comments/1598359/64425056#comment_64425056)

Recommended 1 time

No fucking way.

... 

(/user/ceciliafx)

[new]


ceciliafx (/user/ceciliafx) Nov 15 · 02:10:07 PM (/comments/1598359/64424631#comment_64424631)

Recommended 2 times

the Brownshirts proving once again they HATE the First Amendment — all it’s parts 

(/user/twocrows1023)

[new]


twocrows1023 (/user/twocrows1023) Nov 15 · 02:13:48 PM (/comments/1598359/64424697#comment_64424697)

Recommended 1 time

The President of the United States has the least legal protection against criticism or
libel of anyone in the country. As the ultimate public figure, courts are obliged to
grant public citizens wide leeway. This is why, for example,

Private citizen Trump was allowed to launch his political career by constantly smearing President
Obama for over two years.

What’s sauce for the goose is, apparently, not supposed to be sauce for the gander.

Sorry Trump — it’s time to get yourself ejumacated.  And your little minions Conway and Bannon,
too.

(/user/hanhol)

[new]


hanhol (/user/hanhol) Nov 15 · 02:20:55 PM (/comments/1598359/64424826#comment_64424826)

Recommended 0 times

what happened to our freedom of speech Kelly ann — geez

(/user/ProudAmericanLiberal)

[new]


ProudAmericanLiberal (/user/ProudAmericanLiber hanhol

Nov 15 · 02:31:33 PM (/comments/1598359/64425037#comment_64425037)

Recommended 0 times

You are a human being. You are not a person. 

Only corporations are people now.

... 

(/user/Britgray)

[new]


Britgray (/user/Britgray) Nov 15 · 02:24:44 PM (/comments/1598359/64424894#comment_64424894)

Recommended 2 times

May I suggest a pushback on Conway’s warning? As many people as possible need to make a daily
(or oftener) practice of commenting on the Trump regime in whatever terms they feel suitable, and
with as little care as possible for obsequiousness and boot-licking.

(/user/catilinus)

[new]


catilinus (/user/catilinus) Britgray

Nov 15 · 11:40:34 PM (/comments/1598359/64431501#comment_64431501)

Let the entire country comment on it daily & mercilessly.

Hello, new user at Daily Kos! Our site guidelines and unique community moderation
system are explained in the Rules of the Road (http://www.dailykos.com/rules-of-the-
road).
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If you have other questions about how to participate you can learn more at the the
Knowledge Base (http://helpdesk.dailykos.com/kb) and the Site Resource Diaries
(http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/01/08/1177381/-New-Diarists-More-Resources-
for-All?detail=hide). Diaries tagged Open Thread (http://www.dailykos.com
/search?status=&species=&search_type=search_tags&text_expand=contains&
text_type=tag_compare&text=open+thread&time_type=time_last_story&
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count_max=%28max%29&submit=Search)are also great places to ask any questions.

~~ from the DK Partners & Mentors Team (http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/03
/22/1196175/-Announcing-Partners-Mentors?detail=hide).
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[new]
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Nov 15 · 02:30:17 PM (/comments/1598359/64425015#comment_64425015)

Recommended 0 times

These people are stone cold Nazis.

Trump killed Godwin’s Law.

(/user/Carpentermarty)

[new]


Carpentermarty (/user/Carpentermarty) Nov 15 · 02:37:42 PM (/comments/1598359/64425182#comment_64425182)

Recommended 1 time

Sounds like a threat for free speech.what country are we in?

(/user/anjaspapa)

[new]


anjaspapa (/user/anjaspapa) Nov 15 · 02:39:27 PM (/comments/1598359/64425211#comment_64425211)

Recommended 1 time

Heh!  Deal with it, President-Elect Trumplethinskin! And see how far any suits you or your minions
bring get you. Put on your big-boy pants (if you even own any)

(/user/vladi)

[new]


vladi (/user/vladi) Nov 15 · 02:48:58 PM (/comments/1598359/64425379#comment_64425379)

Recommended 1 time

Why hasn't Conway gone away yet ? She can reappear next Halloween

(/user/Opinionation)

[new]


Opinionation (/user/Opinionation) Nov 15 · 02:55:15 PM (/comments/1598359/64425494#comment_64425494)

Recommended 1 time

Reality television turns out to be real, after all! Which faction will win the day in Trump’s new
administration? Will it be the old-style, staid and respectable-looking lap dogs of the oligarchy? Or,
will it be the new firebrand, rough-around-the-edges, white trash pawns of the oligarchy? The new
season starts January 20. Don’t miss a single slimy episode!

(/user/kit1544)

[new]


kit1544 (/user/kit1544) Nov 15 · 03:08:47 PM (/comments/1598359/64425730#comment_64425730)

Recommended 0 times

I guess she has never heard of the Constitution of the 1st Amendment!   The only Amendment the
Republicans seem to be interested in is the 2nd.  Though I’m pretty sure Trump himself is going to
be very interested in the 5th Soon!

[new]
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(/user/speedboat) speedboat (/user/speedboat) Nov 15 · 03:13:00 PM (/comments/1598359/64425789#comment_64425789)

Recommended 0 times

Wake up kids. This is a sociopathic regime. Trump’s people will purge all government
agencies...except those slated for elimination like the EPA...to make them compliant, even
enthusiastic enforcers of the president’s (no longer capitalized) caprice and vengeance.

(/user/kamachanda)

[new]


kamachanda (/user/kamachanda) Nov 15 · 03:21:10 PM (/comments/1598359/64425896#comment_64425896)

Recommended 1 time

Word salad Conway almost managed to string together an entire coherent thought but only while
attempting to bully the opposition.  

(/user/LisaOm)

[new]


LisaOm (/user/LisaOm) Nov 15 · 03:43:07 PM (/comments/1598359/64426246#comment_64426246)

Recommended 1 time

You are my hero! Hahahaha...We have to stand up to this as it is a serious offense to freedom of
speech.

(/user/catilinus)
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catilinus (/user/catilinus) LisaOm

Nov 15 · 11:32:49 PM (/comments/1598359/64431458#comment_64431458)

Recommended 0 times
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(/user/maurao)

[new]


maurao (/user/maurao) Nov 15 · 03:49:22 PM (/comments/1598359/64426346#comment_64426346)

Recommended 0 times

This is all so awful/scary and sad- how can we all come together to oppose this new age
Stalin/Hitler, that some truly misguided folks voted into office.

There is no question he does not want the job and will just turn it over(think Bush/Cheny) to
whoever b/c I do not think this guy gives a  “rat’s ass” about the American people- God give us
strength and grant us peace- get organized, engage in your Democracy- we are in danger here!!

(/user/gazzang)

[new]


gazzang (/user/gazzang) Nov 15 · 03:54:07 PM (/comments/1598359/64426420#comment_64426420)

Recommended 0 times

“Donald Trump continues to ignore the acts of hate sweeping the country in his name. We can
presume at this point that it is because he wishes those acts to continue.” Of course he does. Hitler
sent his Brownshirts out to spread acts of violence then used that as excuse to crack down
on everyone. Standard tactic of despots around the world.

(/user/pittseugene)

[new]


pittseugene (/user/pittseugene) Nov 15 · 04:05:14 PM (/comments/1598359/64426593#comment_64426593)
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No you should be careful what you say. This is still a Democracy and threatening people for
exercising their freedom of speech is a guaranteed right of all American. You and your Boss can’t
change that. I like to see you try. I Dare You, Do It>   

(/user/54StarryNights)

[new]


54StarryNights (/user/54StarryNights) Nov 15 · 04:30:06 PM (/comments/1598359/64427019#comment_64427019)

Recommended 0 times

Have you ever see how their angry hate is so clearly shown on their faces?  What is going on inside
them must be truly terrible for it to be so strong etched upon their faces.  

(/user/AllenMcw)

[new]


AllenMcw (/user/AllenMcw) Nov 15 · 04:46:42 PM (/comments/1598359/64427298#comment_64427298)

Recommended 0 times

The most respect I can possibly to show to the wannabe dictator is this, if I came across him in
person I would say:

Hello Mr. Dumpster, have you tried to have anyone killed yet today for criticizing
you?

(/user/prattkns)

[new]


prattkns (/user/prattkns) Nov 15 · 04:57:38 PM (/comments/1598359/64427478#comment_64427478)

Recommended 0 times

I personally find this pathetic group of commies almost as bad as slime ball Ryan but this is the cup
of crap we are stuck with thanks to certain groups of Americans that where to busy to vote I say
live with it and I hope your next 4 years are hell and I give you a one finger salute

(/user/HannahMcB)

[new]


HannahMcB (/user/HannahMcB) Nov 15 · 05:26:07 PM (/comments/1598359/64427895#comment_64427895)

Recommended 0 times

She’s protecting the thin skinned orange ape. Poor baby can't handle it when people volley the
truth at him.  Looking to become a total dictator.  Be very afraid because Fox News is already
calling the protesters Professional protesters paid to do this.  The GOP plans to use the Patriot Act
to stifle our First Amendment.  We knew was coming someday when that was first enacted.

Conway may be given credit for being the first woman to manage a successful presidential
campaign.  Well, I don't think much of her at all for running a filthy campaign for a filthy money
whore orange ape.  I would not be surprised if she was a front.

(/user/RussellDFX)

[new]


RussellDFX (/user/RussellDFX) Nov 15 · 05:30:21 PM (/comments/1598359/64427968#comment_64427968)

Recommended 1 time

I don't care what I get threatened with, I’m still calling his Administration, “President Pumpkin’s
Bumpkins.”

(/user/AllenMcw)

[new]


AllenMcw (/user/AllenMcw) RussellDFX

Nov 15 · 05:33:40 PM (/comments/1598359/64428026#comment_64428026)

Recommended 0 times

And the best I will EVER call him is: Mr. Dumpster!
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(/user/Joeline)

[new]


Joeline (/user/Joeline) AllenMcw

Nov 15 · 06:23:08 PM (/comments/1598359/64428747#comment_64428747)

Recommended 0 times

Oh, yeah!



(/user/Tazman1)

[new]


Tazman1 (/user/Tazman1) Nov 15 · 06:20:05 PM (/comments/1598359/64428687#comment_64428687)

Recommended 0 times

The bigger problem is that how will this election effect other countries in the world?  I read a post
by a Harvard Prof. who said that he talked with one of his German students and he had to stop
attending Harvard and return back to Germany because his parents said, “Now that America has
fallen, he needs to come back home to be safe and help with what might come down there.”  The
students parents didn’t say may fall or is falling.  They believe that the U.S. has FALLEN to a fascist
leader that will embolden the French to do the same with their election coming up by allowing a
right wing racist to take the election, too!  The Germans have extensive experience in this area,
don’t you think, and they believe that after France falls to fascism, Germany will do them same
when they have their elections with a ultra right-wing racist on the ticket!  They are very concerned
and have shouted the warning!  Stay tuned for the next domino to tumble!

(/user/Joeline)

[new]


Joeline (/user/Joeline) Nov 15 · 06:22:48 PM (/comments/1598359/64428742#comment_64428742)

Recommended 1 time

Threatening American Citizens is not a good way to go, Kellyanne…  You are not important enough
to get away with it and I am taking your words as a personal threat.  Do us all a favor and just go
away.  You have no power in this administration, don’t fool yourself.

(/user/siuq)

[new]


siuq (/user/siuq) Nov 15 · 06:23:22 PM (/comments/1598359/64428749#comment_64428749)

Recommended 2 times

Sorry, but I really doubt that anyone around Trump would tell him about the bad stuff. Would you,
if you worked for him? (Assuming he was paying you).And unless he sees it on the magic screen,
likely he is unaware. The problem is not that he is evil, it’s that he’s just not that bright.

(/user/catilinus)

[new]


catilinus (/user/catilinus) siuq Nov 15 · 11:25:48 PM (/comments/1598359/64431427#comment_64431427)

Recommended 0 times

I believe the opposite of bright is dim. Dim enough to shoot the messenger of bad news.

Hello, new user at Daily Kos! Our site guidelines and unique community moderation
system are explained in the Rules of the Road (http://www.dailykos.com/rules-of-the-
road).

If you have other questions about how to participate you can learn more at the the
Knowledge Base (http://helpdesk.dailykos.com/kb) and the Site Resource Diaries
(http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/01/08/1177381/-New-Diarists-More-Resources-
for-All?detail=hide). Diaries tagged Open Thread (http://www.dailykos.com
/search?status=&species=&search_type=search_tags&text_expand=contains&
text_type=tag_compare&text=open+thread&time_type=time_last_story&
time_begin=Start+Date&time_end=End+Date&count_min=%28min%29&
count_max=%28max%29&submit=Search)are also great places to ask any questions.

~~ from the DK Partners & Mentors Team (http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/03
/22/1196175/-Announcing-Partners-Mentors?detail=hide).



(/user/lil devil)

[new]


lil devil (/user/lil devil) Nov 15 · 06:25:47 PM (/comments/1598359/64428787#comment_64428787)

Payback is a bitch….and so are your Kellyanne….Tramp told lies about President Obama every
single day….said he was Muslim….called him stupid, called him names….He could have had Tramp
taken out….but he didn’t! Watch what you say Kellyanne….you just might leak some crucial
info...and we will be listening...and waiting for you and your Moron to fail….wanna bet if he wont”
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Recommended 1 time

(/user/Smarterboy14)

[new]


Smarterboy14 (/user/Smarterboy14) Nov 15 · 06:26:35 PM (/comments/1598359/64428805#comment_64428805)

Recommended 2 times

Regardless  of what you think of trump, we have an expectation problem in our country that is a
part of the great divide.  I have no expectation that he can lead.  He’s never shown an inclination to
be a leader.  I hope he can be, for the good of the country, but trump is not an unknown.  He has
many years of establishing a reputation by his words and his actions, and it’s never been there
before, so why should we expect it to show up now.  Unity is great.  I’d take it over disunity
anytime.  But I don’t see it happening.  It’s the same dynamic that has existed between the
republican controlled congress and the President.  They still blame him for not “reaching across the
aisle,” presumably to concede to the people who, from day one, said they were trying to get rid of
him and to block every policy he put forward.  Did you spend eight years hoping Mitch Mcconnell
would see the error of his ways?  Where you waiting for fox news to apologize for lying about him,
and disrespecting the office the way they did?  Were you holding your breath in anticipation of the
moment the birthers would admit they were wrong, and apologize for wasting so much of the
country’s time on pure folly and partisan insanity?  I didn’t.  And I’m not waiting, or I should say,
expecting, trump to suddenly become a leader that acknowledges the importance of bridging the
divide between people, or become a man who even appreciates why that would be a good thing.

Like the low bar his supporters subjected his candidacy too, this is a time for rock bottom
expectations.  Let the republicans get fooled again while we prepare for change from day one.

(/user/Nova78)

[new]


Nova78 (/user/Nova78) Nov 15 · 06:48:26 PM (/comments/1598359/64429051#comment_64429051)

Recommended 2 times

This is America, under the First Amandment, I will say whatever I like about Trump and unless he
destroys the Constitution, there’s nothing Kelly Ann can do about it. I’m a grown man and I don’t
take crap from anyone. I never listen to a political employee telling me not to speak my mind. It’s
Un-American!!!!

(/user/tenngunner)

[new]


tenngunner (/user/tenngunner) Nov 15 · 06:55:28 PM (/comments/1598359/64429133#comment_64429133)

Recommended 0 times

Hey, KellyAsse -— er, Anne (don’tch’a just love autocorrect???) to use YOUR president’s language,
“F#@% you!!!  Gosh, I can’t think of anything more revolting!  Pardon me while I go puke.

(/user/Keeping them honest)

[new]


Keeping them honest (/user/Keeping them honest)

Nov 15 · 06:56:06 PM (/comments/1598359/64429143#comment_64429143)

Recommended 2 times

Conway will have her own judgement day, when her children grow up and take a position on
her touting the Trump lifestyle and political and social positions. Instead of warning others
to watch what they say about Trump, perhaps she should head her own words and threats,
giving thought about how history and her children will judge her. Just study how the
children and grand children of the NAZI elite struggled to deal with their relatives who
professed FEAR, HATRED, BIGOTRY, RACISM and INTOLERANCE mongering supported with
violence against those who disagreed.

CAREFUL OF YOUR WORDS CONWAY!!! YOUR CHILDREN ARE LISTENING.

(/user/M Fischer)

[new]


M Fischer (/user/M Fischer) Nov 15 · 07:55:35 PM (/comments/1598359/64429918#comment_64429918)

He has NEVER worked for anyone.  He wants to be DicKtator, not president.

He is old and out of shape, fat/obese, and will probably lose his hair from stress within the first
year!

He will find that he cannot go and play golf anytime he wants.

He doesn’t eat healthy so won’t need more than a McD’s cook if he sleeps at the White House,
which he says he won’t do because he won’t live in a place that slaves built — unless he razes it and
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Recommended 2 times

builds it to his specifications and furnishings of gold and diamonds and neon signs — and maybe a
casino on the premises.

Supporters, you did this!  Enjoy it all … while it lasts.  Then we will be stuck with Pence!  Good grief!!

He already uses a Hitler salute, if you haven’t noticed.

(/user/rmor)

[new]


rmor (/user/rmor) Nov 15 · 08:09:11 PM (/comments/1598359/64430105#comment_64430105)

Recommended 2 times

So the liar in chief is now threatening the press and public?  Of course, just what dictators do.  Bye,
bye, American Pie.

(/user/mrswhipple)

[new]


mrswhipple (/user/mrswhipple) rmor

Nov 16 · 04:56:28 AM (/comments/1598359/64432357#comment_64432357)

Recommended 0 times

I just heard something about America and Nigeria.

It might have been that the USA is the new NIgeria.

Gotta give credit to the Dominionist C Street Congressionalcritters who visited Africa to
advocate the execution of gays. And other evil RW stuff. 



(/user/NoToGoP)

[new]


NoToGoP (/user/NoToGoP) Nov 15 · 08:27:31 PM (/comments/1598359/64430313#comment_64430313)

Recommended 1 time

Totally off topic...but judging from the picture above this election has rode KAC hard. I expect
tRump will be dropping her soon……….(no hate please, I’m a female but maybe I’ve already heard
all of this from her side!)

(/user/ratt57)

[new]


ratt57 (/user/ratt57) Nov 15 · 08:40:00 PM (/comments/1598359/64430426#comment_64430426)

Recommended 0 times

One of the key reasons I was looking forward to this hell of an election being over was hoping I
didn’t have to see or listen to Kellyanne Conway again.  Unfortunately, she’s still here, and still
spouting her annoying little opinions in defense of Daddy Trump.  If the Donald killed someone —
and who knows, maybe he already has — she’d be doing everything she could to help him hide the
body.

(/user/Baja Bob)

[new]


Baja Bob (/user/Baja Bob) Nov 15 · 08:48:46 PM (/comments/1598359/64430505#comment_64430505)

Recommended 2 times

I’m going to display my protest in the form of two large photos of the 1st Lady and 1st Daughter
with Presidential seals barely covering the naughty parts in the two side windows of my Volvo
yuppie-wagon along with my “I voted against the “Grab ‘em by the Pussy” President” message in
white shoe polish. I look forward to being ticketed & harassed by the Teabagger Trumpsters here
in Montana. I’m pretty sure facts are a defense against Libel laws. If quoting the President or
showing photos his family has published is obscene then I guess that would mean we have an
obscene President.

(/user/Barakah)

[new]


Barakah (/user/Barakah) Baja Bob

Nov 16 · 05:51:01 PM (/comments/1598359/64445174#comment_64445174)

Recommended 0 times

Hey, please be careful- these guys are dangerous and violent. 
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(/user/rkief)

[new]


rkief (/user/rkief) Nov 15 · 10:11:00 PM (/comments/1598359/64431019#comment_64431019)

Recommended 1 time

So we should be careful what we say; well, I didn’t actually read the column, but does Kelly Ann
mean that we should be just as careful as Donald Trump has been   —  how would that even be
possible?

(/user/janievan)

[new]


janievan (/user/janievan) Nov 16 · 12:44:36 AM (/comments/1598359/64431663#comment_64431663)

Recommended 1 time

Is Kelly Ann Conway threatening anyone who speaks against Trump? I believe freedom of speech
and Freedom of Religion are two of the things that this Country is based on. Also what gives Mike
Pence the right to try to control women's reproductive rights. Has he grown a vagina? Also, why
should his emails be private, does he have something to hide?

(/user/Pauley Wallnutz)

[new]


Pauley Wallnutz (/user/Pauley Wallnutz) Nov 16 · 03:26:23 AM (/comments/1598359/64432030#comment_64432030)

Recommended 0 times

Fuggitaboutit….they (politicians) are not going to give up their “Golden Calf”…it’s what they
use to cheat the people of this country out of their true choice! 

(/user/mrswhipple)

[new]


mrswhipple (/user/mrswhipple) Nov 16 · 04:52:59 AM (/comments/1598359/64432330#comment_64432330)

Recommended 1 time

This woman looks like one evil twit. Perfectly suited to the hateful company she keeps.

(/user/changeit4)

[new]


changeit4 (/user/changeit4) Nov 16 · 07:19:25 AM (/comments/1598359/64434066#comment_64434066)

Recommended 2 times

PLEASE READ, THIS IS VERY IMPORTANT AND ABSOLUTLY TRUE!:  

TRUMP CAN BE VOTED OUT BEFORE DECEMBER 19
THE PEOPLE HAVE NOT ELECTED THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES YET!  NOT EVEN
A “PRESIDENT ELECT”
WE HAVE ONLY ELECTED THE ELECTORS THAT WILL VOTE FOR THE PRESIDENT OF THEIR
CHOOSING. ALL OF THE ELECTORS CAN VOTE FOR ANYONE THEY WISH. 
TRUMP IS NOT THE PRESIDENT AND CAN TRULY BE REMOVED FROM TAKING THAT
POSITION IF VOTED OUT ON DECEMBER 19, 2016!
THE ELECTORS HAVE THIS ONE CHANCE TO CHANGE THIS WORLD FOR THE BETTER.  
WE ONLY NEED ~30 ELECTORS FROM THE REPUBLICAN PARTY TO CHANGE THEIR VOTE TO
CLINTON.  SOMEONE HAS TO END UP WITH MORE ELECTROAL VOTES THAN TRUMP ON
DECEMBER 19 .
THE ELECTORS MAY NOT KNOW THAT THEY CAN CHANGE THE WORLD FOR THE BETTER
JUST BY CHANGING THEIR VOTE AND BECOME WORLD HEROES. 
PLEASE FIND THEM AND GET THIS INFORMATION TO THOSE POTENTIAL HEROES -dcd

TH

TH

(/user/hannibal14)

[new]


hannibal14 (/user/hannibal14) changeit4

Nov 16 · 09:29:21 AM (/comments/1598359/64436602#comment_64436602)

Recommended 0 times

YES!  YES!! YES!!! 



[new]
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(/user/Wee Mama) Wee Mama (/user/Wee Mama) changeit4

Nov 16 · 09:30:16 AM (/comments/1598359/64436627#comment_64436627)

Recommended 0 times

There are movements in several states to try to persuade them. Folks who want to try
need to contact their own state’s electors for most effect. The odds are still slim,
unfortunately.

(just a tip — all bold caps are hard to read.)

Hello, new user at Daily Kos! Our site guidelines and unique community moderation
system are explained in the Rules of the Road (http://www.dailykos.com/rules-of-the-
road).

If you have any questions about how to participate you can learn more at
the Knowledge Base (http://helpdesk.dailykos.com/kb) and the Site Resource Diaries
(http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/01/08/1177381/-New-Diarists-More-Resources-
for-All?detail=hide). Diaries tagged Open Thread  (http://www.dailykos.com
/search?status=&species=&search_type=search_tags&text_expand=contains&
text_type=tag_compare&text=open+thread&time_type=time_last_story&
time_begin=Start+Date&time_end=End+Date&count_min=%28min%29&
count_max=%28max%29&submit=Search)are also great places to ask any questions.

~~ from the DK Partners & Mentors Team (http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/03
/22/1196175/-Announcing-Partners-Mentors?detail=hide)



(/user/Barakah)

[new]


Barakah (/user/Barakah) changeit4

Nov 16 · 05:49:31 PM (/comments/1598359/64445153#comment_64445153)

Recommended 0 times

There are many petitions to the electors in the electoral college going around- easy to
find.  Maybe google it and sign and share everywhere!  She got 232 electoral votes- she
would just need 38 more!  Maybe those electors in PA, WI, and MI or maybe even FL could
put her over the top.



(/user/llozano)

[new]


llozano (/user/llozano) Nov 16 · 08:54:54 AM (/comments/1598359/64435839#comment_64435839)

Recommended 1 time

Conway is Trump’s Eva Braun.  Women can also be fascists.  

(/user/hannibal14)

[new]


hannibal14 (/user/hannibal14) Nov 16 · 09:27:28 AM (/comments/1598359/64436558#comment_64436558)

Recommended 1 time

As the Pogo cartoon indicated Pogo said” I have seen the enemy and he is us!”   Mitch McConnell,
remember him ?  What did he say publicly the day after Barak Obama was inaugurated?  Did he not
state that we will not cooperate. We will make him a one term president and used some
terminology that I was shocked and more so that the Republicans agrred and did not repudiate.

So KellyAnne Conway, shut your mouth and STOP threatening the American people who do NOT
agree with you or your boss.

(/user/jfredmuggs)

[new]


jfredmuggs (/user/jfredmuggs) Nov 16 · 09:44:23 AM (/comments/1598359/64436933#comment_64436933)

Recommended 1 time

Conway supposedly is an attorney. Her law school should rescind her degree, the bar of the state
where she holds a license to practice should suspend that license. 

(/user/kingsgirl)

[new]


kingsgirl (/user/kingsgirl) Nov 16 · 11:23:23 AM (/comments/1598359/64439028#comment_64439028)
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Recommended 0 times

Is that some kind of threat, Kellyanne?

(/user/Wee Mama)

[new]


Wee Mama (/user/Wee Mama) kingsgirl

Nov 16 · 12:52:56 PM (/comments/1598359/64440943#comment_64440943)

Recommended 0 times

I am quite sure she means it as one. If people stand up to bullies, the bullies stand down.

Hello, new user at Daily Kos! Our site guidelines and unique community moderation
system are explained in the Rules of the Road (http://www.dailykos.com/rules-of-the-
road).

If you have any questions about how to participate you can learn more at
the Knowledge Base (http://helpdesk.dailykos.com/kb) and the Site Resource Diaries
(http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/01/08/1177381/-New-Diarists-More-Resources-
for-All?detail=hide). Diaries tagged Open Thread  (http://www.dailykos.com
/search?status=&species=&search_type=search_tags&text_expand=contains&
text_type=tag_compare&text=open+thread&time_type=time_last_story&
time_begin=Start+Date&time_end=End+Date&count_min=%28min%29&
count_max=%28max%29&submit=Search)are also great places to ask any questions.

~~ from the DK Partners & Mentors Team (http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/03
/22/1196175/-Announcing-Partners-Mentors?detail=hide)



(/user/Trshmare)

[new]


Trshmare (/user/Trshmare) Nov 16 · 02:09:01 PM (/comments/1598359/64442157#comment_64442157)

Recommended 1 time

So watch what we say like trump watched what he said?

(/user/LouisWu)

[new]


LouisWu (/user/LouisWu) Nov 16 · 03:34:29 PM (/comments/1598359/64443460#comment_64443460)

Recommended 2 times

If there is one thing I hope all Americans can agree on, it’s that we respond rather badly to being
threatened. Especially to threats that ring so hollow. Trump has spent most of his life bullying
people in a transparent attempt to overcompensate for his low self esteem. So much so that he
has been mercilessly mocked for it for just as long. He has no interest in the economy, or foreign
policy, or immigration. For him, this is only an opportunity to settle scores, nothing more.
Someday, in the midst of a very stressful job, the American people will disappoint him. It could be
anything. Some mild criticism, some real or imagined slight, or lack of deference by an aide. When
that happens, the pressure of the job will snap him like a twig. If there aren’t any lucid people left
surrounding him, or if they aren’t quick enough, the damage he will do will be indiscriminate, far
reaching, and quite possibly irreparable.

(/user/Barakah)

[new]


Barakah (/user/Barakah) Nov 16 · 05:44:46 PM (/comments/1598359/64445079#comment_64445079)

Recommended 0 times

Are you threatening us Kellyanne, on behalf of Kim Jong Trump?  Guess what?  We’ll say whatever
the hell we want about this con artist clown and we’ll show the same exact amount of respect for
Trump that he and all of you have shown for President Obama for the past 8 years. 

(/user/sichuan)

[new]


sichuan (/user/sichuan) Nov 16 · 06:46:55 PM (/comments/1598359/64445867#comment_64445867)

Ms. Conway,

I think that what Mr. Trump has created here is a Fourth Reich mentality, with hatred, racism,
bigotry and intolerance being his message and that of his followers. To be blunt, I compare Donald
Trump to Adolf Hitler and his supporters to Hitler’s Brownshirts. Mr. Trump is not my president. I
disavow him as the next leader of our nation. I think that Mr. Trump is a despicable asswipe of the
highest order. He seems to be a Neo-Nazi.
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Recommended 1 time

(/user/AllenMcw)

[new]


AllenMcw (/user/AllenMcw) sichuan

Nov 16 · 06:55:35 PM (/comments/1598359/64445976#comment_64445976)

Recommended 0 times

My sincerest form of address to him would be to call him Mr. Dumpster to his face, if you
get my drift! :)



(/user/audiowonk)

[new]


audiowonk (/user/audiowonk) Nov 16 · 11:15:59 PM (/comments/1598359/64447944#comment_64447944)

Recommended 0 times

Wake up people. The statutes governing libel are subject to change at any time. Trump has already
made threats to change them in his favor. We can expect the Republicans, once they have regained
a majority in the Supreme Court, to begin to actively stifle any and all forms of criticism and
dissent. History has demonstrated over and over that once there is a monopoly on the levers of
power, there is no limit to the extent to which the law can be perverted. We should all take
Conway’s warning very seriously indeed.

(/user/freedom33)

[new]


freedom33 (/user/freedom33) audiowonk

Nov 20 · 07:32:38 AM (/comments/1598359/64493914#comment_64493914)

Recommended 0 times

They may immediately after January 20 implement an Ermächtigungs-Gesetz.



(/user/americanbychoice)

[new]


americanbychoice (/user/americanbychoice) Nov 17 · 08:34:59 AM (/comments/1598359/64451833#comment_64451833)

Recommended 0 times

To KellyAnn:

Hey Fish-face,

As a naturalized citizen, I do NOT need to be lectured by a super-partisan political groupie posing
as  ‘journalist' on my rights and responsibilities as citizen!

Furthermore, show/tell me from whom you  take your marching orders, and I will tell you what you
are...

(/user/Bobniel)

[new]


Bobniel (/user/Bobniel) Nov 18 · 09:30:38 AM (/comments/1598359/64468505#comment_64468505)

Recommended 0 times

After what Trump has said in the campaign and how he has treated his workers, suppliers and
financers there is NOTHING that is too vile to say about him truthfully in public.  “Worn-out
Conway” should keep her big mouth shut and keep looking over her shoulder.  She too has over
70,000,000 enemies.

(/user/stevie68a)

[new]


stevie68a (/user/stevie68a) Nov 20 · 07:20:54 AM (/comments/1598359/64493761#comment_64493761)

Recommended 0 times

This skank ought to worry about what people say about her.

She wants to defend a fascist gov’t.

(/user/freedom33)

[new]


freedom33 (/user/freedom33) Nov 20 · 07:27:20 AM (/comments/1598359/64493845#comment_64493845)
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Recommended 0 times

I am a legal immigrant from Germany with US citizenship but I am scared.

(/user/guyachs)

[new]


guyachs (/user/guyachs) Nov 20 · 07:33:50 AM (/comments/1598359/64493926#comment_64493926)

Recommended 0 times

After Trump spent years challenging Obama’s citizenship, claiming he’s a Kenyan, doesn’t love his
country. Come on Kellyanne, get real. The president is fair game

(/user/RAMJ)

[new]


RAMJ (/user/RAMJ) Nov 20 · 09:17:26 AM (/comments/1598359/64495209#comment_64495209)

Recommended 0 times

So if I said, “Fuck you Donald, and fuck you Kellyanne,” it would be a bad thing?

(/user/Marglo948)

[new]


Marglo948 (/user/Marglo948) RAMJ

Nov 20 · 10:05:02 AM (/comments/1598359/64495863#comment_64495863)

Recommended 0 times

Only if you act on it.ewwwwwwwwww. 😏 do we have to add kidding to our sentences
now?



(/user/jpcrtrsr)

[new]


jpcrtrsr (/user/jpcrtrsr) Nov 20 · 09:45:29 AM (/comments/1598359/64495566#comment_64495566)

Recommended 0 times

Seems The Trumptser agrees with KAC  (looks like KKK).  He attacks the cast of Hamilton for
expressing  concern about the future to Vice- Bigot, Vice-Misogynist, Vice-Racist, Vice-Homophobe,
Vice-Xenophobe Mike Pence. Too bad the actual winner by about 2 million votes was cheated out
of the presidency by the rigged system that Humpty Trumpty complained about.

(/user/Marglo948)

[new]


Marglo948 (/user/Marglo948) Nov 20 · 10:01:38 AM (/comments/1598359/64495817#comment_64495817)

Recommended 1 time

They spent eight years calling the Obama family disgusting names, and are still saying he was not a
citizen. We won't even go into what they have said about Hillary Clinton, or many other women.
And they can't take criticism.  Comedians, political pundits, newspapers, and ordinary citizens have
made jokes about presidents and their administrations. If you can't take it then don't you don't
want to belong in politics. The one thing none of us have the right to say is to promote violence
toward them. Something Trump and his followers clearly don't get. 

(/user/elaine43)

[new]


elaine43 (/user/elaine43) Nov 20 · 10:01:49 AM (/comments/1598359/64495821#comment_64495821)

Recommended 0 times

Don’t tell me to watch what I say,beyatch this is a free country,what are you going to come over
and kill me or something with your threats.

(/user/cagreen91)

[new]


cagreen91 (/user/cagreen91) Nov 20 · 10:25:17 AM (/comments/1598359/64496131#comment_64496131)

Recommended 1 time

Kellyanne … or what?   Again … ignorance is showing.   The 1st amendment guarantees freedom of
speech. … If not … then Mr. Trump would have been jailed long ago for just the lies about President
Obama .... he was born in Hawaii to an American mother .... therefore a citizen of this country. 
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(/user/Dorothy Crosby)

[new]


Dorothy Crosby (/user/Dorothy Crosby) Nov 20 · 10:34:55 AM (/comments/1598359/64496274#comment_64496274)

Recommended 1 time

I’ve been natural born citizen of this country for the past 70 years.  The First Amendment belongs
to me and the rest of America.  You Ms. Conway mind how you order the American people.  You
couldn’t even control your candidate on the campaign trail.

(/user/Trshmare)

[new]


Trshmare (/user/Trshmare) Nov 20 · 10:53:52 AM (/comments/1598359/64496551#comment_64496551)

Recommended 0 times

Her mouth will be moving as they lay her in the coffin #notmypresident

(/user/mishmash)

[new]


mishmash (/user/mishmash) Nov 20 · 10:56:44 AM (/comments/1598359/64496588#comment_64496588)

Recommended 0 times

Dear Kellyanne, 

We have free speech in America, perhaps you should move to RUSSIA

(/user/Darryl 007)

[new]


Darryl 007 (/user/Darryl 007) Nov 20 · 10:58:37 AM (/comments/1598359/64496615#comment_64496615)

Recommended 0 times

God damn, I hate Kelly! Real hate from the gut. That smile… wow. Ballistic I go….

(/user/mikebek)

[new]


mikebek (/user/mikebek) Nov 20 · 11:04:49 AM (/comments/1598359/64496701#comment_64496701)

Recommended 0 times

I look forward to Mr. Thinskin spending all his time holding more rallies to feed his ego, trying to
counter the fully justified criticism that’ll be coming his way, all day every day. Meanwhile,
Kellyanne Hatchetface can hang out at the Hate House (formerly White House) and continue to
spend all her time threatening the public with lawsuits.

(/user/frieda)

[new]


frieda (/user/frieda) Nov 20 · 12:16:10 PM (/comments/1598359/64497751#comment_64497751)

Recommended 0 times

Yes, Conway,  I know who, what and how sick and evil a man your boss is.   I think he is absolutely
capable of shooting some unknown person on Fifth Ave. just to prove he can get away with it.  BUT
GOD is bigger and I’d rather stand with GOD than fall with Trump.

(/user/eosterberg)

[new]


eosterberg (/user/eosterberg) Nov 20 · 12:21:43 PM (/comments/1598359/64497849#comment_64497849)

Recommended 0 times

The fact that Kellyanne Conway says to be careful about what you say about Trump just shows us
how she maintained her position in Trump’s campaign and did not get the Trump “You’re Fired!”
command!  I just hope our government takes immediate action if Trump tries to do something that
would damage our country.  He has not yet gained my support because he has not shown that he
is capable of making good presidential decisions, forget his clever like a fox business scams and tax
cheating as well as sexual molestations.

[new]
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(/user/Rusty44) Rusty44 (/user/Rusty44) Nov 20 · 12:23:02 PM (/comments/1598359/64497872#comment_64497872)

Recommended 0 times

There will be no healing. How can there be? Trump is a fool; Pence is a stone-cold monster. Both
are hell-bent on destroying the U.S. as we know it.

(/user/Don Bela)

[new]


Don Bela (/user/Don Bela) Nov 20 · 01:07:13 PM (/comments/1598359/64498487#comment_64498487)

Recommended 0 times

Is it tme to click our heels and say “Heil Trump!”?  

(/user/wolfrobe)

[new]


wolfrobe (/user/wolfrobe) Nov 20 · 01:15:27 PM (/comments/1598359/64498590#comment_64498590)

Recommended 0 times

The seeds of Trump’s bigotry and hatred have been sown long ago by the GOP. Now they’ve
blossomed into into a full blown expression of a demagogic, authoritarian, soon to be totalitarian
government being fashioned by Trump and his cabinet, and government agency leadership
choices.

(/user/ATC333)

[new]


ATC333 (/user/ATC333) Nov 20 · 01:22:35 PM (/comments/1598359/64498674#comment_64498674)

Recommended 1 time

Dear Kelly,

Trump is not yet appointed himself Dictator of the United States of America.   Your warning reads
just like something which would have been issued, in Nazi Germany during WW II.  Please keep it
up, let all Americans know exactly just what they somehow managed to vote into office.   Perhaps
in two years, those retired individuals who couldn't be bothered to understand exactly what
Trump, and Pence were, will finally understand the consequences of their vote.   

After all, how many of you Trump supporters understand the Ryan now wants to change, perhaps
end Medicare, privatize Social Security, and end Obamacare, without replaceing it with anything?   
Why don’t you read about Trump’s tax plan for the Middle class as well as himself and others like
him?  Go to :www.npr.org/ (http://www.npr.org/2016/11/13/501739277/who-benefits-from-donald-
trumps-tax-plan)

It will be just like Trump University all over again, except the victims will  be the 98%’ be the poor,
and the working and  the middle class.

 It will be the gifting of another 5 Trillion for Trump, and the other Job Creators to acquire more of
America’s wealth for themselves, instead of actually create jobs and new industry.   After all, the
abject failure of  Reagan’s Supply Side Economics” has  now been established during the t past
three GOP Administrations, considering they created less than half as many new jobs as
Democratic Admistrations over the same period of time and deprived this nation of over 14.5
Trillion dollars of tax revenues which the job creators used to only acquire more wealth for
themselves.

Once again, most Americans will watch the rich will get richer, the poor poorer, and the middle
class continue to shrink.

(/user/hannibal14)

[new]


hannibal14 (/user/hannibal14) Nov 20 · 02:00:05 PM (/comments/1598359/64499126#comment_64499126)

Recommended 2 times

Hey Conway, did you guys do something about removing freedom of speech from the
Constitution? 

(/user/DangerDyke)

[new]


DangerDyke (/user/DangerDyke) hannibal14

Nov 20 · 09:16:37 PM (/comments/1598359/64503603#comment_64503603)

No, but you can bet that they will do their best to get that done, along with eliminating
separation of church and state.

They are already trying to make protesting a felony, and if they have the opportunity to fill
a vacancy on the Supreme Court, well, America will become unrecognizable. I am 71, and
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Recommended 0 times

worry for my children and grandchildren.

(/user/Moshulu)

[new]


Moshulu (/user/Moshulu) Nov 20 · 03:32:14 PM (/comments/1598359/64500265#comment_64500265)

Recommended 1 time

“Trump issues a warning to Obama…...Stop talking to the rest of the world, it’s mine now”

The arrogance of a rich white man, now the world is his?

Kellyanne, help your boy out there, or, do you too believe the world is Trumps?

(/user/zekekrahlin)

[new]


zekekrahlin (/user/zekekrahlin) Nov 20 · 03:49:46 PM (/comments/1598359/64500443#comment_64500443)

Recommended 1 time

How nice of the author to ignore LGBT’s, another group whose attacks have spiked as a result of
Trump’s publicly spewed bigoty. Well, that's homophobia for ya.

(/user/mmofreno)

[new]


mmofreno (/user/mmofreno) Nov 20 · 06:34:05 PM (/comments/1598359/64502202#comment_64502202)

Recommended 1 time

I rarely comment in negative manners, but Kellyanne should die of the screaming sh*%s

(/user/Smeagel4T)

[new]


Smeagel4T (/user/Smeagel4T) mmofreno

Nov 20 · 06:36:31 PM (/comments/1598359/64502238#comment_64502238)

Recommended 1 time

Somebody needs to throw a bucket of water on her … “I'm melting!  Melting!”



(/user/Smeagel4T)

[new]


Smeagel4T (/user/Smeagel4T) Nov 20 · 06:35:30 PM (/comments/1598359/64502224#comment_64502224)

Recommended 1 time

Com’on everyone, sing along!!!  You know the words!! … “Ding dong, the witch is here.  The witch is
here.  The witch is here.  Ding dong, the witch is here right now!”

(/user/Smeagel4T)

[new]


Smeagel4T (/user/Smeagel4T) Nov 20 · 06:38:11 PM (/comments/1598359/64502257#comment_64502257)

Recommended 0 times

“I’m going to get you Harry.  And your little dog, too!!!  [cackle cackle cackle]”

(/user/Norm1946)

[new]


Norm1946 (/user/Norm1946) Nov 20 · 08:29:40 PM (/comments/1598359/64503296#comment_64503296)

Recommended 2 times

She looks just like Cruella De Vil in 101 Dalmatians.  I have always liked that name a well done
obvious double entendre.  Had to say that just in case free speech goes away.

(/user/DangerDyke)

[new]


DangerDyke (/user/DangerDyke) Nov 20 · 09:00:07 PM (/comments/1598359/64503492#comment_64503492)
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Recommended 0 times

So, if we're not careful of what we say about trump, what? Will we be treated to residency in
Manzanara, or one of the other internment camps that Reagan reopened during his presidency, or
be put on enemies lists, like during Nixon's reign?

These are legitimate questions, since I speak my mind, and either of these possibilities could screw
up my emigrating to Israel (a process I had begun before the presidential campaigning had
started).

(/user/Smeagel4T)

[new]


Smeagel4T (/user/Smeagel4T) DangerDyke

Nov 20 · 10:23:16 PM (/comments/1598359/64503909#comment_64503909)

Recommended 0 times

Wait a minute… are you a Jew?  You can't go leaving yet.  Fraud Trump hasn't gotten
around to attacking Jews yet.  Should be anytime now.  Not many other groups left for him
to attack.



(/user/Smeagel4T)

[new]


Smeagel4T (/user/Smeagel4T) Nov 20 · 10:21:33 PM (/comments/1598359/64503904#comment_64503904)

Recommended 0 times

I didn’t realize they were remaking The Wizard of Oz and people were starting to try out for the
Wicked Witch role.  T’would seem Kellyanne is the perfect fit.

(/user/cardinalbird)

[new]


cardinalbird (/user/cardinalbird) Nov 21 · 05:02:22 AM (/comments/1598359/64505028#comment_64505028)

Recommended 1 time

How about this, Kellyanne Conway….screw you and your fellow travelers. You don’t scare me with
your disrespecting the 1st Amendment protections that extend to ALL Americans, not just you.
And political speech is included in those protections, dear. You might like to read the Bill of Rights
sometime — it’s very enlightening to the uninformed such as yourself. I enjoy my pocket copy of
the US Constitution and regularly refer to it to better understand its meaning. Fun Fact:
Complacency is the hobgoblin of shrinking minds….

(/user/mrfun9153)

[new]


mrfun9153 (/user/mrfun9153) Nov 21 · 06:42:52 AM (/comments/1598359/64505665#comment_64505665)

Recommended 0 times

He’ll put a hit out on you! He owns the world now!

(/user/belinda ridgewood)

[new]


belinda ridgewood (/user/belinda ridgewood) mrfun9153

Nov 21 · 11:28:45 AM (/comments/1598359/64510104#comment_64510104)

Recommended 0 times

Hello, new user at Daily Kos! Our site guidelines and unique community moderation
system are explained in the Rules of the Road (http://www.dailykos.com/rules-of-the-
road).

If you have any questions about how to participate you can learn more at the Knowledge
Base (http://helpdesk.dailykos.com/kb) and the Site Resource Diaries
(http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/01/08/1177381/-New-Diarists-More-Resources-
for-All?detail=hide). Diaries tagged Open Thread (http://www.dailykos.com
/search?status=&species=&search_type=search_tags&text_expand=contains&
text_type=tag_compare&text=open+thread&time_type=time_last_story&
time_begin=Start+Date&time_end=End+Date&count_min=%28min%29&
count_max=%28max%29&submit=Search)are also great places to ask any questions.

~~ from the DK Partners & Mentors Team (http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/03
/22/1196175/-Announcing-Partners-Mentors?detail=hide)
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(/user/RareBird0)
[new]


RareBird0 (/user/RareBird0) Nov 21 · 09:25:38 AM (/comments/1598359/64507814#comment_64507814)

Recommended 0 times

The bottom line? Now is the time for outspoken liberals to, well, arm themselves. The governmnent
IS coming after you if you speak truth to power. When they kick in your front door, how you gonna
come? with your hands on your head or the trigger of your gun? (quote from The Clash’s “Guns of
Brixton”). I never thought I’d have to become like them and worry about being targeted but I am
and they will eat lead if they come.

(/user/carolynbbaker)

[new]


carolynbbaker (/user/carolynbbaker) Nov 21 · 09:40:08 AM (/comments/1598359/64508033#comment_64508033)

Recommended 0 times

ditto what Hunter said ...his description of the Fuhrer

(/user/kinserlow)

[new]


kinserlow (/user/kinserlow) Nov 21 · 12:24:54 PM (/comments/1598359/64511258#comment_64511258)

Recommended 0 times

I wonder how much she asks for a blow job?

(/user/Ancient Terran 53)

[new]


Ancient Terran 53 (/user/Ancient Terran 53) Nov 21 · 02:18:59 PM (/comments/1598359/64512969#comment_64512969)

Recommended 0 times

Welcome to the Era of Trumpelthinskin the antichrist and his evil demonic horde of minions.

One wonders how many innocent children will die during their infernal reign. I am not referring to
any that might die as a result of "back-alley wire hanger induced" pregnancy terminations.

They have already made it clear that the "Bill of Rights" will no longer exist.

Laws preventing illegal search and seizure. Denied!

Right to trial by Jury. Denied!

Freedom of the press. Denied ! Punishable by life prisonment at hard labor!

Freedom of speech. Denied! Punishable by life imprisonment at hard labor!

Freedom of peaceful assembly (unless covered in white sheets and hoods). Punishable by
immediate execution by firing squad! Sentence to be carried out immediately by the National
Security Police on scene!

All immigrants must register, immediately after the coronation on January 20, 2016. All Middle
Eastern immigrants will immediately report to the nearest Homeland Security Freedom Camp, for
internment until such time as their official religious affiliation and immigration status has been
determined by Homeland Security. Failure to report within a timely manner is punishable by
immediate execution by National Security. No attempt to avoid internment will be tolerated, as
Homeland Security has your DNA, you cannot avoid detection.

Association with any individual on the list proscibed list of enemies of the state maintained by
Homeland Security shall be punishable by life imprisonment at hard labor, and/or summary
execution.

I'm sure I've missed some, but this is what the current incarnation of the antichrist finds so
admirable in his favourite world leaders.

We can pray that enough members of the Electoral College take the route of "faithless electors",
considering the framers of our Constitution probably had the current crisis in mind when they
created the Electoral College.

Unfortunately, those that plan to destroy the United States of America, and replace it with a
country based on fascists dictatorships, have maneuvered their supporters into position within the
electoral college, to insure their position of authority.

May almighty God have mercy on those opposing Trumpelthinskin the antichrist.
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